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One of the many persons who were attracted by the mag
netic personality of Professor Schechter and the hospitable
home presided over by Mrs. Schechter was Mr. Louis S. Brush.
Like many others, he also became a frequent visitor of the
model services in the Seminary Synagogue, which offered a rare
combination of beauty and dignity and in which Dr. Schechter
took particular pride. It was there that I first met Mr. Brush,
some forty-five years ago.
He was a quiet, unostentatious person, a tall man of dignified
bearing, meticulously dressed and well-mannered who had en
deared himself to the Schechters by the apparent reverence and
devotion he felt for them. He was a deeply religious man. I
remember how one day he brought to the Seminary his Sefer
Torah with breastplate, headpieces and pointer in a special case.
He had inherited it from his father and had taken it away from
another synagogue where, he felt, it was not sufficiently cared
for. Once a year he would send his chauffeur to fetch the fine
silver ornaments and have them looked over and polished at
Tiffany's.
In the early years after the reorganization of the Seminary
(1907), one of our promising students, Alexander Cohen, under
went a minor operation which proved fatal. The physician
ascribed the unexpected tragedy to apparent malnutrition.
We all were very deeply moved by the sad event, and Mrs.
Schechter tried to prevent similar conditions by seeing that
more care should be taken of the physical welfare of the stu* Address delivered on April 5, 1949, on the occasion of the inauguration
of the Brush Lectures.
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dents. The establishment some years later of the Students'
House was a consequence of this event.
At the time, Mrs. Schechter spoke to a number of friends
urging the building of a dormitory. Mr. Brush promised her to
do something some day and we expected that he would make
some provision in his will for this purpose. He lived for many
more years but never mentioned the subject again. After Dr.
and Mrs. Schechter's death, he showed less and less interest in
the Seminary; his visits to the Seminary Synagogue became
rarer and rarer and finally ceased altogether. He kept up the
care of his Torah ornaments and, as I heard later from Dr.
Adler, made an anonymous gift of $1,000.00 every Hanukah.
He was approached in vain for a contribution to the Students'
House. When I happened to meet him two years before his
death and asked him why he did not visit our Synagogue of
late, he answered that he was not interested in the Seminary
any longer.
T o our greatest surprise, we learned on his death, that he
had left the bulk of his fortune, one and a half million dollars,
for the building of a dormitory. One half of the money should
be devoted to the building, the other half to its upkeep expenses
and to scholarships for the students. Nobody but his Christian
lawyer had known anything of this will. What was the reason
for so deep a secrecy we can only surmise.
His relatives were, naturally, very much disappointed and
thought of fighting the will, but the lawyer declared that he
was ready to swear that Mr. Brush was in full possession of his
faculties when he made his will and they realized that they
could do nothing about it.
The Seminary Board for a moment considered the building
of some additional stories on top of the old Seminary on 123rd
Street. However, there was a clause in the will that the dor
mitory had to be built in strict colonial style and the condition
had to be adhered to. Fortunately, the large plot of ground on
Broadway opposite the old building was available at that time.
The picturesque high rocks on the vacant lot had been cleared
away with the view of putting up here a high structure. That
plan had been abandoned for various reasons. And thus, through
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Mr. Brush's grandiose gift, it was made possible to erect the
imposing building.
The Brush gift came at a psychological moment. In the
1920's, the Library had outgrown its quarters, partly through
the acquisition of the Adler Library and the other rich gifts of
Mortimer L. Schiff. It had occupied rooms on the first and
second floors and the building which had looked so spacious
when it opened, had become quite inadequate. It was con
templated to remodel two neighboring houses when the Brush
gift offered entirely new possibilities. There was room enough on
the new plot for adequate accommodations to house the Library
and the Teachers Institute, which had its equally insufficient
quarters downtown. Mr. Schiff's family decided to erect the
Jacob H. Schiff building for the Library, and Mr. Unterberg
donated the one for the Teachers Institute.
The Rabbinical Department carried on for a year or two in
the building on 123rd Street which Mr. Jacob H. Schiff had
presented in 1902, but during the depression it turned out to be
too expensive to keep up the two buildings and so the instruc
tion of the Rabbinical department was transferred to the
Teachers Institute building.
The Synagogue also, after some time, was transferred to the
new buildings and only recently, after the removal of the
Museum to the Warburg House, found room in the Library
building.
And thus it is due to the generosity of Mr. Brush that our
Seminary has the most magnificent building that has ever
housed a Jewish institution of learning. We have every reason
to feel a lasting debt of gratitude to him and to keep the memory
of the noble, generous donor alive.
The Brush lectures will, we trust, fulfill this purpose and
will connect his name permanently with the scholarly pursuits
of this institution which owes so much of its growth to Mr.
Brush's vision.
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PREFACE T O T H E SECOND EDITION
The first edition has been exhausted for a number of years,
but I have had no opportunity to take time from my regular
duties to revise it. The accumulation of new material in the
field of archaeology and the publication of many important
works relating to the subject dealt with in the present book
justified a considerable revision of the book.
However, I have decided to content myself for the present
with the most necessary additions and modifications, abstaining
from a complete revision which would require many months of
additional work.
The main purpose of the book remains what it was originally:
the elucidation of difficult passages in rabbinic literature which
were hitherto either unexplained or misinterpreted, and some
times unknown altogether; the examination of certain customs
and practices and the treatment of the literary methods used
by the rabbis. This content is discussed against the background
of Hellenism in Jewish Palestine. The well known facts are
used only as a kind of cement to make the citations coherent.
The rabbinic material which form the elementary knowledge of
every serious student of rabbinics is given without any reference
to scholars who have dealt with it.
S. L.
March 8, 1962
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PREFACE
The following chapters are the outgrowth of lectures deliv
ered on various occasions. They include the first Louis S. Brush
Lecture delivered on April 5, 1949; an academic address given
on May 7, 1950, at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem on the
occasion of its twenty-fifth anniversary; a lecture in the thiasos
at the Hebrew University and several other papers read at the
Jewish Theological Seminary of America.
As far as possible I tried to avoid detailed and complicated
Halakhic discussions which might divert the reader's attention
from the main thesis. For this reason I have not, in my dis
cussion of the literary transmission, concerned myself with inves
tigations of the credibility of certain historic traditions in rab
binic literature. In these chapters our interest was fixed on
literary activity, not on historic truth. In examining what the
Rabbis report concerning by-gone times what was important
to us was not the historic fact, but the view which the Rabbis
held and their reaction to it.
Keeping in mind the two types of readers whom this book may
attract — classical scholars who are not familiar with Jewish
writings and rabbinic students who do not pursue Hellenic
studies — I have generally avoided the usual abbreviations, and
have fully spelled out the names of books and journals.
In order to explain clearly the rabbinic sources, I often had
to disregard the Greek classics and give preference to later
Hellenistic and Roman writings which were nearer in time (and
sometimes in place) to those of the rabbinic tradition. I have
always worked on the assumption that actual contact (in the
times under discussion) between Jew and Gentile exerted greater
influence on the former than literary works.
Prof. Abraham Halkin spent many evenings with me reading
through the whole manuscript. I am glad to repeat my words
in the Preface to Greek in Jewish Palestine: I am indebted to
Dr. Halkin not only for the revision of the English style but also
XV
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PREFACE

for many suggestions in connection with the presentation of the
subject-matter. I frequently relied on his good taste and lucid
judgment.
The proofs were read by my dear wife, Dr. Judith Lieberman,
and Rabbi Gershon Cohen, both of whom I wish to thank.
I am grateful to Professor Louis Finkelstein, President of the
Jewish Theological Seminary, to Professor Henri Gr6goire of
Brussels and to Professor M . Schwabe of Jerusalem for their
constructive critical remarks, generous help and advice. Pro
fessor Elias Bickerman was of continuous aid with his erudition
and acumen. M y indebtedness to him is greater than I can
express.
The authorities and staff of the Libraries of the Jewish
Theological Seminary, and our good neighbors at the Union
Theological Seminary, were exceedingly kind and helpful in
supplying me with the necessary books. T o all of them I extend
my sincerest thanks.
M y thanks are also due to Dr. Maurice Jacobs and his
intelligent type-setters and proof reader for their conscientious
and careful work.
S. L.
The First of Kislev 5711 — November 10, 1950.
The Jewish Theological Seminary of America

N. B. Unless otherwise specified all the dates mentioned in
this book are C. E.
The English translations of Greek and Latin authors which
are available in the Loeb Classical Library were mostly checked
with and sometimes copied in the pertinent quotations cited in
this book.
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INTRODUCTION
More than half a century has passed since the publication of
S. Krauss' Griechische und Lateinische Lehnworter im Talmud,
Midrasch und Targum. The abundance of Greek words recorded
in this dictionary has been properly regarded as an indication
of the close contact between the Jews of Palestine and their
Greek-speaking neighbors. This deduction is, of course, correct.
But no systematic effort has been made to examine fully and
analyze the Greek words contained in rabbinic literature. It
goes without saying that as a result of the close relations between
Aramaic and Greek certain words of the latter have become an
integral part of the former. But many Greek words occur in
rabbinic literature only rarely; they give the impression of being
a foreign body in the language. This category needs special
investigation.
It is pertinent to inquire why the Rabbis employed the
particular Greek word when an adequate Hebrew or Aramaic
term was seemingly available. "Almost every foreign word and
phrase have their Vaison d'etre* in rabbinic literature. We
shall try to demonstrate that all Greek phrases in rabbinic
literature are quotations." If a common Greek word is em
ployed by the Rabbis only very rarely, whereas they generally
use its Aramaic equivalent, some reason must lie behind the
rabbinic choice of a Greek term in a particular case. In a
previous volume we tried to outline the underlying principles
of the method of linguistic investigation in the study of Greek
words employed by the Rabbis.
Here we are concerned with a wider problem: an inquiry
1

2

3

1

S. Lieberman, Greek in Jewish Palestine, N. Y . 1942 (Hereafter referred
to as GJP), p. 6.
See Lieberman, / . N. Epstein Jubilee Volume (Tarbiz X X ) , Jerusalem
1950, p. 113 ff.
>GJP.
3
2
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into the spirit of many rabbinic observations and an investiga
tion of the facts, incidents, opinions, notions and beliefs to
which the Rabbis allude in their statements. The insinuations
and the suggestions contained in the remarks by the ancient
Jewish sages, which were understandable to their contempo
raries, are now often quite obscure to us. But the study of the
events, customs and manners in the environment of the par
ticular Rabbi may often reveal to us the inner sense of a rab
binic statement; the latter, or its part, often sheds light on the
given events, customs and manners.
Here we should like to lay down an important principle in
the investigation of the Aggadah. The utterances of the Rabbis
are not as a rule pointless. Their homilies and parables in
which they utilized the current events of their time always
contain something which must have appealed to the mind or
heart of their contemporaries. The interpretations and explana
tions of certain rabbinic passages in the commentaries and the
dictionaries sometimes make them colorless and even insipid.
We shall quote a few examples.
We read in the Midrash:
1 ' j n v Tin vnb ' D * W " I ^ D ? bwn
nwob ^sb i ^ y n a w ( ] n n ) i m p ^ u n p n a " r a i n w w
p
4

5

1

6

1

n ?^ a i m riDD era c r o n - a c o ^ y on ^ « -pa i*n . m n "Like a king
who said to his children: Remember that I am going to try
* Die Konigsgleichnisse des Midrasch by I. Ziegler, Breslau 1903, is a
valuable book illuminating the king-parables of the Rabbis in the light of
Greek and Roman literature. However, the book suffers from two considerable
faults. The rabbinic texts are copied from erroneous editions and are not
treated in a critical manner. Secondly, the author did not discriminate between
information which was likely to be known to the ordinary people in the East
and between literary knowledge which was predominantly the apanage of the
learned in the Greco-Roman world. The explanations offered below were
unknown to Ziegler, and for this reason no reference to his book will be found
in this work.
s Shemoth Rabba X V . 12. I copy from cod. Oxf., Ebr. 147, f. 191b.
The word p i p is missing in the editions. But in addition to our manu
script it is also extant in cod. New York. It is therefore obvious that ] n n
is a gloss to ]3ip and, as usual, the original was dropped and the gloss retained.
^ The dots on the word apparently indicate that it is to be deleted.
6

5
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capital cases and convict [people to death]; therefore offer a
sacrifice to me, so that when you come before my tribunal I
may dismiss your elogium. So the Holy One blessed is He said
to Israel: I am now sentencing people to death (i. e. the first
born of the Egyptians); note that I shall have pity on you by
virtue of the blood of the Paschal Lamb and the blood of circum
cision." The parable appears to be tasteless and artificial. Who
is that king who declares in advance that he will issue whole
sale convictions (as in the case of the Egyptians)? And what
king would enjoin his children under the threat of a death
penalty to offer a sacrifice to him? The parable can make sense
only if it is not fiction but an actual fact known to the people,
which the Rabbis utilized to illuminate the Bible.
Indeed, Lactantius tells us: "And first of all he forced
his daughter Valeria and his wife Prisca to be polluted by
sacrificing . . . Altars were placed in the council chambers and
near the tribunal that the litigants might offer a sacrifice before
their case would be heard. Thus judges were approached as
gods."
Now the parable becomes perfectly understandable. In the
wholesale condemnation of the Christians during Diocletian's
persecutions, the emperor's own daughter and wife were forced
to sacrifice; otherwise they might be condemned along with all
other Christians. The point of the parable is that the Jews,
the children of the Lord, were similarly spared during the whole
sale conviction of the Egyptians by virtue of the blood of the
Paschal Lamb and the blood of circumcision; their elogium was
then dismissed.
8

9

10

8

The report to the proconsul or the legate of the preliminary interrogation
conducted by the magistrate; it was brought in with the defendant. This
report was the first document read in the court of the proconsul (or legate)
when the accused appeared there. See JQR X X X V , 1944, p. 30 and nn. 189,
190 ibid.
* De mort. pers. X V : et primam omnium filiam Valeriam coniugemque
Priscam sacrificio pollui coegit. . . arae in secretariis ac pro tribunali positae,
ut litigatores prius sacrificarent atque ita causas suas dicerent, sic ergo ad
iudices tamquam ad deos adiretur.
Comp. also Eusebius, hist. eccl. VIII. 6. 1 ff.
1 0

6
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Again we read in the Midrash:
pw 'n
wen m
n p m h
"And Rebekah had a brother, and his name was
Laban (Gen. 24:29). R. Isaac said: paradoxos. * All the com
mentaries and dictionaries explain the last word to mean
7 r a p a 5 o £ o s or 7 r a p a 5 6 £ c o s , i. e. Laban was extraordinarily and
incredibly white." This explanation blunts the whole point of
the Rabbi's remark.
The truth is that he wanted to obviate a difficulty in the
verse. The Jewish sages noticed that when mentioning wicked
people the Bible usually indicates it by saying: And X was
(or is) his name. But when referring to a righteous person the
expression is: And his name was (or is) X . Now the question
was raised: Why in the case of the wicked Laban does the
Bible say: And his name was Laban, instead of the expected
"and Laban was his name"? Thereupon R. Isaac remarked:
7 r a p d 5 o £ o s , i. e. it is a 7rap&5o£os
[X670S], a paradox: You
would expect the famous cheat to be called Shdfyor (Black),
but the paradox was that his name was Laban (White). The
Torah wanted to hint that the notorious trickster misled people
even by his name.
Likewise, it is recorded in TP:
i n a i y maDD^K ' 1
n»N
1

13

1 4

15

16

pp^ im

D ' D D * ? in

' D DM nDI
HDD nn«

1

l8

by

D " p mm

p i

.m3DD^«

.DI-TODD^N nw

HUB D 1 T T 3 D 3 ^ K

n ' a p n bw

Ti'b

I D B D I D W * D ,bw*

m m

PDTK inn

' D K .DITWDD!?** [ ' D » ]
Kin Dm

nra

IDPD

bv

^[mn]
N

D

I D W

fc)
Tnn . n M l " R . Alexander said: A certain
magistrate (apx&>J>) whose name chanced to be Alexander was
once trying a robber (Krjarrjs). The former asked him: What
B t e * 'n OttQ * n p »

11

Bereshith Rabba L X . 7, 647; see the parallels referred to ibid.
"Laban" means white in Hebrew.
See Midrash Samuel I. 6 and parallels, where a number of passages are
listed, such as I Sam. 7:14: Goliath was his name ( I D » JV!N); ibid. 25:25: Nabal
is his name (IDB> hii) etc. But see below, p. 209.
« I Sam. 1:1: And his name was Elkanah (napV« nwi); ibid. 17:12: And his
name was Jesse (w IDPI) etc.
s See Midrash Samuel ibid, where this question is explicitly asked.
Berakhoth I X . 1, 13b, top.
So cod. Vat., *Ein Jacob passim.
This is the reading of cod. Vat. and jnrm DiD3ip in Yalkut. Ein Jacob:
miODbvb. Midrash Tehilim VI. 3, ed. Buber 21b: o m w a V ^ .
1 3

x

J

16

18

l
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is your name? He answered: Alexander. He (i. e. the magis
trate) said: Alexander dismisses Alexander. Now if a man is
saved because he bears the same name as a man of flesh and
blood, he whose name is like the name of the Holy One blessed
is He will certainly be saved. This is the meaning of the
Scriptural verse (Joel 3:5): Whosoever shall be called by the
name of the Lord shall be delivered" S. Krauss" treats this
passage as a curious anecdote which tends to indicate that
justice became a farce in Rome. But the context of the Talmud
shows that the Rabbis took it seriously.
In this instance they utilized the famous "Alexandromania"
of some of the Roman dignitaries to illuminate Scripture. Dio
Cassius reports the following anecdote about the emperor
Caracalla who believed himself to be an incarnation of Alexander
the Great. A man who happened to be called Alexander was
once tried for many crimes which he had committed. The
accusing orator kept on saying "the bloodthirsty Alexander, the
god-detested Alexander. Caracalla became angry as if he him
self were being called those bad names, and said: If you cannot
be satisfied with plain Alexander , you are dismissed." *
Special attention should be paid to rabbinic parables which
include details that are not essential to the illustration of the
particular Biblical passage. This usually proves that the Rabbis
quoted a story in extenso, because it was known as such to the
audience.
20

21

23

1

1

35

We read in the Midrash:

with

2

PUHDD

M I D

rbm ifrnb

*» See JQR X X X V , 1944, p. 24, n. 153.
3 0

The allusion is to Israel which contains the name of God. See TP
Ta'anith II. 6, 65d; Debarim Rabba ed. Lieberman, p. 28 and n. 14
ibid.
" The Rabbis interpreted K-jp* as N"]|£, see Sifre II 49, ed. Finkelstein,
p. 114; TB Baba Bathra 75b, according to the reading of Yalkut Hatnakhiri
to Joel 3:5, p. 25.
awnoai noVna 'am ois Jerusalem 1948, p. 278.
*3 L X X V I I I . 8.
* copy Lady T € &S KOX avrds KCUCWS 6.KOVO)VJ KOX
"d /xi) kpukaei aoi
6 'A\ki;av8pos> airo\k\v<rat".
«Esther Rabba, proem, 11. Comp. Vayyikra Rabba X L 7; Tanbuma
9.
M

t

a

8
•
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* p a n D

•m«

impi

oiynpi

v

oi*np

-J^D ^

n

D H W I
i^D

D'jnun
^

D'jpao

vara
on^n

VUHD^

vrw

by nnmyi

ljparw

]vai

jwai

ranm
• m

N

nma

nriD

*?aai

• * p p 3 D 1
no^a

rwvn

26

"Like a king who sent rescripts to every city. In every
city where the king's rescripts arrived the people embraced them
and kissed them rose to their feet, uncovered their heads and
read them in fear, in awe, in trembling and in trepidation.
But when they arrived at the king's own city the people read them,
tore them and burnt them." This parable illustrates the verse in
Jer. 36:23, where it is stated that the king tore the scroll of
Jeremiah to pieces and destroyed it by fire.
At first glance it appears to be an elaborate and complicated
parable. For the illustration of the verse, the tearing of the
king's letters is sufficient. As a matter of fact in the earlier
Midrash the example is short and concise: "Like a king who
sent his ordinance (IT pbar ay JJLCL) to a city. What did the people
of the city do to it? They tore it and burnt it." The elaborate
parable of the later Midrash can be properly understood only if
we suppose that an actual event was applied to our verse.
Lactantius relates: "Next day an edict was promulgated
depriving the men of this religion (i. e. the Christians) of all
honors and dignities . . . [a certain person] tore it down and cut
it in-pieces." The story is short; there is no record of the
behavior of the people in other places. Lactantius related a
fact which happened in his own city, in Nicomedia, where the
DlEHBn

37

28

29

30

31

36

y papal or ypappara.
7 These italicized words are missing in the parallel Midrashim noted
above n. 25.
Comp. the International Critical Commentary to I Corinth. X I . 4,
p. 229.
* From Chrysostom's (Migne PG LI 11, 112) description of the reading of
the imperial rescripts (jSaoxXifcd, ypaixnara) it is obvious that the people read
them "with fear and trepidation" (/xera <p6f3ov Kal rpo/JLOv), see Le Blant,
Les actes des martyrs, p. 34; idem, Les persecuteurs et les martyrs, p. 140; Lieber
man, JQR X X X V , 1944, p. 7 ff.
30 Bereshith Rabba X L I I . 3, p. 402.
* Be mortib. pers. X I I I : Postridie propositum est edictum quo cavebatur,
ut religionis illius homines carerent omni honore ac dignitate . . . deripuit et
conscidit.
3

3 8

a

x
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9

emperors then resided. For our purpose the words of Eusebius,
a Palestinian, and probably a contemporary of the anonymous
homilist in our Midrash are of greater importance.
He tells us that when the edict was published in Nicomedia
a Christian tore it, and he devotes a few words to emphasizing
the fact that the outrage was committed in a city where the
two emperors were present. It is almost certain that the
anonymous Rabbi refers to the same incident. He stresses the
fact that whereas in all other cities the people embraced and
kissed the edicts™ of the emperor, in his own city their fate was
altogether different. This fact was certainly widely known
32

33

35

3* Hist. eccl. VIII. 5.
dvelv kwLwapovTcov Kara TTJV OLVTTIV irokiv paGiXeuv.
34 The Hebrew here is unequivocal: the edicts were adored by embracing
and kissing. A. Alfoldi (Mitteilungen d. deutch. archaeol. Inst., Roemische
Abteil. vol. 49, 1934, pp. 8 ff. and 58 ff.) has convincingly demonstrated that,
contrary to the accepted opinion, the various forms of the adoratio of the
emperor were not first introduced by Diocletian. They were taken over by
the Roman Emperors from their Oriental colleagues. Herodotus (III. 128)
recounts that the Persian guards of Oroetes "rendered much reverence to the
rolls [of Darius] and still more to what was written therein" (ret re fivPXla
aepo/jLevovs fxeyaXais KOL TCL \eybixeva
€K TCOV (3V/3\LO)V en juefopcos). The
TpoaKVVTjais in connection with the imperial letters is often the same as the
aefiacrfxos mentioned by Herodotus: general reverence, and perhaps actual
genuflexion (Comp. Alfoldi ibid., p. 46 ff.). Nevertheless in the light of the
explicit rabbinic statement (see also below n. 35) we may assume that wpoaKvvelv in regard to the edict sometimes means (like Kvvelv) to kiss (See
Liddell and Scott s. v. TpoaKvvea) II. 1; II. 3. Comp. also C. Sittl, Die
Gebdrden d. Griechen und Romer, p. 172, n. 4). Philostratus (vit. sophist. 590)
relates about the sophist Adrian: Trpocncvvrjaras 8e rds
fiacnXelovs
8e\rovs
TTJV rpvxv
npos Oivrals apiJKev. "Kissing the emperor's (i. e. Commodus')
letters he breathed out his soul over them".
33

v

35 The burning of the edicts and the remainder of the conclusion of our
Midrash are an adaptation of a historic fact to the verse of Jeremiah. True,
there is a Christian legend (acta sanctorum, Sept. vol. VI, p. 686d) that when a
martyr (in Egypt) wanted to see the edict of Diocletian, it was brought and
adored ( = kissed). Then the proconsul also rose to his feet and embraced the
edict (similiter et praeses assurexit et edictum amplexatus est). The Christian,
however, took it, read it and threw it into the fire (accepisset et legisset. . .
imperatoris edictum in ignem coniecit). An exact repetition of our Midrashl
But this Christian legend has no historic value; the only reliable information
contained therein is the general treatment of the edict.
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among the Christians, and it is no wonder that it reached the
Synagogue.
The later Rabbis elaborated the simple parable used by the
earlier Midrash, and on the basis of an actual event added to
it all the details which adhered to it. An instance taken from
life appealed to the people more than an abstract example
employed by the earlier Rabbi.
As stated above, we assume that the Rabbis were guided
by special reasons in their choice of Greek words which were
not incorporated in the spoken Aramaic. Very often the good
sense of the choice is revealed when we can surmise the source
from which they borrowed these words.
For instance, Rab homiletically explains the etymology of
the word Di&p (calendas, calendae, KaXavdai).
According to
the Aggadah it was Adam who first invented this word. "When
he saw [for the first time] that the day is growing longer he
exclaimed: Calendas, colon dio" ("INH )l^p . D l ^ p ) . The explana
tions of the connection between calendas and colon dio offered
by the dictionaries and commentaries are untenable. The most
plausible among them is that given by Israel Lewy who sug
gests that, according to Rab, Adam exclaimed: Kakbv.
dies,
37

38

39

40

41

6

* The latter ascribe the tearing of the edict to various saints, but all of
them are connected with the same occurrence. W e find in the Synaxaria
Selecta (Synaxarium of Constantinople, ed. H. Delehaye, p. 538. Comp. also
ibid., p. 248 and acta Sanctorum, Martii, vol. II, p. 391) that a certain Menignus
(in the time of the Decian persecutions), a fuller by profession, trampled the
king's letters under his feet after snatching them from the hands of the judge
and cutting them in pieces (Meviyvos . . . rd rov jSaciAccos dpxdcas Tpd/x/xara &c T&V X&P&V °V &PXOVTOS Kai els \erra Kara/cd^as KaTeirarrjaev).
But this story too has just as little historical basis.
37 See above, n. 30.
3* Philostratus (vit. soph. 565) tells about the famous Herodes Atticus that
"when he wanted to move his hearers he drew not only on tragedy but also
on the life of every day" (r&v av&poimvwv avvekkfaro).
39 TP 'Abodah Zarah I. 2, 39c.
4° The Rabbis often used the Accusative instead of the Nominative.
4 Verhandlungen des Vereins deutsch. Philologen etc., vol. X X X I I I , Leipzig
1878, p. 83. This was also the independent interpretation of H. Blaufuss,
Romische Feste und Feiertage nach den Traktaten uber fremden Dienst I,
p. 7.
T
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i. e. [How] good! [It is] day! If we accept this interpretation
we may advance the conjecture that its origin lies in some in
cantation. Varro reports that it is a Greek custom to say
"good light" when light is brought in. But following all the
interpretations, including Lewy's, it is necessary to emend the
text and read DNH instead of W T , with the result of a com
bination of Greek and Latin!
However, from the contents of TP it is obvious that in the
first year of his life Adam was frightened when he saw the day
growing shorter and shorter. But after the midwinter solstice,
observing that the days were becoming longer again, he was
seized with joy. In other words, it was the early sunset which
terrified him and after the midwinter solstice he realized that it
was in the nature of things for the sun to set early in the fall.
The light of the sun will shine again.
Therefore we may interpret his exclamation as an acclama
tion to the sun, a kind of farewell to it: KCLXOV dve, "Set well."
Indeed, in a magic papyrus we find: [K]a\rj
<rov
KaradvcLS,
"Well be thy setting." Rab contended that the Calendae origi
nated in the primitive sun festivals, and its name was derived
from Adam's first joyful farewell to the sun when it was about
to set.
The comparison of some of the Hebrew (or Aramaic) rab
binic terms with their Greek equivalents sometimes proves to
be mutually helpful. For instance, the Talmudim^ report that
R. Dosa b . Archinus called his younger brother ]W) T o n "The
first-born of Satan." Rab Zemab Gaon read instead 7MW "llM
42

43

44

45

46

47

49

* De lingua Latina VII. 4 (end).
Graeci cum lumen affertur, solent dicere <p&s aya&ov.
Comp. the
Aramaic K ^ J J B K-nnn.
44 In accordance with the Accusative: calendas.
4s Ibid, and TB ibid. 8a. Comp. also Bereshith Rabba X I . 2, 88 ff.
4 See Mishnah Sukkah IV. 5 (naro "f? *BV) and Baneth's note in his
German translation of the Mishnah, Seder M&ed, p. 534, n. 12. Comp. also
the modern Greek farewell: <rrd Ka\6.
47 Pap. Louvre 2391, col. V, 1. 124. Preisendanz, Papyri graecae magicae I,
p. 38.
48 TP Yebamoth I. 6, 3a; TB ibid. 16a.
49 Cited in Liber Juchassin, ed. Filipowski l i b .
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50

51

"A foolish first-born son." S. Rapoport called attention to
the latter reading and added that this agrees with the text of
Seder Eliyyahu Zuta.
However, the reading
T D 3 , "The first-born of Satan,"
should not be altered. Polycarpus also styles Marcion 7rpcor6TOKOS
TOV acLTava,"
"The first-born of Satan." From the
Talmud it appears to be a popular derogatory phrase used to
designate a man who can "prove" whatever he wants. The
Greek corroborates the Hebrew text; the Hebrew source ex
plains the meaning of the term.
For an instance where the Hebrew is an aid to the Greek text
we turn to the Testament of Job. Eliphaz says about Elihu:
OTL ovrbs eaTLV 6 TOV
CKOTOVS
/cat
ovxi TOV <POOTOS. "For
this man is of darkness and not of light." The first edition,
however, reads: OTL vios
£<TTL TOV CKOTOVS KT\.
"For he
is the son of darkness and not of light." This is most likely the
original reading.
In rabbinic literature we find the term 'N^np "D "The son
of darkness." It also occurs in Hebrew: n^£>N p . In the
52

53

54

55

56

57

58

5 9
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According to most commentaries only a first-born by his mother and
not by his father was termed now T D : I , see O H S I D 'pnpi to TB Baba Bathra,
p. 351, n. 70. Comp. however Bereshith Rabba X C I . 9, p. 11326 and Albeck's
note ibid.
s »on t^K ]ro irm nn^in, Warsaw, 1913, p. 27.
Ch. I, ed. princ. 52b.
« For it is attested by both Talmudim and by mediaeval authorities
who employ this expression. Moreover, Seder Eliyyahu Zuta, ed. Friedmann
(published from a manuscript dated 1073), p. 169, as a matter of fact reads:
1

5 4

Irenaeus, adv. haer. III. 3. 4; Eusebius, hist. eccl. IV. 14. 7. Comp.
Polycarpus, ad Phil. 7.
" X L I I I , ed. James, apocrypha anecdota, second series, Cambridge, 1897,
p. 13127.
See variants ibid.
See Vayyikra Rabba X X V . 5 and parallel. Ibid. IV. 1 (according to
codd. Vat. and London): 'N^ap, "the dark one".
s II Aboth deR. Nathan X X X I I , ed. Schechter 35a, according to the
reading of Rabbi Simeon Duran in his nn« ]JD on Aboth III. 10, ed. princ, 41b.
The edition reads: H T N D p , "The son of a curse". This is the Hebrew
equivalent of the Aramaic yns "n which is very frequent in Palestinian rabbinic
5 6

5 7

8

5 9
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recently discovered scrolls of Jericho the righteous are called
TIN *an "The sons of light," and the wicked are named "jEnn
"The sons of darkness." Accordingly the remark of Eliphaz was
that Elihu was a "son of darkness" and not "of light." Here the
Hebrew idiom confirms the Greek variant.
Similarly, it is related in TB} ^B p ymrr* ' T T n n n * p v n n
" p i rvTn * K D H U N B'H T i n o ^ T a r r m VBN " R . Joseph the son of
R. Joshua b. Levi fell sick and gave up his ghost.** When he
revived his father asked him: What [vision] did you see?"
However, the exact translation of the word
is extant in
Pirkei Rabbenu Hakkadosh: * o h y n W I N ? ynm "And he was
drawn (taken up) to the other world." Ps.-Jonathan (Gen. 5:24)
renders the 'Ai/dA^ts of Enoch: WPIB
p^Di T M r r K . Its Greek
equivalent would be: aveXrjip^rj nal avefirj els TOV ovpavov.
Indeed, we read in the Midrash: yttriiT 'TT n n n "in nvwn "1
" I D N i n y i nnp"ru D'D» TWBW
.vbm
rwbw yprwn [^B p ]
" p i p n r r o n n » i . . . n a « rrb. The text is defective.
It was
1

6

1

05

00

07

literature. See Jastrow, Dictionary etc., s. v. «ns II. AH the dictionaries and
commentaries have misunderstood this term. The proverb (TB 'Arakhin 19a):
wvan Nns Nivaa NSD is to be translated: "An old man in the house is a curse in
the house". Likewise, in BereshithRabba ( X X X V I . 2, p. 336io) Ham is termed:
«nnsi mm, "The father of the curse", i. e. of Canaan (see Gen. 9:25). In the
same way Simeon and Levi are called (ibid. X C I X , 6, see the variants in ed.
Albeck, p. 1206) «nnsi D»n«, "The brothers of a curse" (See Gen. 49:7). Perhaps
nnns in Lev. 13:55 is synonymous with m « D D in 52 ibid. Comp. also my
translation of TP Nedarim I X . 3, 41c in JQR X X X V I , 1946, p. 346.
L. Sukenik, ninn nfrm II, pp. 28-29. See also ibid. I, p. 18. Comp.
also the International Crit. Comment, to Luke X V I . 8.
Pesakim 50a.
See onsiD 'pnpi a. 1.; ibid. Baba Bathra, p. 45, n. 300. Comp. the
Geonic responsa, ed. Harkavy, p. 179 and the commentary on the Sefer Yetzirah
by R. Jadah of Barcelona, p. 24 and p. 25.
* This is the translation of TurvK according to Rashi: inDP3 nmsi yi3.
Rabbenu Hananel (and other commentaries): mow nms )b^D "As if he gave
up his ghost," i. e. fainted. Comp. Aruch Completum s. v. 133 I and V.
°4 Ed. Schonblum, f. 28a; Gninhut, p. 48; Higger in Horeb V I , New York
1941, p. 125.
* It should be noted that «ypiV p^Di has no equivalent in the Hebrew
text.
Ruth Rabba III. 1.
See below.
6 0
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preserved in its complete form by Rabbi Samuel Jama who
writes: ] * n s * *? 3 « '^m ypnw n ? p yanrr " n n n n -in n w » 'n
'im inyn nntP"ru D * D * '3 "inN? C T D ' '3. The word ] T M D ^ J K , aveXrjcp&rjv,
was omitted by the scribes in accordance with their usual
practice. What does &ve\ii<p&r}v mean in our context? Perles
explains it to mean "he recuperated." But this explanation is
utterly untenable. It requires considerable alteration of the
following sentence in the text. Besides, (as I learn from
Professor Henri Gr£goire) the passive of ivaXafx^dvo) never
occurs in Greek in the sense of recovering.
However, we can read a similar anecdote in a Greek frag
ment of the Ascension of Isaiah. It is related that Isaiah fell
into a trance (eyevero ev €KOTa<m) and was thought to be
dead. But when the king took his hand he learned that he
did not actually die, but was taken up (oi)K aire&avev, iXK'
1

1

69

70

71

72

73

Our Midrashic passage should accordingly be translated:
" R . Meyasha the grandson of R. Joshua b. Levi was made
unconscious by his illness. He was taken up (i. e. fell into a
trance) for three days. After three days he regained conscious
ness. His father asked him . . . What did you see there?"
(i. e. in the other world). T M J V K is therefore the literal and the
exact equivalent of aveXrjip&ri.
Moreover in the Targumim of the Pentateuch the word
T M I V N is used as a euphemistic expression for the death of the
75

6 8

In his "ma, Jubelschrift... Grate, Hebrew part, p. 25.
» Of the manuscript, or manuscripts, from which our printed editions were
published.
7° See GJP, p. 152 and n. 43 ibid.
Festschrift Adolf Schwarz, p. 294.
? This explanation was previously accepted by me in I B W B S ' D ^ n M ,
p. 187.
73 Ed. Charles, London 1900, p. 142.
74 Comp. also Hieron., Epist. X X I I . 30 (Migne PL X X I I , 416; CSEL
LIV, p. 190, 8): cum subito raptus in spiritu ad tribunal iudicis pertrahor.
"Suddenly I was spiritually taken up and dragged before the tribunal of the
Judge".
7s Gen. 25:8; 17; 35:29; 49:33. Comp. TB Baba Bathra 16b and Nachmanides' commentary on Gen. 25:17.
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righteous. It also reappears on the fifteenth century tombs of
the Yemenite Jews who frequently preserved ancient tradi
tions. Professor Henri Gr6goire has shown that &v€\rifx<p&r]
which occurs on some Christian tombstones was a Montanistic
term, signifying the death of the righteous. Here again T M I V K
and aveXrjip&ri are identical.
We find in TP:* ynxbei iDxy ntnnw nr Kin *D "Who is it that
points himself out with his finger?" The parallel passage reads:
m a n rfcna nfenotp nr Kin »D "Who is it that shows his greatness
in our presence?" Thus yaxfctt m*nr6 is nothing but to acclaim
(8aKTv\o5eit;La, see below) by pointing with the finger. In
the same way it is stated in Mishnath R. Eliezer:* nNlDn
nr I D S n n D J J » K ynsKa I D X J ? *(vrD) "There is none so presump
tuous as he who points himself out with his finger."
This sense of the phrase is better clarified by the portrayal
of a religious banquet in the future world. Seeking to lure the
masses from the heathen religious orgies the Rabbis promised
76

77

78

79

80

1

82

83
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6

i S. D. Goitein, Joseph Halevy's Journey in Yemen, Hebrew, p. 114;
Arabic, p. 61. It is also noteworthy that the Yemenite sources (Midrash
Haggadol, Gen., p. 429, ed. Margulies, p. 47712; The Exempla of the Rabbis,
ed. Gaster, p. 18) read in Bereshith Rabba (LXV, end, p. 7435): -nan rorvK
instead of D3D3ri3, "Fell into a trance".
7v See Lieberman I B W M 'obwvTi, p. 520; Yemenite Midrashim, p. 16 ff.;
GJP, p. 189, n. 30.
78 Byzantion II, 1925, p. 329 ff.; ibid. X , 1935, p. 248.
79 See in detail Lieberman, Annuaire de VInstitut de Philol. et oVHist.
Orientates et Slaves VII, 1944, p. 439 ff.
Prof. A. Berger (The Journal of Juristic Papyrology I, 1945, p. 29 ff.)
has demonstrated that the same verb also means "to be born" "to be pro
created".
Berakhoth II end, 5d; Baba Bathra V. 15a.
TB Baba Kamma 81b.
See also Ekha Rabba I, ed. Buber 27a. Comp. Daremberg et Saglio,
Dictionnaire etc. I, s. v. acclamatio. The acclamation by the finger is also
extant in the paintings of the Dura Europos synagogue.
< Ed. Enelow, p. 196.
s Read ' W D . The word makes no sense. It is very likely that the scribe
who did not understand the expression took the following word IDXJ? as a
euphemism for the name of the Almighty (see Rashi on TB Gittin 56b, s. v.
lDxy) and inserted in the margin the gloss n3'D, i. e. euphemism, which sub
sequently crept in into the text.
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them participation in the true festivals of the future world.
They

maintained:

86

nr o

DnoiNl jnxttn im«

D'fcnD D*pH*m

"Dl D*p^K "And the righteous will point to Him with their
fingers and say: 'For this is the Lord (Ps. 48:15) etc." We
further read in Debarim Rabba:** Dnmtfl ynsttt nwmb WHTD vn
imam ^ K nr nnb " T o their mothers they pointed Him out
with their fingers saying: This is my God, and I will glorify
Him: *
Persius states: "It is pleasant to be pointed out by the
finger and [to hear it] said: 'This is the o n e \ " Similarly,
Lucian pictures how Education persuades him by saying that
even abroad "everyone who sees you . . . will point you out
with his fingers saying 'This is the one'." Thus the phrase
ton nr imbi ynxxn niK"IR6 is nothing but Sewvvvai rco banrvKco
/cat \eyeiv ovros eneZvos, a frequent form of acclamation in
antiquity.
It is likewise stated in the Midrash that a Rabbi of the
second century attributed to Jacob the following acclamation of
Pharaoh: -pmw by " n w o ]iBDirr " M a y years from my years be
added to yours." This is the exact equivalent of the acclamations
1

1

87

0

90

91

92

93

86

TP Mo'ed Katan III. 7, 83b and parallels.
7 Comp. WWSD 'D^TTn, Introduction, p. I X . NrtD'biy means there
ercupat. In the Palmyrene bilingual inscription (G. A. Cooke, North-Semitic
Inscriptions, p. 330,1. 26) ano^y H is translated (ibid. p. 320,1. 5): [e]Talpa)[v].
Ed. Lieberman, p. 15 top.
The parallel passage (Pirkei R. Eliezer ch. 42, ed. Luria 99b) reads
simply imD^'pi, "And they acclaimed Him".
Sat. I. 28: At pulchrum est digito monstrari et dicier "Hie est."
Somn. 11.
92 TCOV 6p6)VTO)v
eKaaros . . . bd&i ae TCO 8CLKTV\CO OVTOS kiceZvos
Xkyoov. See C. Sittl, Die Gebdrden d. Griechen und Rbmer, p. 52, n. 2. In
addition to Persius and Lucius he cites many other instances.
There is also a daKTv\odeii;la in the negative sense, see Sittl ibid., p. 51,
n. 5. Comp. Midrash Ekha Rabba I, ed. Buber 27a where it is stated that the
Rabbi interpreted the pointing with the fingers (shown in a dream) to be a
bad omen. Comp. also Wertheimer rwnD »na I, p. 40 where it is reported that
whoever points with his finger to the image of the king saying "this is the
king" is liable to be executed. See also ibid. Ill, p. 38 ff.
« Bereshith Rabba, ed. Albeck, p. 1233. Comp. also Midrash Haggadol
Gen., p. 692, ed. Margulies, p. 788.
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of the Roman emperors. Tertullian formulates it: de nostris
annis augeat tibi Jupiter annos. "May Jupiter add from our
years to yours."
According to the Midrash (ibid.) Jacob lived less than his
ancestors because he donated part of his years to Pharaoh.
Suetonius recounts that a certain man vowed that he would
commit suicide if Caligula recovered from his illness. The
emperor subsequently compelled the man to fulfill his vow. In
the light of the preceding it is to be understood that the em
peror believed in the efficacy of the donation of the years and
did not want to forego the present.
In conclusion we have to remark about the tendency to find
Latin words in rabbinic literature. The Palestinian Rabbis
certainly did not know Latin. Except for military and judiciary
terms (as well as names of objects imported from Latin speak
ing countries) which are usually also extant in Syriac and later
Greek, Latin words are less than scarce in rabbinic literature.
It is a matter of regret that this simple rule is neglected, and
wrong Latin identifications have crept in even into popular
Hebrew dictionaries. We shall quote a typical instance:
95

90

97

98

" D D U ' p \b
pnnnn

pwa

TVTW
NZUHDI

rrn
-nvi
100

r\m

K U J Tiry p

]vbyn pwn

rrun

«n3no

im

JTDTP

^b
no

p

yanrr

ynw

'n
mm
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"R. Joshua b. Levi said: Hananiah the son of Azzur was
[formerly] a true prophet, but he was a nDia'pl^, and he used
to listen to what Jeremiah prophesied in the Upper Market and
then he would go down and deliver the same prophecy in the
Lower Market." The word n o u ' p l ^ never occurs anywhere else
in rabbinic literature, and its meaning can be guessed only by

M Apol. X X X V .
9s Comp. also acta fratrum Arvalium, Dessau / . L. S., 451.
Comp. also Pirkei R. Eliezer X I X , ed. Rabbi David Luria, 45a,
and n. 31 ibid., and the interpolation in Midrash Tehilim ch. 92, ed. Buber
205a.
97 Calig. X I V . 2; X X V I I . 2.
TP Sanhedrin X I . 7, 30b.
Read noin'p^ in one word.
Flourished in the first half of the third century.
See Jeremiah 28:1 ff.
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the context. Prof. Torczyner
identifies it with the Latin
loquax, i. e. Hananiah was loquacious etc. The connection of
the latter's chattering with Jeremiah's prophecies is very weak.
But above all it should be asked why did R. Joshua b. Levi use
here a Latin word?
Is not pscDB in Hebrew as good an expres
sion as loquax in Latin?
It is therefore most plausible that nDU'pl!? is corrupted from
DttS^pn^, XoyoKXeTrrrjs, plagiarist, as correctly suggested by
I. Low. This identification is now corroborated by Mishnath
R. Eliezer
where it is stated about Hananiah: o n : n rrn
iTDTD "He plagiarized words from Jeremiah." The Rabbis had
in mind Jeremiah 23:30: n m »a:wD . . . DWitfn "The prophets . . .
that steal My words.
DHzn
is the literal equivalent of
XoyoKkewTrjs.
This term is not recorded in the Greek dic
tionaries, but \oyoK\oiria
and \oyoK\owda *
occurs in Greek
literature; it is therefore evident that the designation of the
perpetrator of XoyoKXowla,
the \oyoK\&TTrjs,
was also extant
in Greek speech and literature. The Rabbis employed the Greek
word because it was the current technical term for plagiarism.
Perhaps, the same technical term was available in the
Yelamdenu. Rabbi Nathanel quotes in the name of Midrash
Yelamdenu: yvn\p
]nv no d a y m e n m e r r o n m n * 6 -j^in w y rrn
103
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.-pi " p i ? noa aim nvn nann no^n no
n n n y

n a n

va« ^

t o i wmm

mrm»

airw y T vh aim . v a « U D D fcppi "Esau would go

102 A pud Ben Yehuda, ^4 Complete Dictionary of Ancient and Modern
Hebrew X I , p. 5707, s. v. noap.
* Comp. the other note of Torczyner ibid, (on JnDap) which propriety
forbids us to reproduce here. Besides, how reasonable is it to assume that
Babylonian Rabbis would employ this kind of a Greek word? As to the first
explanation of Torczyner ibid, of ]noap see Pineles mm bv nam, p. 152.
" 4 Apud S. Krauss LW II, p. 527b.
s Ed. Enelow, p. 117. This is the source of Midrasch Tanna'im, ed.
Hoffmann, p. 63.
The Septuagint translates it: rouj 7rpo^ras . . . robs
Kkeirrovras
robs \6yovs
nov. Rashi remarks that the verse alludes to our Hananiah.
* See Liddell and Scott s. v.
See Sophocles, Greek Lexicon, s. v.
As it exists in neo-Greek, see S. Koumanoudis, Xwayuyrj
vkuv X££COP,
l0
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p. 611, s. v.
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\oyoK\kTTTrjs.

Light of Shade etc., ed. A. Kohut, New York 1894, p. 96.
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behind the schools and listen from behind the school " to what
was being studied. Then he would come to his father, and when
the latter asked him: W h a t new halakha have you evolved
today?' He would answer 'such and such'. His father would
accept it, not knowing that he was a plagiarist."
It is the
predilection of the Tanfyuma-type of Midrashim to translate the
Greek words into Hebrew, and it is therefore possible that in
his original remark the Rabbi used the word D ' B D ' ^ p m ! ? , X070KA€7TT77S, which was correctly translated niray 3313.
Rabbinic literature is replete with valuable information about
the life, manners and customs of the ancients. Many passages
in it can be properly understood only in the general frame of
its environment. The Jews of Palestine were by no means
isolated from the ancient Mediterranean civilized world. They
shared many of its general beliefs, conceptions and patterns of
behavior.
112

113

114

111

Comp. Tosefta Baba Kamma VII. 13, 55917 and Tosefeth Rishonim II
p. 94, n. 17. [Prof. E. E. Urbach correctly remarked (Zion, vol. X V I , 1951,
fasc. 3-4, p. 16, n. 109) that the Rabbis alluded to the Jewish legends which
the Christian church fathers included in their works without mentioning
their sources. ]
Literally a thief of subjects, of ideas.
" 3 Comp. also JQR X X X V , 1944, p. 37, n. 241.
"« Rabbi Salem Shabazi in his D'OM men 47b cites here: o n n 3312. Since
his quotation seems to be a combination of various sources, the reading is
probably the Rabbi's own formulation.
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T H E T E X T S OF S C R I P T U R E IN T H E E A R L Y
R A B B I N I C PERIOD
In the book Greek in Jewish Palestine we sought to prove
that the general Hellenization of the Mediterranean world did
not bypass the Jews, that they were affected by it in not a
small degree. Our investigations were mainly based on Greek
phrases, technical terms and single words available in rabbinic
literature. We shall now try to trace Hellenistic influence in
the behavior, rites, practices, conceptions and literary methods
of the Jews.
We shall consider first the treatment of the manuscripts of
Scripture by the early Rabbis and compare it with the methods
applied by the Alexandrian grammarians to the Greek Bible,
the poems of Homer, the "Prophet of All."
According to the rabbinic sources the Bible contained words
which were read although not written in the text, words written
in the text which were not read, emendations by the Soferim*
(literally: Scribes, see below), dots on certain letters and special
signs. Most of these sources date from the second century C. E.,
but the tradition itself is, no doubt, of much earlier origin. The
information provided by it deserves closer examination.
Following the rabbinic analysis, we may divide the textual
1

8

3

5

6

1

I. e. the Soferim who, according to tradition, were active in Palestine
during the Persian period and the beginning of the Hellenistic domination.
*0 TOV HavTos Tpo(pr}T7js (Aristid. Quint. 111.26).
3 TB Nedarim 37b; Soferim VI, 8-9, ed. Higger, p. 174 ff. The whole
text is translated and discussed by Geiger (Urschrift etc. p. 251) and by
Ginsburg (Introduction to the Massoretico-Critical Edition of the Hebrew Bible,
London 1897, p. 308).
* Tanfruma, Beshalab 16. Comp. Mekhilta Shirah V I , ed. Horovitz, p. 134,
ed. Lauterbach II, p. 43; Sifre I, 84, ed. Horovitz, p. 81 and parallels.
s Sifre ibid. 69, p. 64 ff. and parallels referred to in the editor's notes.
Comp. also Ginsburg ibid., p. 319 ff.
Sifre ibid. 84, p. 80 and parallels, see below; Ginsburg ibid., p. 342 ff.
2
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activity of the Soferim into three categories: 1. They strove to
establish the genuine text, as given by God to Moses. 2. They
introduced dots and possibly other signs (see below) into the
text. 3. In the view of some Rabbis of Southern Palestine,
they deliberately emended the text on occasion for certain
reasons (see below).
The system of the so called Keri and Kethib undoubtedly
belongs to the history of text criticism. In the preface to his
commentary on Joshua, Rabbi David Kimhi remarks: "It
seems that these words (i. e. of the category of Keri and Kethib)
came into existence because the books were lost or dispersed
during the first exile, and the sages who were skilled in Scripture
were dead. Thereupon the men of the Great Synagogue, who
restored the Torah to its former state, finding divergent read
ings in the books, adopted those which were supported by the
majority of copies and seemed genuine to them. In those cases
where they were not able to reach a decision, they wrote down
one alternative but did not vocalize it (!), or noted it in the
margin but omitted it from the text. Likewise they sometimes
inserted one reading in the margin and another in the text."
Part of this account is, of course, mainly based on the famous
passage: o*arai . . . " a v o
n r o a . . . mryn I N X D J Q H D D
rmbv
w w n
n « w p i -man rut WDDT] i ! ? D 3 . . . m r a I K S D . 'Three Scrolls
7

8

9

10

* Words read but not written and vice versa, see above n. 3.
Flourished in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.
9 D'Djnm Abubun onsDn n a « mwann rvfniv
*s)b p IKXDS iV«n m b o n ' D rm-m
lD^m onsDn nipiVno INXD nwV minn lTrnrw nVnsn rtD33
w o *npon 'yii»
IK npa «Vi in«n una iiTan Vy onyi nvvn t6v mpoai onjn *&b 3nn inN ona
:b'x) amai Q'3S3D in« ("pia :b'x) ama una p i ,D»3S3D una N ^ I jnnao una
p n a o inn ( i n a .
S#re II 356, ed. Finkelstein, p. 423; II Aboth deR. Nathan ch. 46, ed.
Schechter, 65a; TP Ta'anith IV, 2, 68a; 5 o / m w VI, 4, ed. Higger, p. 169.
This is the reading of Midrash Haggadol in the Sifre a. 1., TP and Soferim
ibid. It is the terminus technicus of both the scholiasts on Homer (evpoptv
yeypajjikvov — 3ina 13N*B—, see Ludwich, Aristarchs homerische Textkritik I,
p. 45) and the Rabbis. See BR I X . 5 , ed. Theodor, p. 70 and the parallels
referred to in the notes ibid.; Rabbinovicz, Variae lectiones to TB Yoma,
p. 140 n. 0, passim. The same can probably be applied to the term 1NXD3
mrya where TP reads: mrya I K S D .
8

10

11
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of the Law were found in the Temple Court . . . In one of
them they found written . . . and in the other two they found
written . . . The sages discarded [the reading of] the one and
adopted [the reading of] the two." Nothing in the text in
dicates when this event took place. The sages established the
correct reading of the Temple Scroll on the basis of the ma
jority of manuscripts at some time during the Second Com
monwealth. For our purpose we shall note only that there is
no reference in the sources to doing away with (nraa) or cor
recting (nnan) any of the books which they collated. It is not
even stated that they were removed from the Temple library.
Although it appears from the earlier rabbinic sources that
only one authoritative book was deposited in the [archives of]
the Temple it does not follow that other copies were not to be
found there. It means only that this book was the standard
copy par excellence, the book, as the Rabbis tell us, from which
the Scroll of the king was corrected under the supervision of
the High Court. A special college of book readers (onBD 'ppac),
who drew their fees from the Temple funds, checked the text
of the book of the Temple. This was probably the only genuine
text which was legally authorized for the public service.
But it is highly doubtful that the public at large accepted
at once the alterations and corrections of the learned men. In
all likelihood they adhered to their old texts for a long time.
The vulgata, authoritative popular texts circulated among the
masses, in many synagogues and in the schools. The copies of
13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

"
3
*
s

Comp. Jos. Antiq. V. 1. 17 (61); see JQR N. S. X I , 1920, p. 133.
See above n. 11.
See Blau, Studien zum althebrdischen Buchwesen, p. 101 ff.
See Blau ibid., p. 104.
See E. Bickerman, A. Marx Jubilee Volume, pp. 167-168.
? On the library of the Temple, see Blau ibid., p. 99 ff.
See Mishnah Mo'edKatan III.4; Kelim X V . 6 ; ToseJta ibid., 5849. The
reading tnry does not affect our thesis, for the book of Ezra was deposited in
the Temple as the context of the Tosefta clearly indicates.
*9 Mekhilta on Deut. in Sifre ed. Finkelstein, p. 211; TP Sanhedrin II,
20c.
Comp. Tosefta ibid. IV. 7, 42119.
" TP Shekalim IV, 3, 48a. Comp. TB Kethuboth 106a.
J
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the temple were the fiKpL^co/jLeva, the most exact books, but
the vulgata continued to exist as the standard texts of the
public.
We read in Midrash Bereshith Rabbathi (ed. Albeck, p. 209)
by Rabbi Moshe Hadarshan:
wvnifca p^ron n ^ d p Kin ]n
22

1

"iDi o n n w r r a n a n M kpm mm ^ n ?

np^oi w r a r a d^btit ]d ripen

"This is one of the words which were written in the Scroll which
was captured in Jerusalem and was brought to Rome and was
stored in the synagogue of Severus etc." That our Scroll is
of the Jerusalem type is confirmed by the fact that the medial
D occurs in it frequently instead of the final D. This agrees
with the statement of a Rabbi of the third century who re
23

24

25

26

marked:

27

]'TBpD v n a h

n o ^ a n T d ^ b h t d»:wvd v n d ^ b h t *bkn

"The people of Jerusalem used to write [in their scrolls] d ^ b t i t
and c d d ' W i t indiscriminately", i. e. they used the final • and
the medial 0 promiscuously. Furthermore, a Baraitha in
tractate Sefarim quoted by Rab Hai states that the scroll
found in Jerusalem was in a different script and that its number
28

29

M

30

Flourished in the first half of the eleventh century. He used much
earlier sources for his Midrash.
3 Codd. Paris, and Damasc. (see below n. 25) do not mention that the book
came from Jerusalem. But see Jos., bel. Iud. VII.5.7 (162). Comp. Vita
75 (418) and Blau, Studien zum althebrdischen Buchwesen, p. 39, n. 3.
4 See Momigliano, "Severo Alessandro Archisynagogus," Athenaeum
X X I I , 1934, p. 151 ff.
* The text was first published by A. Epstein in MGWJ 34, 1885, p. 342
and in the Chwolson-Festschrift, p. 49; by Neubauer in MGWJ 36,1887, p. 508
from a Paris manuscript and by A. Harkavy in his D W DJ D'ann No. 6, p. 4-5
(from a Damascus manuscript).
See Albeck's notes p. 210, nn. 3, 5 and 6; p. 211 nn. 2 and 6.
•» TP Megillah I. 9, 7ld.
Comp. A. Sperber in HUCA X V I I , 1943, p. 332 ff. Prof. H. L. Ginsberg
has kindly called my attention to H. Torczyner "ISD.TI ]wbn, Jerusalem 1948,
p. 19 who also associated (Comp. Sperber ibid., p. 333) the above text with the
statement in TP. The observation of TP ibid, rmsx JIBS nmmi etc. has to
be understood as a question prompted by the fact that the anonymous Rabbi
probably had never come across the promiscuous use of ] and 3 in old books.
Or Soferim II, see M . Higger nuap mroDD yap, p. 10 ff.
3° Geonic Responsa, ed. Harkavy 3, p. 3; Otzar Hageonim on Kiddushin
I, p. 84 ff. See also below, p. 42, n. 37.
a
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of verses did not correspond to the number given in the
Baraitha quoted in TB Kiddushin 30a. Comp. Yalkut I, 855.
These books of Jerusalem are thus quoted as possessing
some authority; they probably represented the general vulgata
of the Jews of the first centuries C. E.
R. Moshe Hadarshan (ibid.) and Rabbi David Kimhi
already noted that some variants recorded in Bereshith Rabba
as "found* in the book of Rabbi Meir" also occur in the Jeru
salem scroll which was stored in the synagogue of Severus.
The expression "the book of R. Meir" is generally taken to
mean R. Meir's personal copy. This is certainly true with
regard to those variants which were apparently glossae intro
duced by the eminent Rabbi. But in addition this book had
textual readings different from those in our accepted texts,
as can now be ascertained by the excerpts from the scroll of
the synagogue of Severus. Furthermore, R. Hiyya once re
marked that if he could obtain the book of Psalms of R. Meir
he would be able to act in a certain manner. The context sug
gests that R. Hiyya could have had in mind any of the copies
written by R. Meir and not his personal volume. It is therefore
obvious that there is no proof that to the Rabbis "the book of
Rabbi Meir" always meant one and the same scroll, i. e. his
personal copy.
32

3

34

35

36

37

38

39

1

3 On stichometry among the ancients, see F. Ritschl, Opuscula philologica I, p. 74 ff. and p. 86 ff. Among the Greeks, Callimachus (c. 305-240
B. C. E.) seems to have been the first to introduce stichometry in his
mvaKes
(See ibid., p. 84). Comp. also Th. Birt, Das antike Buchwesen, p. 162 ff.;
idem, Kritik und Hermeneutik etc., p. 39 ff.; Swete, Introduction to the 0. T. in
Greek, 1914, p. 346 ff. W . Schubart, Das Buch bei d. Griechen etc., pp. 73 and
180; E. Bickerman, JBL L X I I I , 1944, p. 340, n. 6.
3 ' See Albeck ibid. nn. 12, 13.
33 3 i r D I K X D B ' I bv n s D a , see above, n. 11.
34 Flourished in the second century.
35 Flourished in the beginning of the third century.
36 TP Sukkah III. 11, 53d and parallel.
3? T K D 'i bw o'lvn n s D .
As correctly understood by Blau, Studien zum althebraischen Buchwesen,
p. I l l , n. 3. Comp. n. 2 ibid.
39 Comp. also n^nun now, ed. Suwalsky, III, part 3, p. 172 ff.
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The Jews had no such big publishing houses as, for instance,
that of T. Pomponius Atticus in Rome. Book trade marks like
'ArTiKiava
are not available in early Jewish manuscripts, but
certain books were identified as coming from the hand of a
careful scribe. TP incidentally refers to an exact copy ("ISD
miD) "like those which are designated as the books of Assi"
(*D*n mJDD
inDKi p r o ) . From the context it is obvious
that these exact books were written by Assi himself whose hand
writing was well known. His books were renowned as "the
books of Assi."
This is the sense to be attached to the phrase the "book of
R. Meir." The Rabbi was a scribe by profession, "a good
copyist of the very best," and it is safe to assume that his
copies were designated by his name. It was noted above
that several readings of his book were identical with those of
the scrolls of Jerusalem. This is quite instructive. Rabbi Meir
earned his livelihood as librarius; he transcribed books which
were in demand by schools and individuals. He therefore copied
the vulgata, the text to which the public was accustomed.
This practice parallels the one that was characteristic of the
circulation of the Homeric texts. The publishing houses took
little notice of the literary activity of the Alexandrian gram
marians, and continued to copy the common text. The copies
designated as x P ^ 0 T a r a and dcrretorepa (urbana) were the
appanage of the few; the KOivbrepa were the possession of the
public at large.
Thus the KOIVCL, the common texts, of the Bible were not
simply erroneous texts. They represented a variant text which
40

41

42

43

44

45

46

a

4° See Dziatzko in P W RE I, 1886, s. v. *kTTLKiava\ Schubart, Das Buck
bet d. Griechen etc., p. 188.
4 Kethuboth II. 3, 26b.
< Comp. also TB Baba Bathra, 164b.
43 TB Erubin 13a passim.
44 Koheleth Rabba II, 17: nraiD
pro mn T N D 'I.
4s Regardless of how we understand the expression the "book of R. Meir,"
i. e. even if we assume that it refers to his personal copy, he might have used it
as the standard book from which he transcribed the volumes for sale.
46 See Th. W . Allen, Homer etc., p. 309 ff.
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perhaps did not contain some of the emendations of the Soferim
and corrections of the sages, for it is unlikely that all those
alterations were immediately introduced into the popular texts.
Some time later some of them were probably accepted and some
rejected, much as in the case of the common classical texts.
The Jerusalem books, many of whose readings are identical
with those in R. Meir's copies, probably belonged to a certain
type of common text.
We may safely assume that the Scriptures of the small Jewish
localities in Palestine were inferior to the vulgata of Jerusalem,
and that the school copies for the children's use in such localities
were of the worst type, (pavkbrepa.
The fact that R. 'Akiba
urged his pupil, R. Simeon, to teach his son from a revised
copy indicates that such erroneous books were current in the
schools.
On the other hand, rolls written by R. Meir were exact
copies of the average vulgata of the Jerusalem type. A text of
this kind was certainly treated as a good authority, at least for
Midrashic purposes. The Rabbis used to base their exegesis
both on the Keri and the Kethib. ° It seems likely that they
utilized for the same purpose the current vulgar text, although
they officially recognized the Temple copy of the Bible as the
only genuine one for the use in the synagogue service.
We outlined here in general features the history of the
Scriptural texts in the early rabbinic period. According to the
Rabbis, the Soferim pursued their literary activity (comp. the
following chapters) during the domination of the Persians over
Palestine and the early years of the Hellenistic ascendency. If
this is the case, the text criticism of the Alexandrian school,
47

48

49

s

51

47 See Allen ibid., p. 311.
See above, n. 32.
4» TB PesaUm 112a. Comp. TB Kethuboth 19b.
so See Bacher, Terminologie etc. II, pp. 92-93; 194-195.
s Comp. ' D N ^ B T , sect.
and Rabbi 'Akiba Eiger's note in his ]vbi
o'vn to Tosafoth on Shabbath 55b, s. v. QTayo. The current vulgata was not
rated worse than tflvin )wb, secular documents, which the Rabbis were
in the habit of interpreting. See Tosefta Kethuboth IV. 9-12, 264 30 ff. and
parallels.
4 8
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which began with Zenodotus (c. 284 B. C. E.), could hardly
have influenced the Soferim.
However, the treatment of the text of the Bible and that of
Homer shows striking parallels (see the following chapters),
with one vital difference. The sacred text of the Bible was
handled by Jews, whose general reverence and awe in religious
matters need not be stressed. The copies of Homer, although
a religious text, were handled by Greeks whose comparative
levity even in the religious domain is well known. The rejection
(&i}eTrj(ns) of many verses of Homer by Zenodotus, Aris
tophanes of Byzantium, Aristarchus etc. and many of the
reasons offered by them for such eliminations speak for
themselves.
52

53

54

s* The division of the Bible into twenty four (See IV Ezra, end, and
Charles, The Apocrypha etc. II, p. 624, n. 45) or twenty two (See Swete,
Introduction to the 0. T. in Greek, 1914, p. 220 ff.) books and the respective
division of the Iliad and Odyssey in twenty four books (See Seneca, Epist.
L X X X V I I L 40 and Th. Birt, Kritik und Hermeneutik etc., p. 296) may serve
as a good illustration as to how careful we have to be in drawing conclusions
from parallels.
53 Although they affected our texts of Homer but slightly their very sug
gestions betray their attitude. Comp. also H. Wolfson, Philo I, p. 139.
54 See, for instance, below, pp. 36-37.

C O R R E C T I O N S OF T H E SOFERIM
The term DnsiD pp'ri, correction of the Soferim, is first
found in an utterance of R. Joshua b. Levi, a Rabbi who
flourished in the first half of the third century. We read in
Shemoth Rabba ( X I I I . 1 ) : yttnrr "1 .iry r a m y a m a m yaun hi
3inD
m n Yvn w n D H D I D iip*n I D K < n ^ p >
"[It is
written]: 'He that toucheth you * toucheth the apple of his eye'
(Zech. 2:12). R. Joshua b. Levi said: It is a correction of the
Soferim, it was [originally] written with a Y v " (i. e. *ry, "My
eye ).
A similar statement is recorded in Bereshith Rabba: Dmatfl
2

x

2

11

3

omnN ? runDD n r s p nr o n m o pp^n ] I D ' D 'n - I D K 'n
1

l

iDiy i m y
1

"[It is written]: But Abraham stood yet before the Lord (Gen.
18:22). R. Simeon* said: It is a correction of the Soferim, for
the Shekhinah was waiting for Abraham."
5

1

This is the reading of Yalkut Hamakhiri (Zech., p. 32 and Prov. 27:3,
f. 66a) and Rabbi Abraham Bucrat in his jnarn "lSD 9 c . Cod. Oxford (147,
f. 188a) also reads: V a n . Similar statements by his pupil which are recorded
in many places in rabbinic literature (see below n. 5) indicate clearly that
its ascription to R. Joshua b. Levi is not apocryphal.
This is the reading of the Yalkut and Bucrat ibid. Cod. Oxford reads:
'»na Tra. Ed. princeps: awa »ry, read aina [rrn] 'ry.
I have translated according to the M . T. The Hebrew is a rabbinic
paraphrase.
3 X X X I X . 7, ed. Theodor-Albeck, p. 505.
4 The famous disciple of R. Joshua b. Levi, see above n. 1.
Theodor a. 1. quotes the numerous places where R. Simeon's statement
is recorded. (The only genuine reading is in BR. In the later sources the text
is elaborated). He further calls attention (Comp. w nmo a. 1. and Geiger,
Urschrift etc., p. 331 ff.) to TP Bikkurim III. 3, 65c (add: TP Rosh Hashanah
I. 3, 57b): R. Simeon said (in ref. to Lev. 19:32): "The Holy One blessed is
He said etc.: I was the first to observe [the law of] standing up before an
'old man' " (]pr =sage). The Talmud does not specify the case where the Lord
stood in the presence of a sage. But it is most likely that our R. Simeon alludes
to his own remark on the above mentioned verse in Genesis. Although
2

3 a

s
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Tarihuma (Beshalafy 16) cites a number of other verses which
were slightly altered, with the explicit remark: "And Scripture
used a euphemistic expression, i. e. it is a correction of the
Soferim, the men of the Great Synagogue . . . and the verse
(Ezek. 8:17) Ho My nose was corrected by them: Ho their
nose . . . But these verses were corrected by the men of the
Great Synagogue/'
This tradition deserves closer examination. Mediaeval and
modern scholars have assumed divergent attitudes towards it.
Some of the former denied that the Soferim ever altered the
text of Scripture. They explained the Midrashic passages to
mean that the Bible itself employed euphemistic expressions.
The Soferim only taught the original meaning of these euphe
misms. Some modern scholars adopted the same attitude and
maintained that the "corrections" are a later invention. Their
main argument is that the Tannaitic sources which cite some
of the verses in question make no mention at all of the term
6

1

1

7

8

9

10

Theodor overlooked the passage in Midrash Shir Hashirim, ed. Grunhut,
f. 38b where the same observation is made with an explicit reference to Deut.
5:28, he is right in his association of TP and BR, for in Midrash Shir Hashirim the statement is recorded anonymously, and it is probably based on a
different tradition; see TB Megillah 21a.
The objections raised by Reifmann in Beth Talmud, ed. Weiss II, p. 377,
are totally untenable, for he overlooked all the parallels cited by Theodor,
where it is stated that our R. Simeon himself connected the verse in Genesis
with Ps. 18:36.
. . . D S N b& iapn om ' B « ^
. . . nbwin nwa W3K D H S I D )ip»n torn? airon lmai
nbnin riDaa 'BUN
o»piDs irap
For the mediaeval authorities dealing with the alteration of the Soferim,
see Theodor to BR ibid.; Pinsker in ion D"D I X , pp. 53 ff.; Ginsburg, Introduction etc., pp. 351 ff.; W . E. Barnes, The Journal of Theological Studies 1900,
I, pp. 388 ff. and the articles referred to below. Add: Raimundus Martini,
Pugio Fidei, ed. Carpzov, pp. 694-695. Comp. ibid. p. 227.
See the list cited by Rabbi Abraham Bucrat in his jnarn I S D 9b, Rabbi
Azariah de Rossi in crry m « D ch. X I X and Katzenellenbogen in D^iy nu'na
to the nno 2'b, 33b ff.
S. Sachs in his editorial remark to Pinsker*s article in ion D I D , I X , p. 60
(see above n. 7); H. J. Pollack in Beth Ha-Midrash, ed. Weiss, 1865, pp. 56 ff.;
Barnes ibid, (see above, n. 7) and many others.
Mekhilta, Shirah IV, ed. Horovitz, p. 135, ed. Lauterbach II, p. 43;
Sifre I, 84, ed. Horovitz, p. 81.
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"correction of the Soferim," but state explicitly: m r o n nrDP,
"Scripture" (and not the Soferim!) "used a euphemistic ex
pression." As for the clear statement of the Midrash Tanfyuma,
it is dismissed as a later interpolation. Indeed, Rabbi Azariah
de Rossi testifies that in two old manuscripts of the Tanfyuma
the passage is missing.
However, the express statements of R. Simeon and his
teacher can by no means be disregarded. It stands to reason
that in the Tanfyuma manuscripts of Rabbi Azariah de Rossi
the passage was deliberately eliminated on the very same
grounds which prompted the Soferim to make their alterations
(see below). Indeed, in Yalkut Hamakhiri * we find a quotation
from Tanfyuma (on Num. 22:9) including a long list of the
corrections of the Soferim with the same explicit description:
"And Scripture used a euphemistic expression, i. e. this is a
correction of the Soferim, the men of the Great Synagogue,"
as in the Tan^wma-passage quoted above. In all our editions
of the Tanfyuma to Bemidbar the entire portion is missing.
The author of the Yalkut certainly did not invent the passage.
He found it in his Spanish manuscripts. The copies in posses
sion of the editors of our Tanfyuma to Bemidbar were purged of
this annoying portion.
Furthermore, the Tanlpuma section in question was extant
11

12

13

1

15

10

17

18

11

See above, n. 8.
In Bereshith Rabba. And this Midrash is not of the sixth century, as
Barnes, p. 404 (see above n. 7) would have it, but was compiled by the end of
the fourth century or the beginning of the fifth. The name R. Simeon which
occurs also in the parallel places is evidently based on a sound tradition. The
Palestinian Talmud confirms it, see above n. 5.
« According to the correct reading of both the name of the Rabbi and his
statement, see above nn. 1-2.
* Zech. 2:12, pp. 29-30.
s Ibid., p. 30.
Whether the apposition "the men of the Great Synagogue" is a later
interpolation or not is of no import to our thesis, for the interpolation is
probably based on an old tradition.
Only the beginning of the passage is extant in Bemidbar Rabba X X . 6;
the whole discussion of the corrected verses is missing.
See A. Marx, OLZ, 1902, p. 295 ff.; Lieberman, Introduction to his
edition of r m o n m , p. X I .
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in the manuscripts of Rabbi Nathan of Rome who accepted
it literally and at its face value.
Some modern scholars having credited the Tan^uma tradi
tion regarding the corrections of the Soferim used it as a point of
departure to discredit our Massoretic text. They "discovered"
additional corrections, maintaining that even the later Rabbis
(until the second century C. E.) continued to emend the texts
of Scriptures.
Thus, both Biblical and rabbinic scholars are divided into
two camps. One contends that the original tradition about the
euphemisms under discussion is preserved only in the earlier,
TannaitiCy sources, where the term o n £ » D pp^n, "correction of
the Scribes," is not found, and they assert that the report con
tained in the Tanfyuma and in the mediaeval Jewish sources is
a later invention which has no roots in earlier tradition. The
other maintains that the genuine text is represented by the
Midrash TanJiuma, whereas the earlier sources were modified
according to the prevailing rabbinic opinion that no human
being has the right to alter even a dot in Scripture.
However, the attitude of both camps is wrong. We should
neither read in our ideas into the texts nor do violence to the
wording of the sources. The Mekhilta and Sifre state in plain
words that Scripture used euphemistic expressions, — Scripture
itself and not the Soferim. On the other hand in Midrash
Tanhuma it is expressly recorded that the Soferim changed
the text. The two opinions cannot possibly be reconciled. We
are confronted with two divergent views of two different schools.
We have no right to adapt one rabbinic source to the theory
expounded in another rabbinic book. We must consider the
sources as they are, independently of each other.
20

21

22

23

24

25
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Flourished in the eleventh century.
See i n y s. v. 12D I. Comp. also ibid. s. v. "i»y I.
"Geiger, Urschrift etc., p. 309 ff.; J. H. Schorr, pVnrr I, p. 99 (second
edition, p. 84) and others.
See above, n. 10.
See above, n. 10.
4 The reading in both sources is absolutely sure: it is confirmed by all
manuscripts.
* And the other Midrashim, see above, nn. 2, 3, 5.
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Let us therefore examine the texts carefully. The Mekhilta
lists eleven instances of euphemistic expressions in Scripture.
The Sifre omitted four examples out of the eleven, counting
only seven.
Nine out of the eleven euphemisms recorded in the Mekhilta
involve the change of only one letter in the pronominal suffixes.
In one case the substitution of two letters (in the pronominal
suffix) instead of one is implied, and the last example concerns
the transposition of two letters in the same word.
In ten out of the eleven instances mentioned in the Mekhilta
and in seventeen out of the eighteen listed in the late sources
the euphemism concerns the honor of the Lord only.
The single exception in all the sources is formed by Num.
27

28

29

30

31

32

mron nrjp vb& mra ^n " 'When he cometh out of his mother's
womb (Num. 12:12) means 'when he cometh out of OUR mother's
womb but Scripture has euphemized. 'Of whom the flesh is
half consumed means 'OUR flesh is half consumed , but Scripture
has euphemized." One wonders what the Rabbis felt to be offen
sive in the expression TON (our mother's) and maa (our flesh),
and how it was obviated by the change to 1DN (his mother's)
and ntP2 (his flesh). The difficulty was already noted by
Abraham Ibn Ezra a. 1.
However, an old parallel source states clearly to this effect:
iDsy ^ra bmn nvrb ma -|nx I D I N iiyoB? '-n nry^« 'n rrn i « D D
•nn« bw. "From here (i. e. Num. 12:12) R. Eleazar b . Simeon
concluded that if a person has to mention [anything unpleasant
with reference to] himself he should word it as if it referred to
somebody else."
It is therefore evident that the early Rabbis never intended
1

1

f

1

1

33
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See above n. 10.
An English translation is available in ed. Lauterbach. Comp. also
Ginsburg, Introduction etc., p. 348.
See Ginsburg ibid., p. 349.
In I Sam. (3:13) nnb is used instead of
3° In II Sam. (20:1) vbnvb is used instead of vrbvb.
See Ginsburg, Introduction etc., p. 351.
This is the reading of some mss. in Sifre I, ed. Horovitz, p. 103.
Sifre Zuta, ed. Horovitz, p. 277.
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to say that Scripture had changed the words of Aaron. It is
Aaron himself who employed a euphemism. The compilers of
the Mekhilta and the Sifre gathered the various euphemisms
from several places and reckoned Aaron's turn of speech among
the euphemisms of Scripture. The editor of the Tanhuma
simply introduced the whole section of the Mekhilta into his
compilation, although, of course, the last instance can under
no circumstances be counted as a revision of the Soferim. The
editor merely quoted his source in its entirety, although one of
the instances did not fall under the general category according
to his own views. It is a regular, well known, phenomenon in
rabbinic literature.
Thus all the euphemistic alterations ascribed to the Soferim
concerned His honor, and His honor only.
Indeed, some of the expressions in their original form (or
meaning) practically border on blasphemy. The verse: "And,
lo they sent the Zemorah to their nose (Ezek. 8:17), if the euphe
mism is removed reads: "to My nose.
In this form it would
be shocking even to the primitive ear. It is suitable only to
the filthy slave of the Aristophanean comedy. On the other
hand, it is hard to understand why most of the other verses
cited in the rabbinic sources were revised. Jacob Reifmann
collected a great number of Biblical passages which contain
rougher expressions than many of those included among the
corrections of the Soferim. Why then, he asks, did the Soferim
(or the verse) modify some utterances while they left others
unchanged? Why the inconsistency?
However, we cannot apply our modern standards to the
34

35

30

11

11

37

38

34 The expression a i r o n na'DP, "Scripture has euphemized," is simply a
cliche. Comp. also Sifre Zuta ibid., p. 277 15.
35 The number "eighteen corrections" mentioned in the Massoretic sources
has no sound basis. See Schechter's note apud Barnes (see above n. 7), p. 414, n. 1.
See below, n. 37.
37 Plut. 698: irpotiibvTos yap avrov (i. e. Asclepius) pkya iravv aireirapbov. On the meaning of Zemorah in the sense of crepitus ventris see
O'trntpn 1 S D by Rabbi Jonah Ibn G'anafr s. v. nor and Rashi to Ezek. a. 1. The
other rabbinic interpretations of the word do not render the action less obscene.
See Aruch Completum III, p. 300, s. v. nor.
38 Beth Talmud, ed. Weiss, II, p. 275 ff.
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ancients. We are not in a position to measure their sensitivity
to certain expressions and their definition of rudeness of style.
We really find no consistency in the use of euphemisms even
in later rabbinic literature. W e are in no position to judge the
ancients for their seeming inconsistency; they were guided by
their own standards and reasons. We must also take the in
dividuals, times and places into consideration.
The Rabbis whose opinions are represented in the Mekhilta
and the Sifre held the view that Scripture itself used euphe
misms; there was no need for interference by the Soferim.
R. Joshua b. Levi, on the other hand, was of the opinion that
the Soferim were responsible for the changes. His disciple,
R. Simeon, followed in his footsteps.
39

T

40

41

42
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The Rabbis (TB Mo'ed Katan 18b, see Rabbinovicz, variae lectiones
a. 1., p. 60 n. 7 and ibid. Sanhedrin, p. 354, n. 9) relate that Moses was sus
pected by the masses of the worst sins, and they tell it explicitly without any
circumlocution. But when they had to compare R. Johanan to a Sadducee
they expressed it (TP 'Erubin I. 1, 18c): "The enemies of R. Johanan like a
Sadducee." The Tosefta (Baba Mezi'a VI. 17, 385 6. Comp. TP ibid. V,
end, lOd) remarks that the usurers declare that the Torah is a fraud and Moses
a fool. No substitute is employed either for fraud or for fool. But TB (ibid.
75b) formulates it: "They declare Moses to be wise and his Law to be true."
Bar Kappara (of Southern Palestine, Judea) maintains (TP Yoma VI. 2,
43c) that the High Priest omitted the words bxiw n»a loy (Thy nation Israel)
from the official confession of sin on the Day of Atonement in order not to
implicate Israel (binw bv ]"m -porn ? vbv).
Sometimes the Rabbis are extremely particular about choosing decent
language, rrpa ]wb (See TP Mo'ed Katan I, 80d; Sotah I. 2, 16c; Kethuboth
I. 8, 25c; ibid. V. 8, 30b; TB Pesafam 3a and parallels. Comp. also BR L X X . 4,
8015; ibid. L X X X V I . 6, 10592 and parallels referred to in the notes ibid.;
Tanhuma ymxD 1; ed. Buber ibid. 3, 22b), and stress its importance. But they
did not consistently employ 121 instead of by2 (At least three of the Mishnayoth which used this euphemism — Sotah 1 . 2 , Kethuboth I. 8 and V. 9 —
seem to be of Judean origin, as it appears from the names of the Rabbis men
tioned there or in the preceding clauses). They sometimes uttered a phrase
which is simply shocking to us, see TB Zebakim 31a and comp. Ps. 78:65,
as already observed by Rabbi Hayyim Joseph David Azulai in his *]DV 'zna
to njn niv sect. 334. 53.
1

4 0

See above n. 1. He taught in Lydda, Judea.
Who likewise lived in Lydda, see Bacher, Die Agada d. Palaest. Amoraer
II, pp. 437-438.
See above, nn. 4 - 5 .
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As said above, the euphemisms counted in the Mekhilta and
Sifre consisted of the alterations of single letters of the pro
nominal suffixes (with one exception where transposition of
letters was involved). The correction of the Soferim according
to R. Joshua b. Levi was limited to one letter only. But his
pupil, R. Simeon, contended that in one place the Soferim in
verted the order of the subjects in the verse. We do not know
whether R. Simeon's statement was based on a tradition or
whether he derived it from the context.
The fact is that this Rabbi is the only one who made the
Soferim responsible for a transposition of subjects in a verse.
All other sources talk about the change of single letters in the
pronominal suffixes, alterations which remove irreverent con
notations from expressions referring to the Lord.
It seems that the justification for such emendations was
casually preserved in the Babylonian Talmud. We read there:
43

44

-ipyrw

nmn

pnnrp p

"1 D W D

pnv

'I

ID« . . .

W D M R A

D»

" R . tfiyya b. Abba
reported in the name of R. Johanan: It is better that one letter
be removed from the Torah than that the Divine name be pub
licly profaned . . . R. Johanan said in the name of R. Simeon
b. Jehozodak: It is preferable to have one letter removed
from the Torah so that thereby the Divine name be publicly
hallowed."
The phrase "to remove a letter from the Torah" is used
here as a figure of speech. The passage deals with the trans
gression of a law and not with the actual deletion of a letter
from the Torah. The phrase does not quite fit the con
text, as already observed by a great mediaeval scholar. It
can be understood only as a stereotyped proverbial expresN'ornm

D*DB>

DP

cnpm

minn p

nn«

m«

45

46

47
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See above, nn. 1, 4.
44 Yebamoth 79a.
4s Literally: be uprooted. The verb ipy was a technical term for delet
ing something from a text. See Bacher, Terminologie etc. I and II, s. v.
ipy.
Flourished in the beginning of the third century.
47 RITBA
a. 1.: pnpy vb& jopo am apin nth nm m« pnoin «m.
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sion which is also applied in another passage of the Babylonian
Talmud.
We may therefore safely assume that the origin of the phrase
is a law in which it was interpreted literally. It offers a good
explanation and justification for the corrections of the Soferim:
It is better that one letter be removed from the Torah than
that the Divine name be publicly profaned." As conventions
were crystallized, it was deemed insufficient to change only the
Keri; it was a question not of indelicate expressions, but of
the honor of the Lord. A slight emendation of single letters in
the text solved the problem. Everybody knew the meaning of
a euphemism, both in the oral and the written Law; the altera
tion did not entirely obliterate the original text.
We find exact parallels to this procedure of the Soferim in
the treatment of the books of Homer by the early Alexandrians.
In the passage:
Ere now have I consorted with warriors that
were better men than ye'\ Zenodotus found the language em
ployed by Nestor regarding Agamemnon and Achilles indecent
(aTpewes) and coarse. He accordingly altered the word vpXv
into rjixlvH i. e. "Better men than we;" he changed one letter
in the pronoun.
Again we read: "And the goddess, laughter-loving Aphro
dite, took for her a chair, and set it before the face of Alexander.
Thereon Helen sate her down etc." Zenodotus rejected these
four lines (423-426) from the poem and substituted for them:
"And herself (i. e. Helen) sat down over against Alexander the
49

44

50

51

52
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Comp. TP Sanhedrin II, 20c; See Strack und Billerbeck, Kommentar
etc. I, p. 244.
Temurah 14b, according to cod. Mun. and nxaipD nvv a. I. Comp. also
the commentary ascribed to ntma irai ibid.
1 , e. to modify the reading without altering the text. See Tosefta
MegUlah IV. 39-41, 22820 ff.; TB ibid. 25b; Soferim I X . 8, ed. Higger, p. 204.
Comp. Geiger, Urschrift etc., p. 385 ff.; Ginsburg, Introduction etc., p. 346.
See TB Shebu'oth 36a.
* II. I. 260: FJ8RJ yap
TOT* ky& Kal apeloatv ije wep vp.lv
avbpaaiv
cb/xiXiyca.
S3 Zrjv68oTOS ypcupet: rje rep rjplv. (Sch. A.).
s / / . III. 424: 7*27 8' apa bitppov t:\ovcra ^tXojLt/*€t5?)s 'A^poStrry, OLVTV
'A\ei;av8poLo tfed KaTedrjice <pkpovaa. &&a *c&#if' * E \ € ^ K T \ .
49
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prince." "It seemed to him improper for Aphrodite to carry a
chair for Helen," and for this reason he rewrote the text.
We have deliberately selected these two instances from the
earliest Alexandrian grammarian because the first instance paral
lels the corrections of the Soferim consisting mainly of the
alteration of one letter in pronominal suffixes and the second
instance is similar to the correction ascribed to the Soferim
by R. Simeon, for it was airpewes (indecent) that the Lord
should wait for Abraham.
However, we can hardly assert Alexandrian influence on the
Soferim in regard of the above mentioned textual corrections,
even if we extend their activity beyond the time set by the
Rabbis. It may simply be a natural similarity in human atti
tudes. Furthermore, there is an immense difference between the
Greek and the Jewish textual alterations. The Soferim altered
the text only when the honor of the Lord was involved. The
Alexandrians changed it whenever it was not in conformity with
the manners of the court of the Ptolemies, or the customs of
certain Greeks.
56

57

58

59

ss avrri 8* avriov l£ev 'AXe^d^poto avanros. (Sch. A ) .
s airpewts yap avr^ e<paiv€To rd t*q ^EXevrjfi ttjp A<ppo8iTrjv 8L<ppov
fiaaTafav. (ibid.).
s7 The Soferim, according to R. Simeon, objected only to a written
statement which represented the Lord as standing before Abraham (See above
n. 5), but not to the fact itself. The Greek grammarians who did not accept
Zenodotus' rejection of the verses motivated their refusal by explaining that
"he (i. e. Zenodotus) forgot that she (i. e. Aphrodite) was disguised as an old
woman, and in that form she behaved in a fitting manner." (€7riX€X?70Tcu
8k, 6tl ypaX efraorcu nai ravrfl T # pop<pjj rd rpoarjicovTa kwLTrjSevet,. A.
ibid.). Comp. also the remark of another scholiast who refers to Od. X I X . 34.
See C. G. Cobet, Miscellanea critica, p. 228; K. Lehrs, de Aristarchi studiis
homericis*, p. 333; A. Ludwich, Aristarchs Homerische Textkritik I, p. 241.
* See C. G. Cobet ibid., p. 225 ff.
« See Athen. Deipnosoph, V, 17 7c ff.
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C R I T I C A L M A R K S (enj/xeta K p m * d ) IN T H E
H E B R E W BIBLE
a.

The inverted Nuns

We read in Sifre-}
pyop

TOD^DT

. . . l o s y a I S D amp

'i

n*n pnn nm iDipo nr rprr

n ^ y o ^ D v ^ y Tip3 p-ian yioaa » m

>3SD n o w »m
*3BD

'JDD

iDipo nr irn

roDtei n*?y&^D v ^ y -npa

IDIN

D»331«DDD oyn »rm vnnn m r o ? .
1

"[It is written] 'When the ark set forward' [etc. These two
verses] are marked at the beginning and at the end to show
that this is not their proper place. Rabbi said: [They are
marked] to indicate that they form a separate book . . . R.
Simeon said they are marked to betoken that it is not their
proper place; what should have been written in its place?
'And the people were as murmur ers .
A parallel Baraitha states: v nana .PIWD noan ] n « n yiDjn T H
2

3

1 114

5

" D I noipo nr i w

na»h

n ^ y z ^ D nvwo

6

(n"3pn> rb

n^y

"[It

is

written] 'And it came to pass when the ark set forward that Moses
said etc. (Num. 10:35-36). Provide marks above and below
this section to show that this is not its place etc."
Again we find: a»n lPW .mop rrcnra m i n a rrniDN nv3DD w
"IDI ] n « n yiD3a »rm n3ttp nans "Two marks (arjfxela) occur in the
Torah in a small section. Which is [the] small section? 'When
the ark set forward etc.
1

7

8

9

111

1

I, 84, ed. Horovitz, p. 80.
• I. e. Num. 10:35-36.
3 See Mishnah Yadaim III. 5; Tosefta ibid. II. 10, 6834; BR L X I V . 8,
7085; Vayyikrah Rabba X I . 3; Midrash Mishle X X V I . 24, ed. Buber, 50b and
the sources quoted below.
4 Num. 11:1. See below.
* TB Shabbath 115b, bot.
Missing in Rashi and 'Ein Jacob a. 1. and Mizrafc on Num. 11:35.
Comp. also Rabbinovicz, variae lectiones to Rosh Hashanah, p. 37, n. 100.
7 The Hebrew text uses here the Greek word crrjfieZa.
I Aboth deR. Nathan ch. 34, ed. Schechter, 50a.
I. e. fJLLKpov TjjLT)fJLCL. See Birt, Das antike Buchwesen, p. 494-495.
38
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39

10

Modern scholars correctly associated these signs with the
critical marks employed by the Alexandrians, but they did not
fully evaluate their exact nature in our text. We must first
establish the form of these signs. It was pointed out above
that the Sifre states regularly that the section was "marked"
(npa, T€pL€<rTiyfJLevov). Aboth deR. Nathan and TB (see above)
specify that it was provided with signs (rrjiuela. The minor
tract Soferim states: *rm *?v nirnDa n i s » » nwy^ i n s arrpn
jWDboi n^yo^D ]n«n yiD3a "The scribe must provide [a sign in
the form of] a Shofar (horn) in the blank spaces of the section
'When the ark set forward etc./ at the beginning and at the
end."
In our Biblical scrolls these marks appear in the form of 3
conforming to the Massoretic tradition. It is called rDl£>n ]13 or
mn3D ]13, "an inverted Nun." ** Rab Hai Gaon also speaks of
11

12

13

1

15

10

See Pedes in Magyar Szido Szemle 1891, p. 359 (referred to by S. Klein
in (nan p « o ) V*n»' noonb rwixn X I , p. 235); M . Rahmer, Jiidisches LitteraturBlatt X X I V , 1900, p. 46; Kaminka in Encyclopaedia Judaica IV, p. 623 and,
especially, S. Krauss, Zeitschrifl f. d. alttestam. Wissenschaft X X I I , 1902,
p. 51.
VI. 1, ed. Higger, p. 165.
" This explanation of niB'W was hesitatingly suggested by Rahmer ibid.
Some mss. read iwv (See the variants by Higger ibid., p. 165, n. 2) or T I S P
(See ibid., p. 166, n. 5). These readings support the conjecture of Krauss
ibid, that it means spit, the 5&€\os. The majority of the codices read m y »
which at first sight makes no sense. However, Midrash Haggadol (to Num.
11:35, Horovitz, Sifre Zuta, p. 266) quotes: ]» n l y » » n bz now t& jnoia
row tobx bbn
j ' D j i ' v n bz now vfov... nans bw noipo row vb* ibbn
ntns bv noipo. The text is certainly taken from Sifre Zuta, as is obvious from
the quotation by Rabbenu Hillel (23b, Jerusalem 1948), and the words »'
| H D 1 N , "some say" are undoubtedly the author's own introduction of the
citation. The phrase ibbn p i j / ' W bo noto &b etc. is consequently to be ascribed
to R. Simeon (as it is evident from the parallel in Sifre) in accordance with
his usual style (See Mishnah Schabbath VIII. 1 and Baba Bathra II. 2). It
seems to be a technical term in connection with verses which are not in their
proper place. See Mekhilta Amalek, end, ed. Horovitz, p. 2028, Lauterbach II,
11

p. 191179.

*» Num. 10:35-36.
»« See Ginsburg, Introduction etc., p. 342; L. Blau, Masoretische Unter*
suchungen, p. 40 ff.
* Quoted by N'atn to Shabbath 103a, s. v.
by rotPD T J O to Maimonides
na» niDb»n X L 10 and in Dmaan wbv to Alfasi Shabbath ibid.
x
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mmsn

"inverted Nuns." An unknown author

eleventh century represents them in the form of ^

16

of the

something

like a SurXiJ. Finally the author of n a m "mro (p. 668) writes
them D D, a mark which is identical with the avTiaiyfia.
Thus
the term riDisn fti, "inverted N u n / ' the form of a horn possibly
suggested by the minor tract Soferim, and the position of the
inverted Nun in a Hebrew text (which is written from right to
left) all argue for the identification of those signs with the
avrlaiyixa.
We shall now analyze the opinions of the Rabbis who
attempted an explanation of the nature of that sign. Let us
examine the first rabbinic source, the Sifre. T w o opinions are
expressed there. The one, by an anonymous Rabbi, maintains
that the purpose of the marks is to show that the section in
question is not in its proper place. According to the explanation
of Rab Ashi its proper place is in [the section of] the Stand
ards. Mediaeval Jewish scholars suggested two divergent places
for our section. According to 'ttprn it should follow verse 21
in Num. X . However " n n i n n
and o m a n ^yn « point to
Num. II verse 17, after which our section properly belongs.
Rabbi Simeon likewise contends that the marks designate
a dislocation of the verses.
17

lS

19

20

21

22

2 3

a

25

26

27

i6 cmsD
ed. Adler, p. 37. See J. N. Epstein in Tarbiz VI. 3, p. 187.
*7 Comp. also the Responsa of Rabbi Solomon Luria (b'wi) No. 73.
See above, n. 1.
» According to TB Shabbath 116a this Rabbi is no other than R. Simeon
b. Gamaliel (flourished in the middle of the second century).
TB Shabbath 116a.
In Soferim ibid., p. 116: o^n ny'Daa, "In [the section of] the march of
the Standards."
In his commentary to Num. 10:21, ed. Cremona 1559, 116b.
* A. 1., ed. Venice 1544, 170a, bot.
1 8

x

20

2 1

2 2

a

a

< In his OVD-I, ed. Venice 1544,

a

45a.

s This is also the view of Geiger in his Jiidische Zeitschrift etc. I l l , p. 81.
He, as well as Blau (Masoretische Untersuchungen, p. 45), overlooked the
suggestions of the mediaeval Jewish sources.
Flourished in the middle of the second century.
*7 Comp. Sifre Zuta, ed. Horovitz, p. 26623 ff. and Rabbenu Hillel a. 1. 23b.
Comp. also Soferim ibid., p. 166. Geiger (ibid., see above, n. 25) called atten2 6
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The second interpretation is that of Rabbi [Judah the
Prince]. He maintains that the marks indicate that our small
section is a separate book.
The significance of the critical signs used by the Greek
grammarians was by no means clearly defined. The Greek
books irepi arjpieicjv, treating the different meanings of the critical
marks are lost. The later grammarians were sometimes at a
loss to explain them. As an instance, out of many, let us quote
the divergence of opinions regarding the 8iir\r} to II. VI11.221,
and the question of Aristonicus: ri wore arj/uialveL; "What in
the world does it designate?" The same question was raised
by our three Rabbis regarding the critical mark in Num. 10:35,
similar in its external form to the avrlcnyixa and the dLwXrj.
The OLVTiGiyiia usually designates the transposition of verses.
28

29

30

31

tion to the Septuagint in which Num. X , verse 34 (of the Hebrew text) follows
verse 36, i. e. our small section precedes verse 34.
See the references above, n. 3.
•nxo MM (see above n. 16) quotes in the name of "some Midrashim":
rrnnn
Q^DDU 1"IDN «b« D ' H U H I C D oyn \ T I
j'Disn p u ]nb 'Dsn i*n no
*\19D jua P " D -P*s^ I T D I mbx
]nv D ' P I D S >JP LB'ND pn n » D naiaA mnro
mira i?B»3i "Why did the sages add inverted Nuns to the verse 'And the
people were as murmurersV (Num. 11:1). The sages thereby declared: The
whole Torah is exclusively the prophecy of Moses save those two verses (i. e.
Num. 10:35-36) which are part of the prophecy of Eldad and Medad. There
fore it was marked with a curved Nun [to indicate that it is] attached to the
Torah." Comp. the style in Vayyikra Rabba V I . 6, and my note in ed.
Margulies, p. 872, bottom.
This passage, which is not extant in our Midrashim, may possibly shed
some light on an obscure passage in Midrash Mishle ( X X V I . 24, ed. Buber,
50b). W e read there: i n n IDXJJ 'jsa rrn ISD " [These two verses] stem from
an independent book which existed but was suppressed" (i. e. declared apoc
ryphal). It appears that the Rabbi alludes to the apocryphal book of Eldad
and Medad (See Schiirer, Geschichte etc. Ill*, pp. 360-361), an excerpt of
which was allegedly attached to the Bible. Comp. TB Sanhedrin 17a, Sifre I,
95 (end, ed. Horovitz, p. 96 and the sources referred to in note 11 ibid.). None
of them mentions that our verses were taken from the prophecy of Eldad and
Medad.
See Gudeman in P W RE X I , s. v. Kritische Zeichen, p. 1916 ff.; Swete,
Introduction to the 0 . T. in Greek, 1914, p. 71 ff.
See Gudeman ibid.
See A. Ludwich, Aristarchs Homerische Textkritik I, p. 40.
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33

The scholion A to II. IL192 asserts that Aristarchus desig
nated by the inverted criyfxa that the verses 203-205 are to
replace verses 193-197. Both the anonymous Rabbi and
R. Simeon followed this opinion, considering the marks to be a
sign of transposition of verses.
On the other hand, according to Rabbi [Judah the Prince]
the marks indicate that our small section is a separate book.
The legal sign for the beginning of a new book was a blank
space of four lines. Owing to the brevity of our book this
procedure was abandoned and signs were provided in its stead.
The marks for division in antiquity had many and various forms
as can now be ascertained from the papyri; some of them
closely resemble the signs attached to the section under dis34

35

36

37

38

3* See A. Ludwich ibid. p. 209; W . Deecke, Auswahl aus den Iliasscholien,
Bonn 1912, p. 19; Gudeman ibid., p. 1923.
33 rd avTlaiyiJLa. oVi bird TOVTQV
kdel T€Tax&<u TO\)$ ££rjs TrapeoTt/ylievovs rpels arixovs (203-205).
34 Comp. also Sch. A to 188 ibid, and Diogenes Laertius III. 68.
35 This would make the smallest sacred book, consisting of only eighty
five letters. (See the sources referred to above n. 3). Comp. however TB Baba
Bathra 14a. On small publications in antiquity see W . Schubart, Das Buck bei
d. Griechen etc., pp. 55-56 and 178.
36 See TP Megillah I. 11, 71d; TB Baba Bathra 13b; Soferim II. 6, ed.
Higger, p. 114.
37 No special space was left between O'pios, Kbixpara, the so called verses.
Comp. Swete, Introduction to the O. T. in Greek, 1914, p. 344 ff. Palestinian and
Babylonian Rabbis disagreed about the division of verses. See TB Kiddushin
30a and above p. 23 ff., nn. 30-31. Comp. Graetz MGWJ X X X I V , 1885,
p. 97 ff.; Friedmann, mpn I, pp. 116 ff. and 149 ff.; ibid. II, 30 ff.
W e read in Soferim (III. 7, ed. Higger, p. 125): '»tn i p ' W i« lposp I S D
U *np'
UP D'piDS "A scroll the end of whose sentences was indicated by
marks, or whose verses were inter punctuated, shall not be used for [public]
reading." Such things were probably introduced for the convenience of school
children. Comp. the signs of division in a fragment of Homer written on a
wooden tablet reproduced by Schubart, Das Buch bei d. Griechen etc., p. 23.
On interpunctuation in ancient books see ibid., pp. 85 and 181; idem, Ein*
filhrung in die Papyruskunde, p. 60, and Palaeographie I (Munchen 1925),
p. 173.
3 See Schubart, Das Buch bei d. Griechen etc., pp. 181 (n. to p. 85) and
182 (n. to p. 93); Hephaestio Grammaticus, ed. Consbruch, p. 73. 4; Schol.
to Aristophanes Eq. 722 and Gudeman PW RE X I , p. 1919.
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cussion. Our Rabbi had good reasons to explain the inverted
Nuns as an indication that the section constitutes a separate
unit.
Furthermore, it seems that the critical marks in the Bible
are not limited to inverted Nuns only; we shall demonstrate it
in the following, supplementary, chapter.
39

b.

The ten dotted places in the Torah
40

Aboth deR. Nathan records: '"Dl m i n a n m p j n^y "There
are ten dots in the Torah" (i. e. in the Pentateuch only) etc.
A number of modern scholars have treated in detail both the
tradition as a whole and every passage separately. For our
purpose we have only to stress the general character of those
dots, without entering into a detailed discussion of all the
separate items.
However, it is necessary to establish the origin of this tradi
tion, which has not thus far been undertaken. A Baraitha from
the lost minor tract Sefarim sheds interesting light on the
provenance of our passage. The name of the famous sage
R. Jose figures there in the explanation of every dotted verse.
In similar fashion, several clauses of our Baraitha scattered in
41

42

43

44

45

9

* According to the Babylonian Talmud (Rosh Hashanah 17b) similar
critical signs were applied in Psalms 107:23-31, which aimed to suggest trans
position of verses (See Blau, Masoretische Untersuchungen, p. 41 ff.; Ginsburg,
Introduction etc., pp. 342-244; Klein, (nan P N » ) ^ N - W DDDrb runxn X I , 333 ff.),
but we omit the discussion of the passage, because it adds nothing of importance
to our foregoing study.
I, ch. 34, ed. Schechter 50b and II ch. 37, 49a.
From the context it is obvious that the Rabbis meant to say: ten dotted
places.
Comp. also Sifre I 69, ed. Horovitz, p. 64 ff.; Bemidbar Rabba III. 13;
Midrash Mishle X X V I . 24, ed. Buber 50a; Soferim VI. 3, ed. Higger, p. 166
and the references ibid.; niTm niTDn emo, ed. Marmorstein, p. 30 ff.
See Blau, Masoretische Untersuchungen, p. 7 ff., Ginsburg, Introduction
etc., p. 318 ff. and the many references given by Marmorstein ibid., p. 31,
n. 126.
Quoted in anxo uaa, p. 38. See above, n. 16.
Both the language and the contents of this Baraitha argue for its early
date and its utter independence of the later sources.
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47

the Mishnah* and the Babylonian Talmud are attributed to
R. Jose. Consequently we can safely assume that the passage
in Aboth deR. Nathan and Sifre originates from the school of
that Rabbi.
Regarding the character of these dots we are told in Aboth
deR. Nathan: -p nnra no ' J B D b iD«n irr^K rcr D K airy no« -p
jrr^yD rropa T D J ; N m r D ns* ^ I D I K D K I jrr!?y »rnpa - Q D I ?
now
"Thus said Ezra: If Elijah [the prophet] should come and say
to me, why did you write in this manner? I will answer him:
I have already dotted them. But if he should say: You have
written them correctly, I shall remove the dots from them."
It is therefore evident that the Rabbis considered the dots to
be a mark on doubtful words. This agrees entirely with the
purport of the dots in the Alexandrian school (with the differ
ence that in Scripture the dots were placed above the letters).
Doubtful passages were marked with points by the early Alex
andrian grammarians. The dot was, naturally, the more primi48

49

1

50

51

52

6

* See Pesahim I X . 2 and parallels.
47 Baba Mezi'a 87a; Menafyolh 87b. Comp. also Berakhoth 4a and Rabbinovicz Q H B I D 'pnpn to Horayoth 10b, p. 32, n. 50.
In the light of our source we may the better understand the reading of,
and the comments by, early authorities on the quotation in TB Sanhedrin 43b.
Rabbenu Hananel, Yad Ramah and Aggadoth Hatalmud read there nor '1
(instead of irom ' 1 in our editions and manuscripts). The very strange com
ment by Rabbenu Hananel can only be understood in the light of our Baraitha
(ibid., p. 39. In the respective statement of R. Jose '3fcw = »a'fcw).
* Flourished around the middle of the second century.
49 Ibid, (see above, n. 40) 51a and 49b.
*° I. e., these doubtful words.
s Dots (superposita) as a sign of deletion are extant in the Greek papyri.
See Pap. Oxyrh. V. 844 and p. 308, n. 21 ibid. Comp. Schubart, Einfiihrung
in die Papyruskunde, p. 52; idem, Das Buch bei d. Griechen etc., pp. 92 and
182 (n. to p. 90); K. Dziatzko, Untersuchungen uber ausgewdhlte Kapitel d.
antiken Buchwesens, p. 155.
See Sch. A to II. VIII. 535. The Sch. to i7. X , 397 ff., reports; irp&TOV
jxkv any pais (prjai TOV 'AplaTapxov irapacrrjfieLQxrao'&at, aurous, elra 81 KOI
reXecus e^eKelv KT\. 'They say that Aristarchus marked them (i. e. the
verses) with dots, but afterwards removed them entirely" (And he marked
them with an obelus, see K. Lehrs, De Aristarchi studiis homericis*, p. 340-341).
The references given by Blau, Masoretische Untersuchungen, p. 8, n. 1 are
both late and not entirely relevant to our passage.
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tive sign; it meant: crjfJLelaxrcu, nota bene, which was subsequently
taken over by the 5nr\rj (see below).
A closer examination of the rabbinic source will show that
the Rabbis did not always treat these dots as a mark of a
doubtful reading. For instance, let us consider their interpreta
tion of the points on the word inptsn (Gen. 3 3 : 4 ) . We read in
the Sifre : ra^n - I D I K 'nv p
ipw vbv v^y Tip: inptsn
in ? bD2 ipm nyp nm«a v o m I D B T O
n p y n«
wjw yrra
" 'i4w^
HrcoZ to' (Gen. 3 3 : 4 ) , the word inpttH is dotted to
indicate that he did not kiss him sincerely. R. Simeon b. Yofrai
says: As a rule it is known that Esau hates Jacob but this
time his love for his brother was stirred, and he kissed
him sincerely.
L. Blau called attention to the anonymous note in two
manuscripts, which most probably refers to Origenes. It
reads: oveaaaKrj, kv TTCLVTI 'E/SpaiVc^S )St/3Xtco irepieariKTai, ovx
ha /JLTJ avayLvdoaKrjTCU aW vTrcuviTTOfjLevrjs cbawep 5ia TOVTOV
TTJs jStjSXoi; TTJV 7rovrjplav TOV 'Hcair /card S6\ov yap KaT€<pi\rjae TOP Ta/cco/?. "[The word] Vayyishakehu is dotted in every
Hebrew Bible, not [to indicate] that it should not be read, but
the wickedness of Esau is hereby hinted by the Bible; he
treacherously kissed Jacob."
The Rabbis also interpreted the dots not as a sign of spuriousness, but as a mark of an unusual allusion in the passage
(arjjueL&des).
This is particularly obvious from the opinion of
R. Simeon b. Yohai who maintains that Esau kissed Jacob
sincerely. According to him the dots point to the extraordinary
situation. It is indeed remarkable: Esau kisses Jacob sincerely!
It is in exactly the same spirit that the Rabbis interpreted the
53

1

,,S4

55

56

57

53 Ibid., p. 65. See the parallels referred to above, n. 42 and BR, L X X V I I I . 9 ,
p. 927.
54 onxD ' N 2 (see above n. 44) preserves a divergent tradition to which
I find no parallel (except Midrash Mishle X X V I , 50b); its meaning is not
altogether clear to me. Perhaps the reading should be corrected according to
all other parallels, as it is apparent from the verse (Prov. 21:1) cited there.
Masoretische Untersuchungen, p. 22.
Quoted by Field in the Hexapla a. 1. n. 6.
" As surmised by Field ibid.
55
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dots in many other instances quoted in the above sources. They
took them to be signs calling for special interpretation.
In the classical Greek texts the SurXijf served a similar pur
pose. It called attention to a remarkable passage,^ to a 7roXi>(TTJJJLOS Xe£is,
to a text which has many significations. Any
Greek grammarian upon finding such a critical mark in a classic
text without a commentary would ask: rl Tore arjiJLaLveL'"
"What in the world does it signify?" The Rabbis did the same
thing.
When R. 'Akiba interpreted and derived "mounds of rules''
from every apex (nepaia) on the letters of the Torah he was
well appreciated by his fellows. He followed a classical tradi
tion; he could rightly remark: nrPKO ybv no^» n n n Nnn « ^
•n^w n^ton "Should our perfect Torah be less seriously treated
than the idle talk of theirs"?!
T o repeat, we do not enter into the discussion of the original
intentions of him (or them) who inserted the critical marks in the
Scriptures. Our purpose is to elucidate how the Rabbis treated
them. It is quite apparent that the Rabbis of the second cen
tury interpreted the critical marks in the same way that the
Alexandrian grammarians treated the critical signs in the classic
texts.
58

60

01

62

63
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It goes without saying, that in everything unusual in the script of the
sacred text the Rabbis saw a sign calling for special interpretation. They
interpreted all the letters suspended between the lines (See Blau, Masoretische
Untersuchungen, pp. 46 ff. and 54 ff.), although they certainly knew that this
was the practice of the ancient correctors. See TP Megillah I. 11, 7lc; TB
Menafaoth 30b; Tosefta Gittin I X . 8, 3346 passim. It is also very frequent in
the ancient Greek papyri. See Schubart, Das Buch bei d. Griechen , p. 92
passim.
The Rabbis also interpreted the special forms of single letters, see Soferim
I X . 1-7, ed. Higger, p. 200 ff. This is quite natural and in no way invalidates
our general argument.
59 See Diog. Laert. III. 66; Anecdotum Venetum quoted by Gudeman in
PW RE X I , p. 1918.
See Anecd. Ven. ibid.
See above n. 31.
TB Menaboth 29b.
* See TB Baba Bathra 116a top, passim.
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R A B B I N I C I N T E R P R E T A T I O N OF S C R I P T U R E
The Rabbis never suggest a correction of the text of the
Bible. In the entire rabbinic literature we never come across
divergences of opinion regarding Biblical readings. It is there
fore obvious that the textual corrections of Greek classics prac
ticed by the Alexandrian grammarians have no parallel in the
rabbinic exegesis of Scripture.
It has been indicated in the previous chapters that in rab
binic tradition exceedingly few traces are left of the literary
activity of the Soferim. The literal meaning of the word
Soferim is scribes. The Rabbis interpreted it to mean "tellers";
the Soferim counted the letters of the Torah. They probably
knew the number of letters in every section. In this they
resembled the ypapLftaTLKds,
grammarian/ but they came much
closer to his character in the rest of their literary activity. The
word Sofer in Is. 33:18 was understood by the Septuagint in
the same sense. They translated this verse: irov dciv oi ypapLfxaTLKOL; Where are the Grammarians? Indeed the Soferim were
grammarians, and they engaged in the same activity which
was pursued by the Alexandrian scholars. They elaborated the
so called Midrash (interpretation) of the Bible. Although the
word is already found in II Chron. (13:22 and 24:27) it is highly
1

2

3

5

6

1

The only questions sometimes raised by the Rabbis in this connection
have to do with the matres lectionis or vocalization. See Mishnah Sotah V. 5;
'Abodah Zarah II. 5, passim. Comp. also TP KiVaim III. 1, 28c; Sanhedrin
VII. 11, 25b; TB Kiddushin 30a.
TB Hagigah 15b; Kiddushin 30a.
See above p. 42, n. 35. For the later Massorah, see Ginsburg, Intro
duction etc., p. 113.
* Concerning the number of letters in the Pentateuch, see A. Marx in
JBL X X X V I I I , 1919, p. 24 ff. On the counting of letters, see Th. Birt, Das
antike Buchwesen, p. 161. On the stichometry of the ancients, see above p. 24,
n. 31.
s Ezra the Scribe happened to be a grammarian as well.
Of course, not in the strict sense of our modern usage of the word.
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doubtful that it carries there the technical meaning of rabbinic
times. The Septuagint translates it respectively: j6i/3Aioi>,
ypa<pr]. However some copies of the Hexapla* translate ttm»
(in II Chron. 13:22) eK£r)T7]cns, enquiry, which is the exact
equivalent of our word. "Ezra has set his heart to inquire into
the Law of the Lord (Ezra 7:10). The Hebrew wvrh is cor
rectly translated by the Septuagint: {rjTrjacu, to inquire.
One of the first fundamentals of research is to ask "why",
to inquire into the reasons of a given matter. HD *3DD, "why",
is the common term used by the Rabbis in their interpretation
of Scripture. Similarly, Didymus the grammarian
likes to
introduce his disquisitions with f^relrat, 5ta rl etc.," and the
{rjTrjfjLaTa constituted a notable part of the philologic, the
philosophic and the juridic literature. '^K^rjTrjais, as found in
some copies of the Hexapla (see above), is the correct rendering
of Midrash.
But the first rudiment of the interpretation of a text is the
epfJLrjveia, the literal and exact equivalent of the Hebrew mnn,
which means both translation and interpretation. The Rabbis
derived from the verse in Nehemiah (8:8) that Ezra performed
the functions of a eppLrjvevTrjs (translator and interpreter) and
7
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ypajn/jLaTucds.

The elementary task of the interpreter of the Bible was to
explain the realia and to render the rare and difficult terms in
a simpler Hebrew, or, sometimes, in Aramaic. The Tannaitic
i See Bacher, Terminologie etc. I, p. 104. Comp. also M . H. Segal in
Tarbiz X V I I , 1946, p. 194 ff.
See Field a. 1.
See Bacher, Terminologie etc. I, p. 113, s. v. 'JDD.
Flourished in the first century B. C. E.
" See G. Zuntz, Byzantion X I I I , 1938, p. 647, n. 3.
" In the Talmud nrya, see below p. 183, n. 25.
See K. Lehrs, de Aristarchi studiis Homericis*, p. 217 ff. Comp. p. 213
ibid.
* See F. Schulz, History of Roman Legal Science, p. 342, Note D D .
Comp. also Brockelmann, Lexicon Syriacum, 834a.
TP Megillah IV. 1, 74d; Bereshith Rabba X X X V I . 8, p. 342; TB Megillah
3a and parallel.
Comp. A. Kaminka, Encyclopaedia Judaica IV, p. 622.
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Midrashim swarm with such translations. The Rabbis like to
introduce such simple renderings with the term: N^N . . •
"nothing else than."
These translations are sometimes quite instructive. The
Rabbis often explained the "Bible by the Bible," and their
Hebrew translations are often quite illuminating. For instance,
we read in Sifra: ' r o l t y o ' i n o w Kin p i
vbi* n^yn \*H fyo
IWK rttwwi *D
naiDn n o w Kin 701 ,D^ynn n n « urn o n u « »n^»
!?yD U n^yoi " 'Ma'aV (Lev. 5:15). 'Me'ilah' is nothing but
faithlessness, for it is written (I Chron. 5:25): 'And they broke
faith (vayyim'alu) with the God of their fathers and they went
a-whoring after the ba'alim'. Similarly it is written (Num. 5:12):
'If any man's wife go astray and act unfaithfully (ma'al) against
him . Aquila translated hyn (in Lev. 5:15) 7rapA|3a<us, trans
gression. The Rabbis were more exact. They followed sound
philological method and established its meaning from other
places in the Bible where the word is explicitly associated with
unfaithfulness.
The Biblical byn was rendered n r p by the
Rabbis, a word probably common in the current Hebrew of
10

20

21

22

1 11

23

1 8

See Mekhilta, ed. Lauterbach I, p. 8213; 204231 passim. Mekhilta
deRashbi, ed. Hoffmann, p. 12; Sifra, ed. Weiss 108d (comp. Lieberman, JQR
X X X V I , 1946, p. 352, n. 179); ibid, l l l a - d ; Sifre Zuta, ed. Horovitz, p. 2926;
Tarbiz VI. 3, p. 105 and n. 3 ibid.; Jubilee Volume in honor of Samuel Krauss,
Jerusalem 1937, p. 33, n. 16. Comp. also L. Dobschiitz, Die einfache Bibelexegese d. Tannaim, pp. 20-25 and the instances quoted below.
See, for instance, Mekhilta, ed. Lauterbach I, pp. 2768; 443,5; 4865; 4983;
5675; 6795; 11042; 15920; 16041; 17013; 17470-73; 19045; 19147; 202200; 22529; 24525;
ibid. II, pp. 225; 3818; 8852; 15141; 26942; 28966; ibid. Ill, p. 2478; 2590; 4556-58
and 6654-57. It is also very frequent in all the other Halakhic Midrashim, see
Bacher, Terminologie etc. I and II, s. v. ]'« and ]wb. Comp. Gen. 28:19. It
corresponds to the Greek: ov8& aWo . . . r}.
m m -pno m m , see TP Megillah I. 13, 72b. For linguistic purposes the
Rabbis considered the entire Bible as a unit. See TB Baba Kamma 2b.
Vayyikra, Hoba X L 1, ed. Weiss 25c. Comp. TB Me'ila 18a.
This is also the reading of TB ibid. But our text of the Bible reads
p a n 'py MVN, "The gods of the peoples of the land." The rabbinic scribes most
probably completed the quotation from memory, according to the more familiar
verse (Jud. 8:33).
On the rendering of the Septuagint, see Schleusner, Lexicon in LXX
etc., s. v. Xav&avo).
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the time. Indeed, Sifre Zuta also renders u n^>y»l ("And acts
unfaithfully against him.' Num. 5:12) u nrtP. It is likewise
used in Sifre with the same meaning. ?
The Septuagint, the oldest of our preserved Midrashim
often agrees with these simple interpretations of the Rabbis,
but the latter are sometimes more consistent. For instance, on
Ex. 12:13 and 23 they remark: o n s x D hdkw °D"n tibx niTDB
B ^ o m niDs ^ x m
d^bht *?y m « a x 'n
p rnsy "The word niTDS
means nothing but protection, as it is said (Isa. 31:5): 'As
birds hovering, so will the Lord of Hosts protect Jerusalem; He
will guard and deliver it, He will protect and rescue it . The
Rabbis prove the meaning of riDS from Isa. 31:5 where the
context indicates that nrPDB signifies protection. The Septua
gint translates (Ex. 12:3) DD^y 'nnom koI aKeir&ao) fyzas (and
I shall protect you) and riDS (ibid. 27) kcKiiraaev (protected).
But nosi (ibid. 23) is translated: nai TrapeXevcrercu (And He
will pass by). The latter agrees with R. Josia's interpretation
of the verb riDS, which is accepted by the Jewish commentaries.
1
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31

32

33

34

'4 Ed. Horovitz, p. 23312.
See Sifre ibid., p. 117 ff. and comp. Mekhilta Nezikin III, ed. Lauterbach,
2 5

vol. I l l , p. 2590.
2 6

II, 306, ed. Finkelstein, p. 330. The Rabbis explain Mai. 3:6: 'n '3N '3
»mp vb to mean "For I, the Lord, was not unfaithful." This is probably the
true meaning of the verse, see below, n. 27.
? H. Yalon in the Hebrew periodical rbbu II, p. 172, adduces postTannaitic sources which employ the verb 7\w with a similar meaning. He
correctly associated it with Prov. 24:21: 3iynn
Q^iw oy. According to the
sources quoted above in the text, the verse should be rendered: "Meddle not
with traitors." Comp. also Liddell and Scott, Greek Lexicon, s. v. pe&iaTrjpi.
B. I. 4.
It can be ascertained by comparing the sources referred to above, n. 19,
with the Septuagint.
* Mekhilta, PisbaVU, ed. Lauterbach I, p. 5675 (Comp. 5787); ibid. X I , 8790
Variant reading: mon.
Comp. also Tosefta Sotah IV. 5, 29912; Mekhilta, ed. Lauterbach I,
185207. The correct English translation of the verse ibid, is: 'The Lord will
protect the door."
nona in Ps. 61:5 is translated by the Septuagint: aKeiraa^cropai.
Mekhilta ibid., p. 5784.
Comp. also Field, Hexapla Ex. 12:11, n. 11, who refers to Philo and
Josephus. See Riedel, ZATW X X , 320 ff. and below p. 209.
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Aquila also translates (Ex. 12:11 and 27) the namenos
virepfiaais
(skipping over), but Symmachus renders it: <paaex
virepfxaXW
tariv. "[The word] fasefy means defence."
Indeed the verb riDS certainly means to step over, to skip,
but from the Prophets the Rabbis proved that it also signified
to protect, and their translation makes much better sense of
Ex. 12:23. Since the word has two meanings they preferred
the one which suited the context best.
It appears that comments formulated N^N
which
are incorporated in the Halakhic Midrashim have their origin
in a very ancient commentary of the Law. Most of these com
ments undoubtedly provide the plain meaning of the text. In
course of time this vigorous assertion (i. e., it is nothing but . . .)
was extended even to Midrashic exposition, but as such it was
almost exclusively limited to the narrative parts of the Bible.
The use of this emphatic formula for a Midrashic comment
therefore becomes one of the characteristic exaggerations of the
Aggada; it degenerates into a mere literary phrase, and the
Rabbis themselves will not take a comment introduced by these
words more seriously than any other Midrashic interpretation
in the Aggada.
The Rabbinic sages sought to understand the meaning of
the difficult and rare words in Scripture not only through
parallels in the Bible itself where the sense of the expression is
clear. They also sometimes explained them with the aid of
other languages, remarking that the given word is 'tyiD ]wh
Phoenician, or n X D ]wb Coptic, or 'DTID ]wb, Syriac, or
derived from some other tongues.
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Comp. Field ibid.
Comp. also the Aramaic Targumim a. 1.
* I Kings 18:21 and 2 6 . See however Ibn Ganah, D'tnpn iso, p. 405.
See Mekhilta, ed. Lauterbach I, 151133; 1691; 19150; 19160; 20631; 20735;
21083; 22174 (in the variants); 22634; 22988; 23321; 241 125; ibid. vol. II, 2 2 1 - 3 ;
2647; 6814; 13956; 169102; I86110 and so in the other Halakhic Midrashim.
See Lieberman rypff, p. 82 ff.
See Sifre II, 306, ed. Finkelstein, p. 33612 and notes ibid.
See Pesikta deR. Kahana X I I , 109b. Comp. A. Briill, Fremdsprachliche
Redensarten, p. 47.
Mekhilta Pisfra III, ed. Lauterbach I, 28.
See Briill ibid., p. 30 ff. Comp. also Samuel Rosenblatt, The Inter preta3
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Some of them travelled to the provinces for the sole pur
pose of discovering the meaning of some rare Biblical words in
the dialects spoken there.
In addition, they sometimes explained expressions of the
Bible by the customary usage (i. e. the XPW^* avvrj&eia) of
the language, although they were well aware that the meaning,
or usage, of a given word in the Bible often differed from their
own.
There is no evidence that the Rabbis prepared special lexica
of the Bible; they had no need of them. The entire rabbinic
literature bears testimony to the fact that the Rabbis knew
the Bible by heart. Jerome testifies that the Palestinian Jews
of the fourth century were able to recite the Pentateuch and
the Prophets by heart. The Jewish sages could well manipu
late their explanations without the help of special vocabularies
of the Bible.
44

45

40

47

49

48

50

51

tion of the Bible in the Mishnah, p. 33. This method was subsequently extended
and pushed to the extreme by the Aggadists; they even tried to interpret
certain expressions of the Pentateuch according to the Greek language, see
Briill ibid., p. 20 ff.
44 Bereshith Rabba L X X I X . 9, p. 946 ff. The Rabbis mentioned there
flourished at the end of the second and the beginning of the third centuries.
« Mishnah Nega'im X . 6, BR L X X V . 6 , p. 8927.
4 See TB Abodah Zarah 58b; Hullin 137b; Esther Rabba LI end, ed.
Rom, 3d; Pesikta Rabbathi III, 7b. Comp. TB Shabbath 36a.
47 The exception in TB Baba Kamma 55a does not invalidate the general
rule. Comp. J. Briill in TiD^n lra, ed. Weiss I, p. 207.
4» In Is. 58:2.
4» Comp. also Eusebius, Praep. Ev. X L 5, 513b-c.
Libros Prophetarum ac Moysi memoriter revolventes, quoted by Samuel
Krauss in JQR 1894, p. 232. Krauss, however, committed a serious error in
asserting (ibid., p. 233) that the Hebrew teacher of Jerome quoted Virgil in
the original. He certainly misunderstood the church father. The latter reports
(Praef. in Dan., Migne PL X X V I I I . I X , 1292b) that the Jew convinced him
to study Aramaic by quoting a passage in his tongue (in sua lingua ingerente,
i. e. in the Jew's own language) that persistent labor will conquer everything.
It is Jerome who associated it with Virgil (Georg. I. 145): Labor omnia vicit
improbus. The Jew probably cited something like: N V I 'nyr D I N "f? "ION* DM
pan ^« T I N X D "If a man says to you I have laboured but not found, do not
believe him" (TB Megillah 6b).
fi
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50
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On the rabbinic grammar of the Bible see L. Dobschutz, Die einfache
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The early Jewish interpreters of Scripture did not have to
embark for Alexandria in order to learn there the rudimentary
methods of linguistic research. T o make them travel to Egypt
for this purpose would mean to do a cruel injustice to the in
telligence and acumen of the Palestinian sages. Although they
were not philologists in the modern sense of the word they
nevertheless often adopted sound philological methods.
However, the Rabbis were confronted with a much more
difficult problem than this simple linguistic research. They
treated all of Scripture as one unit. They had to reconcile
apparent contradictions in it. Moreover, the Bible, in addition
to its narratives, contains the body of Jewish Law. No law
book in the world explicitly encompasses all the possible cases.
As life developed new legal questions rose which are not clearly
stated in the Bible. It is only by way of comparison, inquiry
into the spirit of the laws, and special interpretation that proper
deductions could be made. Hence, the Rabbis had to introduce
a complicated system of interpretation; the grammarians had
sometimes to assume the functions of advocates and rhetors
(see below).
We learn from the Tosefta* that Hillel the Elder applied
seven norms of interpretation in his discussion with the Bene
Bathyra. The seven rules are: 3N
n w n ? m noim bp
•ipDD n Kxvin V?yi LH£n m s i bbyi pmrD
ZIN
i n a mnm
U"jyD iDbn "DTI "intf 1. Inference a minori ad majus. 2. Inference
by analogy (Gezerah Shawah, explained in detail, below).
3. Constructing a family on the basis of one passage. 4. The
same rule as the preceding, but based on two Biblical passages.
5. The General and the Particular, the Particular and the
2

53
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55

Bibelexegese d. Tannaim, p. 25 ff.; S. Rosenblatt, The Interpretation of the
Bible in the Mishnah, p. 10 ff.
s* Sanhedrin VII end, 4274. Comp. Aboth deR. Nathan ch. 37 and Sifra,
Introduction, ed. Weiss, 3a.
" I n the second half of the first century B. C. E.
* The last two words are missing in Cod. Erfurt but they are extant in
ed. princ. and Cod. Vienna.
« I. e. a specific regulation which is found in only one Biblical passage is
extended and applied to a number of passages.
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General. 6. Exposition by means of another similar passage.
7. Deduction from the Context.
The context suggests that Hillel was not the author of these
rules and norms; he simply used recognized arguments to
prove that the Paschal Lamb is offered on the Sabbath, if the
fourteenth of Nissan happens to fall on that day. He employed
seven norms of interpretation to prove one particular law from
the Torah.
A Baraitha ascribed to R. Ishmael enumerated thirteen
norms of interpretation of the Torah. Schurer calls these
norms "a kind of rabbinic logic." Many modern scholars have
investigated these rules in detail. A. Schwarz devoted six
books to the analytics of these norms of interpretations.
Neither he nor any of the other scholars has been able to dis
cover definite Greek influence in them.
50

57
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00

61

02

63

04

s 6

See on these norms Strack, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash,
Philadelphia 1931, p. 94 and notes ibid., pp. 284-285; Schurer, Geschichte etc.
II*, p. 397 and n. 20 ibid.
57 See H. Housdorff, Jahrbuch d. jiidAit. Gesellschaft (Frankf. a. M . 1907),
p. 382 ff. and especially Sh. H . Kook in (nan p n d ) binur nnjnb nsisn X I I I ,
p. 91.
s Hillel asserted (Tosefta Pesafrim IV, 16228; TP ibid., V I , 33a; TB ibid.
66a) that his opinion was based on the authority of his teachers Shemaiah
and Abtalion. It appears that his tradition went only as far as the law itself
was concerned. The proofs were his own (Comp. the style in the Tosefta ibid.);
he utilized the Gezerah Shawah on his own initiative, because it supported his
tradition. R. Abba b. Memel (flourished in the third century) remarked
(TP ibid.): m»Vn Q"pb nw P I T H p on« "A man may utilize a Gezerah Shawah
for the purpose of supporting his tradition."
Flourished in the beginning of the second century.
Introduction to the Sifra (Comp. M . Zucker, Proceedings of the American
Academy for Jewish Research X V I I I , 1949, p. a"\ n. 15). See Strack, Intro
duction ibid. pp. 95 and 288, n. 8, where a list of selected literature and trans
lations is given.
Geschichte IV, p. 397.
See Strack ibid.
Die hermeneutische Analogie, Wien 1897; Der her men. Syllogismus
in d. talmud. Litteratur, ibid. 1901; Die hermeneut. Induction etc. ibid. 1909;
Die hermeneut. Antinomie ibid. 1913; Die hermeneut. Quantitdtsrelation, ibid.
1916; Der hermeneut. Kontext in d. Talm. Literatur ibid. 1921.
An article by D. Daube (HUCA X X I I , 1949, p. 239 ff.) entitled "Rab
binic Methods of Interpretation and Hellenic Rhetoric" reached me when this
8
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63
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However, we find this observation by Judah Hadassi on
the thirteen norms of interpretation: bp» ]V *i2Drb Tiy unxd on
bwwik
irar«a om« D>«-npi n n o a"' ommpirai nmnn on ?
rfoo
DirDtt 01331131 DnSODa 3 " ' n n W l W Dm , N B D H 3 S ' N p
"And we also found that the sages of Greece have twelve norms
in their rules and laws. They are called epyaalas
Kal
eTixeLprjjjLara.
They are six and six, together twelve. We examined
them and we found them to be like those" (i. e. like the rabbinic
rules). Comp. Jubelschrift etc. Dr. L. Zunz, p. 171.
Happily, we are in a position to verify the statement of the
Karaite. We have no doubt that he refers to some mediaeval
scholia to Hermogenes wept
evpeaecos
(III. 7), i. e. to his
chapter irepl epyaalas
emxWW&TUV.
Hermogenes counts six
€ 7 r i x P 7 M ^ (arguments): T6TTOS, x p 6 w > S , rpbiros,
irpoacowov,
a m a , irpaypLa,
" [ O n ] place, time, way (manner) person,
cause, fact." He further teaches (ibid., p. 148): epya^erai
de
1

6 6

67

,

68

€t

1

a

a

69

70

71

irav

eTrtxeiprjiJLa

pLUipoT&pov,

airb

. . . aitb

wapa(iokijs,

ixei$ovo$

&7r6 'laov,

y

airb

irapadeiyp,aTos,

CLTO evavriov.

airb

"Every argu-

chapter was already ready for the press. However, we found no reason to
change anything in this chapter, as will be self evident from the comparison
of Dr. Daube's article with this paper.
* iBDn brwN, 124b. He wrote his book in Constantinople in 1148.
Cod. Leiden (according to J. Perles, see below) reads: PDPTS'B'Kp,
which appears to be a scribal error for DD'TS'S'Np. Cod. Adler (in the Jewish
Theological Seminary) No. 1650, f. 174b reads nDD'lDS'Dj?, which is an
obvious error for nc5DnDfl'«p.
°7 This correct transliteration was made by P. F. Frankel in MGWJ
X X X I I I , 1884, p. 457, but he suggested the change of the word bwbnin to
bppbwk, kvo-Taaeis.
J. Perles (Byzantinische Zeitschrift II, 1893, p. 576)
proposes: opefas Kal airoxpypara, or, as an alternative (according to cod.
Leiden, see above n. 66), kpyaaias Kal ktnireipianas. Both eminent scholars
were entirely unaware of what the author is referring to. They contented
themselves with the discussion of the two Greek words only without quoting
the passage itself. W e shall presently see that our text which is confirmed by
two manuscripts must not be altered.
6

6 6

68 Ibid. 5, ed. H. Rabe, p. 140.
Comp. K. Lehrs, de Aristarchi studiis Homericis*, p. 217.

6 9

7° Comp. the style in Mishnah Sanhedrin V. 1 and Tosefta ibid. I X . 1,
42815 ff.
7 See R. Volkmann, Rhetorik, Munchen 1901, p. 36.
1
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ment is executed (or elaborated) . , . from a parable (an illus
tration), from an example, from something smaller, from
something bigger, from something equal, from something
opposite." Maximus Planudes in his scholia to this chapter
mentions explicitly e£ eirixeipi\liaTa
( * arguments) and e£
epyaalai
(six executions, exercises). It is evident that these six
epyaalai
and six €7Tix^pi7M were well known in Constanti
nople in the time of Hadassi, and it is quite obvious that he
refers to these rules ( w i m D m ) .
The eTLX€tpr]fjLara
have certainly nothing to do with the
rabbinic rules; we therefore shall consider the epyaalai
only. A
comparison between the epyaalai
and the thirteen hermeneutic
rules of R. Ishmael will demonstrate that they have only the
"iDim bp
and the analogy in common.
72

73

74

75

s

x

70

ara

77

3

78

? An anonymous author in irpoXeyop.eva TTJS prjTopucrjs (Ch. Walz,
Rhetores Graeci V I , p. 34) gives the following definition: T O p.ev irapabeiyixa
airb irpoyeyovoraiv wpaypdrcov TrapaXap.(5aveTac tj de irapaftoXr) e£ dopierTcov Kal 'evoexoyLevuv yev'ea&ai. "The example is taken from facts which
[actually] happened before; the parable is taken from the indeterminate and
possible things which may happen." See also O. Schissel, Rheinisches Museum
L X X V , 1926, p. 312, and Stegeman in PW RE X V , s. v. Minukianos, p.
1987-8.
" See the anonymous scholiast to Hermogenes a. 1., ed. Walz ibid. V I I ,
p. 759.
74 Flourished some two hundred years later than Hadassi, but he used
earlier Byzantine scholia.
7s 365, ed. Walz ibid. V, p. 402.
7 Comp. also Joseph Rhacenditus, ed. Walz ibid. I l l , p. 479. He ap
parently flourished in Constantinople around the year 1300, see Walz ibid.,
p. 465.
77 A minori ad majus, from the light — less important — to the grave —
more important — and vice versa.
7 Of R. Ishmael's rules the Karaite cited here only the first two, the
-ioim bp and the nw P I T H (analogy, see below), and added '121 (etc.). Then he
made his observation on the epyaalai Kal eTTix^ipwara.
Perhaps Hadassi
was struck by the verbal similarity of the epyaalai with some of the norms
contained in the so called thirty-two hermeneutic rules of the Aggadah, which
he reproduced in his book (58b). They include: the analogy (No. 7); something
important which is elucidated by something trivial (No. 14: nbnw !?nj 121
13DD ]topa); the parable (No. 26) and (No. 27) the a: (literally, the opposite).
These respectively correspond to: &7r6 laov, airb piKporepov, airb Tapafibkrjs
and &7rd kvavriov. But the similarity is only verbal, as can be seen from the
6
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Hadassi has found his followers in modern scholars who were
unaware of their early predecessor. A. Kaminka asserts: "At
least one of the seven rules by which Hillel explained the Torah
seems to be identical with a philological method known at the
Alexandrian school . . . in the Halakah it is known as nw m n ;
in Greek 5ls \eybjieva. I believe this system was not originally
used by Hillel in connection with the juridical or ritual questions
but when commenting on Biblical passages in general/' It was
pointed out that the early Rabbis resorted to this simple
system of comparison of parallel words and passages in their
Targumim without making any mention of the term r\w nT?a.
Moreover, etymologically this name has nothing to do with
5is Xeybjmeva (see below). The inference itself is so primitive
that it could not escape any intelligent expounder of a text.
It goes without saying that any thinking person who was
acquainted with Greek logic and who heard something of the
nature of rabbinical exegesis of the Bible would be inclined to
associate it in some way with the former. Indeed, Eusebius
remarks: Nat pLrjv Kal r&v irp6)T0)v jia^ixarcav bevreporai rives
fjaav avrols' (ovroo be <pi\ov rovs e&yrjras rcov irap* avrols
79

80

81

ypa<pcov bvopLa^eiv)

01 r d

bi

aiviyjicbv

9

eireaKia&jJieva . . . bi

eppirjveias Kal <ja<py\veias e%e<paivov. "Verily they (i. e. the Jews)
have certain deuterotai* of primary studies (for so it pleases
them to name the expounders of their Scriptures) who by inter
pretation and explanation . . . made clear what was obscurely
rendered in riddles/' Obviously, he is referring to the elementaryschool Tanna who taught the children Mishnah and Midrash.
He adduces them as examples of those who employ the method
of logic in Hebrew philosophy, a logic which pursues the
2

83

instances given in the Hebrew source, and quoted by Hadassi himself, to
illustrate the rules.
79 Encyclopaedia Judaica IV, p. 23 and JQR, N. S. X X X , 1939, p. 121.
Comp. also Daube in HUCA X X I I , p. 241, n. 7.
See above, nn. 18 and 19.
Praep. Ev., 513c.
This is the literal translation of the Hebrew i W D , or the Aramaic
]"3n» — a teacher of Mishnah, see Bacher Terminologie I, p. 135, s. v. " I S I D I
and n. 4 ibid.
* Ibid. 513a: rbv \oyucbv 51 rpdxov TTJS 'E/SpaiW <pi\ocro<pias.
8 0

81
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truth, unlike the clever sophistries of the Greeks. Eusebius, of
course, is noncommital. His words only suggest that the Jews
had their system of logic, a declaration which aroused the
anger of Julian the Emperor.*
So far so good. We can safely assert that the Jews possessed
their rules of logic for the interpretation of the Bible in the
second half of the first century B. C. E. The question is when
were these rules organized in a system with a nomenclature,
specific numbers and definite categories. It will be demon
strated below that interpretation in general is older than the
revelation of the Law at Mount Sinai. A very great number of
hermeneutic rules existed in antiquity many of which could not
be applied to the interpretation of the Torah. The hermeneutics
of dreams and oracles could not as a rule be applied to the
legal sections of the Bible. Generally Scripture does not ex
press itself ambiguously but states the laws in clear language.
A Rabbi who maintained that a certain law could be deduced
from Scripture had to demonstrate that the words of the Bible
really imply the ruling in question, although it does not state
it explicitly. Apparent contradictions in the Bible had to be
reconciled by more or less plausible, and not fanciful, means.
New laws could be derived from Scripture by comparison,
especially by comparison with something more important, with
something less important and with something equal (see below).
In this case the suggestion of Hadassi to compare the rabbinic
hermeneutics to the epyaalai
of the rhetors deserves a closer
analysis.
Let us first examine the terminology of the hermeneutic rules
of the Rabbis. The strangest term among them is
JTvn.
No convincing explanation of the etymology and the exact
meaning of the name has been suggested until now. The word
4

8s

86

87

8

* Contra Gal 222a.
5 See above, n. 58.
Sifra jmxD VII. V. 7, ed. Weiss 79a: mnsV «V« biyib [airon] « • N V .
Comp. Bacher, Terminologie I, s. v. D W D . There were, of course, not a few
exceptions, see Shemoth Rabba XV.22 beginning.
7 Blau (REJ X X X V I , 1898, p. 153) explains the expression nw rrna
to mean "the same decision," "the same law." This is not exact, nw does
8

86

8
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HTtt in both Biblical and rabbinic Hebrew means: decisio,
decision, decree. It corresponds to the Greek avyKpLCcs,
decretum, with which the Septuagint rendered the Hebrew BStPD.
cvyKpiais
signifying decretum, decision, is already current in
the Egyptian papyri of the third century B. C. E.
Thus it is evident that irr ra is <rvyicpL<ns both etymologically
and logically. This word is also used in the sense of comparison
by Aristotle and the Septuagint. By the second century C. E.,
at the latest, it served as a technical term in the works of the
Greek rhetors. Aphtonius defines this term: XvyKpcals
eari
\byos
6LVT€^€TCLO TLK6S €K irapadtcreoos
avvbycov
r<£ 7rapaj8aXXop.kv<$ rd ixd^ov
7) rd luov.
Syncrisis is a comparative term which
by juxtaposition matches the greater or the equal with the thing
compared." Ioannes Sardianus summarizes it: rptx^s rds
avyKplaets
7rotou/x€t?a, fj TO tcrov irpbs taov fj irpbs TO
fxel^ov
rj irpbs
TO iXaTTOV.
" W e use syncrisis [comparison] in a three
fold manner: the equal with the equal, [the smaller] with the
greater and [the greater] with the smaller/' The term fcard TO
idov
avyKpiCLS,
syncrisis with the equal," is also employed by
Hermogenes who flourished in the second century C. E.
Hence we unhesitatingly translate the term m» rrna avyKpcais
irpbs
Icrov, a comparison with the equal. The beginning
of the Baraitha of R. Ishmael reads: minn nn» m»y a^ra
88

89

90

91

92

93

94

,

11

95

u

96

97

not mean "the same" but "equal". The result of Gezerah Shawah is that the
same law is applied to two situations. In rabbinic language we would expect
in this case nrw rrvn, and not nw mva.
ira means to cut, decidere, Kplveiv.
See Schleusner, Lexicon in LXX, s. v. avyKpivco and vbyKpiats.
See Liddell and Scott, s. v. avyKpwis III. 2. Comp. also M . Schwabe
in
pnr IDU, p. 229.
See Schleusner ibid.
See Ioannes Sardianus, in Aphtonii progym. X , ed. Rabe, p. 180.
Comp. also F. Focke, Hermes LVIII, 1923, p. 331. However, its occurrence
in Aristotle's works establishes it as a logical term in use in the fourth century
B. C. E.
8 8

8 9

9 0

9 1

9 3

w Flourished in the fourth century.
9* Progymnasmata X , in Rhetores Graeci, ed. Walz, I, p. 97.
9s Ed. Rabe ibid., p. 184.
Progymn. 8, ed. Rabe, p. 19.
? It is a contracted form. Comp. 3« ]»'aa instead of ntt [iva] ]"33.
96
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'131 71W n V M D h D i m b p D .nama. This is certainly to be
translated: The Torah is interpreted by thirteen hermeneutic
rules: &TTO jiel^ovos
Kal eXaTTOV,
airb
avyKpiaeus
irpos
laov
K T \ . The Greek rhetors counted them as three rules, while the
Rabbis considered them two norms.
Thus, originally nw iTT?a was a simple analogy, a com
parison of equals. In this sense it is employed by the School
9

99

of Shammai:

100

'13*1 ]r\Db nano n o n m ]r\Db nano m a n m r\bn

nT?a

I O X

"It is an analogy (i. e. comparison of equals): Dough-offering
and [Priests'] Dues are a gift to the priest, and the Heaveoffering is a gift to the priest etc."
We also find this term in the same meaning applied by
R. Eliezer (of the School of Shammai). In Sifre Zuta
he is
quoted as saying: m m xbx m a n o r a i n
n m r o m m yn v «
n w mnb
raino
n a i m n w m n ? m m o "One does not compare a
voluntary and an obligatory or vice versa, but one may com
pare two voluntary acts or two obligatory acts for the purpose
of analogy," i. e. a <rvyKpi<ris (an analogy) can be drawn between
equal categories only.
The Rabbis also employ another term for analogy, viz.
Pp'H. This word is the literal equivalent of the Greek
irapadevis,
102

103

1

104

105

9 8

This seems to be the more original reading, see ed. Friedmann, p. 9
and the notes ibid.
See above p. 55. Comp. Cicero, Top. IV. 23, and Daube in HUCA
X X I I , pp. 251-253. The superior cogency of noim bp over m» s i t u is indicated
in Tosefta Sanhedrin VII. 7, 42625. Both terms are frequently mentioned
together (Sifre II, 313, ed. Finkelstein, p. 3 5 5 l l ; ibid. 317, p. 35916; TB Sukkah
28a; Temurah 16a). Logically they may be characterized as one: avynpiaLS,
comparison.
Probably in the end of the first or beginning of the second century.
Mishnah Bezah I. 6.
See Geiger, Wissensch. Zeitschrift f. jiid. Theologie V. 1844, p. 67, n. 1;
Bacher, Terminologie I, p. 14, n. 1; ibid. p. 13, n. 1.
* Ed. Horovitz, p. 25719. So far as is known to me this text was not
noticed by the students who treated the problem of nw nTH.
4 Comp. Bacher, Terminologie I, p. 23, s. v. noi. When Paul wrote
(I Cor. 11.13): irvevnaTUtols wvevixaTiKa avyKplvovres,
"Comparing
spiritual things to spiritual things," he used the legal terminology of the
Jewish schools, i. e. you can apply the avyicpiais to equal categories only.
s See Bacher ibid. s. v. ppn, p. 44 ff.; A. Schwarz, Die hermeneutische
Induktion, p. 146 ff.
9 9
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adpositio, vicinitas and comparison, juxtaposition, which is used
in all these senses by Polybius.
The school of R. Ishmael frequently employs the phrase:
nw nTN yxao p-rtn wpn ? m s i o "The word [in the Torah] is
vacant [ for the purpose] of juxtaposing ( = irapaTL$&v(u) it and
deducing a gezerah shawah ( = crvyKpL<ris) from it." Polybius
expresses himself in similar style: c/c irapa&eaeoos crvv&ecopovpL€PO)v Kal (TvyKpcvopLevoov, "Contemplated and compared by
juxtaposition." Again he employs the two terms together:
6K TTJS irapa&ecreoos Kal avyKpiaeoos
which means literally tPp'HD
100

107

1

108

109

110

111

112

However in the official hermeneutic rules the term nw nTH
was applied not to analogy of content but to identity of words
(i. e. verbal congruities in the text), a manner of comparison
which sometimes appears to be without logical basis. Rabbinic
tradition therefore ruled that iDXyD n w nTU p cnK yn " N o
one may on his own authority draw an analogy from verbal
congruities in the text," i. e. this method can be applied only
where authorized by tradition. The Palestinian Talmud
demonstrated the absurd conclusions which might be reached if
the method of nw JTT u were utilized by anyone on his own
initiative and not by tradition.
We have no ground to assume that the method itself of
both logical and verbal analogy was borrowed by the Jews from
the Greeks. However, the method and the definition of the
method — the terminology — are two different things. Un
fortunately we have no means to decide who among the Rabbis
used this term first. The Tosefta maintains that Hillel applied
113

114

115

1 0 6

See J. Schweighaeuser, Lexicon Polybianum s. v. wapa&eats, p. 315 ff.
and see below.
" 7 See Bacher ibid., s. v. nw m»n, p. 15.
Literally: emptied out, [\6yos]
KEICEVUNKVOS, comp. KeveXoyew.
Flourished in the second century B. C. E.
III. 32. 5.
Comp. Schweighaeuser ibid., p. 316.
*» X V I . 29. 5.
" 3 TP Pesabim V I . 1, 33a and parallels.
< Ibid.
Sanhedrin VII, end, see above, n. 52.
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the nw TTTtt in his discussion with the Bene Bathyra, but it is
very possible that this refers to the method alone and not to
the term, and it is the editor of the Tosefta who designated
Hillers arguments by the later terminology. The term nw
may thus be no older than the end of the first century C. E.,
or the beginning of the second, the century when avyKpLaus
irpos laov was already a favorite tool in the TpoyvpLvaapLCLTa
(preparatory exercises) of the Greek rhetors in the Asiatic
centers.
It has been pointed out that some of the hermeneutic rules
found in the Halakha recur almost literally in the Roman legal
classics (Sabinus, Celsus" and Gaius ). Hillel the Elder and
the Rabbis of the following generations used to interpret not
only the Torah but also secular legal documents. Most likely
general standards for the interpretation of legal texts were in
vogue which dated back to high antiquity. But it was the Greeks
who systematized, defined and gave definite form to the shape
less mass of interpretations.
The Rabbis were often confronted with the same problems
as the Greek rhetors. The former sought to derive new laws
from the Torah or to find support for old ones which were
rooted in oral tradition. They were aware that in certain cases
their interpretation is not borne out by the actual meaning of
Scripture, and they accordingly termed such support imb nDi
117

118

9

120

121

6

" In the second half of the first century B. C. E.
" 7 In TP PesaUm VI. 1, 33a, the term m» mnj is ascribed to the Bene
Bathyra. But it is most likely the paraphrase of the editor, see TB ibid. 66a
and Tosefta ibid. IV, p. 162. Our assumption is strengthened by the fact that
TP ibid, ascribes to the Bene Bathyra the employment of the name Pp'n,
a term which occurs neither in the rules of Hillel nor in those of R. Ishmael
(i. e. in the Baraitha attached to the Sifra). Only
bp appears to have
been mentioned by name in this discussion (see Tosefta ibid.), but this norm
(and perhaps also its name) is the oldest, and is intimated in the Bible itself,
see Strack, Introduction in the Talmud etc., p. 285, n. 3.
See above, n. 100.
See David Daube, Law Quarterly Review LI I, 1936, p. 265 ff.; idem,
Journal of Roman Studies 1948, p. 115 ff.; idem, HUCA X X I I , p. 252 ff.
See M . Joel, Blicke in die Religionsgeschichte etc. I, p. 39, n. 1.
See Tosefta Kethuboth IV, 9 ff., 26430 ff. and parallels.
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123

(allusion) and «D3DD« (support). They went so far as to lay
down the rule: yiQ ymx p nb J O D D D rnnriD ahi N ^ D
"For
all laws which have no evident origin in Scripture support is
adduced from many places [in the Bible].
But rabbinic literature abounds in such artificial and forced
interpretations. They were merely a literary conceit. Rab
maintained that no one is to be appointed a member of the
high court (Sanhedrin) unless he is able to prove from Biblical
texts the ritual cleanliness of a reptile (although reptiles are
definitely declared unclean in Lev. 11:29). The reason for this
requirement can be inferred from the statement of a younger
contemporary of our Rabbi. R. Johanan asserted that a man
who is not qualified to offer hundred arguments for declaring a
reptile ritually clean or unclean will not know how to open [the
trial of capital cases] with reasons for acquital. The judge
must thus be a rhetor who can disputare in utramque partem
and prove at one and the same time the two opposite points of
view. But the example given by the Rabbis is selected from
the interpretation of the ritual part of the Torah. The methods
of the rhetor and the grammarian must sometimes be identical.
In their schools the Greek rhetors taught the art of twisting
the law according to the required aim and purpose. The jurist
had to be equipped with all the methods of the ypafxjuariKbs.
In Rome the early grammarians were the teachers of rhetoric,
124

125

120

127

128

129

130

131

132
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See Bacher, Terminologie I, s. v. I3f, p. 51 ff. and s. v. - | » D , p. 133 ff.
See ibid. II, s. v. K r o o D N , p. 13 and -JDD, p. 143.
< TP Berakhoth II. 3, 4c and parallel.
« Comp. also Bacher ibid. II, s. v. -mno, p. 109.
Flourished in the beginning of the third century.
TB Sanhedrin 17a.
TP ibid. IV. 1, 22a.
Which is a conditio sine qua non in capital judicial procedure, see
Mishnah Sanhedrin IV. 1. Comp. also TB ibid. 17a (O^ID i n n s i ?
j m m D
min^), according to the reading of Maimonides, Hilkhoth Sanhedrin IX. 1;
Me'iri a. 1., p. 57. See the detailed evaluation of this reading in mxo nonbo by
the RASHBASH, ed. pr., 33a.
«° See TP ibid, and TB Erubin 13b.
Comp. E. P. Parks, The Roman Rhetorical Schools as a Preparation for
the Courts under the Early Empire, Baltimore 1945, p. 61 ff.; F. Schulz, Prin
ciples of Roman Law, p. 130, n. 3.
Sueton., de grammat. IV: veteres grammatici et rhetoricam docebant
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and the dialectical jurisprudence of the Romans is known to be
a Greek product. The Jews with their love and devotion to
wcudeia would be much more susceptible than the Romans to
the sound contribution of the Greeks to learning. They would
certainly not hesitate to borrow from them methods and systems
which they could convert into a mechanism for the clarification
and definition of their own teachings. The instruction and the
works of the rhetors were most suitable for application in the
hermeneutics of the « D D D D « (support) type. For this purpose
133

134

the rexvy

ypa/JL/JLariKr] and the rkxvv\

prjTopucrj were combined

135

and fused into one device.
The two basic works of Greek theology, the books of Homer
and of Hesiod abound in atrocities, immoralities and abomin
able vices which they report of the Olympian gods. As is well
known the Greek philosophers eventually began to interpret the
works of Homer allegorically. In the fifth century B. C. E.
Stesimbrotus founded a school in Athens where he sought to
find the vwdvoia (underlying, covert meaning) all through the
works of Homer. According to Greek tradition, Anaxagoras
was the first to teach that in his poems Homer treats of virtue
and justice (7rept apeTrjs Kal diKaioavvrjs), a thesis which is
developed at greater length by his friend Metrodorus of Lampsacus. The Stoic philosophers exploited this method of allegoric
interpretation of Homer even more. The Alexandrian gram
marians forced Homer to conform to the behavior and manners
of the Ptolemaic court in Egypt, or to the Greek customs and
habits of their own time and place.
K. Lehrs has convincingly shown the two tendencies of
130

137

138

139

140

141

142

133

See F. Schulz, History of Legal Roman Science, p. 62 ff.
See Schulz ibid., p. 56 ff.
Comp. above nn. 69 and 70. See Octave Navarre, Essai sur la rhetor,
grecque, p. 40 ff.
Comp. Laqueur in PW RE III , p. 2463 ff.
Flourished in the fifth century B. C. E.
Diog. Laert. II. 11.
See C. Reinhardt, De graecorum theologia capita duo, 1910, p. 3 ff.
See C. G. Cobet, Miscellanea critica, p. 228.
See Athen. Deipnos. IV, 177b-f; ibid. 180c.
De Aristarchi Studiis homericis*, p. 200, n. 122.
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the grammarians with regard to Homer. One group, the so
called haTdTLKoi, indulged in charges (Karriyopiai)
against his
writings, the others, named \VTLKOL refuted the arguments of
the accusers and came to his defence (aTroXoyia).
The very
terms of these grammarians prove their rhetorical methods.
We shall now consider one example of an awoXoyla
by one of
the earliest Alexandrian grammarians, which is quite instructive.
We read in the Iliad ( X I . 636 ff.):
143

aXXos fxev /xoy&cov kiroKiviiaaaKe
Tpaice$r\s
TrXelov edv, Neorcop 5' 6 yepcov &fxoyrjrl aeipev

Another man would hardly move the cup from the table
When it was full, but Nestor, that old man, raised it easily.
144

146

Sosibius the \VTIK6S
remarked:
Today the charge is
brought against the Poet that whereas he said all others raised
the cup with difficulty, Nestor alone did it without difficulty.
This statement of Homer seemed unreasonable (aXoyos) to some
of the grammarians. It appeared senseless to them that in the
presence of Achilles, Diomedes and Ajax, Nestor should be
represented as more vigorous than they, though he was more
advanced in years. T o this Sosibius replied: "Of these accusa
tions then, we can absolve the Poet by resorting to the
anastrophe" ** He suggested that the word yepoov be transposed
from line 637 to line 636 so that it will read:
HS

147

1

149

aXXos jxev yepo)v jjioyioov aTotuvrjaaaKe
wXelov edv, 6 de) N^crrwp afxoyrjTl aeipev

rpaTe^s

Another old man would hardly move the cup from the table
When it was full, but Nestor raised it easily.
'43 Lehrs ibid.
Flourished under Ptolemy Philadelphus, i. e. in the first half of the
third century B. C. E.
'45 See Lehrs ibid.
Athen. deipn. X I , 493d.
147 NO? rd pev eiriTiiJ,6)pev6v eort t £ 7 T 0 M 7 t ^ .
148 TOVTUV
To'ivvv ovTQts KCLTTjyopovpevoov Tjj avcL<TTpo<pfi xPW^pevoi
diroKhopev TOV irorjTrjv.
1 , e. mentally, but not literally, without destroying the meter.
1 4 4
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The Poet is singling out Nestor from among the old men
only. The difficulty is removed, and the Poet is acquitted of
the charge of

aXoyia.

An exact parallel to this difficulty and solution is extant in
rabbinic literature. It is stated in Sifre:
" 'And they came
before Moses and before Aaron
on that day (Num. 9:6)
R. Josiah said: If Moses did not know is it possible that Aaron
would?
But the verse is to be inverted ( I H D I D )
and ex
pounded, " i. e. the men first came to Aaron who did not know
and then they came to Moses. See above note 149.
150

151

1

152
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The Rabbis encountered the same difficulty in Num. 9:6,
that the Alexandrian grammarians traced in II. X I . 636 ff. It
seemed unreasonable (aXoyos) to them that the people whose
question Moses failed to answer would consult Aaron on the
same subject. They solved the problem by means of kvaarpoipi],
rearrangement of the verse, just as Sosibius did.
154

However, from the anecdote related by Athenaeus we
learn that the solution proposed by Sosibius seemed strange and
ridiculous to his contemporaries, which indicates that in the
third century B. C. E. this method was not yet fully accepted.
155

«° I 68, ed. Horovitz, p. 63.
I. e., they brought the problem before Moses and before Aaron.
s» Comp. Sifre ibid. 133, p. 177, and the formulation in TB Baba Bathra
119b.
The verb D I D means to turn upside down (Comp. Mishnah Niddah
III. 5 and Rashi TB ibid. 28a, s. v. DTIDD) which is the literal equivalent of
dvaarpk<p€LV. In our case it has no relation to rkfiveiv, to castrate, to
distinguish (See Daube, HUCA X X I I , p. 261). The latter may have some
connection with the interpretation of D H D (II Kings 25:19) by Shir Rabba
(III. 7. Comp. TP Sanhedrin I. 2, 18c top). The Midrash states: nr D H D
ro!?nn m D I D D P D H D im« tnip noVi . J H ivaaw N"?DIO " * Saris (II Kings 25:19)
refers to the Mufla (the head) of the court. Why is he called Saris, because he
defines (literally: cuts) the Halakha" Comp. Vay. Rabba IV. 1: -iyea
rp^nn n» ] ' 3 m n nw -p n n. Some years after the first publication of
my book Daube independently discovered his mistakes. Comp. his article
in Festschrift Hans Lewald (Basel, 1953), p. 28. See also ibid., p. 29. Comp.
also, p. 30 ibid, and our discussion below, pp. 79-80.
Ibid. 494d.
See K. Lehrs, De Aristarchi studiis homericis*, p. 218.
151
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In the time of R. Josiah this means of interpretation was very
common in the rabbinic schools.
The rhetor Theon writes : rrjv 81 kvaarpoip^v rrjs rA^ecos
TOWCLX&S
7TOLr)<r6/j,€&a. " W e shall frequently make use of the
inversion of the order.*' But he is really referring to the rhetoric
scheme of varepov irpbrepov^ as is obvious from the examples
he cites. This kind of &paaTpo<prj is also utilized by the
Rabbis,
but the more common rabbinic anastrophe is that
employed by Sosibius the Aim/cAs.
157

158

159

161

The solutions (Kvcrets) of the grammarians were not always
complicated and artificial. They sometimes assumed much
simpler forms. For instance, we read in the Iliad VIII. 555 ff.
cos 8' 6T' kv ovpavcfi aarpa (paewijv hpupi aeXrjvrjv (palver' dptTTpewia ("Even as in heaven around the gleaming moon the stars
shine very bright"). "It was asked (k^rjTrjaav): How now could
the moon be gleaming when the stars [around it] were shining
bright. T o which Aristarchus solving this says: It does not
mean that the moon was gleaming at that time, but that by
its nature it is gleaming."
162

163

This kind of interpretation is common in rabbinic literature.
The sages rule that a man who takes a vow to derive no
benefit from creatures that are born is forbidden to benefit
from the creatures that are yet to be born. Creatures that are
born means creatures whose nature it is to be born, and not
only those that have already been born.
164

165

166

Literary problems were solved in a similar way in the schools
6

^
"
«
159

Flourished in the second century.
See Bacher, Terminologie I, p. 136, s. v. DID; ibid. II, p. 144.
Flourished in the second century.
Tpoyvpvaapara
193, ed. Spengel, p. 877.
See Cicero, Ad At. I. 16, beginning.
See BR L X X . 4, 8006 and Bacher ibid.
6 'Aplarapxos TOVTO Xbwv <prj<rl.
* 'AXXd ri)v <pi)an Xapirpav (Apollonius Sophista, Lexicon homericum
ed. Bekker, Berlin 1833, p. 161).
< Mishnah Nedarim III. 9.
s i^ivni» p"np. This is the reading of the majority of mss. See also
n o ^ roN^o a. 1.
Comp. also ibid. 7; TB Sotah 25b passim.
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of Alexandria and those of Palestine. The methods of the
rhetors and their discussions had at least a stimulating effect
on serious treatment of legal texts. The following part of this
chapter may shed more light on some aspects of text inter
pretation and its origin.
167

The Hermeneutic Rules of the Aggadah
Some of the hermeneutic rules used by the Rabbis to inter
pret the narrative parts of the Bible at first appear to us very
artificial and far-fetched. These norms form part of the so
called "thirty-two hermeneutic rules of the Aggadah "
Let
us consider a group of successive rules:
Rule 27, Mashal, i. e. parable or allegory or symbol. The
mashal is already used in the Bible; as an allegory it is common
in the Midrash.
Very often the interpretation by way of
mashal is undoubtedly the only true explanation of the text.
But some allegories are obviously far from the real meaning of
the text.
Rule 28. Paronomasia, amphiboly, i. e. playing with ho
monymous roots.
168
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110

171

172
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See F. Schulz, Principles of Roman Law, p. 130, n. 3 end.
Some mediaeval authors quote "thirty-six rules" (See D. Cohen in
Tarbiz II, 1931, p. 249). Joseph Rhacenditus (avv<n[/is prjroptKTJfs, ed. Walz,
Rhetores Graeci III, p. 479. See above, n. 76) repeats that the six epyaaicu.
can be applied to each eTix^P^Mft forming together thirty-six rules.
The text is now available as an introduction to the Midrash ' 1 nwo
iry!?8 discovered and published by H. G. Enelow, New York 1933, p. 10 ff.
An English translation of these rules can be found in Strack's Introduction to
the Talmud and Midrash, p. 96. For the time of its compilation see ibid., p. 95;
for the sources, translations and literature, see ibid., p. 289, nn. 2-3.
See the abundant material collected by Einhorn in his own emo
II, Wilno 1838, 30d ff. See also I. Heinemann, Altjiidische Allegoristik,
p. 15 ff.
See Heinemann ibid., p. 33 ff.
See Einhorn ibid. 33c; Bacher, Terminologie I, p. I l l , s. v. Vyo; Lieber
man GJP, p. 22 ff. Comp. BR X X X I . 8, 2815 and Field, Hexapla (to Jer. 1:11),
p. 573, n. 13. Comp. I. Heinemann, The Methods of the Aggadah, p. 257,
n. 14.
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Rule 29. Gematria
i<rb\prj<pa, i. e. computation of the
numeric value of letters. Only a single instance is adduced in
this Midrash to illustrate the gematria. The number 318 (serv
ants of Abraham) in Gen. 14:14 has the numerical value of
n r y ^ N , i. e. Abraham had only his servant Eliezer with him.
But rabbinic literature is replete with examples of gematria.
Rule 30. Substitution of letters, the so called Athbash
alphabet, i. e. « (the first letter) is written instead of n (the
last letter), • (the second letter) instead of w (the one before
the last) etc. and vice versa. The Midrash cites only one in
stance. 'Dp nb in Jer. 51:1 is nothing other than D H B O , accord
ing to the Athbash alphabet. But this method is quite common
in the Midrash and Talmud.
Rule 31. Norapucbv,
i. e. the interpretation of every
single letter (in a particular word) as the abbreviation of a
series of words. nxim (I Kings 2:8) is explained as signifying
'n's ' 1 'D
i. e. royin .-rns .nxn ,-UDD
The acrostic also
belongs to this type, see below p. 79 ff.
Another kind of notaricon is the breaking of one word in
two parts. Our Midrash cites as an illustration the word boiD
(Lev. 2:14) which is to be interpreted b'O " ] V i. e. the word is
174

175

176

177

178

179

180

81

x

« I. e. yewpeTpia is used in the sense of manipulation with numbers.
Comp. M . Cantor, Vorlesungen uber Geschichte der Mathematik I , p. 163.
w.See BR X L I I . 2, 4168 and parallels referred to in the notes ibid. Comp.
F. Dornseiff, Das Alphabet in Mystik und Magie, Berlin 1922, p. 107 and n. 5
ibid.
« See Einhorn ibid. 34b; Bacher ibid. I, p. 127; II, p. 27 s. v. ana^a
and p. 69 s. v. M U t t n n ; Dornseiff ibid., p. 110 ff. Comp. below n. 211.
*7* Ed. Enelow, p. 38.
Comp. the Septuagint ( X X V I I I . 1) and the Aramaic Targum a. 1.;
Field, Hexapla p. 728, n. 1; Jahrbucher of N. Briill, I, 1874, p. 61, n. 2 and
Rahmer in Jubelschrift. . . Graetz, p. 324. See also below, n. 213.
See Bacher, Terminologie I, p. 127, n. 5; ibid. II, p. 27.
» Shorthand, i. e. written according to the use of the notarii. See Krauss,
Byzantinische Zeitschrift II, 1893, p. 512 ff. Comp. W . Schubart, Das Buch
bei d. Griechen etc., pp. 78-80 and 180.
This kind of notaricon is very common in the Aggadah, see Bacher
Terminologie I, p. 126; ibid. II, p. 124 and especially the rabbinic material
adduced by Einhorn (see above n. 170) 34c ff.
This is taken from Sifra a. 1., ed. Weiss 12d, ed. Friedmann, p. 123.
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broken in two parts, and the letters of the first part are
transposed. The notaricon includes an anagram as well. The
Aggadah * frequently resorts to the application of the anagram. *
Similarly " p a « (Gen. 41:43) is interpreted by R. Judah * as
• p a « . The name of the Patriarch plfcO is dissolved into
p i*n.
The artificiality of the last four hermeneutic rules is evident.
An anonymous Midrash appended at the end of the thirty-two
hermeneutic norms remarks: a n a oi^nn t a *3 n»lK Kin n n
*6i ybyn *b ]ww moi^n n a n DM PIDI noirn bp o n a n vbm .pay
1

2

18

18

185

186

187

noa

n n « ^y

o m o n n nnn

nan

1

, o » n y noa ? « x v nn«

ai^n

]nm»

l

"Behold it says: A dream
carries much implication' (Eccl. 5:2). Now by using the method
of kal vafyomer (a minori ad mains) we reason: If the contents
of dreams which have no effect may yield a multitude of inter
pretations, how much more then should the important contents
of the Torah imply many interpretations in every verse."
The author of the anonymous Midrash possibly felt that
some similarity exists between the methods of the interpreta
tion of dreams and some of the hermeneutic rules of the Aggadah.
Indeed, we shall demonstrate the striking fact that the her
meneutic rules mentioned above are also applied to the solution
of dreams. In this realm they are quite understandable. It lies
in the very nature of some dreams and most of the oracles to
make their revelations in a concealed and disguised way.
Dreams and oracles lend themselves to many and various kinds
of interpretation. They are, of course, always right. The ex
pounder will show by the remotest ways possible that they did
o'Dya

l 8 a

1

noa ?

KXV

nn«

« n p o » n»ai

And in this category we count the NroDDN (see above p. 63) parts of
the Halakha as well.
* See TP Nazir V I I . 2, 56b; TB Mo'ed Katan 9b; Tanfruma, beginning
etc. etc.
* Sifre II. 1 (end), ed. Finkelstein, p. 8. See ibid, the strong objection
raised by R. Jose of Damascus to this interpretation.
* Pirkei R. Eliezer ch. 36, ed. Rabbi David Luria, 84a, and comp. n. 36
ibid.
Comp. TB Berakhoth 7b.
' Midrash Haggadol Bereshith, ed. Schechter, p. X X V , ed. Margulies,
p. 39.
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not lie. Necessity often compelled the priests and interpreters
to invent the most clever devices for explaining the meanings
of oracles and dreams. The cleverer the trick, the deeper the
impression on the inquirer of the dreams and oracles. We shall
now consider in order the application of the five above-men
tioned rules to the elucidation of dreams and oracles.
188

189

1. Symbols and allegories are the most common means
for the explanation of dreams. We need not bring examples
for it, the phenomenon being universally known.
190

2. Paronomasia, the playing with homonyms, is an im
portant element in the interpretation of dreams. Artemidorus
gives a number of instances to this effect. Rabbinic litera
ture has preserved a lengthy catalogue of dream interpreta
tions. H. Lewy
demonstrated the close parallel between
Artemidorus* Onirocriticon and the dream interpretations of the
Rabbis. Paronomasia plays an important part in it. In many
places the style of the Talmudic passages (ibid.) makes the
impression of being excerpts from a manual on dreams which
contained general principles. The Rabbis frequently employ
such general formulas as f i n . . . ^ D , "All . . . except." For
instance they say:
f i n ubrb y& m p T *y*D hi "All kinds of
vegetables are of good omen in a dream except etc."
Dream
books from all over the world and of all times have utilized
similar methods.
191
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See Bouche-Leclerck, Histoire de la divination I, pp. 116 ff. and 312.
« See Artemidorus, Onirocriticon I. 2; Bouche-Leclerck ibid., p. 302.
»° See Rabbinowicz onsio 'pnpi to Berakhoth, p. 315.
" Ibid. I. 68; II. 12, s. v. aZ?€s; III. 28 passim. See Bouche-Leclerck
ibid., p. 313 ff.
» TP Ma'aser Sheni IV. 9, 55b, Ekha Rabba I, ed. Buber 26a ff. and
particularly TB Berakhoth 55a-57b.
« Rheinisches Museum/. Philologie N. F. 48 (1893), pp. 398-419.
»« Comp. also I. Wiesner, Scholien zum Babylonischen Talmud, I, p.
124 ff.
s See A. Kristianpoller, "Traum un Traumdeutung im Talmud" (in
Monumenta Talmudica IV), p. 46 ff., Nos. 139-153; H. Lewy ibid.
s> TB Berakhoth 57b (many times).
w Comp. Artemidorus ibid. I. 68: TCQV oawpLuv iravra nox&ypcL TXJIV
TCICFOV. "All pulses are of a bad omen except peas."
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3. The gematria, i<jb\j/7](pa, the numerical value of letters, is
one of the most important components of the onirocritica. *
T o see the weasel in a dream is a bad portent, because the
letters of ydXrj (weasel) are of the same numerical value as bUrj
(lawsuit or penalty). " Meeting a weasel on the way was believed
in antiquity to be a bad portent, and the Rabbis condemned
this belief. Nevertheless they saw in the weasel some sinister
symbol. They said: no t&x svrinm D^iyn ^ a bo hur\n Kin nnh
19

1

200
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"Why does it
liken all inhabitants of the world to a
weasel, because just as this weasel drags and stores up and
does not know for whom it stores, so the dwellers of the world
drag and store, drag and store, not knowing for whom they
store, [as it is written]:
'He heapeth up riches, and knoweth
not who shall gather them'."
Artemidorus similarly explains that the vision of a weasel
in a dream is a bad omen because it spoils whatever it takes.
The latter interpreted the dream of a weasel by means of
gematria and a symbol; the Rabbis apply it in the Aggadah
with the help of paronomasia.
Although there is no evidence in early rabbinic literature for
the use of gematria (iab\//r]<pa) in the interpretation of dreams
204

205

206

207

208

209

x

8

» See Artemidorus ibid., ed. Hercher, Index rerum, p. 303, s. v. i<rbrl/rj<pa;
Buche-Leclerck ibid. I, pp. 313 and 318 ff.
» Artem. III. 28: kart yap iab\l/rj<pos dUrj Kal
ya\rj.
See H. Lewy, Zeitschrift des Vereinsf. Volkskunde III, 1893, pp. 135-136.
Comp. also Lieberman GJP, p. 98, n. 19.
See Lieberman ibid.
TP Shabbath X I V . 1, 14c.
°3 I. e. Scripture, Ps. 49:2.
°4 A play on iVn and m^in.
°s Ps. 39:7. Comp. ibid. 6.
The Rabbis probably allude to the destruction of the weasel by the
snake which then devours the food stored up by the former. See Arist. Hist,
anim. I X . 1, 609b; ibid. 6, 612b.
°7 Ibid. III. 28.
208 #
,ydp av AajSfl, TOVTO arjiret,.
Comp. A. Loewinger, Der Traunt in der jiidischen Literatur, p. 27, n. 7
and p. 30. See below n. 211.
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we can assume the Rabbis were not unaware of this method in
the onirocritica. The wide use of the gematria in the magic
and mystic literature argues for its general application in all
occult sciences of the time.
4. Substitution of letters, Athbash was widely practiced in
antiquity. No evidence is found for the application of Athbash
in dream interpretations, but the common use of it suggests
that the experts on dreams would not neglect this device when
occasion arose. R a b maintained that Daniel had interpreted
(Dan. 5:25) the oracle by the method of Athbash. This asserts
its application in at least the interpretation of oracles.
5. Notaricon in all its forms and variations as it was em
ployed by the Rabbis in the exposition of the Aggadah
is
quite common in the interpretation of dreams among both Jews
and Gentiles:
210

211

212

213

214

215

216

2 1 0

See F. Dornseiff, Das Alphabet etc., pp. 91-118; Th. Hopfner, GriechischAegyptischer Offenbarungszauber, p. 181; R. Eisler, Weltenmantel, p. 789, s. v.
Isopsephie; idem, Archiv f. Religionswissenschaft X V I , 1913, p. 305, n. 2.
The use of letters as numerals is apparently a Greek invention which
was adopted by the Semites at a much later time, see Dornseiff, Das Alphabet
etc., p. 11. (Comp. now H. L. Ginsberg, Studies in Koheleth, p. 32 ff.) At
some time during the second commonwealth the Jews inscribed a, j8, y (sig
nifying 1, 2, 3) on the several baskets in the temple of Jerusalem (See Mishnah
Shekalim III. 2), i. e. the Jews availed themselves of the Greek alphabet to
employ letters as numerals (In the Mishnah ibid. R. Ishmael is only explaining
the statement of the first Tanna). Comp. however Tosefta Ma'asser Sheni
V. 1.
The numerical value of Greek letters was also utilized in the rabbinic
dream interpretations. R. Jose (BR ch. 68. 12, 785, see also the sources re
ferred to above, n. 192) explains (the dream about the treasure in) Cappadocia
to signify Kairira doicoi, twenty beams. This is, of course, no lab^fmpov. The
absence of the latter in early Jewish onirocritica may be quite indicative of
its origin.
See above n. 177.
* See Dornseiff, Das Alphabet etc., pp. 17 (and n. 2 ibid.), 125 and 136.
Comp. also H. I. Marrou, Histoire de Veducation dans Vantiquite, p. 212.
For other ways of substitution of letters see Suetonius, Jul. LVL 6 (A. Gelius,
Noct. Att. X V I I . 9. 1-5); idem, Aug. L X X X V I I I . Comp. TB Sukkah
52b.
* Flourished at the beginning of the third century.
«s TB Sanhedrin 22a.
See above, nn. 180-185.
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a. Every single letter is considered as an abbreviation of a
word. R. Joshua b . Levi said that the vision of the letter
rT'D in a dream is a good omen. "Is it because rV'D stands for
31£3?" Similarly, Artemidorus relates that once a military
commander saw the letters i JC # in a dream inscribed on his
sword. The Jewish war in Cyrene broke out, and the man
who saw the dream died a hero's death. Consequently, the
explanation of the dream was that the i stood for
'lovbaiois,
217

218

210

220

221

222

the K for KvpqvaioLS

and the # for #Aj>aros.
223

b. The anagram was a common device in the onirocritica.
The Rabbis say: -piy -IDI noaw vmny n o m^na o'-njw n«nn
'1D1 "If a man sees barley in a dream it means that his sins
were removed, as it is written (Isa. 6:7): 'And thine iniquity is
taken away'," The letters imyp (barley) are transposed and
made to signify fiy I D (sin is removed). It is a common pro
cedure in the hermeneutic rules of the Midrash. T B
formu
lates it: p m m I ' B ' D I D V ryTU "One may remove [a letter] and
add [one] and then interpret." From Artemidorus it is evident
224

225

220

2I

? See above, n. 180. Comp. also the Onirocriticon of Rabbi Shlomoh
Almoli moi^n inns, Gate I, ch. 1 end.
ai8 TB Baba Kamma 55a, see onwo *pnpi ibid., p. 119.
TB ibid. For rT'B as an inauspicious sign, see Lieberman, GJP, p. 191.
In the Midrash of the alphabet by the Samaritan Marqah (M. Heidenheim,
Der Kommentar Marqah s des Samaritaners, p. X I , n. 2) this letter is the symbol
of the snake which brought destruction into the world. Comp. however,
Rettig, Memar Marqa, p. 23. Dornseiff (Das Alphabet etc.) who collected the
material on the exegesis of the alphabet overlooked Marqah's Midrash. See
H. Baneth, Des Samaritaners Marqah an die 22 Buchstaben, Berlin 1888,
p. 50 ff.
I V . 24.
219

}
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321

r

ohv Uoi;e VTpaTOTedapxv*
^ l V P^X^P^ O&TOV yty pa<p$ai i K &.
kykvero woke^os 6 ToutfaiVcds ev Kvpfyn, Kal iiplarevatv kv T<$ woXenq)
6 I5&v T6V oveipov, Kal TOVTO rj 6 elironev, airb piv TOV t Tou$a£ois, airb
TOV K Kvprjvalois, &7rd dl TOV & davaros.
The reference is probably to the Jewish war against Trajan, see Schurer,
Geschichte I , p. 665.
" 3 See above n. 183.
< TB Berakhoth 57a.
"s Yoma 48a; Baba Bathra 111b and parallels. Comp. TP Sota V. 1, 20a.
I V . 23: pera&kvTes . . . apeXdvTes r) Trpoa&kvTts ypappara. "Chang
ing . . . removing and adding letters." Comp. ibid. I. 11.
2 2 2
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that this was the practice of the Greek interpreters of dreams.
The anagram was also widely employed in mystic and magic
literature.
c. The dissolution of one word into two parts was also
generally practiced in the onirocritica. VttyDP is there inter
preted
as
"The Lord will hear [his prayers]," and
as J? b " T o Him is [his] heart." During his siege of
Tyre Alexander the Great is said to have seen a satyr in a
dream who mocked him at a distance. "The diviners, dividing
the word "satyros" in two parts (sa Tyros), said to him
plausibly enough T y r e is to be thine'."
We not only find the same methods employed in the oniro
critica and in the Aggadah, but sometimes also come across the
very same interpretations in both sources. The Sifre
playing
on the word rwriD (Deut. 33:4), heritage, interprets it as if it
were written nBniND (betrothed), and, deriving from it that the
Torah is betrothed to Israel, it draws certain conclusions.
The identical exegesis is used in the solution of a dream.
In
the onirocriticon the betrothed girl symbolizes the Torah. In
the Aggadah the Torah is betrothed to Israel.
The methods applied in the understanding of dreams were
invented neither by the Jews nor by the Greeks. They go back
to hoary antiquity. The ingenuity of the diviner or seer pro
duced the most complicated solutions of dreams, oracles and
magic, which lent themselves to similar ways of interpretations;
they borrow from each other and supplement one another.
"Seventy years, as the period of its (i. e. Babylon's) desola227
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1

220

230

231

222

233

234

a

*7 See L. Blau, Das altjiidische Zauberwesen, pp. 147-148; Dornseiff,
Das Alphabet etc., p. 63.
See above, nn. 181, 184-186.
> TB Berakhoth 56b.
3° Ibid. 57a.
w Plut. vit Alex. X X I V . 5: ol 51 pavreis roUw/xa biaipowres OXJK
awi&avus l<paaav avr$'
2?) yevqaerat Tvpos. Artemidorus (IV. 24)
ascribes this analysis to the famous seer Aristandros of Telmessus in Lycia.
See on him Bouche-Leclerck, Histoire de la divination II, p. 76 ff.
*3 II, 345, ed. Finkelstein, p. 402. Comp. Shemoth Rabba X X X I I I . 7.
" See also TB Sanhedrin 59a and Pesafrim 49b.
" TB Berakhoth 57a.
a a 8
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a

a
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tion, he (i. e. Marduk) wrote down (in the Book of Fate). But
the merciful Marduk in a moment his heart was at rest
(appeased) turned it upside down and for the eleventh year
ordered its restoration." The Babylonian numeral " 7 0 " turned
upside down, or reversed, becomes "11", just as our printed " 9 "
turned upside down becomes 6 " . °
Writing or reading letters upside down was probably not
limited to oracular interpretation only, but was practiced in
magic as well. More than a thousand years later Plinius Medicus
prescribed as a "remedy" for a persistent haemorrhage the
writing of the patient's own name on his forehead in letters
inverted upside down. The methods were the same at different
times among different nations.
The Rabbis knew this truth. R. Abbahu
was once in
volved in a controversy with non-Jews about the survival of
children born after seven or eight months of pregnancy. The
235

u

23

237

238

239

240

a

*5 The Black Stone of Esarhaddon of 680 B. C. E. (Luckenbill in The
American Journal of Semitic Languages X L I , 1925, p. 242 ff.). Prof. H. L.
Ginsberg has kindly drawn my attention to this inscription.
* Luckenbill ibid.
" I. 7, cited by Dornseiff, Das Alphabet etc., p. 56, n. 1.
* Nomen ipsius, inversis literis, apices deorsum.
* Died in the beginning of the fourth century.
*° According to a tradition quoted from an unknown source in the Yemen
ite Midrash Haggadol on Ex 2:2 (p. 13): "All the prophets were born after
only seven months of pregnancy." Protev. Jacobi (V. 2) asserts (according to
two manuscripts and the Armenian version) that Anna gave birth to Mary
after seven months of pregnancy. The same was said about Dionysus and
Apollo, see Gaster, The Joshua Bloch Memorial Volume, p. 118, n. 4.
Rabbi Simeon Duran in his book (composed at the beginning of the
fifteenth century in Algiers) pm rwp relates: And they (i. e. the Gentiles) say
that the reason a child born after eight months of pregnancy is not viable is that
Jesus the Nazarene, who was born after eight months of pregnancy ordained
that no child born after this period of pregnancy survive. Suspecting that the
Rabbi drew his information from Moslem sources I inquired of Prof. Arthur
Jeffery about this tradition in Arabic literature. Dr. Jeffery kindly supplied the
following information: Ibrahim al-Tha'labi in his Kisas al-Anbia (i. e. historiae prophetarum), ed. Cairo 1921, p. 265 reports (The tradition goes back
to Al-Kalbi): "The scholars differ as to the period of Mary's pregnancy and
the time of her giving birth to Jesus. Some say that the measure of her
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77

Rabbi remarked: ibdk riD'N nBD*K NB'r I'D ? 'DOD *uk i i d t t o
"From your own [alphabet] I will prove it to you f (f*?Ta) =
€7rrd, 77 (^ra) = 6 K 7 C 0 . "
The most plausible explanation was
suggested by O. Crusius:
Since £" equals 7 and rj 8 the
cryptogram has to be deciphered as: £77 r d ITTTCL
<JJLOLXXOV>
77 T d OKTQ), i. e. "Infants of seven months are more likely to
survive than those of eight."
R. Abbahu resorted here to
the notaricon*** paronomasia and the numerical value of letters,
and combined them together for the purpose of investing
letters of the Greek alphabet with mysterious significance. The
method was well understood by Jew and Gentile alike.
T o sum up, numberless methods for the interpretations of
dreams, oracles and mystic writings existed in the ancient
world from times immemorial. Very often the same phenome
non lent itself to various and even contradictory explanations.
1

2 4 2

243

244

246

247

pregnancy was the same as other women, namely nine months. Others say it
was eight months, and that that was an added miracle, since no eight months
child has ever lived save Jesus. Others say it was six months, others three
hours, and others, that it was a single hour." In this source, however, there is
no mention that it was Jesus who decreed that no child born after eight months
of pregnancy should survive. The Rabbi denied the claim, pointing out that
Hippocrate (See de nutr. X L I I and the commentary of Sabinus quoted by
A. Gellius, nodes Att. III. 16) and Aristotle (See hist. anim. VII. 4 584b)
who lived hundreds of years before Jesus possessed knowledge of this rule.
Consequently, it cannot be ascribed to the decree of Jesus.
BR X I V . 2, 1272 and parallels referred to by Theodor a. 1.
See A. Briill, Fremdsprachliche Redensarten, Leipzig 1869, p. 16, n. 2;
S. Krauss L W I, p. 154.
™Apud L. Cohn in MGWJ X L I V , 1900, p. 569; see Lieberman GJP
p. 23.
Comp. Galen, Phil. hist. ed. Kuhn p. 333; Oribasius, collect, med.
X X I I . 5, ed. Bussemaker et Daremberg III, p. 63. The latter remarks that
the theory according to which children born after eight months of pregnancy
are not able to live is false, for they do live (TOVTO 8k €<m \f/€v8o$' fr} yap).
But the truth is that the number of surviving eight months infants is less
than that of seven months children (TJTTOV T&V ewTafxrjvuv).
$ I. e. breaking the names of the letters in two parts.
It is the same device employed by R. Jose in his dream interpretation
where he dissolved Cappadocia in K&Tnra 8OKOL twenty beams, see above
n. 211.
* See Cicero, de divinat. II. 70.
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The Rabbis who flourished at the end of the first and the begin
ning of the second centuries (and among them we find R. 'Akiba,
the famous interpreter of the Torah) already employed the
shrewd and complicated methods of the onirocritica in their
dream interpretations.
For the interpretation of sacred legal texts, which were not
as a rule formulated in an ambiguous language, different means
were undoubtedly in use among the priests. The Rabbis applied
comparatively few rules to the elaboration of the legal part of
the Torah. They were the result of choice, discrimination and
crystallization out of many ways for the exposition of texts.
In the Aggadah however and in the mrDDDN ("supports") for
the Halakha, the Rabbis resorted to well established devices
which were current in the literary world at that time. Had
the Rabbis themselves invented these artificial rules in their
interpretations, the "supports" from the Bible would be in
effective and strange to the public. But as the utilization of
instruments accepted all over the civilized world of that time
their rules of interpretation of the Aggadah (and their "supports"
for the Halakha from Scripture) were a literary affectation which
was understood and appreciated by their contemporaries.
However, although we possess no evidence that the Rabbis
borrowed their rules of interpretation from the Greeks, the
situation is quite different when we deal with formulation,
terms, categories and systematization of these rules. The latter
were mainly created by the Greeks, and the Jews most prob
ably did not hesitate to take them over and adapt them to
their own rules and norms.
The name Mekhilta, Mekhilata (literally: measure, measures),
for the Tannaitic treatises which interpret the Bible cor248

249

250

348 TP Ma'aser Sheni IV, end, 55c
W e have suggested that some of the artificial rules in Aggadic her
meneutics were derived from the onirocritica rather than from the realm of
oracles etc because the former was in vogue among the Jews, whereas nothing
of the latter was used by them in the rabbinic period save the h\p na, see
Appendix I, below p. 194 ff.
*° Or for collections of rabbinic law, see J. N. Epstein, Tarbiz V I . 3, p.
102 ff.
3 4 9
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2

1

responds exactly to Kav&v, navbves, * the treatise, or treatises,
of logic. Again the term n w n T H appears to be the literal
translation of the Greek avyKpteis
irpbs taov
which in
dicates the influence of Greek terminology.
Hence we may go a step further. Although the Rabbis can
not be definitely said to have adopted a certain method from
the Greeks, they may nevertheless have learned from them the
application of that method to a particular question. We shall
cite one interesting instance.
It appears that the device of an acrostic in a composition
to indicate the name of the author was already employed in
the Orient in the second millenium B. C. E.
According to
Cicero
Ennius Quintus wove into some of his verses the
acrostic: Quae Q. Ennius fecit, "Quintus Ennius wrote it."
In the view of modern scholars the Greek acrostic of this type
is not earlier than the second century B. C. E.
Perhaps we may venture the conjecture that even the early
Alexandrian grammarians sought acrostics in Homer's books for
the purpose of establishing the authorship of certain poems
found in our Iliad and Odyssey. Athenaeus reports that
Sosibius was a recipient of a royal stipend from Ptolemy
Philadelphus. The latter once commanded his stewards to refuse
Sosibius his stipend and to tell him that he had already received
it. The stewards obeyed the order of the king and, conse
quently, Sosibius went to him and complained of their action.
252

253

2S4

255

250

257

258

259

260

261

2

& See Hoffmann, Zur Einleitung in die halachischen Midraschim, p. 37
and Epstein ibid.
* Comp. b 'Ewucovpov KCLV&V, see Diog. Laert. X . 30 ff.
« See above, p. 59 ff.
*» See B. Landsberger, Zeitschrift f. Assyriologie 1936, p. 33; R. Marcus,
Journal of Near Eastern Studies V I , 1947, p. 109 and notes ibid.
« De divin. II. LIV. I l l , referred to by Graf in P W RE I, p. 1200.
Quae aKpOGTix'is dicitur.
s7 Notwithstanding the report of A. Gellius (Nod. Att. X I V . 6. 4) that
some authors tried to find acrostics in the poems of Homer (see Graf ibid.).
* I. e. not earlier than the previously mentioned Latin acrostic, see
Graf ibid, and Dornseiff, Das Alphabet etc., p. 147.
*> Comp. Seneca, epist. 88. 40.
Deipn. X I , 493f.
» See above n. 144.
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Ptolemy asked for the records and, upon examining them,
affirmed that his stewards were right in their assertion that
Sosibius had already received his stipend. The records had the
following list of names of people who had already been paid
their allowances: Soteros, Sosigenos, Bionos, Appolloniou. The
king said: Take the so from Soteros, the si from Sosigenos,
the first syllable from Bionos and the last letters from Appollo
niou, and you have: So-si-bi-ou. "You will find that you your
self received your due according to your own devices," i. e.
the way of your interpretation of Homer.
This anecdote makes good sense only if we suppose that
Sosibius liked to look for acrostics in the poems of Homer which
might contain the names (signatures) of their authors. Ptolemy
argued that by Sosibius* own methods he could prove that the
latter's name was found in his records indicating that he had
already received his pay. If our conjecture is true, Sosibius
was the first to introduce the search for an acrostic as a literary
criterion for the establishment of the authorship of a given
work. This innovation seemed ridiculous to his contemporaries,
and he was accordingly given his own medicine.
In early rabbinic literature this kind of acrostic is not men
tioned.
But the Rabbis were sometimes confronted with
problems similar to the question of authorship in classic litera
ture, and the possible discovery of an acrostic would be of
some help.
For instance, the Rabbis differed as to the writer of the
Second Tables. The Bible itself leaves room for doubt. Some
verses imply (Ex. 34:1; Deut. 10:2, 4) that the Almighty wrote
them (as He did the first ones). But other verses (Ex. 34:27,
28) indicate that Moses engraved the Second Tables. The
prevalent rabbinic view is that both the First and the Second
Tables were written by the Almighty Himself.
But some
262

203

204

evprjaeis aavrdv aireik^ipbTa Kara rds eras kmvoias.
s The only two instances are: Pesikta Rabbathi 46, ed. Friedmann, 187a
which finds the acrostic rwoV in rapn orb TP " I I D ? D (Ps. 92:1) and Tanfyuma
ia*r«n 5 where a gematria derived from an acrostic forms the name nwn. In
both cases we have apparently later interpolations.
*• See Tosefta Baba Kamma VII, 358i ff. and Debarim Rabba III. 17,
a6a
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rabbinic sources suggest that the latter were the work of
Moses. Rabbi Isaiah the Younger (of Trani) states explicitly:
205

wpbx
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rrn
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• T O W

'nanzn

noa n n p « p i n
n o w nn ,o»aiwnn

v<b n i n ^ n by

^nanDi

" 'And I will write'

(Ex. 34:1) is not meant in the literal sense, for it is said (ibid.
27): Write ihou\ Only the First Tables were of the Lord's
own handwriting. The verse ' / will write' means I shall order
thee to write." Similarly Pseudo-Philo * records: Et dixit ei
Deus . . . rescribe in eis iusticias etc. "And the Lord said to
him . . . write upon them the laws etc."
Consequently the opinions of the Rabbis were divided as to
the handwriting of the Second Tables. Both parties found their
evidence in
the first word of the Tables, which they rated
as an acrostic. The prevalent opinion read it
to mean:
rran* r r a r o w w K J K "I Myself wrote [and] gave [them]." In
this view the first word of both the First and the Second Tables
indicates that they were both written by the Lord Himself.
However an anonymous statement preserved in the Yemenite
Midrash Haggadol
records: wins np'DU KUN n o a pun '.Mt
nun* "The Rabbis said
is to be resolved into: I nomico
(VOJXLK6S)
wrote [and] gave [them]." Here it is the VOJJLLK6S
who wrote and gave the Tables. There can be no doubt that
the VOJULKSS is none other than Moses. The Samaritan
Marqah, in enumerating the titles of Moses, calls him n B D ' D ,
1
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5 Shemoth Rabba X L V I I . 9, end. Comp. ibid. 2 and Tanfyuma ibid., ed.
Buber 59a and n. 123 ibid.
aia isiN, Hebrdische Beilage zum Magazin of Berliner and Hoffmann,
1885, p. 16.
7 X I I . 10, ed. Kisch, p. 149.
TB Shabbath 105a; Pesikta Rabbathi X X I , ed. Friedmann 105a;
Pesikta deR. Kahana X I I , 109a.
9 To Deut. 5:6 in rbnon X V I I I , p. 53; Midrasch Tannaim, ed. Hoffman,
p. 20, note *.
7° M . Heidenheim, Bibliotheca Samaritana III, p. 114; H. Baneth, Des
Samaritaners Marqah an die 22 Buchstaben, p. 48.
This was the surname of Moses in the Jewish Hellenistic writings, see
W. Bauer, Griechisch-deutsches Worterbuch z. d. N. T. s. v. neairris. Likewise
in ascensio Mosis (I. 14; III. 12) Moses is styled arbiter. The rabbinic writings
as well term Moses I T D I D , see TP Megillah IV. 1, 77d; Pesikta deR. Kahana
2fi
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middleman, and np'DU, VOJUK6S,
iuris prudens, or
scribe, notarius. The Samaritans and the Palestinian Targumim ™ call Moses " I B D . In the Greek of the Byzantine period
vo/JLUcds was simply tabellio, notary. The Rabbis who main
tained that the Second Tables were engraved by Moses ex
plained that in these the ]*n in 'sua stands not for » M M (Myself)
but for np'Dia, voixucbs, Moses.

jjLeaiTrjs,

272

273

2
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270

V, 45a (twice) and parallels; Shemoth Rabba III. 5; ibid. X X X I I I . 1; Debarim
Rabba III. 12 passim. Prof. Louis Finkelstein (Tarbiz XX, p. 96) discovered
that Moses was also called " r a , middleman. He is also termed n^v (Sifra,
end, 115d), agent. See also Pesikta Rabbathi X V , ed. Friedmann 69a and
Shir Rabba I. 4, ed. Rom 5a.
And not law-giver, as translated by A. E. Cowley, The Samaritan
Liturgy II, Glossary, p. L X I I , s. v. np'DM. Aggadath Bereshith ( X X X V I ,
ed. Buber, Krakau, 1903, p. 72) in referring to I D I D JVK (Is. 33:18) renders it:
rhw ypoin ]n JTK "Where are her vofiucoL" (Comp. S. J. Miller, The Samaritan
Molad Moshe, p. 6012, where the plural is spelled D'p'ou).
See Marqah, ed. Baneth ibid., p. 42.
See ps.-Jonathan Num. 21:18 passim. He is also called nan JTIDD
(TB Sota 13b, Onkelos Deut. 33:21, passim) which corresponds to nm nana
of the Samaritans, see Heidenheim, op. c. II, p. 138.
" See Goetz, CGL II, 1493 and Preisigke, Fachworter d. offentlichen
Verwaltungsdienstens Agyptens, p. 130, s. v. vo/xiKbs.
Comp. also Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, p. 2232.
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T H E PUBLICATION OF T H E

MISHNAH
1

In addition to the canonical Hebrew Scripture the Jews of
the second commonwealth possessed a compilation of laws,
customs and ethical sayings known as Mishnah. This is the
main source of the earlier statements of the Halakha* which
2

1

And other books such as the Targutnim etc.
In this chapter the term Mishnah is employed in the sense given to it by
the ancient and mediaeval Rabbis. The Baraithoth are also included under
this name. See J. N. Epstein, nwon nDuV Niao, pp. 805, 811 ff.
* The origin of this word is not definitely established. Leopold Wenger
(Canon in den romischen Rechtsquellen und in den Papyri) undertakes to prove
that canon as regula iuris (see pp. 47-71) derived its meaning from canon,
rent annually paid by the tenant to the land owner (KCLP&V kfx<pvT€VTUc6s)
and canon, land tax paid to the government. "The characteristic features of
the economic and financial canon are that its amount is fixed beforehand as
a regular, annual payment which, on principle, is unchangeable. These features
are the bridge which connects the two meanings of the term. Canon as synon
ymous with regula shows the same traits as the various payments covered by
the term: stability, regularity and fixedness, although moderation is not
excluded." (A. Berger, Seminar VII, 1944, p. 96). Although Wenger's study
covers a later period (canon as land tax is not attested by sources earlier than
the fourth century C. E.) his research and reasoning may perhaps elucidate
our term. In Ezra (4:13 passim) the tax "]hn is mentioned. It has been iden
tified (see Gesenius-Buhl, s. v. ~]bn) with the Babylonian ilku (tax) which is
already extant in the laws of Hammurabi. From the Aramaic Indorsements
on the Documents of the Mura§0 Sons (A. T. Clay in Old Testament and
Semitic Studies in Memory of W. R. Harper I, p. 308, No. 26; p. 316, No. 48)
we learn that a land tax was called Ka^n. Hence it is possible that the term
na^n, regula, fixed rule (rrnxp na^n), has its origin in the name of the fixed
land tax.
3

In practice T\J?T\ has the same meaning as Spos (literally "boundary")
which means regula, and especially a statement of the law, a juristic principle,
in antithesis to case law (rwyo), see F. Schulz, History of Roman Legal Science,
p. 137, n. 4. The Rabbis (Sifre II 188, ed. Finkelstein, p. 227) interpreted
the verse (Deut. 19:14) "Thou shalt not remove thy neighbor's boundary (^laa.
The Septuagint and Symmachus render it dpia) as a reference to the deliber83
11
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forms the bulk of Jewish oral law. The word rutPD, Mishnah, in
its broader sense signifies the whole body of the early Jew
ish oral transmission (including the Halakhic Midrashim, see
n. 2) and was rendered devrepcxXTLS by the Christian Church
fathers. We now have the oral law in the form of books, but
there is a persistent tradition (see below) that once upon a
time there was an injunction against putting the oral Law in
writing.
Mediaeval scholars disagree as to the time when the Mishnah
was indited. Some assert that every scholar wrote the
Mishnah for his private use, whereas others maintain that
the Mishnah and the Talmud were not reduced to writing until
the post-Talmudic period. Modern scholars are divided in the
same two camps. As for the rabbinic sources themselves, they
state clearly that the oral Law is not to be put down in writing.
At the same time there is abundant evidence indicating that
the Rabbis were in possession of written Halakhoth.
Upon a closer analysis of the rabbinic sources, however, we
shall see that Rab Sa'adiah Gaon and his followers were un
doubtedly right in their view regarding the writing of the
Mishnah. Modern scholars have failed to treat the whole
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

ate change of the traditional halakha (See Lieberman, Tosefeth Rishonim IV,
p. 52). Comp. also Dionysius of Alexandria quoted by Eusebius, Historia
Eccles. VII. 7. 5 and A. Rahlfs, Septuaginta Studien I, 1904, p. 76.
The D'Nsn fVD^n mentioned in Sifre (II. 247, ed. Finkelstein, p. 276 and
parallel) have no relation with the 6pot iarpucol of Pseudo-Galen (ed. Kiihn
X I X , p. 446 ff.). The latter are only definitions.
See Bacher, Terminologie I, p. 122 ff.; Juster, Les Juifs dans Vempire
Romain I, p. 372, n. 6.
See Strack, Introduction to the Talmud etc., pp. 12 ff., 243 ff. and see
below.
Rab Sa'adiah Gaon (nVan nso in A. Harkavy's D ^ W N I ? \MDI V, p. 194.
See also Schechter, Saadyana, p. 5), R. Samuel b. Hofni (no^nn N U D ed,
B. M . Lewin, p. 1) and many others (See the long list compiled by J. N.
Epstein, nwon noil*? K U D , p. 693).
Rashi on Baba Mezi'a 33b, Erubin 62b. See Epstein ibid.
See the list drawn by Epstein ibid.
» TP Pe'ah II. 6, 17a and parallels; ibid. Megillah IV. 1, 74d; Tanfruma
K T I 5; ibid. KPrt »D 34; TB Gittin 60b and Temurah 14b passim.
See Strack ibid., pp. 16, 245; Epstein ibid., pp. 693 and 699 ff.
4

5

6

7

8

10

1
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problem properly, because they missed the basic point at
issue.
Let us begin with this question: Was the Mishnah pub
lished? Publication in antiquity was achieved in two ways.
Books which had, or were expected to have, a large circulation
were handled by special publishers. They employed many pro
fessional copyists to whom the text was dictated, and thousands
of copies would be produced in a short time." The Bible could
not be published in this way, for every scroll had to be copied
from another scroll and could not be written by dictation.
The particularly sacred character of the Jewish writings and
the minute care required from the Scribe would not encourage
a large production of books.
But there was a second way of publication in antiquity.
The authentic original copy would be deposited in a temple, a
library or the archives. Such an act guarded the book against
possible forgeries. In case of doubts or controversies regarding
readings in the given book, the copy placed in the archives
would be decisive. Such deposition was designated by various
verbs such as aTrori&evai (to store away, to deposit, see below),
elacpepecv
(to enter, to bring in), referre and others.
According to rabbinic tradition, some Jewish books were
12

13

14

15

11

16

17

See Th. Birt, Das antike Buchwesen, p. 118; W . Schubart, Das Buch
bei den Griechen etc. , p. 151 ff.; E. Bickerman, JBL L X I I I , 1944, p. 341, n. 13;
H. L. Pinner, The World of Books in Classical Antiquity, p. 32 ff. and nn. ibid.,
p. 61.
" See TP Megillah IV. 1, 74d; TB ibid. 18b and parallels.
Comp. TB Pesafrim 50b. It appears there that the copyists of Jewish
sacred books were not counted among the rich. See also Koheleth Rabba
II 17; TB Baba Bathra 155b and comp. Gittin 45b.
See on the deposition of a copy in the archives or libraries, E. Peterson,
Els #eos, pp. 217-220 (The correct explanation of Ignat. ad Philad. VIII. 2
was already suggested by S. Reinach; see Anatolian Studies Presented to Sir
W. M. Ramsay, 1923, p. 339 ff. and p. 340, n. 1 ibid.); E. Bickerman, JBL
L X I I I , 1944, p. 352 ff.
See Bickerman, ibid. p. 345, n. 37. Comp. below, n. 49.
Tacit. Dial. X X I . 6: fecerunt enim et carmina et in Bybliothecas rettulerunt. "For they (i. e. Caesar and Brutus) did write poems and deposited
them in the libraries."
See Peterson and Bickerman ibid.
3

13

14

16
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1

19

published in this second way. In the Midrash * it is stated:
•KIP i n t o
n ^ n
' K I c r o w n^b a"' n m n i r w y ttrtw ana [ r o w ]
p-ttcw n m « ' ^ H ^ X I D v r w w
l " ! ? wpa» " [Moses] wrote thirteen
Scrolls, twelve for the twelve tribes and one which he deposited
in the ark, so that if one wished to forge something they would
produce the Scroll deposited in the ark," i. e. and thereby prove
the authentic reading. A book which was laid away in the
temple was thereby published; no forgeries could be made in
the other copies. The Rabbis relate that the Palestinian Jews
had hesitated to adopt the Purim festival, because they feared
the consequences of making the contents of the Esther scroll
known. But Mordecai and Esther reassured them that the
story related in it was written and entered in the archives"
1

20

31

( • " a n a a rbym

rrnna), i. e. it was already published.
23

miDi aina, written and deposited, is equivalent to "it is
published." The Sefer Gezeratha of the Zadokites was raiDi aina,
written and deposited, and whenever a question was encoun
tered the book decided it. This law book, in other words, was
published. The Megillath Ta'anith (the Scroll of Fasting) was
written and deposited ( « m m w n a ) ,
i. e. published. In the
post-Talmudic period they wrote down and deposited (pans
I'moi) the Halakhoth, i. e. they published them. In case of
doubts and controversies these books could be consulted.
24

2 5

26

18

Debarim Rabba I X . 9 ; Midrash Tehillim X C . 3, ed. Buber, p. 386;
Pesikta deR. Kahana X X V I , 197b; interpolation in Sifre II. 1, ed. Finkelstein,
p. 1 (See variants and notes ibid.). See Appendix II, below p. 200 ff.
' I copy from Debarim Rabba, ed. prin.
Comp. Berthelot, Alchim Gr., p. 320 (quoted by Peterson ibid., p. 219):
hv airk&evTo els Uaarov Up6v.
" Comp. I Sam. 10:25.
« TP Megillah I. 7, 70d. In mss. of TB (ibid. 7a):
nmiDi 'JK miro
'im nsD. See Aggadath Esther I X , ed. Buber, p. 80, n. 108.
* See above, n, 21.
< Megillath Ta'anith IV, ed. H . Lichtenstein, p. 75.
*s TB 'Erubin 62b; see ibid. Shabbath 13b.
See TB Temurah 14b and nsaipo mow ibid. n. 4; Lewin, Introduction
to the Epistle of Rav Scherira, p. LI I, n. 4; Epstein, nation nov ? « U D , p. 696.
This passage is a later interpolation in the Talmud, for the Gaon records it
(Festschrift z. 50 jahrigen Bestehen d. Franz-Josef-Landesrabbiner-Schule in
\ Budapest, 1927, Hebrew part, p. 96) as his own comment. See Epstein ibid.
x
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Since in the entire Talmudic literature we do not find that
a book of the Mishnah was ever consulted in case of contro
versies or doubt concerning a particular reading we may safely
conclude that the compilation was not published in writing, that
a written iicbocns of the Mishnah did not exist. On the other
hand it is well known that the Rabbis possessed written
Halakhoth and comments. Those Halakhoth were written in
anriD m^ao (secret, i. e. private rolls), or on irivaices, writing
tablets. The decisions and comments of the masters were put
down by their pupils on wLvaK€s or on the wall. Since all
those writings had the character of private notes they had very
little legal authority. If in the course of an argument a Rabbi
had produced his notes they would have had no more authority
than his oral assertion. The character of the notes recorded on
the writing tablets, or the wall, makes it obvious that we have
to do with private bTrofivfi/xaTa (notes) put down only for the
use of their writer.
CwofJLvij/JLaTa as a rule were not suitable material for pub
lication, and very often their reliability was highly question
able. When disciples of a great master issued an edition
(jhcboais) of their notes, the result sometime was that the
teacher felt compelled to publish his work in order to correct
the errors and blunders in the edition of his pupils. The pupils
of Galen also issued their notes behind the back of their teacher
27

28

29

30

31

32

33

tn

34

35

*7 On TP Ma'aser Sheni V. 1, 55d see below, n. 107.
* See Epstein ibid., p. 700 ff.
» TB Shabbath 6b; ibid. Baba Mezi'a 92a.
3» TP Ma'aseroth II. 4, 49d; Menafoth 70a.
TB Shabbath 156a, TP Kila'im 1.1, 27a. See Appendix III, below p. 203.
* TP ibid.
» See TP Kila'im ibid.
" See T. W . Allen, Homer, p. 307 ff. G. Zuntz, Byzantion X I V , 1939,
p. 560.
3s Quintilianus relates (Inst. I, praef. 7-8) that two books of his art of
rhetoric were issued by his pupils on the basis of lecture-notes which they had
jotted down hastily. He says that the intention of the good pupils was noble,
for they desired to glorify their teacher, but the master was compelled to
reedit the books with many alterations, still more additions, better system and
more elaboration (multa mutata, plurima adiecta, omnia vero compositora et,
quantum nos poterimus, elaborata).
a
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and distorted his views. When a Babylonian Rabbi produced
in evidence a list of Mar b . Rabina concerning relatives among
whom intermarriage is forbidden, his colleagues disregarded it.
It was argued. "Mar b. Rabina did not sign it" ( n n a ID itib
l r r ^ y crnn a r a m ) . The list was prepared by the pupils of that
great master, but he was not responsible for it.
Thus, the written notes of the Rabbis had no more value
than the oral statements of their owners, and carried no weight
as written documents.
We have now arrived at the conclusion that the Mishnah
was not published in writing. But we have good evidence to
establish that it was published in a different way. A regular
oral €K5O<TIS, edition, of the Mishnah was in existence, a fixed
text recited by the Tannaim of the college. The Tanna
("repeater", reciter) committed to memory the text of certain
portions of the Mishnah which he subsequently recited in the
college in the presence of the great masters of the Law. Those
Tannaim were pupils chosen for their extraordinary memory,
although they were not always endowed with due intelligence.
The Rabbis characterized these reciters as follows: NEnitD
1 D « 'ND y T *6i tun 'an
»KD JTP vbl "The magian mumbles
and understands not what he says. [Similarly] the Tanna
recites and he understands not what he says." Indeed the
stupider the Tanna, the more reliable his text; he was not
suspected of "doctoring" it.
3 7

38

39

When the Mishnah was committed to memory and the
Tannaim recited it in the college it was thereby published and
possessed all the traits and features of a written indoles. When
Rabbi Judah the Prince, the J P N D (the 8iop&a)Tr]s, editor, see
below) of the Mishnah, changed his mind regarding a law in
the Mishnah, and wanted to alter it, his son refused to accept
6

3 Galen, de libris propriis, praef. 10.
37 TB Yebamoth 22a.
3» TB Sotah 22a.
3» There were, of course, notable exceptions of great scholars who fulfilled
the function of college- Tanna. The name Tanna for the college reciter was
apparently introduced in the time of R. 'Akiba (the first half of the second
century), as correctly indicated by J . N. Epstein, rwDn noMb H U D , p. 674.
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the modification. He preferred to adhere to the law as pre
served in the first edition. Some printed texts and some manu
scripts of the Mishnah have preserved the reading of the first
edition. In his recension of the Mishnah Rabbi Judah the
Prince often left the old text unrevised, although the law was
subsequently repealed, nnipnn nrr vh raro "The Mishnah was
not removed from its place." Once the Mishnah was accepted
among the college Tannaim (reciters) it was difficult to cancel it.
Jerome complains that once he has written something he
is not able to correct it, for his letters are immediately pub
lished. In this connection he quotes the words of Horace:
Delete licebit quod non edideris; nescit vox missa reverti. " Y o u
can delete what you did not publish. The word that is sent
abroad you can never revoke." As an established text in the
mouths of the Tannaim the Mishnah was a vox missa.
The authority of the college- Tanna was that of a published
book. In case of doubt he was consulted as to the sequence or
the arrangement of the several clauses in the Mishnah.** The
Midrash Yelamdenu* states that there were various Tannaim
who respectively recited the different collections of the Mishnah.
"One recites [the Mishnayoth] of Bar Kappara, the other those
of R. Hiyya, and the third those of our sainted teacher" (i. e.
R. Judah the Prince). And the Midrash remarks: yon:
irm nyno nana obs .mnr6 "All of them enter the college, all of
40

41

42

43

44

6

47

l

4° TP Baba Mezi a IV. 1, 9c. Comp. TB ibid. 44a; TP 'Abodah Zarah
IV. 4, 44a, TB ibid. 52b. For the later period comp. Lieberman »o!?wn»n
lBWSD, p. 400.
« TB Abodah Zarah 35b and parallels.
** Epist. 49, to Pammachius.
*3 Ars poetica 389.
44 In asking his publisher to erase the name of L. Corfidius, Cicero (ad
Att. X I I I . 44) mentions three copyists whom he wants to undertake the job
of deleting this name from all the copies. The fact that three men were re
quired for the removal of one word indicates that most of the copies were still
in the publishing house and were not sent abroad. The correction was therefore
possible.
45 TB Baba Mezi'a 34a; Niddah 43b.
4 Yalkut Num. 771; Grunhut Q»»ipbn "»SD IV, 72a. Comp. also ps.-Jonathan
to Num. 24:6.
471, e. all of the mentioned collections of Mishnayoth.
x
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them 'are given from one shepherd'." Thus it is obvious that
the phrase "all of them enter the college'' means all of them
are authoritative (for all of them are given from one shepherd).
T o "enter the college" seems to be a technical term like
eicipepeiv els TTJV jStjSXto^icr;^, to bring in (to deposit) into
the library, thereby to give authority to the copy deposited, to
publish it. This is firmly corroborated by the statement in TP : °
why ] » 3 D I D ]*H M U N ? nam t&v roro hi "Any Mishnah which
did not enter the college is not trustworthy." Similarly TB
formulates the rule: w y p i N ' * N K " n \ ' a rnrpo nbi W W N D bo
K*n NnBDPD "Any Mishnah which was not taught in the college
of R. Hiyya or R. Hoshaia is faulty." Hence the prerequisite
for making a Mishnah trustworthy is to bring it (eiacpepecv)
into the college and recite it there, i. e. to publish it.
Evidently the Tanna was a living book, or, as T B charac
terizes him, a basket full of books ( H B ' D ^ D T KMC). But the
question is: What was the nature of that book? How was the
mass of diverse material arranged and systematized before it
was delivered to the Tanna, before he memorized it?
We shall first consider the technical terms used by the
Rabbis to denote the edition of the Mishnah. They are "no
and ] P N . The two verbs are synonymous; they signify to bring
in order, to arrange, to systematize. But the Aramaic ] P N
translates the Hebrew "IB?!,* diop&ovv,
which has the same
technical meaning in Greek, viz., to edit. Having spoken of
the rabbinic technical terms for systemizing and editing, we
40

s

1

51

, m

52

53

54

55

57

5 6

8

8

4 Eccl. 12:11. The allusion is to mmoN
ibid.
« See above n. 15.
*° 'Erubin I. 6, 19b,
s Hullin 141a, bot.
*' Comp. also TB Gittin 73a.
53 After it was approved by the masters of the school.
54 Megillah 28b.
« See Bacher Terminologie II, p. 133.
* TB Yebamoth 64b. Comp. also O'KiiDKi o'wn no (ed. K. Kahan, 1935,
p. 8): D H I D nw vb» ' K D W hhnD n p n *b). See also B. M . Lewin, Epistle of
Rav Scherira Gaon, Introduction, p. X I V .
S7 See Bacher ibid. I, p. 204, s. v. |pn.
si cntp"i in II Chr. 32:30 is translated by the Targum jujpm. See also
Jastrow, Dictionary etc., p. 1690, s. v. ]'pn 2. Both the Aramaic and the
Greek verbs signify: to correct.
1
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shall now consider the work of those Rabbis whom tradition
counts among the first editors of the Mishnah. We read in TP :
59

.rfrmn nona * W K

Q H D W « H fnnaw

ma^n a m o i*pnrw «a*py "1 nr

]*»"i£n V ^ a nr ppnrw no "It is R. 'Akiba who systemized (or:
edited) the Midrash, the Halakhoth (Mishnah) and the Aggadoth.
Some say this was done by the men of the Great Synagogue,
what R. 'Akiba instituted were general and specific rules."
Thus the Palestinian Talmud credits R. 'Akiba with editing
the Midrash and the Mishnah. The Tosefta portrays a part
of his editorial work more fully. It is reported there: JTHBO
60

61

62

ID*n KU» lTan

by ayco y o w *D *?a

03

ID«

D*TD^n*? ma^n T T D D aa'py "n

"When R. 'Akiba systematized Mishnayoth for his pupils he
said: If anyone has heard some reasonable argument against
his fellow student let him come forth and tell it." A series of
traditions is recorded there which were delivered to R. 'Akiba
by his pupils. In many cases the Rabbi accepted the versions
of his pupils in preference of his own.
What R. 'Akiba actually did was to consult the VTrojuLvrjjmaTa,
the notes, of his pupils as well as those of R. Ishmael. The
character of pupils' notes was outlined above (p. 87). Pupils
are not always exact in their notes. They sometimes mix the
tradition of one teacher with that of another. It also happens
that the master has changed his mind: some pupils have heard
the older version, others the revised version and still others
64

65

66

67

68

» Shekalim V. 1, 48d.
The word jpnn means also to institute. But even here it may signify
to edit, to systematize, see below.
See below.
Comp. also TB Sanhedrin 86a. See Frankel, nwon u r n , 1923, p. 221.
* Zabim I. 5, 67633 ff.
« RASH a. 1. reads: n u n o , "From his fellow student," see Lieberman,
Tosefeth Rishonim IV, p. 120.
Ibid. I. 5-8.
A t least one pupil of another school (of R. Ishmael) participated in the
discussion (ibid. 8).
* Ibid. 6; Mishnah Ta'anith IV. 4; Tosefta Shebi'ith II. 13, 6317; 'Ukatzin
III. 2, 68831. Comp. Sifre I, 4, ed. Horovitz, 721; Sifre Zuta ibid. 2328; TP
Abodah Zarah II. 4, 41b.
Retained either in writing or orally.
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have heard both, situations which are attested in both the
Palestinian and Babylonian Talmuds.
The Tosefta remarks: ^o
vbw V?rr\ " D W ' t d W i u i p d
nmn vw wyn bvnvri mpi^no m n p i s "When the disciples of
Shammai and Hillel, who did not wait upon their masters
sufficiently increased in number, controversies multiplied in
Israel, and [the Torah] became [like] two Toroth."
Thus the
growth of divergences of opinions among the pupils is blamed
on their unsatisfactory attendance of their masters' instruction.
We find exactly the same phenomenon in Greek classic
literature. K. Lehrs remarks that the constant revision by
Aristarchus of his "edition" of Homer accounted for the many
contradictory opinions in the notes of his pupils. Some of the
pupils put down his former views not knowing that he sub
sequently revised them. Hence the frequent quarrels among his
pupils and successors concerning his Homeric readings. E. Ludwich correctly assumes that the pupils of Aristarchus were
guided by their notes which they wrote for themselves; they
jotted down there the items in which they were particularly
interested. They sometimes added what they heard from other
teachers as well as their own interpretation etc.
We further learn from the Tosefta that the discussion of
R. 'Akiba and his pupils involved the Mishnah of the two
schools of Shammai and Hillel. At the time of that great master
the body of the Mishnah comprised only the opinions of the
09

10

71

72

73

74

75

76

to TP Baba Kamma II, end, 3a; TB Bezah 24b.
gagigah II. 9, 23514 (Cod. Vienna) and parallels; TP Sanhedrin I, 19c;
TB ibid. 88b.
I. e. were not in permanent personal contact with their masters, and
may have sometimes missed their explanations. See TB Berakhoth 47b; ibid.
7b; Sotah 22b.
On the controversies of pupils regarding the opinions of their teachers,
see J . N. Epstein, swan rmb K U O pp. 5-7.
w De Aristarchi studiis homericis*, p. 16.
See T. W . Allen, Homer, p. 308, n. 1, who remarks that among doctors
also doubts existed about the views of Erasistratus and Chrysippus (Galen
X I , ed. Kiihn, 151).
Aristarchs homerische Textkritik I, p. 25 ff.
Ibid., see above, n. 63.
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representatives of these two schools and their predecessors.
This Mishnah was "published" and taught. But in the course
of time a mass of interpretations had accumulated. The inter
pretations were not published, but were rather taught by the
teachers themselves. The pupils would put down the explana
tions of their masters in their private notes, which had all the
characteristics of the VTTOfJLvrjfJLara mentioned above. The task
which fell to R. 'Akiba was to sift through that mixtum compositum and to crystallize it in an exact and definite shape.
His work resulted in the compilation of a new Mishnah.
Then the procedure adopted by the master was probably
something like the following. He taught the new Mishnah to
the first Tanna; afterwards he taught it to the second Tanna
(in the presence of the first), then to the third etc. Subse
quently the first Tanna repeated the Mishnah to the second,
to the third etc. Then the second Tanna recited it to the third,
to the fourth etc. TB (ibid.) reports an anecdote according to
which one Rabbi repeated the Mishnah to his pupil four
hundred times! After the Mishnah was systematized, and the
Tannaim knew it thoroughly by heart, they repeated it in the
college in the presence of the master who supervised its recita
tion, corrected it
. . . 'tt^s " n ' D p fc«n '3n) and gave it its
final form.
Thus, the old Mishnah was augmented by a new stratum
formed of the later interpretations. The new material was in
corporated in the old version, the compilation was systematized
and edited, committed to the memory of a group of Tannaim,
and finally "entered the college." The new Mishnah was thus
published in a number of "copies" (lea) in the form of living
books, which subsequently spread and multiplied.
However the editorial performance of R. 'Akiba was not
limited merely to the introduction of some of the later inter77

78

79

80

l

77 The picture (TB Erubin 54b) of Moses reciting the Mishnah to Aaron,
to his children, to the elders etc. was most likely taken from the practice of the
academies.
mnD, see TB ibid, and comp. Ta'anith 8a.
79 See Epstein rwon rtDui H U D , p. 676 and n. 1 ibid.
m u n i HD3D3, see above nn. 49-50.
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pretations into the body of the Mishnah. As an editor, he
undoubtedly contributed to the systematization of the material.
It was stated above that some version in the Palestinian
Talmud attributes to him the introduction of general and
specific rules. But general rules had been formulated in the
Mishnah before the time of R. 'Akiba. R. Joshua's share in
this formulation * and in the edition of the old Mishnah* is
quite evident. The entire tractate save for a few additions of
Kinnim ("Bird-offerings") which is preserved in our edition of
the Mishnah is supposed to be the work of R. Joshua. The
greater part of this tractate contains such complicated hypothe
tical cases that it would do honor to the most brilliant irpoyv/jLvaafMara
of the rhetors. A Mishnah of the same character
by R. Joshua is also preserved in our edition of the tractate
Niddah.* In the Babylonian Talmud it is reported that when
R. Joshua visited Alexandria the people of that city posed
twelve puzzling questions before him. All those riddles were
in the typical spirit of the Alexandrian schools of that time.
At least one of these questions pleased R. Joshua definitely and
won his praise. The contact of R. Joshua with this particular
branch of Alexandrian "exercises" is thus well established; it
81

82
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86
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88

89
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See above n. 59.
j'ansi yhbz nr ypnnv no.
The greater part of the material was collected and analyzed by Rabbi
Opfenheim in his article "The general rules in the Mishnah and the Tosefta"
in b»iv now ed. S. P. Rabbinowicz, I, 1886, p. 351 ff.
See Mishnah Hullin II. 4; Me'ila I. 1; ibid. IV. 3; Zabim V. 1. Comp.
Frankel nwnn ' a n 1923, p. 88 ff.
s See Pesabim I X . 6; Yebamoth VIII. 4; Parah I. 2.
See TB Zebabim 67b-68a.
V I . 14. Comp. TB ibid. 54a. It appears that there were opponents to
this kind of complicated TrpoyvpvaaixaTa by R. Joshua. This is probably
the import of R. Eleazar rjisma's remark (Aboth III, end): ]n ma 'nnsi yvp
nnbn 'sia ]n "[The rules about] Bird-offerings and the calculations about the
onset of menstruation — these are the essentials of the Halakhoth." The
reference is probably to the above mentioned teachings of R. Joshua, which
R. Eleazar defended.
Niddah 69b.
Tosefta Nega'im end. See in detail on this and similar passages of the
"Alexandrian Talmud" in the "Response" by Lieberman, Proceedings of the
Rabbinical Assembly of America X I I , 1948, pp. 273-276.
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can be therefore safely assumed that he was acquainted with
the methods and practices prevalent in the rhetorical schools of
Alexandria at that time.
However, R. 'Akiba is explicitly credited with an edition of
the Mishnah as well as with introducing general and specific
rules, and this tradition cannot be disregarded. We also read
in Aboth deR. Nathan: i u n I N S I P buw bywb non N I R P Y "1 nnb
90

•'any ra

ybw
mjDB

PXY

M

MYA»

1

. m m o omyip N X D .nn rwo c r m N X D fin ?
M i m y p P X Y M M o ^ n -nnn uva^ oasw IV:> rn IIMD
m i n n bD rrcjn ,R3*py 'n rwy - p P X Y M M ' T O whom

n'3»

9 I

]'DDID

may R. 'Akiba be likened? T o a laborer who took his basket
and went out; he found wheat and put it in, he found barley
and put it in, he found spelt and put it in, he found lentils
and put it in. When he came home he assorted the wheat by
itself, the barley by itself, the beans by themselves, the lentils
by themselves. R. 'Akiba acted similarly, and he converted the
whole Torah into rings." These rings seem to signify general
rules, i. e. R. 'Akiba used to convert case law into abstract
general rules. At any rate the part played by R. 'Akiba as a
systemizer of the Mishnah is quite evident from the tradition
reported in Aboth deR. Nathan.
92
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I, ch. 18, ed. Schechter 34a.
Ms. of collectanea on Aboth (see Schechter ibid. 73a) reads: J'iis.
Variant reading: beans, see above, n. 91, and see below.
w KVKXCL? Comp. TB Shabbath 138a top and 'Abodah Zarah 42b where
Abaye and R. Shesheth are credited with collecting the rings of the Mish
nayoth (Nn"nnD noin "n« »»pjD) [and forming it into a chain]. Catenae in this
sense is used only in mediaeval Christian literature.
* See Rashi Shabbath ibid. s. v. n»in. Comp. also Sifre II, 306, ed. Finkelstein, p. 33614, 33810, TB Shabbath 75b and the remarks of Rabbi Joseph Engel
in his D'pn *wbi ibid.
For the introduction of abstract general rules in Roman law, see F.
Schulz, Principles of Roman Law, p. 49 ff. The rabbinic attitude to the import
of general rules is reflected in the statement of R. Johanan (TB 'Erubin 27a
and parallels): "No inference may be drawn from general rules even when
the exceptions were specified." Comp. also TP Terumoth I. 2, 40c and parallels.
The general rules of R. 'Akiba are frequently mentioned in the Mishnah,
see Shebi'ith V I . 2; Shabbath X I X . 1 passim. Comp. also Sifra D»»np IV. 12,
ed. Weiss 89b (TP Nedarim I X . 4, 41c) and J. Bernays, Gesammelte AbJmndlungen I, p. 275.
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The disciples of R. 'Akiba continued their teacher's work;
they added the comments of R. 'Akiba and his contemporaries
to the body of the new Mishnah. A large number of different
versions of the Mishnah was created by R. 'Akiba's disciples
around the middle of the second century. The various Tannaim
in the different colleges memorized divergent superpositions on
R. 'Akiba's Mishnah. The multiplication of such different ver
sions of the latter would eventually result in multiplying and
deepening controversies in Israel. For this reason R. Judah the
Prince undertook a new edition of the Mishnah around the end
of the second or the beginning of the third century C. E. His
Mishnah was virtually canonized; the rest of the Mishnayoth
were declared "external," Baraithoth, which had only a second
ary authority in comparison with the Mishnah of R. Judah the
Prince.
We do not know exactly what part Rabbi Judah the Prince
played in the systematization of the Mishnah. * It is a well
established tradition that he adopted the Mishnah of R. Meir
as the basis of his edition, eliminated those parts of it which
were unacceptable to him and added the rulings of other rab
binic sages. In his youth R. Judah the Prince would attend
the school of R. Eleazar b . Shammu'a for the purpose of dis
covering the teachings of that master.
Once R. Eleazar's
pupils refused to reveal to him certain specific details of a law
laid down by their teacher.
For this reason R. Judah the
Prince was compelled, in his edition of the Mishnah, to limit
the scope of that rule to one specific case only. Subsequently
when he became Patriarch he was probably granted access to
the traditions of the different colleges and was thus able to
9

99

100

101

102

103

v R. Meir, R. Judah, R. Simeon, R. Nehemiah, R. Jose etc.
* See Frankel, nwon ' D T I 1923, p. 224 ff.; J. N. Epstein nwDn nou ? «no,
p. 7 ff. Comp. TP Kiddushin III. 6, 64b.
» TP Yebamoth IV. 11, 6b; TB 'Erubin 96b and parallels.
rnno nwob, literally to "drain" his canons.
See TB Menafroth 18a; Tosefta Zebafrim II. 17, 4835.
*» TP Yebamoth VIII end, 9d.
On the relation among the several rabbinic colleges see TP Kiddushin
II. 8, 63a; TB ibid. 52b and Nazir 49b. On the relation between the Cassiani
and Proculiani see Schulz, History of Roman Legal Science, p. 120 ff.
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superpose and incorporate the comments and traditions of
R. 'Akiba's pupils into the old Mishnah, in other words, to edit
a new corpus of Mishnayoth. The new collection was committed
to memory by the Tannaim of the colleges, and the Mishnah
was published.
This oral publication possessed all the traits and features of
the written publications of that time. The Tannaim were dis
tinguished by all the qualities and characteristics of books in
circulation. The most valuable copies were, of course, those
which were revised by a learned grammarian or by the author
himself. Such texts were known as e^rac/ieVa which is the
literal equivalent of the Hebrew rrara, tested, revised. R.
Judah the Prince, the editor of our Mishnah, testified that to
the Tanna of his school, R. Isaac the Great, the whole Mishnah
was mm,
i. e. c^raajueVa. R. Ze'ira censured his elders for
not having revised (jura tibi) the Mishnah in accordance with
the tradition of their contemporary, R. Isaac.
Many Tannaim were known as being Mpin, i. e. they were
like the rjKpificoiuha
accurate copies. Their accuracy con
sisted in the fact that they sometimes noted ( D " D ) that the
particular Mishnah was based on the opinion of one particular
Rabbi only and consequently had no authority.
Such
Tannaim did not incorporate their short notes in the body of
the Mishnah, they only added it as a kind of oral marks. "
They are similar to the x P^ P
copies which contained
the critical marks, but not many deliberate changes of the
text. Some Tannaim did sometimes deliberately incorporate the
comments of the masters in the body of the Mishnah,
but as
104

105

106

107

108

109

110

1

a

(TTe

a

112

113

114

I0

< See above p. 88 ff.
See A. Ludwich, Aristarchs homerische Textkritik I, p. 19.
]ra in Ps. 11:4, 5 is translated by the Septuagint c&r&f eiv.
m TP Ma'aser SheniV. 1, 55d: anuria
n'b njrm. In Hebrew it would
be:
nmnn nwnn bov.
TB Yebamoth 43a.
See Ludwich ibid. p. 24 ff.
natfD nr« IT, "This is not a[n authoritative] Mishnah"
See Epstein, nwon nonb K U D , p. 680.
See Ludwich ibid, (above n. 105), p. 46.
" 3 See T. W . Allen, Homer, p. 307.
" 4 See TB Zebafiim 114b.
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a rule the early Tannaim did not correct the reading of the
Mishnah * on account of difficulties of the text. From the time
of Resh Lakish," however, the Rabbis began to alter the text
of the Mishnah because of difficulties. Resh Lakish corrected
the reading of the Mishnah
because it seemed unreasonable
(i. e. akoyos)
to him that "a holy mouth should have said
such a thing.""
The corrections and the emendations of the Tannaim and
the masters of the rabbinic academies affected our text of the
Mishnah to a certain degree," but the great majority of altera
tions remained outside of the text. These emendations influ
enced our texts approximately as much as the corrections of
Aristarchus affected the texts of Homer and those of Galen
our books of Hippocrates.
We must not lose sight of the fact that the Mishnah is not
only a literary work; it is also a law book. Some Tannaim
changed the text of the Mishnah in order to have it correspond
to authoritative law, but this never attained such dimensions
as the alterations in the Roman law books. Some Babylonian
Rabbis attempted to epitomize certain Mishnayoth,
but it is
highly doubtful that such pure epitomes existed independently.
We have probably cases of commenting epitomes, i. e. a kind
of commentary in which the Mishnayoth are condensed for the
purpose of elucidating them. This was widely practiced in con
nection with the works of the classical Roman jurists. Para
phrases and epitomes of the Mishnah were particularly common
in quotations from the Mishnah in the Talmud; in such quota11
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120
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»s See Epstein ibid., pp. 245, 350 ff.
Flourished in the middle of the third century.
" 7 TB Sanhedrin 23a.
The reference is to R. Meir.
» See Epstein, nwDn nonb H U D , pp. 168 ff., 180, 201 and 352.
See T. W . Allen, Homer, pp. 304 ff., 309 ff.
Ibid., p. 311 ff.
See TP Mo'ed Katan III. 1, 81d; J. N. Epstein ibid., p. 680.
* See F. Schulz, History of Roman Legal Science, p. 142 ff.
< TB Shabbath 138a; 'Abodah Zarah 42b.
« See Schulz ibid., p. 185 ff.
See Epstein ibid., p. 782 ff.
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tions Mishnayoth and Baraithoth were fused together as if they
are drawn from a single source. We find exactly the same
phenomenon in Roman juristic works.
We have included this chapter in our essay as illustrating
some features in the formal aspects of literary transmission
which were common to the Mediterranean civilized world.
128

" 7 Ibid., p. 797 ff.
" Schulz ibid., pp. 185-186. When rabbinic literature was committed to
writing, it was affected with the same fusion and confusion of the lemmata
with the commenting text (See Lieberman, Tosefeth Rishonim I, pp. 61, 96
passim). Moreover, the Mishnaic lemma sometimes represents a different
text from that which the commentator had before his eyes (See Epstein ibid.,
p. 923 ff.), a phenomenon which is paralleled in Greek texts (See T. W . Allen,
Homer, p. 312). In our manuscripts of the Talmud, the Mishnayoth which are
commented upon are sometimes written outside the text (&#€<rts) either in
the margin or preceding the commentary (See Epstein ibid., p. 922). The
original Talmudic manuscripts comprised a continuous commentary with
small lemmata of the Mishnah (Epstein ibid., p. 927). Exactly the same
practice was employed by the Greek and Roman commentators of literary
and juristic texts. See Schulz ibid., p. 183 ff.; H. Lewyafmd Zuntz in Byzantion
X I V , 1939, p. 580 ff.
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T H E A L L E G E D BAN ON G R E E K W I S D O M
It is universally accepted that the Rabbis imposed a ban on
the study of Greek Wisdom. However, upon a closer examina
tion of the sources this well rooted opinion seems to have no
basis whatever.
We read in TB: bnyDW 'i n« ^ayDBP "i *?v vnrw p noi p bxv
*npon v*?y *np rrav roan T I D ^ I H D nVp rrnnn bz v)inbw ^H J U D
1

n^'^n p

N^I

ovn

nrw ny» pnm ax n^i

ID

DDV U

mm . •. nrn

irov HDDn m T I D ^ I ''Ben Dama the son of R. Ishmael's sister
asked R. Ishmael: Is a man like myself who has mastered the
whole Torah allowed to study Greek Wisdom? R. Ishmael
applied the verse in Joshua (1:8) to him: . . /Thou shalt meditate
therein (i. e. in the Torah) day and night, go and find a time
when it is neither day nor night and study Greek wisdom.''
Thus, it is clearly stated that the study of Greek Wisdom
is not forbidden per se but only because it leads to the neglect
of the study of the Torah.
Tosafoth (a. 1.) observe: "The question of Ben Damah is
surprising: did he not know that there was a ban on the study
of Greek Wisdom?" However, no source is known to me which
forbids the study of Greek Wisdom. A famous Baraitha records
that in the course of the war between Hyrcanus and Aristobulus
it was decreed: cursed be the man who teaches his son Greek
Wisdom. Later on the ban was extended to the teaching of
the language as well. So we read in the Mishnah:
DID^IEO
1

2

3

4

5

1

Menaboth 99b.
Comp. also Sifre Deut. 34, ed. Finkelstein 61 and my remarks in Kiryath
Sefer X I V , p. 333.
a See Tosafoth ibid. 64b and the commentary of Rabbi Samson Sens on
Pe'ah I. 1.
« TB Sotah 49b; Baba Kamma 82b and Menaboth 64b.
* Sotah, end.
a
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6

7

rPJV la DIN
tibv
• . • n?a Dltrp "During the war of Quietus
they decreed . . . that no man should teach his son Greek."
TP inquiring into the reason for this injunction quotes the
Tosefta which states: R. Joshua" was asked whether one is
allowed to teach his son Greek" and he replied: "Let him teach
him Greek at a time when it is neither day nor night, for it is
written 'Thou shalt meditate therein day and night " (Josh. 1:8).
TP rejected it as a valid reason for the ban, since its only o b 
jection is that it leads to the neglect of the study of Torah. If
a man, it argues, wants his son to take up Greek as a possible
profession he should be allowed to teach him, just as he is per
mitted to teach his son any trade. The Talmud therefore
concludes that the ban on Greek was aimed at the delatores,
informers (nmDDJi ' J B D ) .
In all the above-mentioned sources there is no hint of a ban
on the study of Greek Wisdom or the Greek language; the
8

9

10

1

1 3

14

6

So codd. Cambridge and Parma.
i Governor of Judea in 117.
See Tosafoth Baba Kamma 82b and nxaipo rwp ibid. But from TP
(see below) it is clear that at the time of Quietus the ban included the language
as well as Greek Wisdom. TB follows a different tradition, according to which
instruction in Greek language was never forbidden, see ibid. 83a and below
n. 13.
» Sotah a. 1. and Pe'ah I. 1, 15c.
'Abodah Zarah I. 20, 46129.
Flourished at the end of the first and the beginning of the second
centuries.
The reading in the Tosefta ibid, is »)V I S D , a Greek book. Some mediaeval
authorities quoted from TP
rtDDn, Greek Wisdom (See Ratner ]vx nana
D'rtn'i on Pe'ah, p. 6-7 and below, n. 23). It is an obvious interpolation from
Midrash Tehillim (I. 17, ed. Buber, p. 16, which is a combination of TB
Menaboth 99b and the Tosefta) and has no basis whatever in the manuscripts
of TP.
* The study of Greek may induce young people to become rhetores, and
wittingly or unwittingly betray the interests of the group and the private
individuals. This danger, of course, was real in Palestine only (where Greek
was spoken in government offices) but not in the Persian empire. Accordingly
TB (Baba Kamma 83a) ruled that the teaching of only Greek Wisdom was
forbidden, but not the language.
»* The question in TB (Baba Kamma 82b) "why was Greek Wisdom for
bidden", coming as it does after R. Judah the Prince's praise of Greek, means
why was it prohibited to teach children Greek Wisdom.
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injunction involves only the teaching of children. The fear that
the teaching of Greek may produce or give aid to future in
formers could be entertained only with regard to children whose
development was not yet certain, but not to mature people who
seek self-instruction.
Again we read in the Tosefta:
bwbm ] 2 i irn ? nnb i T n n
mD^D ? ]*anp \rw ^ D D rrirr ] r r n 112b ? "Permission was granted
to the House of Rabban Gamaliel to teach the children Greek
owing to its relation with the (Roman) government." Hence we
may summarize. None of the early rabbinic sources mentions
the direct prohibition of the study of either the Greek language
or Greek Wisdom. An old ban was in force on the teaching of
Greek Wisdom to children. In the time of Quietus (117 C. E.)
it was extended to the teaching of Greek in general. But even
this involved only instruction and only to children. Study was
not enjoined.
This conclusion altogether unnoticed by modern scholars was
already reached by at least one mediaeval authority. The
prominent Talmudist and scholar, Rabbi Israel of Toledo,
writes in his commentary to Aboth: noian i » n« lizbw i n «
15

16

1

1

1

17

18

19

20

J

s In the late Midrash Pirka deRabbi, ed. Grtinhut, p. 58 (See Lieberman
l»V'p» (1939), p. 17 and p. 98 on the time of its compilation) we read: 'l im
n'jv lobw & iiDNi rwv ma m O-TN nob* t^n . . . janr "R. Johanan said . . . a
man should not teach his daughter Greek and he himself is forbidden to study
Greek". This is, of course, the individual opinion of the late compiler of the
Midrash who combined the statement of TP with R. Ishmael's statement in
TB Menaboth 99b. See Lieberman GJP, p. 24, n. 56.
Sotah X V . 8. Comp. TP Shabbath VI. 1 and parallels.
* So ed. pr. and cod. Vienna and TP ibid.
In Tosefta cod. Erfurt the word p'tt "their children" is missing, but it
does not alter the sense, for inbb means to teach and not to study. TB
(Sotah, end, and Baba Kamma 83a. See Rabbinovicz, variae lectiones ibid.,
p. 187, n. 2) records: jvair moan )r\b nmn bwbw jan ira bv "Greek Wisdom was
permitted to the House of Rabban Gamaliel", which means that they were
allowed to teach their children Greek, as is obvious from the context ibid.,
from the codices of the Tosefta and from TP.
Flourished in the thirteenth century. See S. Sachs' catalogue of Baron
Ginzburg's mss., col. 26 ff. (Only 48 columns were printed.)
II. 14, as quoted by Rabbi Isaac b. Solomon; see Sachs ibid. col. 31.
Part of the quotation is also available in bmov vno by Rabbi Samuel of
16
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in» yamr ' i n« ibxw no« -nyi • . . m v n»Dn -no^a? 'm «h m v
ovn p
m w nyra inD^» on ? ' D K rv:v roan i3n n« D T K T O ) D ^ »
1

21

133 p i TVDrn *6 ]*o D3 ,NWN ]D vfn "They said:
'Cursed be
the man who teaches his son Greek Wisdom,' [they said 'who
teaches his son'] but did not say [cursed be the man] who
studies for himself . . . They further said : R. Joshua was asked
whether a man is allowed to teach his son Greek Wisdom etc.
Here again they mentioned the son only." R. Israel clearly dis
criminates between the education of children and self-instruction
which he allows without qualifications, unlike some other
mediaeval authorities who permitted the pursuit of secular
studies only after a man has reached a certain age. The Rabbi
further quoted the statement of R. Eliezer the Great: lyaD
jvann ID Win "Prevent your children from [engaging in] the
science of logic" (or dialectics and sophistry). In this con
nection he again draws a difference between the education of
children and self-education.
22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Uceda a. 1., Venice 1579. Fragments of his commentary in Arabic are available
in the Bodleiana, Oxford; see the catalogue of Neubauer-Cowley II, No.
2859.17.
« TB Sotah 49b and parallels.
" TP Pe'ah I. 1, 15c.
* See above, n. 12.
•4 Twenty five years; see, for instance, mwp nroo 70, p. 141 ff.
«* TB Berakhoth 28b. Comp. II Aboth deR. Nathan X X X I , ed. Schechter,
p. 67. See Brtill's Jahrbucher etc. I X , p. 137. G. Alton's ingenious explanation
(Tarbiz X X I , p. 106 ff.) is not acceptable to me.
See Otzar Hageonim a. 1. I. 2, p. 39 bot.
7 See R. Joseph 'Aknin's explanation in the Jubilee Volume in honor of
N. Socolov, p. 382, bot. Comp. below n. 62.
Comp. also 'Aknin ibid.; the preface to DH'oVnn labn; Menorath Hamaor
by Abohab, Light IV, 3.3.1 and cbvn pom'- 124b. The reading DDDXJ? lyjDi
quoted in the Geonic responsa ed. Harkavy 302, p. 144 is a scribal error; see
the editor's note 14 a. 1.
Cato the Elder whose hatred for Greek rhetoric is well known (Plin.,
nat. hist. VII. 30, 112; Plut. Cato mai. X X I I ) undertook in his old age the
study of Demosthenes (Plut. ibid. II), His instructions to his son in this
respect are therefore quite instructive. He warned him (Plin. ibid. X X I X . 7.
14): "It is a good plan to become acquainted with their literature, but
not to learn it thoroughly" (bonum sit illorum litteras inspicere, non
a
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Evidently Rabbi Israel realized clearly that the rabbinic
injunction against Greek Wisdom covered only the education
of children. As regards self instruction the early Rabbis no
more objected to the study of Greek Wisdom than they did to
the learning of a trade.
The special permission which was granted to the House of
the Patriarch to give the children a Greek education was not
only theoretical. TB records in the name of R. Simeon son
29

30

of Rabban Gamaliel: nn^
"rrnw a h mv

*\bt* .n*y maa ^ D D 'wsnh n ^ i y ^ry

1

noan MD ? m « » ram m m nrb

' n « p i ]*o »3» fc&K

m « D wnn « a « m m v n

"[The verse] 'Afy eye [has been
left like] a gleaning-grape alone of all the daughters of my city'
[could be applied to the] thousand young men in my father's
house; five hundred of them studied Torah while the other five
hundred studied Greek Wisdom and out of all of them only I
have remained here and the son of my father's brother in
Asia.""
»'oya

31

DHD

52

We have no reason to disbelieve this statement. Nobody
would have invented this kind of a tradition, for there is no
possible ground for such an invention by the Babylonian Rabbis.
A rabbinic statement which is not in harmony with the general

perdiscere). See H. I. Marrou, Histoire de Vfducation dans Vantiquiie, p. 333 ff.
Comp. below, n. 63.
Baba Kamma 83a and parallel.
3° Flourished in the middle of the second century.
a* This is how the Rabbi interpreted the verse, as the following context
shows. Comp. L X X : kTn,<pv\\tel. The commentaries explain it differently.
Lam. 3:51.
33 A similar passage is available in TB Gittin 58a, TP Ta'anith IV. 8, 69a
and Ekha Rabba III. 51, ed. Buber, p. 138. Greek Wisdom is not mentioned
there. But these sources bear an obviously legendary stamp, as is evident
from the exaggerated numbers mentioned there (sixty four million students
according to the Babylonian source; more than a quarter of a million according
to the Palestinian source). Moreover, the teaching of Greek Wisdom is not
essential to the thread of the story there, and it may have been deliberately
eliminated by the Aggadist. The passage quoted by us in the text is recorded
in TB in a Halakhic context and has all the marks of reliability as we shall
presently see. It is also noteworthy that the number of sixty four million
drops to one thousand in our text!
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34

attitude of the Rabbis is, as a rule, quite trustworthy. W e
have here explicit testimony to the effect that the young men
belonging to the House of the Patriarch who studied Greek
Wisdom were numerically at least approximately equal to those
who studied Torah, and whose number must have been con
siderable.
Although we do not know exactly what the Rabbis desig
nated by the term TOP noan, Greek Wisdom, it is obvious
that in our case it comprised information which could help the
individual in his association with the educated Hellenistic
circles of Palestine. The Rabbis had therefore a Jewish channel
through which Hellenistic culture could be conveyed to them if
they wanted to avail themselves of it.
35

30

The question now arises: What material does Talmudic
literature contain which may indicate rabbinic acquaintance
with Greek literary sources that do not have a direct bearing
on the practical life?
The only Greek author whom the Rabbis mention by his
name is Homer. The pertinent passages have been dealt with

34 As, for example, their objection to teaching children Greek Wisdom.
On the Greek education of the children of the later Patriarchs see M . Schwabe
nH3B nn^inb, Jerusalem 1949, p. 36 and n. 91 ibid.
3s See Maimonides' commentary on Mishnah Sotah, end; Me'iri ibid, and
nxaipo 7\wv on TB Baba Kamma 82b; Responsa of R. Isaac b. Shesheth, 45,
and Rabbi Simeon Duran's commentary on Aboth II. 14 passim.
* In the beginning of the third century C. E. the law school of Berytus
was already a famous center. In a speech pronounced around 240 C. E.,
Gregorious Thaumaturgus (PG X , 1065 b ff.) relates that he studied the Latin
language and Roman law in order to be prepared to go from Cappadocia to
Berytus. See Paul Collinet, Histoire de VScole de droit de Beyrouth, p. 26 ff.
The young men belonging to the House of the Patriarch certainly did not study
in the law school of Berytus (even if we accept the early foundation of the
school, see Collinet ibid. p. 17 ff.). At that time the language of instruction of
the school was Latin and not Greek and, furthermore, only Roman and not the
provincial law was studied there (See Collinet ibid., p. 211 ff. and p. 209,
n. 1). Hence the House of the Patriarch had no particular interest to attend
the school of Berytus, and their knowledge of Greek would not qualify them
for the studies in that school. On the children of the later patriarchs, see
M Schwabe ibid, (see above, n. 34).
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by many Jewish and non-Jewish scholars, but it is advisable
for our purpose to review all the material and explain it. We
read in the Mishnah: umv
D D ' ^ y UK l ' ^ n p R P N * lHDiK
36

n m iafca 1? M^M a ^ n s n
*ai "ar ]a p n v p - i ' m . D * T P I
anpn u n a . • . D * K D B ^ n : p a p n v N I D X Y I o m n o -non nioxy ' D I M ]n
]*a»an l a w D V D H
H B D °(D-rK rwy* « ^ » )
]rowi» a»n ]na*n 's ?
#

1

4

41

42

J. Derenbourg and especially N. Briill realized that the
language of our Mishnah is in the polemical style of the acad
emies, and our passage should accordingly be translated: ' T h e
Sadducees say: 'We complain against you, O ye Pharisees, for
according to you the Holy Scriptures defile the hands [whereas]
the writings of D T D N would not defile the hands.' Rabban
43

44

37 See Krauss L W II, p. 230, s. v. ©Ton. Add: M . Friedmann in Haggoren
III, 33, n. 1 and 35, n. 1; L. Ginzberg in JBL XLI, 1922, 127 ff.; A. M . Honeyman JQR X X X V I I I , 1947, 151 ff.; R. Gordis ibid. 1948, 359 ff. and others
whom we shall mention below.
38 Yadaim IV. 6. I quote from edition Lowe IV. 14.
3» DT»n is also the reading of cod. Parma. Tosefta ibid. 6842, cod. Vienna:
onion. The anonymous Gaon (Der Gaonaische Kommentar, ed. J. N. Epstein,
p. 136): D I T O N . Cod. Munich and early editions read: D T D H which is almost
the same as D V D H (For in some Hebrew mss. it is hard to discriminate between
D and D . ) . The word was corrupted (cod. Kauffmann and Arukh) into ]1T0.
Some read here, as well as in parallel passages: D I T D , D I T D , ]no, all of which
are, of course, corruptions or emendations of DITD[n], DiTD[n] and ] I T » [ N ] .
The "n. of DiTDn was taken by the scribes as the definitive article preceding
a proper noun, and following correct usage they dropped it. The reading
wvnn can be dismissed without further discussion. See below.
4° A dittography from the previous line, and it is missing in the other
editions and mss.
* Essai etc., p. 133.
< Beth Talmud, ed. Weiss, II, p. 319.
43 Derenbourg ibid, translates: selon vous etc. W e may add that this is
the usual polemical style of the academy. In Tosefta Sotah V I . 1, Shebu oth
I. 7 mot* means "You will admit" (moa, I O I N in the sense of "it follows"
is very frequent in the Halakhic Midrashim).
44 See Derenbourg and Briill ibid. The correctness of this translation is
assured by the second clause of the Mishnah: "DI 3'ro jam' niDsy . . . JNOIN jn.
The Rabbis certainly never explicitly stated that the bones of Johanan the
High Priest are unclean. Nobody doubted it.
l
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Johanan b. Zakkai said: 'Have we naught against the Pharisees
save this! According to them, the bones of an ass are clean
and the bones of Johanan the High Priest are unclean*. . . Even
so the Holy Scriptures: as is our love for them so is their uncleanliness; the writings of DTDH which are worthless do not
defile the hands'."
Let us first examine the second half of the discussion. The
Rabbi ironically remarked that the bones of an ass are clean
whereas the bones of Johanan the High Priest are unclean; of
course he chose two extremes. However, the retorts of the
Rabbis are usually very pointed, and we deem it not impossible
that the Rabbi had the flute in mind when he referred to the
bones of the ass. Flutes made from such bones were quite com
mon, and they were preferred to those made of any other
bones. It is therefore plausible to assume that when the Rabbi
argued that bones of an ass do not defile the hands he was
thinking of the common handling of such bones converted into
flutes. This contrast between the flute and the bones of Johanan
45

46

47

48

*s Literally: "not dear", paran ]r« is used in contrast to )\r:an in the first
part of the clause.
* See Briill ibid., p. 319, n. 4. Comp. Geiger Jiidische Zeitschrift II,
p. 21 ff.
47 Plinius, nat. hist. X V I . 66 end; Philostratus, Vita Apoll. X X I .
4 Plin. ibid. X I . 87: asinorum ad tibias canora. "[The bones] of asses are
resonant enough to use as flutes". Plutarch (sept. sap. conv. 5, 150e) puts
in the mouth of Aesop: TOVS VVV abXowoLoifs ws Tpokfxevoi ra vePpela,
Xpkptvoi. TOVS ovelois, fikXruyv i\X&v Xkyovaw. "The modern flute-makers
have given up the use of bones from fawns, and use bones from asses,
asserting that the latter have a better sound". The Jews used pipes made
not only of reeds (K&Xa/JOS, 06p/3t,l;) and metals (See Tosefta 'Arakhin II. 3
and parallels), but also of the bones of animals (Mishnah Kinnim III. 6,
Midrash p'nna mDMP K M lr, ed. Mann [The Bible as Read etc., p. 67] and
Midrash Haggadol Bereshith, ed. Mordecai Margulies, p. 356).
It is noteworthy that R. Joshua quotes (Kinnim ibid.) a (popular?)
saying: "While [the animal] lives it has but one voice, after it is dead it has
seven voices, viz. its two horns become two trumpets, its two leg-bones become
two flutes etc." It is similar to the remark of Plutarch who said (ibid.): So
we may well be astonished that the ass, which otherwise is most gross and
unmelodious, yet provides us with a bone which is most fine and melodious.
(This translation as well as the previous one is from the Loeb Class. Library).
6
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the High Priest, in the second clause of our Mishnah, will be a
harmonious parallel to the first clause, if we grant that the
latter sets the books of Homer ("The Prophet of All") ,< the
Greek Bible, versus Scripture.
That the DT»n nBD are books of heretics or books of Chris
tian sects is completely ruled out by the following rabbinic
sources. We read in 7 T : D^wnn D H D M NTipn * | K now rcrpy ' i
9

50

51

52

•nsD

nnrn
i:na ^

5 4

nora

Dv

Dn

n s D bnn

5

^b

p

nem

«TD

in n s o

]m

nnn KDyta » K D r n r « n KTipD p a *mpn i ^ m p o u r a w
5 5

56

n y r ^ u m ]van^ 'in "R. 'Akiba says: Also he who reads

6 t o O HCLVTOS wpo<pr}TTjs, see above, p. 20, n. 2.
*° A very interesting illustration of similarity of the attitude on the part
of the Jews and Greeks towards the Scripture and the books of Homer respec
tively is available in the ancient sources. The Jewish rule is that the king
must always wear the Scroll on his person (See Deut. 17:19). TB (San
hedrin 21b and 22a) remarks to this effect: nma neny loy no3D3i n«2sr» nmn
l y n n n^im y*Dp ^DD "That [Scroll] which is to go in and out with him he shall
make in the form of an amulet and fasten it to his arm". This is exactly
what the Roman Emperor Julian reports about his treatment of Homer and
Plato (Letter to his uncle Julian, ed. Bidez, No. 80): Kal ravra 8Z avra
rols TrepLairroLS eocKe Kal (pvXaKTrjpiois' bkherai yap del. "And these (i. e.
Homer and Plato) are like amulets and talismans, for they are always fastened
[on me]." Comp. also Plut. Alex. VIII and the spurious letter ascribed to
Julian (Sp. 383a, Bidez, No. 190).
s W e want to make it clear that we do not use this argument to establish
the identity of D T D H ; that will come later. W e try only to explain the Mishnah
in the light of our subsequent conclusions.
s Sanhedrin X . 1, 28a.
53 That is the reading and vocalization of the Yerushalmi Fragments from
the Genizah (ed. L. Ginzberg, p. 262, 1. 18). I copy from the photostats of the
manuscripts. The editions read ray^>; Duran (in his commentary to Aboth
II. 14, ed. prin. 33a) quotes ray; Koheleth Rabba X I I . 12 reads K^n. W e are
not able to identify the man, nor can we accept the various emendations of
modern scholars.
54 This is the reading of our editions and Duran ibid. The Fragments read
• TDrn (or DTD?n). The vocalization eliminates the r.
ss This is also the reading of the Fragments. Duran reads: n n » a , "In
[books of] legends". Our reading is probably the correct one, see TP Berakhoth
IV. 3, 8a.
s N. Krochmal in his prn 'ana mio, Lemberg 1851, p. 101, explains it
to mean reading them aloud in the synagogue, and treating them like Scripture.
This interpretation disagrees with TB Sanhedrin 100b and Pesikta Rabbathi
49

1

2
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109

5

the extra-canonical books * such as the books of Ben Sira
and the books of Ben La'aga [has no share in the world to
come], but he who reads the books of Homer and all other
books that were written beyond that is considered like one
who is reading a secular document, for [it is written]: 'And
furthermore, my son, beware of making many books, and much
study [of them] is a weariness of flesh* (Eccl. 12:12). Hence
casual reading is permissible but intensive study is forbidden/'
59

60

01

62

63

f,

III, ed. Friedmann, 9a. Rabbi David Frankel, in p p a. 1., explains that the
prohibition of the reading of Ben Sira was based on the assumption that the
reader may mistake this book for Scripture, owing to its arrangement and
style.
Krochmal ibid, compares the expression D ' a i ^ n n to Baraitha (in relation
to the Mishnah). Comp. also (Swete, Introduction to the Old Testament in
Greek, 1914, p. 281) rd e&.
s The words o " a i m n D'lson tmpn *)« I D I N Na'pj; 'i are a quotation from
the Mishnah (apo'D). The rest is a later comment. Comp. TB Sanhedrin
100b.
* See above n. 53.
I. e. beyond Scripture, comp. the references by Lieberman in Tosefeth
Rishonim IV, p. 157. This meaning of "]^m ]«DD is common in TP, see Kethu
both II. 1, 26a, bot.; ibid. IV. 14, 29b passim.
This is usually the meaning of mrn in TP. See Terumoth X . 7, 47b;
Kethuboth II. 3, 26b. Comp. also Mishnah Gittin VI. 5; Mekhilta deRashbi, ed.
Hoffmann, p. 86; Mann, The Bible as Read and Preached in the Old Synagogue,
Hebrew section, p. 56.
The Septuagint translates nain irk) Kal fxeXerrj iroXXrj. It renders both
ynb and )nn, as well as nrvp and D'jnpyp, /jLeXerrj. neXerav had a special
connotation among the Jews. See Blondheim, Les parlers Judeo-Romans etc.,
pp. 76 ff. and 167. Hesychius defines ixtXerdo) as == dankta, eTLfieXkopai,
yvyLvd$oiiai, i. e. "exercise one self in". It is therefore very near to the Hebrew
plDy, "to engage in", manb means both to pronounce, to recite, to engage in
the study of the Torah as well as to derive, to deduce (see Jastrow, Dictionary
etc. s. v. 'an). Both Sophocles (Lexicon, s. v. neXerdco) and Blondheim omitted
the latter meaning of fieXerav which follows from a passage in Irenaeus
(Contra Haer. I. 9. 4, PG VII, 544b): eTecra Tecp&fxkvois €K TCOV 'O/z^poi;
woirjfxaToov neXerav avrds. "And then try to derive them from the poems
of Homer". The expression rnin ]ran frequently occurs in the Mishnah of
R. Eliezer, ed. Enelow. See ibid. pp. 255, 367.
5 7
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The explanation of jvan as dialectics, sophistry, progymnasmata and even
logic (see above nn. 27, 26) is therefore plausible.
See the preceding note. Comp. the instruction of Cato to his son,
above, n. 28.
6 3
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(for only much study is a weariness of flesh, but not casual
reading) ,°4
The permission of the Rabbis to read the books of DTDn
shows that those works could not be heretical or Christian, but
innocuous writings. We are therefore justified in accepting the
Geonic interpretation that DTDn n©D are the books of Homer.
Again we read: i"i*np nifcopo min wp ? p py»0 '1 I D K
ny onxra crzwvn cnyn min 'ma in p v * D I -i * D nsDD ^rwh
'IDI nro
«p£)3 *ND nry " R . Simeon b. Lakish said: There are
many [single] verses which [one might think] may be burnt
like the books of D I T D , but [in reality] they are essentials of the
Torah. [It is written, for instance]: 'And the Awim that dwelt
in villages as far as Gaza' (Deut. 2:23); so what of it, etc." The
comparison of these verses with the books of DiTD suggests that
one might think that they are of the same character: descrip
tions of the past and stories. This again favors the explanation
that D T T D H is Homer.
Likewise it is stated in Midrash Tehillim'P nm imp irp « h
D'ym Dir^y - D P ybmn ]m imp irr
D v D nsoa imps
m^nfrO "[David prayed] that men shall not read his words as
they read the books of DTD, but shall read them [and engage in
their study] so that they receive reward for doing it as they
65

66

1

6

68

69

71

72

6

< Comp. TB Shabbath 31b, Koheleth Rabba VII. 17. The reading of the
Genizah Fragments una nya'b "they were given for intensive study" is un
doubtedly a scribal error (See JBL X L I , 1922, p. 131, n. 40), for it is not only
against the reading of the editions, the quotation by R. Simeon Duran (see
above n. 53) and Koheleth Rabba, but also necessitates a very forced interpre
tation of the verse. The explanation of the latter by Rabbi Moses Almosnino
in Twn » T on Eccl. a. 1. (53a) is untenable. The Targum (Eccl. 12:12) is based
on Bemidbar Rabba X I V . 4. It has nothing to do with our tradition in TP
and Koheleth Rabba which explains the "many books" to refer to profane
literature (but not to the Oral Law).
* As correctly observed by Rabbi Samuel Jaffe in his ntno ns» a. 1.
« TB Hullin 60b.
See Rabbinovicz, variae lectiones 80b, n. 4. Add: Rabbenu Nissim
nywno no* i n n (Amsterdam 1746, 35a, bot.: pno nsDa) and Midrash Haggadol
Bereshith, ed. Schechter, p. 695, ed. Margulies, p. 791.
Literally: fit.
* See L. Ginzberg in JBL X L I , 1922, p. 128, n. 32.
I, ed. Buber 5a. I quote from ed. pr.
So ed. pr. Buber has in his text D T D , and in his note he quotes D I T D .
See ed. Buber. See above n. 62.
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would for studying Nega'im and Ahiloth" The contrast between
Nega'im and Ahilotk and the books of D1TD and the distinction
between the hymns of David and the latter again suits the
identification of D1TD with Homer. This identification was
already made by the Gaon in his comment to the Mishnah
under discussion. The majority of modern rabbinic scholars
adopt his view.
A serious objection to this opinion was raised by M . Friedmann. He contends that it is impossible that the Rabbis can
have permitted the reading of Homer's books which are replete
with the names of idols. It is, he maintains, a transgression of
the law (Ex. 23:13): "And make no mention of the name of
other gods, neither let it be heard out of thy mouth"
As a matter of record Friedmann's objection was already
raised by an ancient author. Tertullian protested against the
Christians who taught pagan literature and he referred to the
same Scriptural verse. However, even Tertullian censured
only its teaching, but explicitly permitted its study; he asserted
that while teaching heathen literature one involuntarily com
mends and affirms the praises of the idols. This distinction
obviates Friedmann's objection as well, as we shall presently
see. Indeed, the Tannaitic sources interpret the "mention of
the names of idols" to mean not to swear by them, not to praise
them and not to designate the pagan temples and their vicinity
as meeting places.
74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

7 3

These laws were regarded as the most abstruse parts of the Torah. See
TP Mo'ed Katan II. 5, 81b; TB Baba Mezi'a 59a. In TB (Hagigah 14a,
Sanhedrin 38b, 67b) these parts are contrasted with matt, legends.
w Der Gaondische Kommentar, ed. Epstein, p. 136.
See above n. 38.
Haggoren III, p. 33, n. 1.
De idolat. X , CSEL, vol. X X , p. 40.
Si fidelis litteras d o c e a t . . . cum lex prohibeat, ut diximus, deos pronuntiari. "If a believer teach literature... whereas the Law, as we have said,
prohibits the names of gods to be pronounced".
Comp. also Const. Apost. I. 6.
See Mekhilta a. 1., ed. Horovitz, p. 332, ed. Lauterbach III, p. 181,
I. 24; Sifre Deut. 61, ed. Finkelstein, p. 127.
See Mekhilta ibid. Tosefta 'Abodah Zarah VI. 11, 47015 and parallels.
Comp. also H. A. Wolfson, Philo I, p. 174 seq.
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Some Rabbis seem to go as far as prohibiting the mere men
tion of the names of idols. We read in the Mekhilta:
wrhto DPI
rra^s r"y mpon
nn« p>n ib -\mn *6i . . . I T D T H vb D n n «
rra^s mr rrroy
? ]'nDD n n « "
wafee » o mention of
the name of other gods (Ex. 23:13). This means . . . do not say
to any one: Where do you live? In the place of such and such
an idol. [Nor say] wait for me at the place of such and such
an idol." But the later Rabbis understood that this injunction
applies only to cases where the mention of the idol could be
avoided, when the given place could be designated by another
appellation; otherwise it was not prohibited to mention places
which bear the names of idols, for the Mishnah and the Talmud
incidentally do mention such places.
The early Christians adopted the same attitude. Tertullian
maintains: deos nationum nominari lex prohibet non utique
nomina eorum pronuntiemus, quae nobis ut dicamus conversatio extorquet. nam id plerumque dicendum est: in templo
Aesculapii ilium habes, et in vico Isidis habito. "The Law
prohibits to name the gods of the nations, not, of course, that
we are not to pronounce their names, the mention of which is
required by conversation. For this must frequently be said:
You find him in the temple of Aesculapius and I live in the
Isis street."
Furthermore, there was no prohibition to mention the names
of idols in derision and mockery. While they studied — and
possibly taught — Homer the Jews enjoyed the charm of his
style and plots, but certainly saw Homer's mythology as mere
fairy tales and as a good occasion of making fun of idol worship.
The Christians of the fourth century followed the Jewish tradi
tion. It was not in vain that the emperor Julian issued his
famous decree forbidding Christians to teach classic literature.
He demanded: "Let them first really persuade their pupils that
62

,l

1

83

84

85

86

8 a

Ibid.
s See also TB Sanhedrin 63b where 'Ula is criticized for having said that
he had spent the night at Kalnebo. Comp. Meiri a. 1. p. 239.
* See Tto mn n"w, resp. 1, ed. princ. 5b-6a.
s De idolatria X X , CSEL ibid., p. 54.
See Tosefta Abodah Zarah V I . 4, 46924 and parallels; TB Sanhedrin 63b.
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neither Homer nor Hesiod nor any of these writers whom they
expounded, and have declared to be guilty of impiety, folly
and error in regard to the gods etc." The Christian school
teacher made fun of Homer's treatment of the gods, as the
church fathers did (see below). Thus the reading and teaching
of Homer could be performed by both Jews and Christians
without the formal violation of the verse in Ex. 23:13.
The books of Homer were not probably included in the
category of IVJV HDDn (Greek Wisdom), and they were employed
as exercises for those children who in any case did not study
Torah. It is likely that the Greek book — *av "ISD — whose use
for the instruction of the young was a topic of discussion was
a Homeric epic, the text from which the children got their first
education in Greek literature. Moreover, in all likelihood, there
were in Palestine many Jews who did not live up to the high
religious standards of the Rabbis, and they studied the Greek
epics as well as "Greek Wisdom." Hence we can safely assume
that the contents of Homer's books were well known in certain
Jewish circles of Palestine.
However it is very hard to prove that the Rabbis made
direct use of the Odyssey or the Iliad. Homer was so popular
that all the ancient Greek speaking world quoted from him;
many of his phrases became mere commonplaces. His myths
were known even to the half educated masses who never read
Homer. It is, of course, natural that traces of Homeric myths
and phrases can also be discovered in rabbinic literature. The
Rabbis, for instance, mention the siren by name; they know
of the monster Centaurs etc. It was not necessary to read
Homer in order to be acquainted with the popular Greek myths.
As for Homeric phrases which occur in rabbinic literature
we shall content ourselves with the following example. In the
Midrash the swiftness of Asahel is described as follows: rrntP
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Letter 36, 423b.
See above, n. 12.
See the Greek epigram published by M . Schwabe in the Bulletin of the
Palest. Explor. Soc. VI, 1939, p. 107 ff.; ibid. 159 ff.
As a human being dwelling in the water, see below, p. 183, n. 29.
Bereshith Rabba X X I I I . 6, ed. Theodor, p. 227.
Koheleth Rabba I X . 11.
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N " ? : . ^ » D « D by p
"He used to run on the ears of
corn and they were not broken." This phrase occurs in Homer
verbatim. He says about the half-divine horses of Erichtonius:
aKpov
€7r' av&ep'uccov
Kapirbv &eov ovde KareicKoov.
"They
would run over the topmost ears of ripened corn and did not
break them."
Virgil, for instance, says the same about
Camilla: Ilia vel intactae segetis per summa volaret gramina
nec teneras cursu laesisset aristas etc. "She might either fly
over the topmost blades of an unreaped cornfield and not have
bruised in her course the tender ears etc." The Rabbis may
have heard this figure from some orator, or have read it in some
Jewish apocryphon composed by a Hellenistic Jew.
Nevertheless, although rabbinic acquaintance with the
Homeric epics cannot be proved, the ensemble of all the above
mentioned sources gives the impression that some of the Rabbis
who knew Greek most likely did read Homer. Now one may
ask: Why did they not utilize the contents of the Odyssey and
the Iliad for the purpose of ridiculing idol worship, as some of
the ancient Greeks and church fathers did? In order better to
resolve this difficulty it is in place to analyze rabbinic polemics
against idolatry in general.
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See also Yalkut Shime'oni on Jer. sect. 285. An anonymous Midrash
quoted by Rabbi David Hanagid (in his Arabic commentary on Abboth IV. 4)
ascribes this quality to king Asa. Sefer Hayashar on w i credits the Patriarch
Naphtali with the same skill.
< / / . X X . 227. Comp. Dio Chrysostomus, or. 33, 21, and the editor's
note in the Loeb Classical Libr. Vol. Ill, p. 293, n. 7.
9s See also Oppian, Cynegetica I, 231.
Aen. VII, 808 ff.
He borrowed the picture from Homer, as observed by Macrobius,
Saturn. V. 8. 4.
See above n. 93, end.
The Rabbis were exceedingly fond of utilizing famous sayings for the
illustration of the Bible. The well known utterance ascribed to Archimedes
(Pappus Alexandrinus, collect. VIII. 11.10) 56s fxoi TOV O T W Kal KLVW TTJV yijv
(or: 7ra /5co Kal Kivoi rdv ydv. Simplicius in Arist. Phys. VII. 5, ed. Diels,
p. 11105) found its way into rabbinic literature. The anonymous Midrash
quoted in Yalkut Shime'oni and by Rabbi David Hanagid (see above, n. 93)
contends that Abner used to say: nrym w n ia limb mpD yinb rvn
"If
the earth had a place where one could get hold of it I would shake it."
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R A B B I N I C POLEMICS A G A I N S T I D O L A T R Y
The Rabbis had a fair knowledge of the rites and practices
of idol worshippers and of the various regulations bearing on
heathen divinities; they were aware of their wide ramifications.
In a text which abuses the idols a Rabbi of the second century
remarked : D^jn» nn"y
nrb ipso ah m? rrnay bv nop mon i*7K
"If the name of every idol were to be specifically men
tioned, all donkeys in the world would not suffice [to carry
t h e m ] / ' In a similar context it was observed by Clement of
Alexandria:
dXXa yap kiribvTi fxoi TOVS
irpocKWovpevovs
vpXv ra<povs, epioi ixiv ov8' 6 was av apnea at %P^os. "If I
were to go through [the names of] all the tombs worshipped by
you, the whole of time would not suffice." Both the Jews and
the Christians engaged in polemics against idol worship. The
rabbinic sources frequently contain material which they call
mr rrnayi Rniw^, "Ridiculing of idols." The Iliad and the
Odyssey provide the richest collection for this purpose. Many
of the ancient Greek philosophers attacked these fables. The
Christian church fathers made ample use of them to demon
strate the absurdity of heathen beliefs. Unlike the church
1

3

2

4

5

6

7

1

See below. Comp. I. Levy, REJ X L I I I , 1901, p. 183 ff.; Lieberman,
JQR X X X V I I , 1946, p. 44 ff.
Sifre II, 43, ed. Finkelstein, p. 97. Comp. also Mekhilta Babodesh VI, ed.
Horovitz, p. 224; Lauterbach II, p. 240.
3 This is the correct reading; see J. N. Epstein in inwb X V , 1947, p. 104.
I now accept the interpretation of the latter. For the use of the phrase, see
Lieberman, JQR X X X V I , 1946 p. 346, n. 122.
4 Protrept. I l l , end. Comp. John X X I . 25.
s TB Megillah 25b and parallel.
See Geffcken, Zwei griechischen Apologeten, Einleitung, p. X V I I I ff.;
Ch. Clerc, Les theories relatives au cultes des images, p. 89 ff.
7 See Clement of Alexandria, Protrept. II, PG VIII, 100c ff. 108a ff.;
ibid. VII, 185a; Athenagoras, Apol. X V I I I ; ibid. X X I X and many others;
see below.
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fathers the Rabbis never allude to the ridiculous tales about
the gods contained in the writings of Homer.
However, a perusal of the MR r r r u j n a n u x ^ (ridiculing of
idols) found in early Talmudic sources will convince us that
there is a great difference between the rabbinic and Christian
attacks on idolatry. In rabbinic writings we possess only com
paratively few scattered passages on this topic. The whole
tractate of Abodah Zarah which deals with idol worship and
worshippers almost ignores this subject. It only records and
discusses laws and precepts, but does not engage in refutations
of the principles of idol worship. We may say that the kind
of polemics against idol worship in which men like Clement of
Alexandria, Athenagoras, Theophilus of Antioch, Tertullian,
Arnobius, Lactantius and others indulge is almost not to be
found in rabbinic literature.
The Rabbis occasionally dramatize the abuse of the idols
available in the Prophets, relatively in the same spirit which is
predominant in the Epistle of Jeremy. A typical example of it
is contained in Debarim Rabba. The rabbis portray a poor man
ordering a wooden idol from the artisan. The latter tells him:
"Not every tree is suitable for this. If you utilize a tree which
grows in a field watered by rain it is good; if you use another
kind of tree you achieve nothing," as it is written (Is. 44:14):
1

8

9

10

8

The polemics in Rome between the Rabbis and the philosophers {Mish
nah 'Abodah Zarah IV. 7; Tosefta ibid. V I . 7, 46931 and parallels) as well as the
disputation of the philosopher and Rabban Gamaliel (TB ibid. 54b and parallel,
see Lieberman GJP, p. 126 ff.) lack the specific features of mr rroajn « m » ^ ,
the derision of idol worship, or the refutation of its principles.
» Ed. Lieberman, p. 56; Midrash Hallel in Beth Hamidrash ed. Jellinek V,
p. 98 ff. The earlier parallels are referred to in Lieberman's note a. 1.
I. e. not by artificial irrigation.
An interesting statement in regard to the material of wooden images
is made by the Rabbis in Mekhilta deRashbi (ed. Hoffmann, p. 2). In explaining
why the Almighty appeared to Moses on the bush and not on any other tree,
they declare: r"y im« ymy D^iyn mow
iina Kirw *3SD "Because it (i. e. the
bush) is clean, and the Gentiles do not make it an idol". The Hebrew is ambig
uous and can also be translated: "and the gentiles do not worship it" (like any
other tree). But the mediaeval authorities who drew on this source had a more
explicit reading: obx »|i:ns in »nr6 n^is* yvo, "And it is impossible to carve
from it a face of an image" (Hiskuni a. 1., ed. prin. 53c. Comp. also Kasher,
1 0
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'He heweth him down cedars [and taketh the ilex and the oak, and
strengtheneth for himself one among the trees of the for est \ He
planteth a bay-tree, and the rain doth nourish it].' And if he
makes a standing idol it cannot sit, and if he makes a sitting
idol it cannot stand, as it is said (ibid. 46:7): '[And set in his
place and he standeth, from his place he doeth not remove]. Yea,
though one cry unto him, he cannot answer'." The Midrash goes
on further to depict the plight of a poor man who replaces his
gold idol with one of silver, of copper, of wood until the final
denouement. "The man had nothing to eat; he had to [bake] a
fourth of a kab of flour which he had in his house. Outside it
was raining and he could not go to the field on account of the
rain. Meanwhile turning to the corner of the house he stumbled
over the idol, and he said: 'What is this doing in the houseV
He took the axe, cleft the idol, built a fire with one half of it
and worshipped the other half, as it is said (Is. 44:16-17):
'He burneth the half thereof in the fire . . . And the residue thereof
he maketh a god'."
Clement of Alexandria made fun of the idols in a similar
way. He quoted the famous anecdote of Diagoras. "Taking
an image of Heracles made of wood (for he happened most
likely to be cooking something at home) he said: 'Come,
Heracles, now is your time to undertake for us this thirteenth
labor, as you did the twelve for Eurystheus, and prepare the
food for Diagoras T Then he put it into the fire like a log of
wood."
The rabbinic satire is only a literary elaboration of the Bible ;
12

13

14

IS

Torah Shelemah VIII, p. 119, n. 40). This is undoubtedly the correct reading
as appears from Theodoret. (PG L X X X , 229c): <paal de rwes, kvfiaTCp<pavfjvai rbv ftebv, Kal OVK kv dWco <pv&cp dca rd fjitj bbvaadai riva c/c fiarov
y\v\pai &e6v, which is literally the same as recorded by the above-mentioned
Hebrew source. This passage was also used in mediaeval Judeo-Christian
polemics; see Berliner onsiD nwbo, p. 29 and Z. Kahn in Festschrift... A.
Berliner, Hebrew part, p. 82. On the kind of wood out of which men of old
made images, see Frazer on Pausanias IV, p. 245 ff.
" Comp. Frazer ibid.
Comp. also the Epistle of Jeremy 26.
Protrept. II, PG VIII, 93a. Comp. schol. Aristoph. Nubes 830.
s See also Debarim Rabba ibid., p. 53 and the parallels referred to in the
notes; ibid. p. 56, top, and comp. Geffcken ibid, (see above, n. 6), p. 23.
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the sarcasm of the Christian church father is based on an
anecdote about the notorious atheist drawn from the classics.
In preparing their attacks against idolatry both parties had
different listeners and readers in mind. The arguments were
seasoned for the consumption of the audiences according to
their background and taste. Instances from the classics con
vinced the Greeks; illustrations from the Bible appealed to the
Jews. The Rabbis were mainly interested in elucidating the
Bible. The latter combats the worship of idols, but ignores
pagan mythology. The Jewish sages who commented on the
narrative portions of the Bible had no suitable opportunity to
take Homer's mythology to task. The Rabbis failed to utilize
the latter in their scoffs at idolatry (independently of Scripture)
not on account of ignorance, but because they probably knew
that their gentile neighbors themselves treated them as mere
fairy tales. As for the church fathers, as correctly noted by
many scholars, they simply used pagan literary sources which
ridiculed the old tales; it was only a literary genre which they
adopted for the purpose of combatting idolatry.
10

17

Here we may go a step further and consider the character
of the rabbinic attacks on idolatry in general. The Hellenistic
Jews had concentrated their attacks on the gods of their new
environment, on the divinities of the Greeks and the Egyp
tians. The same practice was adopted by the Christian church
fathers. The Rabbis, on the other hand, assail the idols men
tioned in the Bible and idolatry in general, but they do not
denounce the Greek gods specifically. They do not stigmatize
the heathen mystery cults, although they certainly knew some18

1 6

The pantomimi Caesareae in Palestine of the fourth century were the
most famous in Syria (see Schurer, Geschichte etc. II*, p. 51 and p. 49, n. 90;
comp. Lieberman GJP, p. 33, n. 24); certain performances of such pantomimi
could not fail to impart to the spectators the impression that the pagans
themselves did not take their myths too seriously. Comp. Lucian, de saltatione, 37-40.
7 See the references above, n. 6, and J. Bidez, Vie de Porphyre, p. 143.
Comp. Clerc, Les theories relatives au culte des images, p. 89 ff. See also Arnobius, adversus nationes III. 7, regarding the suppression of certain books of
Cicero.
See H. A. Wolfson, Philo I, p. 14 ff.
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thing about them. The Greek word jAvarripiov
frequently
occurs in rabbinic literature, and it sometimes means mystery in
its religious connotation.
The Rabbis seem to have known certain rites of the mys
teries which are not explicitly mentioned in any other source.
The Mishnah rules that it is forbidden to derive any benefit
from hides pierced at the heart, from the so called D'au^ nmy ,
for the cut indicates that the animal was used for idol worship.
R. Simeon b. Gamaliel explains that they are forbidden only
when the incision is circular. TP (a. 1.) comments that the
round shape of the hole shows that the incision was made when
the animal was still alive, and the skin was able to corrugate.
The Rabbis, it appears, had in mind rites of the mysteries of
Demeter, Attis and Cybele. The information which we glean
from them may shed light on a description by Clement of
Alexandria. Among the mysteries of these divinities he num
bers: Kal wdfxa x°^ys>
Kap8iov\Kiai,
Kal
&ppr]TovpyLai.
"The drink of bile, the extraction of the hearts [of the victims]
and unspeakable obscenities.'' It is evident from the context
that the KapdiovXida
was as repulsive to him as the drinking
of bile and the unspeakable obscenities; it points to an opera
tion which was performed upon the animal while it was going
through the death struggle, before it was skinned.
19
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* Although it often means merely "a secret" (see Krauss LW II, p. 346),
the Rabbis also used it as a technical term. So, for instance, circumcision is
the mystery of God (Tanfyuma I, Buber 40a and parallels, see notes ibid.).
Similarly, the Mishnah, the oral law (in contradistinction to the Scriptures
which were translated into Greek), was termed the mystery of the Lord.
(Pesikta Rabbati V, ed. Friedmann 14b and parallels; comp. TP Pe'ah II. 6,
17a, where the term mystery is not mentioned). Comp. also Bereshith Rabba
L. 9, p. 524, and see H. A. Wolfson, Philo I, p. 43 if., p. 92, n. 33.
Nedarim II. 1; 'Abodah Zarah II. 3.
The literal translation can be rendered in German: entherzte Tierfelle.
" 'Abodah Zarah ibid.
* Protrept. I. 2, PG VIII, 76a.
It appears from Lucian (de sacr. 13) that the KapdcovXidcL was per
formed after the animal was cut to pieces. But Lucian is not talking about the
rites of the mysteries. Moreover, it is possible that he did not intend to de
scribe the acts of the priest in their consecutive order, but to recall several
rites which stained the priest with blood. K. J. Popma, Luciani de sacrificiis,
Amsterdam 1931, p. 35, overlooked the passage of Clement.
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This extraction of the living heart from the sacrifice is not
known to have been practiced in the regular rites of idolatry.
It was most probably connected with the oriental mysteryworship.
As a matter of fact documentary evidence is hardly necessary
to prove that the Rabbis knew something about the heathen
mysteries. It is inadmissible that religious rites which excited
the curiosity of the multitudes, practices which were constantly
talked about, praised and attacked, can have entirely escaped
the notice of the Jews. Yet, not the slightest allusion is extant
in rabbinic literature to the symbols and formulas of the heathen
mysteries, to their phallic rites and licentiousness.
The Rabbis of the third century mention the shameless
practices of the heathen in illustration of Amos (6:1-7), and
the maiouma {paiovjias) festivals served them as a good ex
ample of these verses. The obscene rites of idolatry are cited
by them when dealing with Num. 25:1—5 and other Biblical
passages. But the Rabbis never directly and explicitly assailed
the heathen rites of mysteries. They simply had no reason to
engage in such attacks. Unlike the earlier Hellenistic Jews the
Rabbis were no longer struggling with gentile paganism. They
mostly preached to Jews. T o Judaism the mysteries represented
no danger. A Jew had to become an idol worshipper before he
could be initiated into the mysteries. In the first centuries C. E.
25
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$ In his Sepher Haschoraschim (ed. Bacher, p. 238, s. v. 22b) Rabbi Jonah
Ibn Ganali (born towards the end of the tenth century) remarks on our
Mishnah: "And this was the custom of some nations, and particularly the
Greeks, who used to pull out the heart of the beast while it was still alive; they
split the breast of the animal, extract its heart and sacrifice it to the idol,
according to what we have found written in the history of the Greeks and in
their literature". The source (or sources) of the Rabbi is not known to me.
See below, n. 30.
See TB Kiddushin 71b; Vayyikra Rabba V. 3, passim.
See the excellent article of A. Buchler in REJ X L I I , 1901, p. 125 ff.
See Sifre I, sect. 131, ed. Horovitz, 170 ff. and parallels.
See TB Sanhedrin 63b passim. The Biblical ^ya, Ba al, according to
the Rabbis, was a phallos of the [shape and] size of a bean (TP Shabbath I X . 1,
l i d and parallel). Comp. Diogenes Laert. VII. 34; Lucian., vit. auct. 6; A. B.
Cook, Zeus III, p. 1032o.
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the Jews were so far removed Irom clear-cut idolatry that there
was not the slightest need to argue and to preach against it.
The bulk of rabbinic sources which have come down to us
is of the third and fourth centuries, and by that time the Rabbis
had already abandoned the effort to win proselytes. Those few
Jews who worshipped idols in order to identify themselves with
the gentiles did it for lucrative reasons, and there was, of course,
little hope of reclaiming this type of apostate with moral tracts.
The problem of idolatry and its raison d'itre no longer had any
practical significance for the Rabbis. They were concerned with
the heathen rites only in so far as they affected the social and
commercial contact of the Jew with the gentile, and they
occasionally utilized contemporary idol worship to illustrate
Biblical passages. Although they repeatedly emphasized that
idolatry is one of the gravest abominations (like murder and
incest), they did it in order to deter Jews from falling victims
to it under duress or for lucrative reasons. Their derision of
the idols consisted in distorting the appellations of the divini
ties, in stressing that the heathen gods are lifeless matter,
and in dramatizing the pertinent passages of the Scriptures.
Their mockery lacks the pathos of the Jewish Hellenistic and
Christian literature. It is sometimes no more malicious than the
famous satire of Horace.
Furthermore, there is a basic difference between the apolo
getics of the Hellenistic Jews and the Christians on the one
31
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3* See TP Kiddushin IV. 1, 65b; TB Yebamoth 47b.
3* Tosefta 'Abodah Zarah V I . 4, 46924 and parallels.
It appears from the earlier non-rabbinic Jewish sources that the Jews
believed demonic spirits to lurk behind the dead images. See W . A. L. Elmslie,
The Mishna On Idolatry, pp. 42-43. On this belief of the gentiles comp. E.
Bevan, Holy Images, London 1940, p. 90 ff. See also Corp. Herm. Asclep. 24
and 37, ed. Nock-Festugiere, pp. 326, 347 and nn. ibid.; A. D. Nock, Harvard
Theological Review X X V I I , 1934, p. 92. Even the Jews of the second century
were of the belief that daimons governed the idols. See Sifre I, sect. 131, ed.
Horovitz, p. 17112 ff. and parallels. On the later Jewish belief in the efficacy
of incubation in pagan temples, see Lieberman, Debarim Rabba, p. 75, n. 1.
34 See above, n. 9.
3s Sat. I. 8. 1 ff.
36 See H. A. Wolfson, Philo I, p. 14 ff.
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hand and the preaching of the Rabbis on the other. These
Jews had argued along the lines of a certain literary genre,
drawing from Greek literary sources, interpreting and present
ing them in a good literary form. The Christian church fathers
had before them a well established pattern. Christians such as
Athenagoras, Theophilus of Antioch, Clement of Alexandria,
Arnobius and others were pagans converted to Christianity; they
wanted to convince others as well as themselves; their fierce
attacks on heathenism are very understandable. They utilized
Greek and Jewish criticism of idolatry and entered the fray in
the accepted literary way. The Rabbis, on the other hand,
drew most of their material from personal contact and oral
information. They often applied their knowledge towards the
elucidation of the Bible, and they were not interested in utiliz
ing it for an impassioned derision of idolatry which presented
no practical problem to them.
We shall finish with a very instructive illustration. Herod
otus relates an amusing tale about king Amasis: "At first,
the Egyptians contemned Amasis and held him in but little
esteem, as being a former commoner and of a house that was
not illustrious. But afterwards Amasis won them over, by
cleverness, not by arrogance. He had among his countless
37
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See Geffcken, Zwei griechischen Apologeten, Einleitung, pp. X V I I I ,
XXIII.
See Geffcken ibid., p. X X I I and E. Bevan, Holy Images, London, 1940,
p. 64 ff.
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possessions a golden footbath, in which both Amasis himself
and all his banquet guests always had their feet washed. This
he broke in pieces and made thereof a god's image, which he
set in the most suitable part of the city. And the Egyptians
resorted to the image and reverenced it greatly. When Amasis
learned what was being done by the townsmen, he called the
Egyptians together and disclosed that the image had been made
out of the footbath, into which, before that, the Egyptians had
been wont to vomit, to pass water and to have their feet washed,
but which now they greatly revered. Now, then, he said, he
himself had fared even as the footbath. For if before he was a
commoner, now he was their king. And he ordered them to
honor and show regard for him."
The Christians were fond of alluding to this story as an
example of gods made of base material. We can prove that
the Rabbis also availed themselves of that tale, but in an
amazingly different way.
We find the first allusion to it in Bereshith Rabba, in con
nection with the account of the Almighty's consultation with
the angels regarding the creation of Adam. A Rabbi of the
third century objected: "There is no [question of] taking
counsel here. But it may be likened to a king who was strolling
at the door of the palace and saw a nugget {&o)\hpiov) lying
about. Said he: 'What shall we do with it'? Some said: Tublic
baths' (brjfxbcna) and some said: 'Private baths' (Trpt/Jara).
'I will make a statue of it', said the king, 'Who can interfere'?"
Whoever is familiar with the keen parables of the rabbis will
agree that this one is pointless. It makes sense only if we
assume that the Rabbi alluded here to the well known story.
The advisers of the king suggested that a public or a private
bath-tub be prepared from the nugget, but the king decided to
40
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4° The material was collected by Klette in his note on the Acta Apollonii
17 and by Geffcken ibid. X X I , n. 1. See M . J, Milne, American Journal of
Archaeology X L V I I I , 1944, p. 32, n. 44.
4i VIII. 8, p. 62.
4* io« ro^eno nriK jntna na-n yisbs nns b»vo rvrw ^bab «b« .ia^o ton wb
nany »3« D » w m « "|V»n I D N .nroani) onoiK poi nroioH onoi« jno .na npyj no
3DJ;D »D rrniN.
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make a statue of it. The parable will be better understood if
we take into consideration that according to a certain Jewish
tradition Adam was lying around as a lump, as a shapeless
mass, for six days. The angels objected to the creation of a
man from the lump, but the Lord did not listen to them. The
Rabbis applied the tale of Herodotus to the creation of man
who was shaped in the image of the king from a lump of earth.
The second instance is much more instructive. We read in
5
the Midrash* « DWDBnD oaaa pmDn m a n pna TVTW n«a yyb bwn
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« A passage to this effect from a manuscript of Yalkut mm yiohn (citing
Midrash Ruth VII as its source) was published in nan p « D nsisn IV, p. 35.
The learned author observed that this Midrash is not found in our Midrash
Ruth nor in any other Midrash. However, the whole passage has been available
for some four hundred years in the no« ma to Midrash Ruth V I I . 2 on the
authority of np"no (nn« NnDU = ) K'J, "An exact text".
44 See L. Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews V, p. 79.
4s Shemoth Rabba X V . 17. I copy from ed. prin. and cod. Oxford, Hebr.
147, f. 192b.
4 So cod. Oxf. Ed. prin.: D I B ' B D H S .
Yalkut Hamakhiri on Is., p. 176:
DIET Dsns, which is probably a misprint for DicrDsns, irpanroaiTOS, praepositus.
47 The words in parentheses are an obvious dittography from the previous
lines in the Midrash; they were correctly deleted by noN niN. The reading of
the modern editions follows a correction of rmro mano, which has no basis.
4 So cod. Oxf. and Makhiri.
49 So Makhiri.
s° So cod. Oxf. and Makhiri. Ed. pr. Ta.
s So cod. Oxf.
So cod. Oxf. and modern editions. Ed. pr. and Makhiri:
/3ov\rj.
So ed. pr., cod. Oxf. and Makhiri.
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pro
'n ] y n b '30 on^y 3111:50 "It may be likened to a choice
[piece of] wood which lay in the bathhouse. When the prefect
(TrpcuwdaiTos, praepositus) and his attendants came in to bathe
they trod on it and similarly all the commoners (irayavol) and
everyone else. By and by [the king] sent his bust (wporofxij)
for the purpose of having an image (eUdvLOv)
of himself made.
The only suitable [piece of] wood they found was the one in
the bathhouse. Accordingly, the artisans said to the governor:
'If you want to set up the image (€LK6VLOP), bring hither the
[piece of] wood that is in the bathhouse, for there is none
better than it. It was fetched and properly prepared for the
purpose. And he (i. e. the governor) brought an artist (literally:
a painter) who designed the image on it and set it up in the
palace. The governor came and knelt before it; and the dux,
the eparchos, the prefect (praepositus), the legionaries, the
people (drj/iios) and everybody else did likewise. Then did
those artisans say unto them: 'Yesterday you were trampling
this [piece of] wood in the bathhouse, and now you prostrate
yourselves before it'! But they replied: 'It is not for its own
sake that we kneel before it, but for the sake of the king's bust
(7rpoTOfJLrj) which is engraved upon it\ So the kings will say:
until now we have been treating Israel in an unspeakable
manner, as it is written (Is. 49:7): 'To him that is despised of
soul, detested of nations , and shall we now prostrate ourselves
before Israel? But the Holy One blessed is He will answer them:
Yes, for the sake of M y name which is inscribed upon them,
1

54

55

1

56

54 The last word appears here by attraction as part of the standard com
bination ]'3i0ttl J'MTT, a lapsus designated ashgarah, which is very frequent
in rabbinic literature. See S. H. Margulies, UAshgara nella letteratura talmudica, in Rivista Israelitica I, 1904, p. 3 ff.
See Alfoldi, Mitteilungen d. deutschen archaeol. Inst., Roemische Abteil.,
49, 1934, p. 70 ff.
5* Comp. Jos. Ant. X L 8. 5 (333): ov TOVTOV, elwev, irpocreKvvrjaa, rdv
de debv, ov TTIV dpx^pccavvrjv ovros reripriTou. " T did not prostrate
myself before him', he said (i. e. Alexander the Great), 'but before God by
Whom he was honored with the high-priesthood'." According to Josephus
Alexander added that he saw the high-priest in a dream urging him to conquer
Asia. Rabbinic literature (Megillath Ta anith, ed. Lichtenstein, p. 340;
Vayyikra Rabba 13, end; TB Yoma 69a, Pesikta deR. Kahana, 41a. Comp.
also TP Berakhoth VI. 1, 9a) stressed only the detail about the dream, but
l
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as it is written (Isa. ibid.): 'For the sake of the Lord Who is
faithful, [of the Holy One of Israel who has chosen thee] .
The rabbis here state clearly that it is not to the piece of
wood from the bathhouse that the Romans were kneeling, but
to the symbol behind it, to the emperor. The gentile kings,
required to prostrate themselves before Israel, will be persuaded
by the argument that they are really asked to kneel before the
Lord whose name is inscribed on Israel. The Rabbis employed
the tale of Herodotus not, like Philo and the church fathers,
for an attack on idolatry but for the purpose of elucidating the
Bible. Their understanding of the tale is worthy of the Greeks
of the time. The statues are only symbols! We would expect
the argument from some one like Maximus Tyrius or Dio
Chrysostomus, but not from the Rabbis.
However, the truth is that to the Rabbis symbols are the
same idols as mere fetishes. Although the Rabbis were not so
naive as to think their heathen contemporaries to be mere
fetishists, this distinction did not in their eyes lessen the
idolatrous character of their worship.
T o summarize. Some of the Jews probably read Homer in
their childhood. We have no definite traces of his mythology
in rabbinic literature, because the Rabbis had no occasion to
mention it. If the Bible had contained material about the
mythology of the heathen gods we might have expected to find
in rabbinic sources some material drawn from Homer's books.
1 1157
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59

60

Josephus emphasized (ibid. 331) that the high-priest was dressed in the golden
plate on which God's name was inscribed ( $ rd &eov hyyeypawro 6vop.a).
It goes without saying that the existence of this Alexander legend does not
affect our conclusions about the general character of our rabbinic parable.
? The text is anonymous. From the abundance of the Greek words and
from its general style it seems to be a Hebrew translation from an Aramaic
Yelamdenu Midrash, i. e. a source of the third or fourth century.
See above n. 40.
As they were understood at that time, see A. Harnack, Lehrbuch der
Dogmengeschichte I«, p. 228. The Jews did not deny the heathen belief that
demons are lurking behind the idols, see above, n. 33. Comp. also Maimonides
r'y mabn III. 6.
Even the ancient Philistines, according to the Rabbis, worshipped not
the statue of Dagon, but the Genius who dwelt in (or behind) it. See TB
'Abodah Zarah 41b. Comp. also Maimonides, Guide III, ch. 46.
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But since the Bible contains no such references, the Rabbis
found no occasion to utilize Homer. They composed no theo
retical treatises on idolatry for gentile consumption; hence no
evidence is available that the Rabbis were acquainted with the
literary works of the Greeks which either condemned idolatry
or commended it. The Jewish teachers were primarily con
cerned with the practical rites of idolatry in so far as they
might affect the behavior of the Jews, and they composed a
whole tractate {'Abodah Zarah) on this subject. The material
contained therein is taken not from literature but from personal
contact and oral information, and is consequently of precious
value for the understanding of the religious rites and practices
of the heathens. We shall therefore devote the following chap
ters to this subject.
61

6 1

See Mishnah 'Abodah Zarah and the sources referred to above n. 8.
See also Bacher, Die Agada d. Tannaiten I, p. 83 ff.

H E A T H E N IDOLATROUS R I T E S IN
RABBINIC LITERATURE
We have maintained in the previous chapter that the Rabbis
did not deem it necessary to engage in theoretical discussions
against "Alien Worship/ The Jews of that time had no need
of such arguments. Instead, the Rabbis enacted a series of laws
for their co-religionists restricting their association and negotia
tions with the heathen during the latter's religious festivals.
They prohibited all action by the Jews which may result in
conferring any benefit on idols (or a heathen temple) or in
deriving any profit from them. In these laws pagan rites and
practices are naturally mentioned very frequently. A long
tractate devoted to such legislation forms part of the Talmud.
It is the well known treatise Abodah Zarah, Alien Worship/
which consists of Mishnah, Tosefta, Palestinian and Babylonian
Talmuds. In addition, the Rabbis left us a long catalogue of
the so called "Amorite Practices/' i. e. popular heathen super
stitions. Many isolated items on idolatry and idol worshippers
are scattered all over rabbinic literature. It would require a
large volume to treat this topic and it would have to include a
full translation of the greater part of 'Abodah Zarah.
In the following chapters we shall confine ourselves to a
comparative study of pagan pre-sacrificial rites and the parallel
Jewish practices which are not explicitly mentioned in the
Bible. This subject too cannot be handled exhaustively without
the translation of a great part of Seder Kodashim. However, a
few remarks may be sufficient to demonstrate how much his1
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On the translation of these sources into Latin and modern languages,
see H. L. Strack, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash, Philadelphia 1931,
p. 142 ff.; ibid. pp. 157-158. Add: Mishnah and Tosefta translated into Russian
by H. Perefferkovitz, St. Petersbourg, 1902-1906.
Tosefta Shabbath chps. V I - V I I , 1173 ff.
W e omit here the bloodless sacrifices.
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torians of religion can learn from the rabbinic knowledge of
sacrifices and how greatly Talmudists can benefit from a study
of the leges sacrae of the pagans.
We may safely assume that the overwhelming majority of
defects and blemishes which disqualify an animal from sacrifice
according to the leges sacrae of the heathen also obtained among
the Jews. On the basis of the verse (Mai. 1:8): And when ye
offer the lame and sick, it is no evil! Present it now unto thy
governor ' ("|nns^ to innnpn) the Rabbis would disqualify any
animal which the gentiles consider unworthy of being offered to
their divinity. They would consequently apply many of the
limitations set by the gentiles on animals to be offered in addi
tion to their own restrictions.
With these introductory remarks we shall now dwell on
certain phases of Jewish sacrificial procedure and compare it
with the general practice of the time, as described by Jewish
and non-Jewish sources. The Jewish oral tradition relating to
sacrifices is undoubtedly very old, but we have explicit testi
mony in our sources that some unessential changes were sub
sequently introduced in the ceremonial. Such modifications,
according to the Rabbis stemmed from a desire to differ from
the heathen. Nevertheless well rooted and firmly established
ancient rites could not be relinquished merely because "the
ways of the heathen should not be followed," for in such cases
the Jews could maintain that the heathen were following Jewish
practices and not vice versa. Moreover it is safe to assume that
the tendency to avoid pagan customs was not always strictly
followed in practice. In matters of external decorum the Jews
11

1

4

5

6

« See TB Sukkah 51a and parallels. On the basis of the same verse it was
forbidden to make the sacred vessels of the Jerusalem Temple of base material;
see TB Sotah 14b. The same verse is offered by some of the mediaeval rabbinic
authorities as the reason for the disqualification of some sacrifices, although
in the Talmud it was based on an allusion in the Pentateuch. See Maimonides,
mro mo'« mD^n II. 10, and Tosafoth Zebafrim 35b, s. v. N ^ K .
See TB Gittin 56a; comp. also Mishnah 'Abodah Zarah I. 5 and Sifra
Nedabah VI. 3, ed. Weiss 8b (and parallels). According to TP 'Abodah Zarah
(I. 5. 39d) the heathen [sometimes] offered maimed animals to their divinities.
Comp. P. Stengel, Die griechischen Kultusaltertiimer*, p. 121, nn. 10-12.
See TB 'Abodah Zarah 11a and commentaries ibid.
5
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might imitate the gentiles without any feeling that they are
breaking the law; after all it was commendable "to adorn a
religious act" (mxD i n n ) . Similarly, as is generally known, the
Temple of Herod, although built in close conformity with the
ancient plan of the Sanctuary, was marked by some details
which are not known from the description in the Bible. In
matters of external beauty various adornments were gradually
introduced in the Temple, and the sacred vessels were continually
improved. There was a general pattern in the ancient world of
temples and sacrifices with which the Jews shared.
Since we shall have to discuss the heathen rites and practices
which are cited in rabbinic literature, we must say a few words
about the several foreign cults reflected in it. We find there a
record of most of the well known objects of pagan worships:
Astral bodies, mountains and hills, seas, rivers and wilder
nesses, marshes," sources of rivers," bricks, the dust of the
feet, heaps of grain, standing corn, houses, fire, water,
7

8

9

10

14

7

13

15

10

17

18

10

See Mishnah Yoma III. 9-10.
Mishnah 'Abodah Zarah IV. 7; Tosefta Hullin II. 18, passim. The Rabbis
were more lenient towards the worshippers of these bodies than to those who
adored other objects (Sifre II, 318, ed. Finkelstein, p. 364). This is also the
view of the author of the Wisdom of Solomon X I I I . 6. See also Deut. 4:19
and Field Hexapla ibid. n. 29. Comp. Just. Mart. Dial. LV; Clement of
Alexandria, Strom. VI. 14; Julian the emperor, Letter 20 (63) end, 454b. See
also Mekhilta Babodesh X I V , ed. Horovitz 512; Lauterbach I, p. 112; TB
'Abodah Zarah 55a.
• The worship of the latter seems to have been very common in the time
of the Rabbis. See Mishnah 'Abodah Zarah III. 5; Tosefta ibid. VI. 8, 4705;
TB Hullin 40a; Sanhedrin 61a; 'Abodah Zarah 46a passim. Lactantius, de
mort. pers. X I (CSEL X X V I I . 1, p. 185), reports that the mother of Galerius
was: deorum montium cultrix, "A worshipper of the gods of the mountains".
The reading gentium instead of montium (see variants ibid.) is to be dismissed.
TB Ifullin ibid, mentions the Genius (NTH TVXV) of the mountains.
Mishnah Hullin II. 8.
Xein&ves?
TP 'Abodah Zarah III. 6, 43a.
» See JQR X X X V I , 1946, p. 321.
TB 'Abodah Zarah 46a; Sanhedrin 107b (in the uncensored editions).
TB Baba Mezi'a 86b.
« TP Pesabim II. 3, 29a.
TB 'Ab. Zar. 46b.
»» Mishnah ibid. III. 7.
Bereshith Rabba X L 13, p. 363; TB Ta'anith 5b, Nedarim 62b passim.
* BR and Ta'anith ibid.
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vapors, winds and clouds, trees, eggs, doves, small worms,
all kinds of animals, reflections, angels, altars and all kinds
of statues and images.
According to the Rabbis the heathen of their time did
homage to Pe'or by uncovering themselves, by purging them
selves and by similar indecencies. It is related that a certain
governor (pD^P) resented this manner of worship, and the idol
attendants were beaten by his order. In TB it is recorded
that a sick heathen woman refused to adore Pe'or in this ugly
way, declaring that she would rather remain sick than perform
such ritual. The Rabbis assert that hair was offered to
Kemosh and that as late as the third century human sacrifices
20

27

28

20

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

3 0

Mephitic? Sifre II. 320, ed. Finkelstein, p. 367: "They worship the
vapor arising from a [boiling] pot".
BR ibid. On sacrifices to winds, see Frazer's commentary on Pausanias,
vol. I l l , p. 74 ff., and P. Stengel, Opferbrauche der Griechen, p. 146 ff. On
sacrifices to clouds, see Cook, Zeus III, p. 69 ff.
Mishnah Abodah Zarah III. 7, passim.
TP ibid. III. 6, 43a; TB ibid. 48a. Comp. Cook, Zeus II, 1033 ff.
Frazer's commentary on Pausanias, III, p. 339.
< TP Abodah Zar. V. 4, 44b; TB JIullin 6a.
* Tosefta Hullin II. 18. Comp. Mekhilta Jethro VI, ed. Horovitz, p.
225.
See below.
' Sifre II, 320, ed. Finkelstein, p. 367; TB Ab. Zar. 47a, JHullin 41b,
and the sources referred to in my Tosefeth Rishonim II, p. 226, bot. Comp.
also Mekhilta ibid.
Tosefta Hullin II. 18. Comp. Mekhilta ibid.
» See JQR X X X V , 1944, p. 32, n. 201; REJ X L I I I , 1901, p. 203.
Mishnah Ab. Zar. III. 1-3, passim.
Sifre I, 131, ed. Horovitz, p. 171, TP Sanhedrin X , 28d passim.
Ibid.
A similar story is told by Herodot. (III. 29). The Egyptian priests
were flogged by order of Cambyses after they brought Apis into his presence
and declared the bull to be their god. He rebuked them in much the same
manner that the governor employed with the attendants of Pe'or, according
to the Rabbis.
Sanhedrin 64a.
* Mekhilta deRashbi to Ex. X X . 5, ed. Hoffmann, p. 105.
See D. Kiinstlinger in Hakedem III, German part, p. 18 ff. This should
not be confused with Greco-Roman customs; see Mishnah 'Ab. Zar. I. 3 and
Elmslie in his edition, p. 24.
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were offered to an idol (Prince of rain?), for the purpose of
bringing rain.
The representative idol of the Greco-Roman Pantheon in
rabbinic literature is Mercurius or Merkulis, as they call it;
the names of other Greco-Roman divinities occur only rarely.
The Mishnah records that Rabban Gamaliel was washing in
the bathhouse of Aphrodite in Akko (Ptolemais), which was
adorned by [a statue of] Aphrodite.
We also read in T P : yobm p r i o n m s u a m n wpb p p y o p ' i
37

38

29

40

41

42

p« . . .

I D K p n v 'nb bm

« n « . T D K wb

yb

IDK ^ n n s K

Kinb

n o w D ' m bv n a n " R . Simeon b . Lakish was in Bostra and he
saw that they (i. e. Gentiles) were pouring [water] to Aphrodite.
He asked them (i. e. the Jews): ' D o not [the waters] become
forbidden?' He came and asked R. Johanan. The latter replied:
'A public object does not become prohibited through use in
idol worship*." A commentary ascribed to Rabbi Elijah of
Wilna explains it to mean that they offered water libations to
Aphrodite, and that the Rabbi wanted to prohibit the use of
the river (from which the water was taken) to the Jews. If this
were so we should have to assume that we have here a case of
'A(ppo8lrrj Ovpavla to whom wineless libations (vK]<pahia) were
offered.
But it is very difficult to understand the halakhic problem
according to this interpretation; nor does it fit the whole con
text in TP ibid. The text of Rabbi Shelomo Siriliu reads m m
WTI-IDK instead of ' » H n D K K i n ? , and it has been shown else
where that TP very frequently uses the preposition b instead
43

44

1

45

37 TB ibid. 55a. See A. Lewy, Philologus L X X X I V (1928-29), pp. 377-78;
Gregoire-Kugener, Vie de Porphyre, p. 127.
The Greek 'Ep/jTJs never occurs in rabbinic literature. See Lieberman
JQR X X X V I I , 1946, p. 42 ff.
39 <Ab. Zar. III. 4.
Flourished at the end of the first and the beginning of the second
centuries.
See JQR ibid., p. 45 and nn. 32, 33 ibid.
Shebi'ith VIII end, 38b-c.
« I. e. R. Simeon b. Lakish.
Polemon in schol. on Soph. Oed. col. 100. See Frazer, Pausanias, vol.
Ill, p. 583; Stengel, Opferbrauche der Griechen, pp. 181, 180, n. 2, 36 ff.
« Ginze Kedem, ed. Lewin V, p. 180 ff.
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40

of a. Hence we ought to translate our text: " R . Simeon b .
Lakish was in Bostra and he saw them (i. e. the Jews) sprinkling
water [over themselves] in that [Bath of] Aphrodite. He
asked them: 'Is not this forbidden? " But R. Johanan ruled
that the waters are public property and could not be forbidden
by virtue of its being a pagan sanctum.
Similarly it is stated in TP: ny *nD*D buy prop "U turn )
47

1

4 8

49

50

'IDI

.TD13 by

*\bm tw - Q i n

«on

5I

,m

DDD' - Q ontDn bnn

-n « n

["i]

" R . Aha b. Isaac accompanied by R. Abba b. Memmel came
to wash in [the Bath of] the Three Graces (rpets x<*p*res),
and he saw a man sprinkling water on himself etc."
Likewise we read in the Midrash: rrrw ]VBD:b ron Kin no ?
yynb i m p -ma nnb
i m « ymwo ^bin v m ranon bi npPD
nr ? piBonw "It may be likened to a sanctuary of the Nymphs
which provided water to the whole city, and everybody used to
offer praise to it. Somebody remarked to them: Offer praise
to the source which supplies it (i. e. the NvfjL<palov) [with
water]."*
53
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* As cts is used instead of kv in Hellenistic Greek.
47 Comp. the passage of TP Shabbath cited below. The verb
in the
sense of sprinkling water (washing) in the bathhouse occurs there half a dozen
times.
4*1, e. is it not forbidden to use the waters of this Bathhouse? The waters
probably belonged to this deity.
« This explanation is in harmony with the parallel passage in TB 'Abodah
Zar. 58b-59a.
so Shabbath III. 3. 6a.
* In the Genizah fragments: nana. J. N. Epstein (Tarbiz I, fasc. II,
p. 126) accordingly emended our text: D B ' - D Dntfla. There can be no doubt
about the correctness of this emendation.
* Shemoth Rabba X X X I . 3.
53 This is the reading of Cod. Oxford, Hebr. 147, f. 220b. Tanbuma Mishpatim 8, ed. prin. and ed. Venice read: ]vs»'3b. Comp. also Arukh s. v. J T B D J .
The readings quoted by Krauss (LW 364) from the modern editions of the
Tanfyuma are worthless. He further misunderstood the whole passage. The
asterisk on Nvjjapalov should be dropped there.
54 So Cod. Oxford.
ss Nvfxcpalov. See Liddell and Scott s. v. Nvn<palov II. The Nymphaeum
was sometimes like a regular castellum. See Daremberg et Saglio IV, p. 313 ff.
s Comp. Tosefta 'Abodah Zar. V I . 5 (and parallels): n ' 3 B Kxrn
mr m u y "A source which issues from a heathen sanctuary".
x
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Again we read in TP:
mim
'b rrnn kvi
r r n '1
ia-T m a *?y
D*Drw ]vdd p-iD« p a a - f r
«n» i n
m"* 'Dm
« m ] V » ^ " R . Hiyya b . Abba had a cup in which the Fortuna
(TVXV)
of Rome was painted. He came and consulted the
Rabbis. They said: 'Since the water is flowing over it (i. e.
the Fortuna) the vessel is considered a common object'."
We have seen that the Greco-Roman deities are mentioned
only incidentally in rabbinic literature, yet it is clear that the
Rabbis had a fair knowledge of these divinities, their worship
and their festivals.
In order to eliminate any possible imitation"of the heathen
art of sacrificing the Rabbis imposed special restrictions on the
Jewish way of slaughtering. We read, for instance, in the
Mishnah:
wbD
-pn ? *6i n n r a -\\nb « h
*\\r\b mb ymw p a
p o n w p a .wbi '33 by nrsD3i .d»d bw
] a a -pnb Kin o n w *?3K
p i r a i r o m ^ o i n D33»» ^ n r a W 3 - p r o a o u rrany ^3« .np^y *?3 kdiA
p r o n na n p r r
p i w j p K ? ''None may slaughter into the seas
or into rivers or into vessels. But they may slaughter into a
basin filled with water. And [when a man is] on a ship he may
slaughter on the outside of vessels. One may by no means
slaughter into a hole (or pit), but a man can make a hole within
his house for the blood to flow into it. He may not however
58
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57 Ibid. III. 3, 42d. I quote from the Genizah fragment published in Tarbiz
III, p. 19.
s KQ.VK.iov. So correctly Krauss in LW II, p. 502. Comp. Liddell and
Scott, s. v. KaVKOS.
See Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der Romer , p. 264.
He feared that the Fortuna was worshipped by the previous owners.
It is not stated where the Rabbi acquired the cup. From TP (Ma'aser Sheni
IV. 1, 54a) we know that he once visited Rome.
When the cup is filled with water.
I. e. the heathen do not worship figures painted on common objects.
The images on such objects are considered only as ornaments. See Mishnah
'Abodah Zar. III. 3.
See ibid. III. 1-3 passim.
Saturnalia, Kalendae and others, see ibid. I. 3, passim.
* Hullin II. 9.
This is the correct reading, see Tosefeth Rishonim II, p. 227, top.
7 1 , e. if the man slaughters the animal in the courtyard and does not want
the ground to be soiled with the blood, he is allowed to let it flow from the
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do so in the market place lest it appear that he is following the
laws of the Gentiles." *
TB explains that it is forbidden to slaughter into the sea
because it may look as if the man is sacrificing to the Prince of
the sea. It further states that one is not allowed to slaughter
on board ship only if the blood flows directly into the sea, but
it is permissible to let it fall into the sea after running over the
sides of the ship. If a victim is slaughtered to Poseidon on
board ship, its blood has to flow directly into the sea. The
rabbinic stipulation that an animal may be slaughtered into a
basin^ only if it contains dirty water is also designed to counter
a pagan practice.
It is further obvious from the language of the Mishnah that
the heathen practice was to have only the head of the animal
over the sea, or river, or hole into which the blood gushed.
Hence KDian n^rh iran -pn!? Birred, which is the exact equivalent
68
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71

72

73

75

76
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(npayeiv

els

TOV iroranbv,

els

TOV (36&pov,

frequently

place of slaughter into a pit. But he must not slaughter over the pit. See
TB ibid. 41b.
M y translation of the word npir is based on Tosefta ibid. (II. 19, 5038)
where the formulation is: pro 'pin n« rwiyp 'JSD.
On pro, gentiles, see Lieberman GJP, p. 141, n. 196. The subsequent
conclusion in the Tosefta ibid. (5039) does not contradict this translation. A
man who follows the practices of the heathen incurs the suspicion of being a
heretic and is to be investigated.
7° Ibid. 41b.
7 TP (Sanhedrin V I I . 19, 25d) relates that the Prince of the sea twice
obeyed R. Joshua's orders; once in Tiberias and once in Rome. In the latter
instance this prince of the sea, of course, was Neptune-Poseidon. For the
Semitic name of the Prince of the sea as mentioned in later Midrashim see
Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews V I , p. 8, n. 42. Princes of waters, rivers, moun
tains, hills, abysses, wildernesses, astral bodies are mentioned in Seder Rabba
Dibereshith, Batei Midrashoth, ed. Wertheimer I, pp. 7-8.
? On the authority of a Baraitha. Comp. however Tosefta ibid. II. 19,
and my remarks in Tosefeth Rishonim II, p. 227.
73 Comp. Eur. Hel. 1088: alparos 8'airoppoal ks olbp' ear}KovTL^ov.
"The blood-gush spurted to the surge".
741, e. a<payelov.
7s See TB ibid.
7 The Mishnaic «Dia means a small hole (or pit) into which the whole
animal would hardly fit.
6 8

6 9
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mentioned in connection with heathen sacrifices, means to have
the blood gush directly into the river or the pit. In the market
place a Jew was forbidden to let the blood flow into a pit
because he may be considered to be following the laws of the
gentiles. Perhaps the Rabbis had the Romans in mind who
sometimes sacrificed in such a way that the blood was not
gushing directly into the pit.
The Rabbis also refer frequently to the Egyptian deities.
Animal worship is not only mentioned in the tractate dealing
with idolatry, but the term inyi (a deified animal) occurs
throughout rabbinic literature. Furthermore, Isis and Sarapis
are specifically mentioned. The Tosefta* numbers among the
idols "an image of a woman nursing [her child] and Sarapis."
This is quoted in TB* which comments on it: mn w by np'JD
78

79
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2
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woman nursing [a child] represents Eve who suckled the whole
77 See Pausan. II. 12. 1; Strabo X V . 14; Herodot. V I I . 113; Dittenberger
Syl*. 1024. 37. All these sources are referred to by Stengel, Opferbrauche der
Griechen, p. 120.
7 This definitely solves the doubts of Stengel ibid.
79 See S. Eitrem, Opferritus und Voropfer der Griechen und Rbmer, Kristiania 1915, p. 430.
1 , e. Abodah Zarah. See Tosefta ibid. II. 1; V. 10; TP ibid. III. 6, 43a;
TB ibid. 22b, 54a passim.
See, for instance, Mishnah Zebabim VIII. 1; I X . 3; X I V . 2; Temurah
VI. 1.
'Abodah Zar. V. 1.
D ' S I D I np'JD niDi.
< Ibid. 43a.
So Cod. New York, a Spanish manuscript of 1290.
The Rabbis not only identified Eve with Isis (see below), but apparently
also compared the Biblical Eve to the Greek one. R. Simeon b. Yofrai likened
Adam to a man who stored various kinds of fruits in a jar (rvan), and after
having placed a scorpion on them he sealed the jar hermetically. He warned
his wife not to open the jar under any circumstance. However, the latter was
overcome by her curiosity and opened the jar, whereupon she was stung by
the scorpion (I Aboth deR. Nathan I, ed. Schechter, p. 6 and parallels). This
parable was certainly appreciated by the people who were familiar with the
myth of the Greek Eve-Pandora who out of curiosity "took off with her hands
the great lid of the jar" (Hes., opera et dies 94: dXXct ywii xdpecro-t, wi&ov fieya
w&ix a<pe\ovaa) and let loose all the evils contained therein.
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world. Sarapis stands for Joseph who saw

88

137

and quieted [the

*7 M . Sachs (Beitraege zur Sprach- und Alterthumsforschung II, p. 99) was
the first to understand the whole passage properly. He quoted Suidas s. v.
Papains, who mentions the identity of Sarapis with Joseph. (For other scholars
who followed in his footsteps, see the references in Krauss* LW II, p. 412).
Drexler in Roscher's Mythologisches Lexicon (II. 433) made reference to a
number of articles dealing with the "Sarapis = Joseph" thesis. Most of them
are not accessible to me. W e shall refer to the sources found in the collection
of Th. Hopfner's FHRA.
The following Christian authors connect Sarapis
with Joseph: Melito Sardianus, Apol. (ed. de Otto) 5 (FHRA p. 343); Tertullianus, ad nat. II, 8 (ibid. 380); Firmicus Maternus, de err ore prof. rel.
13. 2 (ibid. 520); Paulinus Nolanus, carm. X I X 100 ff. (ibid. 647). According
to the rabbinic tradition the body of Joseph was put in a metal coffin and
thrown into the Nile etc. (Tosefta Sotah IV. 7 and parallels). It is similar to
what according to an Egyptian tale (See Plut. de Is. et Osir. 13 passim) Typho
did to Osiris ( = Sarapis). This connection between the two legends was first
pointed out by Jellinek (apud Weiss in his edition of the Mekhilta, Introduc
tion, p. X X I ) . Comp. also J. H. Bondi, Dent Hebraeisch-Phoenizischen Sprachzweige angehoerige Lehnwoerter, p. 120 ff.
In the light of the preceding we may perhaps understand a very strange
anonymous Midrash (?), quoted by Rabbi David Hanagid in his Arabic
commentary on Aboth II. 7. According to it Hillel the Elder saw Pharaoh's
skull floating on the water and he said to it: "Because thou drownedst they
drowned thee etc." This sounds like sacrilege, for the continuation in the
Mishnah ibid, is: "And at the last they that drowned thee shall be drowned"
(The explanation of Rabbi David is along mystical lines). However, we know
that the Rabbis sometimes interpreted the Mishnah by the same methods as
they interpreted Scripture (See TP Rosh Hashanah I. 10, 57c. Comp. also
I. Heinemann, The Methods of the Aggadah [Hebrew], p. 198, n. 28). It is
therefore possible that the wording of the Mishnah (ibid. *]1D1 -psBN nsmi
]isiB» -ps'BD) which repeatedly stresses the root
(tuph) conveyed to some
later Rabbi the association with Typho who drowned Osiris, the ancient
Pharaoh of Egypt. This association may have been suggested to the Rabbi
by the legend that "A human head comes every year from Egypt to Byblos
(Phoenicia) floating on its seven days' journey thence, and the winds drive it
by some divine guidance and it does not turn aside but comes only to Byblos".
(Luc, de Syria dea 7: fce^aXr) €KCLO~TOV ereos e£ ALyvwTOV ks rr\v BvfiXov
arnKveerai wXcaovaa TOV fxera^v irXoov errd jfnepeoov, Kal fiw ol avep,oi
(pkpovo~i #€i?7 vavTiXijj' Tpkirerai 51 ovSajxa, &XX* es fxovvrjv TT\V BbfiXov
amKV€€Tai). This head of Osiris which according to the legend floated from
Egypt to Byblus had to pass on its way through the sea facing Palestine, and
some Rabbi having heard of the legend made Hillel apply his famous saying
to it: "Because thou drownedst they drowned thee, and at the last they that
drowned thee shall be drowned".
8 8

(

1 , e. in advance. See Arukh s. v. "ID II.
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fear] of the whole world. [A genuine Sarapis is] only one who
holds a measure (i. e. a modius) and is measuring, and [a
genuine Isis is] only one who is holding a child and nursing it"
(i. e. Horus).
Again, it is likely that the Mishnah had the Egyptian cult
in mind. We read there: f » m o m p a n o m l a a o m proom *]D»n
rwyn vbn - m y ^ j w r n e^atem lorn "He who embraces, or kisses
[the idol], sweeps, or besprinkles [the floor before the idol],
washes, anoints, clothes or shoes [the idol] transgresses only
a negative commandment." Although every single act men
tioned in the Mishnah is well known from the Greek and
Oriental ritual, the ensemble of these acts suits the daily cult of
the Egyptians in particular.
We see from the preceding material that the Rabbis were
acquainted with the various rites of idolatry prevalent in the
Middle East in their day. It is therefore sometimes impossible
to define precisely the heathen cult they had in mind in their
allusions to certain rites of idolatry.
90

91

92

93

94

95
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1 , e. by storing up grain for the seven years of hunger. The Rabbis
interpreted Sarapis to consist of sar which means "he saw" in Aramaic and
appis which means "he quieted" in this language. According to Firmicus
Maternus (see above n. 87) Sarapis meant ZJdppas TCLLS, for Joseph was
Sarah's great grand-son (Sarrae pronepos fuerat).
9° Comp. Tertullian, ad. nat. II. 8.
Sanhedrin VII. 6.
In TP ('Abod. Zar. III. 6, 42d) it is stated that they used to wash the
idol with water and rub it with salt. Comp. the Epistle of Jeremiah 23 and
Arnobius, adv. gent. VII. 32 (aliqua frictione cinderis).
M Tosefta Sanhedrin X . 3, adds: loyom, "And he who covers" (with a
garment). Perhaps this is a variant for ^'yjoni (shoes), the latter coming by
attraction (ashgarah see above, p. 125, n. 54), since it is frequently associated
with »'3^Dn, see TP Kiddushin I, 7, 61a; TB ibid. 22b (and parallel) passim.
*4 But is not subject to the death penalty.
* See A. Moret, Le rituel du cult divin journalier en Egypte (Paris 1902),
p. 87, n. 1 (on embracing and kissing); p. 200 ff. (on spreading sand before
the idol, which required previous sweeping and subsequent sprinkling; see
Aruch Completum VII, 249, s. v. p i ) ; pp. 172, 175 (about besprinkling and
washing); p. 190 ff. (about anointing) and p. 178 ff. (about clothing).
The Rabbis expressly referred (TB Ab. Zar. l i b ) to the temple of
Heliopolis (Baalbek) and other temples. See N. Briill in his Jahrbiicher etc. I
(1874), p. 138 ff.; Krauss, Semitic Studies in Memory of A. Kohut, p. 343; Isidor
Levy, REJ X L I I I (1901), p. 192 ff.; Lieberman, JQR X X X V I I (1946), p. 43.
9 1

f
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9 6
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T H E T H R E E ABROGATIONS
OF JOHANAN T H E HIGH PRIEST

It is stated in the Mishnah that Johanan the High Priest
did away with three acts which were performed in the Temple.
Rabbinic tradition explains this action of the High Priest. In
order the better to understand the material which will be dis
cussed, it is in place to say a few words about the method to
be followed in the investigation of the sources. We must dis
criminate between the reasons openly given by the Rabbis in
justification of a new enactment of theirs and the real motives
which prompted it. TB records: " 'Ulla said: When an
ordinance is issued in the West (i. e. Palestine) its reason is not
disclosed for the first twelve months, lest there be some who
may not agree with the reason and will slight the ordinance.
This offers explicit testimony that the Rabbis were sometimes
reluctant to reveal the reasons which moved them to enact a
new law. Moreover, in order to make the people accept a new
ordinance the Rabbis occasionally substituted some formal legal
istic grounds for the real motive.
1

2

,,

Good evidence to this effect is available in TP. The
Mishnah states: " A man may not go out [on the Sabbath]
shoed with a nailstudded sandal." According to the sources
this prohibition resulted from the recollection of a disaster
caused by the sight or the noise of the nailstudded sandals worn
by the soldiers; according to another version Jews wearing
3

4

5

6

1

'Abodah Zarah 35a.
Flourished in the third century.
* Shabbath VI.2.
* TP a. 1. 8a; TB ibid. 60a; Debarim Rabba ed. Lieberman, p. 81.
yrbiB in Debarim Rabba ibid, means soldiers, as in Palestinian Syriac;
see F. Schulthess, Lexicon Syropalaestinum, p. 157 s. v. nVs and m^s. In a
Palmyrene bilingual inscription of the year 251 (ed. Vog, 22, G. A. Cooke,
North-Semitic Inscriptions, p. 284) nrhs corresponds to the Greek CTparidcT^.
Comp. also A. Buchler in REJ X L , 1900, p. 155 ff.; B. Jacob ibid. X L I , p. 216;
W . Bacher ibid., p. 221.
See TP and TB ibid.
3

5

6
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this kind of sandals once stampeded in a panic and many
casualties were caused by the sandals.
The question was raised: If these are the reasons, why were
the nailstudded sandals forbidden only on Saturdays and not
on weekdays? TP (ibid.) gives the curious reply: rprniK M*b
xmwb

-rrn xb*\nb i n ybiiD

pin

wb

nrro nm - P I "People do

not

usually own two [pairs of] sandals, one for the weekdays and
one for the Sabbath." In other words, if the Rabbis forbade
the use of certain kind of objects on the Sabbath its use was
eo ipso eliminated on weekdays as well; people would not buy
shoes which they could not wear on the Sabbath. It is clear
that the earlier Rabbis did not make public their reason for the
injunction on the nailstudded sandals which, for social or senti
mental reasons, they sought to ban altogether. Instead they
linked the law to the Sabbath, a domain in which their com
petence could not be questioned, and thus achieved their actual
purpose circuitously. Evidently a distinction must sometimes
be drawn between the public reasons (for a decree) given by
the authorities and the actual motives impelling the action.
In the light of the preceding we shall be able properly to
understand the material bearing on the abrogations of Johanan
the High Priest.
We read in the Mishnah: *]» .-i»yD n"Tin -rayn hna jra pnv
o'Dpun n«i on-nyon n « bun Kin "Johanan the High Priest did
away with the Declaration
concerning the Tithe. He also
8

9

10

11

7 See H. Ehrentreu, Magazin etc., ed. Berliner and Hoffmann X X , 1893,
p. 213.
See the reason given in TB ibid. 60a, bot.
Comp. also TB ibid. 14a passim.
Ma'aser Sheni V. 15.
rvmn is rendered "Confession" or "Avowal" by all the commentaries,
translations and dictionaries. The Mishnah (ibid. 10) and the Talmuds re
peatedly call it n»yo ' l T l . However, ' l T i originally is not "confession" but
"declaration". The Septuagint (Lev. 5:5; 16:21; 26:40; Num. 5:7 passim)
often translates the Hebrew mnnn e^ayopev€LV which means "to declare".
The same term was also used by the pagans. Plutarch (de superst. 7, 168d)
expresses himself: kfayopevei rivas d/xaprtas avrov, "He confesses (an
nounces) various sins of his". Comp. also Dittenberg Syl. 1179 and 1180.
The literal rendering of confession is o/jLoXoyla, see Liddell and Scott, s. v .
8

9

10

11
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12

abolished the Awakeners and Knockers." Let us first consider
the "Knockers." The Tosefta explains it: n a ^ D O V l^N p s p u
l y bm ] r o p n v \rh IDN , m i miny ? ponytf - | T D v n p p a ^ y n
m o n o naron n» D ^ a w o arm »no "The Knockers are those who
strike the calf between its horns as they do in [the practice of]
idol worship. Said Johanan the High Priest to them: 'How
long will you feed the altar with TerephotV " We are told
explicitly that the real reason for the removal of the "Knockers"
was that they followed the practices of the heathen victimarii.
This habit of stunning the ox before slaughtering was very
widely used in pagan worship, and the desire not to imitate
the heathen rites motivated Johanan's abolition of the custom.
13

14

l6

1

I 7

18

19

dfioXoyko) II. 2; R. Petazzoni, Harvard Theological Review X X X , 1937, p. 8,
n. 22 and p. 9 ibid.
The standard Hebrew confession began with the words (Vayyikra Rabba
III. 3, according to codd. Vatic, and London): "DT v r p y p no bj y n o "Let
it be declared: Whatever I did etc." (The reading of the editions and of TP
Yoma end, 45c, are to be corrected accordingly). On the identity of n«mn
with M T I see Bereshith Rabba L X X I . 5, 8282; TP Shebu'oth V. 1, 36a; ibid.
VIII. 9, 38d; comp. also ibid. I. 8, end, 33b.
The other reforms of Johanan the High Priest mentioned in the Mishnah
ibid, are not related to these three abrogations.
* Most of modern scholars discount entirely the early rabbinic explana
tions of the Mishnah, and advance their own conjectures. See, for instance,
Rapaport apud Geiger, Lehrbuch zur Sprache der Mishnah II, p. 11; Jacob
Briill, Einleitung in die Mischnah (Hebrew) I, pp. 17-18; comp. also Jewish
Studies in Memory of G. A. Kohut, Hebrew part, p. 56 if.
Sotah X I I I . 10.
s So ed. princ. and cod. Vienna.
So ed. princ. and cod. Vienna.
7 1 , e. animals which are mortally wounded and may not be used for either
food or sacrifice. TP (ibid. I X . 24a) reads mVaa, carcasses, instead of mBHB
(comp. also TB ibid. 48a). This may be correct, for the struck animal some
times looks only stunned, whereas it is actually dead; see P. Stengel, Opfer
brauche etc., p. 114, n. 2.
« See Odys. X I V . 425; Apoll. Rhod. I. 425 ff.; P. Stengel ibid. pp. 110, 114.
For archaeological evidence see J. Carcopino, Melanges d'arch. et d'hist. X X V I I ,
1907, p. 233, n. 2 and plates V - V I ibid.
He instituted instead special metal bands to hold the animal while it
was being slaughtered. See Mishnah Sukkah end, Rashi ibid. 56a s. v. nnyntai,
TP ibid. 55d; Sotah I X . 11, 24a and parallel; Mishnah Tamid IV. 1; Middoth
III. 5. Comp. OBnan n a n y ed. Urbach, I, p. 61.
1 2
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However he justified his abrogation of the practice on the
ground that the animal became unfit for sacrifice after it was
stunned. Certainly, the High Priest's authority in all matters
pertaining to the altar could not be challenged. Thus the public
understood the High Priest's action in one way while its real
purpose was something other.
Let us now proceed to the third abrogation, the abolition
of the "Awakeners". All the rabbinic sources agree that the
"Awakeners" were those in the Temple who used to recite the
verse (Ps. 44:24): Awake, why steepest Thou, 0 Lord? ' The
fact that an objection was raised to the recitation of a verse
from Scripture in the Temple because it was unseemly speaks
for itself. Johanan had no intention to eliminate the verse from
the Bible, for he probably understood it as a literary figure.
Why then was he shocked by its recitation in the Temple?
Here again the chanting of this Psalm (in the morning)
closely resembled a heathen ceremony. The Egyptian temples
were, as was the Jewish Temple, closed at nights. At the
opening of the former the god was invoked in a hymn with the
recurrent refrain: "Awake in peace." The commencement of
the daily service in the temple of Sarapis is portrayed by
Porphyrius Tyrius as following: "For even now, in the opening
of the sanctuary of Sarapis the worship is performed through
fire and water; the singer of the hymns making libation with the
20

21

11

1 22

23

24

25

2 0

Comp. I. H. Weiss, r t n m "in i n II, pp. 28-29. He, however, completely
misunderstood the purpose of the knocking.
Tosefta Sotah X I I I . 9; TP ibid. I X . 11, 24a; TB ibid. 48a.
According to the Tosefta and TB ibid, it referred to the Levites who
used to recite this verse daily. It has nothing to do with the daily singing of
the Levites (Mishnah Tamid V I . 4), for it is stated here that they used to
recite the same verse every day. TP does not mention the Levites but merely
says: "Those who used to say: Awake etc.' This version seems to be more
original, and the "Awakeners" may have been priests.
See, A Moret, Le rituel du cult divin journalier en Egypt, p. 9 passim.
4 Ibid., p. 122 ff.
*De abstin. IV. 9 (T. Hopfner, FHRA p. 467): &s TOV trt Kal vvv kv
TXI avoi&i TOV aylov SapcbriSos rj depawela 8ia irvpos Kal v8aros yivtrai,
Xeifiovros TOV vp,vo)8ov T6 v8cap Kal TO irvp (paivovros, dwrjviKa eaT&s kirl
TOV ov8ov rfl waTplij) TCOV AlyvwTlcov <pa)vjj kyelp€L T6V &ebv.
21
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water (i. e. of the Nile) and exhibiting the fire; then standing
upon the threshold, he awakens the god in the native Egyptian
language." Johanan apparently abolished the whole ceremomy
of the singers who sang (in the morning) the Psalm: "Awake
why steepest Thou 0 Lord [. . . arise for our help and redeem us
for Thy mercy's sake]", for it sounded like a repetition of the
service in a heathen temple. The above discussion makes it
very probable that the object of some of the abrogations of
Johanan was to purify the Temple service and to keep out of
it all traces of pagan worship. For reasons of tact he did not
divulge his purpose to the public. But the desired effect was
achieved, and the Rabbis gave him the deserved praise for it.
27

28

2 6

See Mishnah Tamid I. 3.
? Comp. also Apuleius, Metam. X I . 20 (T. Hopfner ibid. 324 ff.); Arnobius,
Adv. gent. V I I . 32. Comp. F. Cumont, The Oriental Religions in Roman
Paganism^ Chicago 1911, pp. 95, 236.
Rabbinic sources advance various reasons for the first abolition, i. e.
the elimination of the Declaration. (See Tosefta Sotah X I I I , 3204, according
to the reading of cod. Erfurt. Comp. TP ibid. I X , 24a and parallel; TB ibid.
48a,). The generally accepted opinion is that during the priesthood of Johanan,
the tithes were given to (or forcibly taken by) the priests instead of the
Levites. The statement of Deut. 26:13 (And I gave it to the Levite etc.) in the
Declaration would therefore be untrue. Accordingly, the High Priest, who
most probably supported the priesthood, was opposed to the Declaration
because it would remind the worshipper that he broke the law by letting the
tithes go to the priests, and therefore abolished it altogether. However, it is
very unlikely that Johanan revealed his motive publicly. He probably found
some other excuse. Perhaps his pretext is preserved in a different tradition
(see Tosefta, TP and TB ibid.): he claimed that the people in general did not
strictly observe the laws of tithes (i, e. gave them neither to the Levites nor
to the priests), and he therefore canceled the Declaration in order not to cause
some people to utter a lie in the Temple. Comp. now my conjecture in
Tarbiz X X V I I (1958), p. 186, n. 34. In other words, as in the case of the
Knockers, he was guided by one reason while he formally motivated his action
by another.
2

2 8

H E A T H E N PRE-SACRIFICIAL R I T E S
IN T H E LIGHT OF RABBINIC SOURCES
It was shown that the authorities of the Jerusalem Temple
tried to eliminate the practices and rites which resembled those
of the heathen too closely. However, outside of the Temple
certain customs connected with the prospective victim, which
were sanctified by age, continued in force despite their identity
with heathen behavior.
An old Mishnah describes the ancient ceremony of the
bringing of the Fist-fruits to Jerusalem: "How do they take
up the First-fruits [to Jerusalem]? The men of all the smaller
towns that belonged to the Ma'amad gather together in the
town of the Ma amad; they spend the night in the open place
of the town and come not into the houses . . . Before them goes
the bull (intended as a sacrifice), its horns overlaid with gold
and a wreath of olive-leaves on its head. The flute is played before
them until they draw nigh to Jerusalem etc."
The Bible does not make the slightest suggestion about
adorning the sacrifice with a wreath and gilding its horns. Nor
does the Mishnah mention it anywhere save here. The entire
1

2

3

l

4

5

1

Undoubtedly older than the destruction of the Temple.
Bikkurim III. 2-3.
3 See Schurer, Geschichte etc. II , p. 338 and nn. 5, 6 ibid.
4 The Tosefta (ibid. II. 8 and TP ibid. Ill, 2, 65c) explains that they did
not enter any house for fear of defilement (by possibly being under one roof
with a human corpse, or parts of it). A similar practice was adopted by the
pilgrim to Hierapolis, according to Lucian (de Syria dea 55) who depicted it
as follows: Starting from his house he passes into the road . . . He always
sleeps on the ground; for he may not go up to his bed before his pilgrimage is
completed and he comes back to his own country (apas de CLTO TTJS ioovrov
odoLiropeei . . . Kal es iraixirav xWOKOLTeW
7<*P
cvvijs einfiijvai
OGIOV irplv TT)V re 686v e/creXecai Kal es rrjv eaivrov avris aTnKka&aC).
Comp. TP 'Abodah Zarah II. 2 (end), 41b. The Tosefta (Bikkurim ibid.)
stresses that the First-fruit carriers were treated like every one else upon
their return to their homes.
s According to Aggadath Shir Hashirim II, ed. Schechter, p. 28 ( = Midrasch
Suta, ed. Buber, p. 24) the participants in the procession wore golden crowns
on their heads (jptna anr bv moyi), but it is apparently a scribal error. The
text is to be corrected in accordance with our Mishnah and Yalkut a. 1.; see
Schechter ibid. p. 108.
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ceremony described above is not even hinted in the Bible. The
text of Scripture (Deut. 26:1-11) does not imply that Firstfruits are to be brought by a group of people; it appears to be
a private duty incumbent on the individual. The entire pro
cedure is recorded in the Mishnah not in the form of a law but
as an account of a custom. It was only natural that an occasion
like the Bikkurim should assume the character of a wavriyvpLS,
a popular festival. Philo also describes it as such, although he
does not speak of the details portrayed in our Mishnah. It is
not surprising that the wavrjyvpLS shared all the features of a
religious public festival customary among all the Mediterranean
nations of the time.
The bull was adorned with a wreath and his horns were
overlaid with gold. This is a regular heathen rite. Diomedes
promises Athene to sacrifice a heifer whose horns he will overlay
with gold ; it was agreeable to the deity. Theophrastus main
tains: ov yap av wore TOV QeTTaXov eiceivov <TOV>
TOVS
Xpva6K€po)s
ftovs
Kal TOLS eVcaT<J/*j3as T<$ irv&iq
wpoaayovTos
6

7

8

9

10

« De spec, leg II, X X X I V - X X X V , 215-216. See Grate in MGWJ X X V I ,
1877, p. 433 ff.
i Philo states that there were no sacrifices on this occasion. It is clear
from the context that he means to say that there were no sacrifices prescribed
as on the other holidays. But it is likewise obvious that he did not know of
the rabbinic law which requires a sacrifice on this occasion. See Mishnah
Bikkurim II. 4; Tosefta ibid. II, 10130, TP ibid. a. 1.
ark/jLfia. See Aristoph. Pax 948; Lucian, de sacr. 12; P. Stengel, Die
griechischen Kultusaltertumer*, p. 108, n. 7; G. Wissowa, Religion und Kultus
der Romer*, pp. 416-417 and n. 1. ibid. On the pictures of the Synagogue in
Dura-Europos, the bull (intended as a sacrifice) seems to be adorned with a
wreath; see E. L. Sukenik, D I S I - O N Kin bv noun iva, pp. 139, 141. It is, of
course, taken from heathen life as mirrored in pagan literature and works
of art. Our Mishnah is older by some two hundred years than the DuraEuropos Synagogue; see D. Hoffmann, Die erste Mischnah, p. 15.
In Aboth deR. Nathan ( X X X I V ) X X X V we find Dn"UDn n*V2D, "painted
sheep," as prospective victims. This is undoubtedly the correct reading (See
the variants recorded by Prof. Finkelstein, A. Marx Jubilee Volume, Hebrew
part, p. 355, n. 89), as we hope to prove elsewhere.
»II. X . 294 { = Odys. III. 384): xP^dv Kepaaw irepixtvas. See also Odys.
ibid. 437. Virgil, Aen. I X . 627: et statuam ante aras aurata fronte iuvencum.
"I shall place a young bullock with gilded horns before your altars". Comp.
also Prudentius, Perist. X . 1024.
As quoted by Porphyrius, de abst. II. 15.
8
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fxaWov

e<prj<r€v tf irvdia

T6V 'Epfiiovta

KexapunJat

dvaavTa

"Otherwise the Delphic priestess would not have said once, when that
Thessalian sacrificed a hundred oxen with gilt horns to Apollo,
that the man of Hermione who had offered a pinch of barleymeal taken with three fingers out of his bag had made the
more gratifying sacrifice. In certain solemn public sacrifices
it was the accepted rule in the Roman Empire" to cover the
horns of bulls and heifers with gold.
The behavior of the people agreed with the conventional
character of public religious festivals, and the proper authorities
did not protest. But it does not seem likely that the prescribed
public sacrifices of the Temple service were garlanded and
gilded; there is not a single allusion to it in the vast rabbinic
literature which deals with the Temple sacrifices. The decora
tion of the bull who came with the Bikkurim was exceptional;
it was a concession to the people who considered it a mXD T i T n ,
"an adorning of a pious deed."

rwv

xf/cuaTcibv €K TOV

wripidiov

Tptci

TOIS

SCLKTVXOLS.

,,I1

13

" An interesting parallel is found in Vayyikra Rabba III, 5, where it is
related that King Agrippa once decided to sacrifice a thousand burnt-offerings
in one day. He bade the priest not to accept offerings from anybody else.
A poor man, however, prevailed upon the priest to sacrifice two doves of his
on that day. It was shown to King Agrippa in a dream that the offering of the
poor man was more gratifying to the Lord than his sacrifices. It is further
related (ibid.) that a priest, who regarded disdainfully a handful (pDip) of
flour offered by a poor woman, was told in a dream that her gift was equivalent
to a sacrifice of her life.
W e are not told the nature of the thousand holocausts offered by Agrippa.
It was perhaps a x&wpPy brought in behalf of the Roman emperor (see below
n. 12). Our text is probably of the fourth century, and it mirrors the customs
of its time.
" See Henzen, Actafr. Arv., p. 144; P. Stengel ibid. p. 108, n. 9. S. Eitrem,
Opferritus and Voropfer etc., p. 195, n. 3. Macroblus (Sat. III. 5. 8) quotes
Aen. I X . 627 (see above n. 9) as an example of Virgil's exactness in his
description of sacrifices.
« TP (Bikkurim III. 3, 65c) adds an interesting detail: t^n bxynw Trr
* ] M msixo m p i na N U D «a, "An individual who procrastinated and did not
join the procession [of First-fruit carriers] has to bring a kid whose horns are
overlaid with silver". Some commentators who were not aware of the popular
custom reflected in this passage misinterpreted it; see Ratner in jrx runN
D^ani'i on Bikkurim, p. 151. Its meaning however cannot be doubted.

T H E CONSECRATION OF A V I C T I M
IN H E A T H E N R I T E S
According to Jewish law any object becomes sacred as soon
as the owner dedicates it to God even by word of mouth. The
Mishnah formulates it: QVirb W O O D maA VITOK "Dedication
to God by word of mouth is equal to the act of delivery to a
common person/' On the other hand, regarding consecration to
idols the Rabbis ruled : mr rrnay^ nr rra mr rnuy!? nr iw
mr rrray^ a n p n ytw oif?D
t6 "If one says: This ox is
[dedicated] to an idol, or this house is [dedicated] to an idol,
he has said nothing, because there is no dedication to an idol."
If however some act was performed on the animal for the
purpose of offering it to an idol it could not be used on the
Jewish altar; it became nxplD, Muktzeh (set aside for a sacrifice
to an idol). The Tosefta* rules: n p y o n TOJWD n s p i D anpJ 'n»ND
"When does an animal become Muktzeh? From the time that
an act (of consecration) was done to it." The Tosefta does not
specify the deed which will make it res sacra and thereby dis
qualify it from the Jewish altar.
But TB has preserved a number of opinions on this point.
According to one the consecration becomes effective from the
time the animal was "put under guard" ("now ^ r«njNP), i. e.
after it was examined for fitness to be sacrificed.
Another Rabbi explains that the consecration becomes effec1

2

3

5

6

7

8

9

1

a

Kiddushin I. 6.
Tosefta Ab. Zar. V. 10, 4696; ibid. Temurah IV. 3, 55529; TB Ab. Zar.
l

l

44b.
2

^ See G. Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der Romer , p. 385, n. 5.
« 'Ab. Zar. V. 9, 4695 and parallel.
I. e. consecrated to an idol.
In case the heathen was prevented from slaughtering the victim and it
was seized by the Jews.
7 Temurah 29a.
On the ruling of Resh Lakish which is recorded ibid. 28b, see below n. 22.
• This is the accepted interpretation of IID»0 in rabbinic literature; see
Sifre I, 142 (to Num. 28:2), ed. Horovitz, p. 188 and the sources referred to
in n. 14 ibid.
s

6

8
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tive when the animal is delivered to the attendants of the
idol and is fed Karshinim which is the property of the latter.
The concluding opinion is that of R. Johanan that the con
secration takes effect when the animal is shorn and an act of
worship is performed with it « (u rnjn rrrp ny).
But Hezekiah, a contemporary of R. Johanan, taught that
the consecratio is performed by "Pouring wine to an idol between
the horns of the animal. The four preceding opinions of the
Rabbis about the consecration of the victim indicate that they
were not unfamiliar with the several rites of the various cults.
Let us analyze these opinions in the order in which they are
recorded.
11

12

13

x

,,IS

1. T H E

PROBATION

MAKES

THE

CONSECRATIO

EFFECTIVE.

According to rabbinic law the public Daily Whole-offering as
well as the Paschal Lamb had to be examined by specialists
(to find whether they are perfect) four (or three) days before
they were laid on the altar. A special college existed in Jeru
salem of inspectors of intended sacrifices, who drew their fees
10

10

D'mpo, virripkrai.
" A kind of vetch, opofios, see E. Low, Die Flora der Juden II, p. 484 ff.
"'DDI

Kin "lDNp *3 *D3 N^J7 . . . fj> ' m » D ^

lmiDD'P 1JJ \mV 'H 1DK t^iy

(So cod. Mun.) r'y 'rena rvb.
* Flourished in the third century.
I have translated the passages of the Talmud almost verbatim. As we
shall presently see they are perfectly understandable in the light of heathen
practices. Some commentators who were not familiar with the heathen rites
tried to give the passages a forced interpretation. Maimonides, however,
guided by the simple meaning of the words interpreted them correctly ('n
m ? D H I D ' K IV. 4), although he too was unaware of the true significance of these
rites.
s TB 'Ab. Zar. 54a (according to cod. Mun.): n'np pa J " r'yb -JD»W. The
Talmud cites it as an example of "DJN, "worshipped animal," but argues that
according to Hezekia's formulation not the animal is worshipped but the idol.
It is obvious that the definition of Hezekiah deals with the consecratio of the
victim which the Rabbis wanted to extend to the regulation regarding animals
worshipped.
See Mekhilta Bo V, ed. Horovitz, p. 16; Sifre I, 142, ed. Horovitz, p. 188
and parallels referred to in n. 14 ibid. On the inspection of private sacrifices
see TP Bezah II. 4, 61c and parallel.
x

J
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18

from the Temple treasury. Philo relates that "the most
highly esteemed of the priests, selected as the most qualified for
the inspection in regard to blemishes, examine them (i. e. the
sacrifices) from the head to the extremities of the feet." He
states further that this examination is conducted most minutely
and exactly. This inspection was also applied by the heathens
carefully and conscientiously. The author of the first opinion
in TB saw in this probatio by the heathens the actual con
secratio of the victim.
19

20

21

2. CONSECRATION BY WAY OF FEEDING THE ANIMAL BY THE
ATTENDANTS OF THE HEATHEN TEMPLE.

We

have found

no

evidence in classical literature that the feeding of the victim
was important as a special pre-sacrificial act. However, Plutarch
in describing the practices at Delphi states that in addition to
the examination of the body of the sacrifice the soul of the
22

23

TP Shekalim IV. 3, 48a; TB Kethuboth 106a.
De spec. leg. I. X X X I V (166 ff.): ol doKLficoraTot T&V lepecav apiarivdriv
eTucpi&evTes els rijv T&V nkpxtiv ewlaKepiv awd K€<pa\rjs axpt Todcov aupcav
epevv&o'iv.
However, it is possible that he was influenced by the Egyptian practice;
see Herodot. II. 38.
See Herodot. ibid.; Aristoph. Lysistr. 84; Tertullian, ad. nat. I. 10;
Lucian, de sacr. 12; B. Brissonius, de formulis et solemnibus populi Rotnani
verbis I, X X I , p. 12; Stengel, Die griechischen Kultusaltertiimer*, p. 121, nn. 13,
14; G. Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der Rdmer p. 416 and n. 2 ibid.
Of course, the Rabbi did not discriminate between public and private
heathen sacrifices.
From the style of the Talmud it appears that the Rabbi does not refer
to the general fattening of the heathen sacrifices (see on it Plut., Cleomed.
X X X V I ; G. Wissowa ibid., p. 416, n. 4; Stengel ibid., p. 121, n. 15), but to a
single act. This fattening was termed Vyh Q Q S O by the Rabbis (see Bereshith
Rabba L X X X V I , 10546. Comp. also TB Sotah 43a and parallels).
According to the view of Resh Lakish (TB Temurah 28b) the consecration
becomes valid only after [the animal was fattened for] seven years. See
Targum to Jud. 6:25 and Redak ibid. W e omitted the opinion of Resh Lakish
in our analysis because he deals with an animal set apart for eventual worship,
not for sacrifice (see TB ibid.). Hence this kind of Muktzeh has nothing to do
with the animals consecrated to be sacrificed.
* De defectu orac. 49.
18
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victim was also tested. He says (ibid.): "They test the soul
by setting barley-groats before the bulls and peas before the
boars; the animal that does not taste them is not considered
healthy." What purpose the sacrifices were meant to serve
does not concern our inquiry. The important fact is that in
some heathen sanctuaries the prospective victim was fed by
the priests as a final test. The Rabbis considered this act a
consecration.
A highly interesting detail regarding the treatment of the
victim immediately before it was slaughtered is preserved in
the Mishnah. We read there:
. a n r bv D I M T o n n m
iptfll
m p u N n IM6 imt* p i p a o m y n » ipnD Kirw *D by "They gave [the
lamb that was to be] the Daily Whole-offering to drink from a
golden bowl. Although it had been inspected the evening of
the day before, they inspect it again by the light of torches."
Neither the Mishnah nor the Talmud supplies the reason for
the practice of watering the victim before it was slaughtered.
It seems to have been an ancient rite related to the inspection
with which it is associated in the Mishnah.
This custom of which there is no hint in Scripture was
probably prevalent among other nations as well. On a Greek
painting Nike is represented as pouring water from a pitcher
25

26

27

28

29

30

31

*4 According to Jewish law the prospective victim has to be healthy
(Mishnah Bekhoroth VI. 7). One Rabbi rules (ibid. VII. 6) that an animal
which is not of sound mind (n»w. See also Mishnah Baba Kamma V. 6) is
not "of the choicest", as the law requires it (see Deut. 12:11).
In Palestine vetches (see above n. 11) was a staple animal fodder.
rijv de* \[/vx^ boKifxatovat, rols ixkv ravpots &\<pt,Ta rdis bk Kawpois
kp€f$Lv$ovs TapaTidevres.
rd yap p.r\ yevaafxevov vyialvHV oi)K olovrai.
7 See Legrand in Revue des itudes grecques, 1901, p. 55, n. 1.
Tamid III. 4.
The mediaeval commentators (see Rashi, rjullin 90b; Aruch Completum,
ed. Kohut IV, p. 267, s. v. DD IV) explain that it is easier to skin an animal
which drank before it was slaughtered (see TB Bezah 40a).
It is possible that the lamb was given water to drink as a final test of its
good health; perhaps they simply wanted the thirsty animal (see Arist.,
hist. anim. VIII. 12. 1, about the thirst of the sheep which were fed for the
purpose of fattening them) not to look miserable. But whatever its original
explanation, the act became an integral part of the sacrificial ritual.
3* Of the middle of the fifth century B. C. E.
2 5
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(vdpia) into a bowl for a decorated bull about to be sacrificed.
A. Furtwangler remarks that Nike's performance is an entirely
incidental action in the sacrificial rite. But in the light of the
preceding we may perhaps surmise that the painting portrays
the customary final ritual act before the slaughtering of the
victim.
33

34

3. CONSECRATION BY WAY OF CUTTING SOME OF THE VIC
TIM'S HAIR AND OFFERING IT TO THE GODS.

R. Johanan's opin

ion, which is conclusive, is that "the consecration takes effect
when the animal is shorn and an act of worship is performed
with it." It was the regular practice of the Greeks to cut some
hair of the victim immediately before slaughtering and offer
it to the gods. The Rabbi correctly took the offering of the
hair as the actual consecratio of the victim. R. Johanan defined
the consecratio according to the graecus ritus which was followed
by many heathens in Palestine, Syria and Egypt.
35

36

4. CONSECRATION

BY WAY OF

POURING

WINE

BETWEEN

THE HORNS OF THE VICTIM. R. Johanan's older contempo
rary, Hezekiah, ruled that the consecration becomes effective
"When he poured wine between the horns of the victim." The
phrase H'np pa p* "jD^ is verbatim vinum fundit inter cornua,
an expression of frequent occurrence in Latin literature. It is
of no import whether this is part of probatio, a test of the sensi37

38

3* A. Furtwangler and K. Reichhold, Griechische Vasenmalerei I, plate 19;
P. Stengel, Die griechischen Kultusaltertiimer*, plate V, fig. 22.
33 In his comment on this picture, p. 83.
34 Eine ganz nebensachliche episodische Handlung.
3s / / . X I X . 254; Odys. III. 445. Comp. / / . III. 273. For many other
references to this practice in Greek classic literature see P. Stengel, Opfer
brauche der Griechen, pp. 40-47.
3 Comp. Liddell and Scott, s. v. Karapx&T&cu II. 2; Stengel, ibid., p. 41
seq.; idem, Die griechischen Kidtusaltertumer*, pp. I l l , 260.
37 See above n. 15.
3 Comp. Ov. met. VII. 594: et fundit purum inter cornua vinum; Virg.
Aen. IV. 61: inter cornua fundit; Silius ital., Punica XIV. 461: et large sacra
inter cornua fundit. See A. S. Pease in his edition of Virgil, Aen. IV, p. 138,
n. 61.
6
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tivity of the animal, or part of immolatio according to the
Romanus ritus.* The Rabbi regarded the sprinkling of the wine
on the head of the victim as the final act of consecration. He
issued his ruling on the basis of the practice of the Roman
troops in Palestine and the neighboring countries.
All these rabbinic passages regarding the Muktzeh, which
hitherto were almost meaningless, become pertinent in the light
of the actual heathen practices of the time.
0

41

42

43

*» See Serv. ad Aen. IV. 61 and VI 244; Plut. quaest. conv. VIII. 8. 3, 729f;
idem, de defectu orac. 49. Comp. Legrand, referred to above, n. 27.
4° In which cutting of the victim's hair apparently did not take place.
See G. Wissowa's remark (Religion und Kultus der Romer*, p. 417, n. 7) on
Virg., Aen. V I . 245.
4 See Wissowa ibid., p. 417, n. 6; Latte in P W RE, I X . 1, s. v. immolatio,
p. 1128.
As soon as the immolatio was performed, all the decorations were ap
parently removed from the victim (see Latte ibid.). This is confirmed by the
Mishnah (Temurah VI. 1) which ruled that only the consecrated animal
becomes forbidden, not its decorations (for they constituted a temporary
dressing only and were to be removed when the animal was sacrificed).
Some of the above-mentioned passages were discussed by me in Melanges
Gregoire, Annuaire de VInstitut de Philologie et d'Histoire Orientates et Slaves
IX, 1949, p. 414 ff.
1

4 2

4 3

BLEMISHES IN SACRIFICES
It is self evident and natural that animals for sacrifice be of
the choicest. The Rabbis style such offerings ")mi», "the
choicest." According to the Palestinian Talmud the lambs for
the Daily Whole-offering were so large that their legs reached
the ground even when they were carried on camels. Private
offerings also were sometimes chosen from the flocks of Kedar
which were already famous in Biblical times. The Talmud
perhaps did not exaggerate in the above-mentioned description
of the large size of the lambs. Herodotus relates that the
Arabians have marvelous varieties of sheep. Their tails are
sometimes so long that "they would get wounds by rubbing
them on the ground. But as it is, every shepherd there
knows enough of carpentry to make little carts (&/j,al;L5as)
which they fix under the tails, binding the tail of each several
sheep on its own cart." We find the same in the Mishnah:
"Rams may not go out [on Saturday] with their cart ( n ^ y a )
under their tail." TB explains the purpose of the carts: "O'n ' 3
lrrvrto* loom ? xhi "So that they might not hurt (literally: knock)
their tails." It appears from the Mishnah that this kind of
sheep was also extant in Palestine.
1

3

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

11

1

See Deut. 12:11; Gen. 4:4 and TP Megillah I. 12, 72b.
See Kosowsky, Concordance to the Mishnah, p. 353; idem, Concordance
to the Tosefta II, p. 67 passim.
For the localities from which the choicest animals came, see Tosefta
Menafroth I X . 13, 52622 and TB ibid. 87a.
« Pe'ah VII. 4, 20a, bot. Comp. Bereshith Rabba, L X V . 17, p. 729. Comp.
the opinion of R. Judah in the Tosefta and TB ibid.
* See Tosefta gagigah II. 11, 2367 and parallels in TP and TB. The
reading of the Tosefta was perhaps influenced by Isa. 60:7.
Isa. ibid.
* III. 113.
2

3

6

8

gXfcea

SLV

exouv bvarpiPofievkajv wpds rjj yjj

TCOV

obpkwv.

• Shabbath V. 4.
Ibid. 54b.
The account of Herodotus confirms fully the explanation of Rashi that
Bon means to "hurt". Rabbenu Hananel a. 1. and 'Arukh s. v . »on explain it
differently.
10

11
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The Mishnah devotes a whole chapter to the description
of the choicest produce to be used for Meal-offerings and to
the specification of the best oils and wines for sacrificial pur
poses. It states:
n v a r a mb* D ^ T O craxra i m « worn v n i&
tib w a n
.»pij i n n rrrpp HD r r s i y irann n« «^DD
.ma»p
nys»KDi n ^ ^ D KUD
o n o » n *30D rp^wo a h p r o p n *JDD .TBD
"They did not put [the wine] in large store-vessels, but in small
jars, and they did not fill the jars up to the brim, so that its
vapors might escape. They did not take the wine that was in
the mouth of the jar because of the scum nor that of the bottom
because of the lees, but from the third part that was in the
midst thereof."
This corresponds to the description of the quality of the
wine accepted in ancient times. We read in the Geoponica:
"When transferring wine from the storage jars to small vessels
one must observe the seasons of the stars." "The wine which
is transferred into the pitchers should not fill them up to the
brim but until a little below the neck, so that it may not suffo
cate but be able to breathe."
"The sages,
particularly
13

14

15

16

17

18

12

13

19

Menaboth VIII.
Comp. also M . Olitzki, Flavins Josephus und die Halacha, Berlin 1885,

p. 41.
^ According to the Tosefta ibid. I X . 3, 52535 (comp. TB ibid. 85a) special
fields were set aside (nnnro) for the purpose of producing the best grain.
Comp. the exegesis of eximius by Veranius as quoted by Macrobius, Sat.
III. 5. 6.
« Ibid. 7.
Comp. Tosefta ibid. I X . 10, 52615 ff. for different details.
* VII. 6. 6: XPV 54, rjv'uca aird TOJV wl&o)v els nucpa &77€ta juerajftdXXofjiev rdv olvov <pv\aTTeo~$(u rds kmroXas T&V aarkpcav.
Ibid. 10: AeZ 5Z TOV nerayy L^djjLevov els rd /cepd/ua olvov, ov JU^XP*
TOV xe&ovs
Tcbv Kepafxcov enPaWeadai,
dXX* ecos VTOK&TO) pucpdv TOV
rpaxv^ov, &vre firj wviyea&ai,, dXXd hairvoiav
ex&v.
Ibid. 7-8: *Lvixf$ov\ebovo'i 81 ol ao<poi, jLtdXtora 81 'Hcr(o5os,
avoiyo/xevov iri&ov, T6V ev r# apxj) >v iri&ov olvov, KCLI TOV wepi rdv
wv&p.eva bairavaVj rdv 81 \xkaov TOV irb&ov olvov <pv\aTTeiv, cos laxvpSrepov
Kal ixovincoTepov, KCLI wpds iraKaUao-iv ewiTrjSeiov. 6 p.kv yap wpos TO}
CTOJJLCLTL TOV ir'v&ov olvos
(hs wpoaoHLXOOV TO} dept, aadevearepos eaTi
Siawvedjievos' 8 8Z Tpds TO} Trv&p.evi T a x & o s TpeireTai, cos xXT/crtdfco^ 777
Tpvyi
1 6

x

18

1 9
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Hesiod, advise that when a jar is opened the wine at the top
be consumed and the wine in the middle be conserved as being
more potent and more lasting and suitable for aging. For the
wine at the mouth of the jar being in contact with the air is
weaker as a result of exhalation; that near the bottom quickly
turns because of its proximity to the lees."
But what provoked the greatest care was that the victim be
without defect. Scripture enjoins that all sacrifices be perfect,
but it lists (Lev. 22:21-24; Deut. 15:21) only a comparatively
small number of defects which renders the animal unacceptable
for the altar. However, the Rabbis record a detailed series of
such blemishes many of which are not mentioned in the Bible.
The oral law to this effect certainly followed an ancient
tradition. There were certain rules regarding defects that make
the animal unfit for sacrifice, which were common to Jews and
non-Jews alike. The mere consideration by the gentiles of a
certain flaw in an animal as disqualifying it from sacrifice
affected the Jewish law. What is improper for the table of the
idol can certainly not be brought on the Jewish altar. We can
therefore expect striking similarities between the Jewish and
non-Jewish rules regarding defects and blemishes. We shall cite
an interesting example:
21

22

23

Huic tantum animali omnium quibus procerior
cauda non statim nato consummatae ut ceteris
mensurae; crescit uni donee ad restigia ima preveniat. quamobrem victimarum probatio in
vitulo ut articulum suffraginis contigat: breviore
non litant.

jno lriw btyn 2:1
D'bayn n'aifi
o w n no«
p ^bmn ]rw pr bi p
n o « n i p i y nvnb .mnnou
"IDIN DIM'CMK
p aran '1
.-p»n
nipnyb

"Of all the animals that have a comparatively
long tail this (i. e. the bull) is the only one whose

"If a calf's tail does not
reach the knee-joint? The

25

80

.mpny^

34

Opera et dies 368 ff.
The Tosefta (Baba Mezi'a V I . 14, 38421) states that in Jerusalem they
sold wine from the top of the jar, from its middle and from the bottom at
different prices (see also ibid. 13, 38418).
Mishnah Bekhoroth VI. 1-12; Tosefta ibid. IV. 1-16 passim.
« See Mai. 1:8.
Mishnah Ibid. VII. 11.
* Plinius, nat. hist. VIII. 70, 182-183.
2 1

22

24
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tail is not of the proper size from birth; and in
sages said: The majority
of calves have this charac
this animal alone it continues to grow until it
reaches right down to the feet. Consequently the teristic; while they grow
their tails grow longer. Of
test of victims in case of a calf is that the tail must
reach the joint of the hock; if it is shorter the sacrificewhich knee-joint did they
speak? R. Haninah b.
is not acceptable".
Antigonos says: The kneejoint in the middle of the
thigh". *
26

2

Both these texts are striking in their similarity. A com
parison of both makes it obvious that although the tail of a
calf is small at birth and it continues to grow, it must be at
least long enough to reach the joint of the hock. If it is shorter
than this it is considered a defect. When the Sages of our
Mishnah said: "The majority of calves have this characteristic,"
they meant that the tails of most calves reach at least to the
knee-joint. If they are no longer than these it does not matter,
for they continue to grow with the growth of the animal. There
is no divergence of opinion in our Mishnah between the Sages
and R. Haninah b. Antigonos. Both explain the first clause
which ruled: "If the calf's tail does not reach the knee-joint
[it is a blemish]." The Sages explain why the short tail of a
calf is not considered a defect if it reaches the knee-joint;
R. Haninah b . Antigonos defines the exact location of that
joint.
However, if the Rabbis may have taken notice of the heathen
judgment of bodily defects which disqualified animals from the
altar, they certainly ignored other prerequisites of prospective
victims required by the pagans. For instance, the Rabbis
ruled that only the Red Heifer becomes disqualified for the
ritual purpose if a "yoke came upon her" even by chance, not
28

29

30

2 6

See below.
7 Tosefta ibid. IV. 14, 53921 and TB ibid. 41a explain that it means the
upper of the two joints in the hind legs.
The comparison with Plinius seems to prove the correctness of Rashi's
interpretation of the Mishnah against the opinion of Maimonides. Comp.
also Rav Hai iDDom npon, gate X L V , 83b.
Sifre I, 123, ed. Horovitz, p. 153. Comp. the sources referred to in
n. 1 ibid.
30 See Num. 19:2.
2
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with the intention of work ( i m a y ^ tibv h y a ) ; but no yoke
renders any other animal unfit for sacrifice. Similarly, a Red
Heifer which was broken is disqualified, but no other victim is
affected by it.
This ruling meant to emphasize that the Jews do not follow
the heathen practice in this respect. Diomedes said in his vow
to Athene: "I shall sacrifice a heifer . . . unbroken which no man
has yet led beneath the yoke"* The Romans also sometimes
adopted this practice. They had a class of victims called iniuges,
i. e. that were never broken nor came under the yoke. The
Rabbis did not recognize such laws for victims that were to be
offered on the Jewish altar.
Likewise, they decided that an animal which was shorn did
not thereby become unfit for sacrifice. In this too the Jews did
not follow the custom of the heathen who stipulated of certain
sacrifices that they should be intonsa, i. e. that they should
have never been shorn. At first blush the rabbinic declaration
that the shearing of an animal does not at all affect its fitness
for the altars seems to be superfluous; there is no reason to
suppose that this should have any influence. But the Rabbis
were aware of the heathen sacred law, and they taught the
Jews to ignore this practice. In the last two instances the
exegesis of the Rabbis was aimed at the heathen leges sacrae>
although they did not specifically mention them.
However, the Talmudic sources are sometimes more ex
plicit. We read in the Mishnah:* vb* rbm ntt D'nsia v n xb
31

2

33

34

35

36

1

x

* See TB Sotah 46a; Tosefta Parah II. 5, 63119 and Tosefeth Rishonim
III, p. 214.
3* / / . X . 292 (=*Odys. III. 382): fcfa $ovv . . . adwTrjv, rjv otf wo) VT6
£vydv T\ya.ytv avfo.
33 Macrobius, Sat. III. 5. 5: iniuges vocatur, id est quae nunquam domitae
aut iugo subitae sunt. See Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der Romer , p. 416,
n. 4.
34 TP Pesabim I X . 4, 37a.
3s From Pirkei R. Eliezer X X I and Midrash Aggada (Gen. IV. 5, ed.
Buber, p. 11) it would appear that unshorn sheep were preferred for sacri
ficing.
See Virg. Aen. X I I . 170 and Servius a. 1.
37 Tamid IV. 1.
2

3 6
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38

im« D'TpjJD "The lamb was not [wholly] bound but only
tied." According to one Babylonian Rabbi, the Jews did not
[wholly] bind the lamb so as not to imitate the gentiles [who
use to bind the sacrifice]. As far as we know, the Greeks and
the Romans did not bind their sacrifices, as is obvious from all
the existing paintings. But the Babylonian Rabbi undoubtedly
referred to an Oriental cult. The Egyptians, apparently, used
to bind the legs of the victim very tightly.
A general question is in order at this point. Did the Jews
stress the apparent voluntary submission of the victim to its
fate? The heathen attached the greatest importance to the
external behavior of the sacrifice. Whenever the victim showed
signs of resistance it was a bad omen; by artificial means they
contrived to produce the impression that the animal agreed to
be sacrificed. They used not to drag the victim by force, for
the very resistance of the animal demonstrated that it was not
acceptable to the divinity. The practice of the Jews in ancient
times to stun the victim before it was slaughtered indicates
that they too attached importance to the non-resistance of the
sacrifice.
We have traces of such popular beliefs in many places in
our literature. It is related in the Midrash* that they tried to
39

40

41

42

43

44

45

6

3*1, e. the Daily Whole-offering.
39 The L X X render both HDD and ipy avfiTodl^eiv. But the Rabbis
discriminated between the two verbs, ipy according to them (see TB Shabbath 54a. Comp. Tosefta ibid. IV. 3, 11510 and variants ibid.) meant "the
tying together of the forefoot and the hindfoot, or the two forefeet or the two
hindfeet". The animal was prevented by this kind of tying from running away,
but not from walking; see Mishnah Shabbath V. 3. According to Maimonides
the lamb was not tied at all, but simply held by its forefeet and hindfeet; see
above, p. 141, n. 19.
40 TB Tamid 31b.
4 See Latte in PW RE I X . 1, s. v. immolatio, p. 1228.
* See the upper figure in Annates de philosophie chretienne March 1870,
p. 20.
43 See P. Stengel, Die griechischen Kultusaltertiimers, p. 63, nn. 8-10.
44 See B. Brissonius, de formulis et solemnibus populi Romani verbis I,
X X I I , p. 13; Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der Rdmer*, p. 416, n. 6.
4s See above, p. 141 ff.
46 Tehilim X X I I . ed. Buber, p. 196.
1
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draw a bull towards the altar but it refused to go. A poor man
came and stretched out a bundle of endives to it; the bull ate
it and followed the poor man to the altar. In a dream the
owner of the bull heard the act of the poor man commended.
Similarly it is told in the Midrash** that the bull destined to be
Elijah's sacrifice ? followed the prophet willingly, whereas the
one intended as the victim of the Ba'al's prophets resisted so
violently that all the false prophets were not able to make
it budge.
In the light of this we shall perhaps better understand a
certain procedure adopted in the cases of the Red Heifer and
the Scape-goat. The Mishnah relates: r r a n i r » D»any v n BQDI
47

4

50

51

1

-in ? p a x v

m y o o

^oi

rn«n m a n

m

* | T w n ]ra

u»

• . . nnran

in!?

nnran "They made a causeway from the Temple Mount to the
Mount of Olives . . . by it the priest that was to burn the Heifer
and the Heifer and all her attendants went forth to the Mount
of Olives." The Mishnah (ibid.) explains that this procedure
was adopted so as to avoid possible defilement by an unknown
grave in the depth of the earth. The causeway was built in a
way which would prevent any such defilement. The commen
taries realized the difficulty of the explanation. According to
Jewish law the Heifer could never be defiled as long as it was
alive; why then go to the expense and trouble of leading the
Heifer through the embankment?
The true reason for the causeway is probably implied in the
immediately following Mishnah: p a nacsb n m nifl nrrn *6
'IDI n o n » *6i . . . rrnrw n o y pfcrriD "If the Heifer refuses to go
forth they may not send out with her a black heifer... nor
52

u Comp. Vayyikra Rabba III. 5. The version in the later source (i. e.
Midrash Tehilim) seems to be more original.
Tanhuma *yon 6, ed. Buber, p. 165.
« See I Kings 18:25 ff.
Comp. also Mishnah Sukkah II, end.
s Parah III. 6. See Tosefta ibid. III. 9, 63224 ff. and Tosefeth Rishonim
III, p. 219.
According to the Tosefta (Shekalim II, p. 1763) and TP (ibid. IV. 3,
48a) such a causeway used to cost the high priests more than sixty talents of
gold.
48
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53

another Red Heifer etc." Here it is clearly stated that the Red
Heifer was not dragged by force. The causeway supplied with
a rampart made it easier to lead the Heifer, for it could be
easily lured to go forward.
A causeway was also provided for the Scape-goat and its
leader ''Because the Babylonians used to pull its hair, crying
to him: 'Bear [our sins] and be gone! Bear [our sins] and be
gone!' " Here the Mishnah openly admits that the causeway
was built on account of the popular desire to get rid of the
Scape-goat as soon as possible. The popular impatience may
also have stemmed from the fear that the goat might escape.
A high and narrow embankment made the flight of the goat
much more difficult. From TP it is obvious that the flight of
the goat was considered a bad omen. The escape of an animal
about to be sacrificed was regarded by the heathen as a sign of
disaster.
Certain definite fears were common to the ancient world.
The reasons given by the Rabbis for the causeway are based on
good tradition. They belong to the many motives which tended
to legalize old practices which the authorities were not able to
uproot; the Rabbis gave the ancient customs a good Jewish
dressing.
54

55

56

57

s 8

59

60

61

62

» Comp. the similar stratagem recorded in Bereshith Rabba L X X X V I . 2,
p. 1052.
Comp. nann« nwo a. 1. The explanation given by the author is un
acceptable to me; see TP Pesafrim VI. 1, 33a.
« See TP Shekalim IV. 3, 48a.
« According to the Tosefta Yoma IV. 13,18811 (and parallels): Alexandrians.
57 Comp. the Epistle of Barnabas, VII. 8 and S. Lieberman, in A. Marx
Jubilee Volume (Hebrew part), p. r'Jn, n. 52.
5 Mishnah ibid. VI. 4.
» Yoma VI. 3, 43c.
Comp. also the questions addressed to R. Eliezer, regarding a case
where the goat or its leader would get sick (Tosefta ibid. IV. 14, 18815 fF.).
See the view of R. Eliezer, regarding the causeway for the Red Heifer, in
Tosefta Parah III. 7, 63216.
See G. Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der R&mer , p. 416, n. 6 ff.
See Lieberman GJP, p. 103 ff. A similar method was followed by the
Christian church fathers; see J. Toutain, Nouvelles etudes de mythologie et
d'histoire des religions antiques, Paris 1935, p. 193.
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The inquiry into the heathen sacrificial rites and practices
may help us to understand some rabbinic figures and symbols.
For instance, the Rabbis state: map i*?&o btirw p K 3 nupn bj
TDDn KD2 nnn map ibi<D rarDn nnn -rapn b u , , raton nnn "He
who is buried in the Land of Israel is as if he were buried under
the altar. . . . And he who is buried under the altar is as if he
were buried under the throne of the Divine Majesty." This
statement of the Rabbis is quite surprising. T o bury under the
altar means to commit sacrilege, for it would defile the sacri
fices offered on it. The prophet Haggai reproaching the priests
charged (2:14): And that which they offer there is unclean."
The Palestinian Talmud explains that the Prophet had in
mind the victims which became unclean because they found
the skull of Oman the Jebusite under the altar. The skull,
the Rabbis say, was discovered by the exiles on their return
from Babylonia when they were engaged in enlarging the
altar. The discovery of a skull under the altar would certainly
upset the Jews, although, said the Rabbis, by grace of the
63

64

65

66

11

67

68

69

70

71

72

6

s Aboth deR. Nathan X X V I , ed. Schechter, 41b and parallels, see below.
< See also Tosefta Abodah Zarah IV, 4663; TB Kethuboth 111b.
* See Lieberman, Tosefeth Rishonim II, p. 192.
The Rabbis maintain (I Aboth deR. Nathan X I I , 25b; TB Shab. 152b)
that the souls of the righteous are treasured under the throne of the Divine
Majesty ( m a n HOD nnn ninaa). But there is, of course, a great difference
between the expression of the "soul being treasured under the throne" and
"the body being buried under the altar".
7 Sotah V. 3, 20b.
* See I Chr. 21:18 ff. II Sam. 24:18 ff.
* Aggadath Shir Hashirim III. 4, ed. Schechter, p. 33; Rabbi Abigedor
Cohen Zedek (in his commentary to Songs, ed. Bamberger, p. 21) quotes it
in the name of the Pesikta.
7° On the seemingly contradictory view of TP (Pesafrim I X . 1, 36c) see
Lieberman, WWDD ' D ^ I T H , p. 508.
7i See Mishnah Middoth III. 1, TB Zebabim 61b, Rashi ibid. s. v. i'n»B>,
and Q H B I D 'pnpi, p. 116, n. 1.
73 Titus Livius (I. 55. 5) records the legend that when they were digging
the foundations of the temple of Jupiter the Capitoline, they found a human
head with its features intact (caput humanum integra facie). The Romans
considered it a good omen, interpreting it to signify that the place would be
the head of the world.
6
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Lord the sacrifices offered on the altar before the skull was
removed were not disqualified.
The question therefore may be raised again: What did the
Rabbis mean by exalting him who was buried under the altar
and comparing such burial to that under the throne of the
Divine Majesty? Perhaps we shall find the answer in the rab
binic conception concerning the attempted offering of Isaac.
The Rabbis looked upon the ram sacrificed by Abraham as
though it were Isaac. In the view of the Rabbis the ashes of
the burnt ram formed the foundations of the inner altar. They
further relate that when the Jews returned from the Babylonian
exile they looked for the exact place of the outer altar. They
established the correct spot because they found the ashes of
Isaac heaped and deposited in that place. According to this
version the ashes of Isaac formed the foundations of the outer
altar.
Altars built of ashes of victims were quite common among
the heathens. Pausanias states: "[The altar of the Olympian
Zeus] is made of the ashes of the thighs of the victims sacrificed
to Zeus, just like the altar at Pergamus. The altar of the
Samian Hera is also made of ashes etc." In view of this we
suggest that the parable of the Rabbis, in which they liken
73

74

75

76

77

78

73 See BR LVI, 9, p. 606 and parallels referred to by Theodor a. 1.; J.
Mann, The Bible as Read and Preached in the Old Synagogue I, Hebrew part,
p. 67 and the parallels referred to in n. 135 ibid.; Ginzberg, Legends of the
Jews, V, p. 252, n. 245. See now the excellent article of S. Spiegel in A.
Marx Jubilee Volume, Hebrew part, p. K'yn ff. Comp. Tosafoth in TB Ta'anith
16a, s. v. "is«.
74 Pirkei R. Eliezer X X X I , end; Midrash Haggadol Gen., ed. Schechter,
p. 325, ed. Margulies, p. 358; JQR, N. S. V I I , 1916, p. 132.
75 TB Zebafrim 62a, according to the correct reading and explanation
by Rabbi Judah b. Barsilai of Barcelona in his [commentary to nTX» IDO,
p. 109.
7* As correctly observed by Rabbi David Luria in his commentary to
Pirkei R. Eliezer X X X I , 72a, n. 71. Comp. also Targum to I Chr. 21:15.
77 V. 13. 8: ireiroirjrat, 8k Upelcov T&V &vop.kv(av T<# Ad awd rrjs rk<ppas
T&v p-rjp&v, Kadavep ye Kal kv Hepyanq.
Te<ppas yap 8rj kari Kal TJJ
"Hpcjt TJj Xafila fia)fx6$ KT\.
7» See also ibid. 14.8 and 10; 15. 9 and I X . 11. 7. Comp. Frazer a. 1. I l l ,
p. 557; P. Stengel, Die griechischen Kultusaltertiimer*, p. 13, n. 18.
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burial in the Land of Israel to burial under the altar, was an
ancient phrase adapted to the ashes of Isaac. The latter formed
the foundation of the altar, directly under the throne of the
Divine Majesty. This will still be better understood in the
light of a Semitic heathen custom. Porphyrius reports that
the Dumatii, a people of Arabia, annually sacrficed a boy whom
they buried under the altar which was used by them as a god.
The Rabbis converted a pagan rite into material for a
Jewish legend, and they transformed a reality of heathen cult
into a Jewish symbol. The ashes of Isaac are deposited under
the altar directly beneath the throne of the Divine Majesty;
"He who is buried in the Land of Israel is as if he were buried
under the altar . . . And he who is buried under the altar is as
if he were buried under the throne of the Divine Majesty.''
We repeat again: In these chapters only some of the presacrificial rites were discussed. But they are sufficient to demon
strate the common patterns of worship which prevailed in the
Mediterranean world during the first century B. C. E. and C. E.
79
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84

™ There may have been a view among the Jews that Adam was buried
under the altar; see L. Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews V, p. 125 ff., n. 137.
However, the Rabbis could hardly hold such views. See the opinion of
R. Yanai in TP Nazir VII. 2, 56b and comp. TB ibid. 54a.
Tanfruma K T I 41, ed. Buber 55a (Aggadath Bereshith X X X I . 1): nvyv
D2D71 NDD H2D jiiJD miron rm "[Abraham] has built the altar directly beneath
the throne of the Divine Majesty". Comp. Mekhilta, Shirah X , ed. Horovitz,
p. 150 and parallels referred to in the notes ibid. See also P. Stengel, ibid.,
p. 12, n. 1.
De abst. II. 56: Kat AovjJLCLTrjvol 81 rijs 'Apaftias /car* ITOS tKaarov
e&vov wal8a, 8v vwd Poind? l&airTov, op XP& H
%oavo).
See Gen. 25:14; Is. 21:11.
I. e. the building of altars of victims' ashes.
The burying of the sacrificed boy under the altar.
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T H E T E M P L E : ITS LAY-OUT A N D P R O C E D U R E
The attitude of the ancients towards their sanctuaries was
expressed in certain laws which marked their respect for the
holy places. There was, of course, a rule common to Jew and
gentile that ritually unclean persons or people improperly
dressed were barred from the temple premises. T o these the
Orientals, the Greeks and the Romans added certain moral
transgressions as well as the state of mourning over relations.
According to Jewish law, a man who touched a dead body is
allowed to enter the Temple Mount whereas a mourner is
barred from it during the first two (or three) days of mourn
ing. Although the strict Halakhah does not exclude morally
1

2

3

4

5

6

1

See A. Bickerman, Syria X X V , 1946-48, pp. 70-71; Lieberman JQR
X X X V I I , 1946, p. 45 nn. 32, 33. Comp., however, Herodot. II. 64.
See W . M . Ramsay, The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia I, Oxford 1895,
p. 149, No. 41; Th. Wachter, Reinheitsvorschriften im griechischen Kult, Giesen
1910, p. 8ff.; E. Fehrle, Die kultische Keuschheit im Altertum, p. 231 ff.; P.
Stengel, Die griechischen Kultusaltertumers, p. 155 ff.; A. D. Nock, Harvard
Theological Review X X V I I , 1934, p. 73, n. 61; S. Spiegel, ibid., p. 121 ff.
See B. Brissonius, de formulis et solemnibus populi Romani verbis, I,
IV, p. 4; Th. Wachter ibid., p. 10, n. 2; Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der
Romer , p. 416, n. 3.
*Krj8os.
See Dittenberger, SyU, 982 and 983; Wachter ibid. pp. 49,
n. 1, 56 ff. and 62; Frazer, The Golden Bough, Adonis, Attis, Osiris II, New
York 1935, p. 228, n. 1. Death per se seems to impart a kind of contamination
to the relations of the deceased. When Xenophon in the course of sacrificing
heard that his son fell in battle he stopped and removed the garland from his
head. He resumed the act only when he decided that the glorious death of his
son was not to be lamented (Plut. cons, ad Apoll. 119a, passim). Similarly
in Jewish law mourning, legally, is not related to contact with the dead or
attendance at the funeral. The relative of the dead becomes a mourner even
when the corpse has not been recovered (as in case of drowning).
* Mishnah Kelim I. 8.
See below. Contact with a dead body makes the person unclean whether
he is related to the deceased or not. Sight of a corpse in the open or presence
at a funeral four cubits away from the corpse does not impart uncleanliness.
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7

165

8

unclean persons or people in mourning from the Temple, there
is good ground to assume that in practice they were barred
from the sanctuary at some time during the second common
wealth. The minor tract SemaJpoth states that a mourner is
not to enter the Temple Mount during the first two (or three)
days of his mourning. From TB it appears that his exclusion
from the Temple proper lasted all the seven days of mourning.
9

10

11

12

A restriction is imposed only on the High Priest who is not allowed to attend
a funeral or to see the coffin (Mishnah Sanhedrin II. 1). Comp. Lucian, de
Syria dea 53.
See Mishnah Bekhoroth VII. 7 and Tosafoth Yom Tob ibid. Comp. Tosa
foth Yebamoth 7a s. v. nDW0, referred to by Rabbi 'Akiba Eiger a. 1.
According to Biblical law the period of mourning (nmN) associated with
the partaking of some sacred food (see Lev. 10:19; Deut. 26:14) may have con
sisted of one day only. Distress caused only by death (of a near relative)
imparted some kind of contamination. (TP Pesafyim VIII. 8, 36b and paralels: 12*72 nnb xbn HNDD nma p«). Of course, it had nothing to do with contact
with the dead body, see above, n. 6.
VI. 11, ed. Higger, p. 134. Comp. the reading of Natimanides, rrnn
o-mn ed. Venice, 71a.
Comp. Mishnah Mo'ed Katan III. 5 and TP ibid. 82b; Bereshith Rabba
C. 8, p. 1290 and notes ibid.; Semakoth ibid. 2-7. From all these sources it is
obvious that in post-Biblical times the first stages of mourning lasted two or
three days. Comp. rbttv poyr. on nin^«tt», Jerusalem 1948, p. 196 and note
ibid.
" Mo'ed Katan 15b; Tosefta Zebafrim X I . 1, 49527 and my note in Tosefeth
Rishonim II, p. 214.
The only exception was made for the High Priest. He remained in the
Temple even during the time of his mourning (Lev. 10:7; 21:12. See Mishnah
Sanhedrin II. 1; Tosefta Zebafrim X I . 3, 49531 and parallels). TB (Mo'ed
Katan 14b) formulates it: »DI
'^lsV bilD na»n bsi bin jro, "A High Priest
all through the year is like any other person on a holiday". Gellius (X. 15. 16)
defines the status of the Flamen Dialis in identical terms: Dialis cotidie feriatus
est. "Every day is a holiday for the Dialis". The same applied to the Rex
sacrorum. See Macrob. Sat. I. 16. 9; G. Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der
Romer*, p. 507, n. 1.
In ancient times the Flamen Dialis was not allowed to pass a single night
outside of Rome (Liv. V. 52. 13. See Wissowa ibid., p. 505, n. 5). The Jewish
High Priest was not allowed to leave Jerusalem (Maimonides in vipun ^2
V. 7, from an unknown source. Comp. Mishnah Sanhedrin II. 1). The Dialis
never enters a place of burial and never touches a dead body (Gellius ibid.).
The same is true of the Jewish High Priest (Lev. 21:11). The death of the
Dialis' wife deprives him of his sacrificial office for ever (see Wissowa ibid.,
7
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1

The Targum * expressly states that sinful persons (fcTNBn
NU'rn) do not enter the [Holy] House. It likewise appears from
the Mishnah that an excommunicated person was barred from
entering the Temple.
For our purpose the ruling of an old Mishnah is even more
instructive. We read there: ] » D ' "|TT yom n ^ n in!? D»D»an
14

15

16

17

no

BUDWB

rrttJD

'*\DI

*\*pD

M7W

. . .

m

bin

iyv*w

*OD

.^KDB^

bww T V T ]**revi ys^pm
*]b "Whoever enters the

inn

*\*pn

Temple Mount enters on the right, goes round, and leaves from
the left, save any whom aught befell, for he goes round to the
left. W h a t aileth thee that thou goest to the left?' 'Because
I am a mourner . . . Because I am under a ban* etc." As said
before, the mourner and the person under a ban were not allowed
to enter the Temple itself, but in the Temple Mount they
turned to the left because the left was a token of misfor
tune. Here again we come across the general attitude of the
time.
The proper behavior in entering a temple, according to the
Pythagorean symbol, was to enter from the right and leave
from the left, exactly like the statement of our Mishnah. The
18

19

20

p. 506, n. 4, end). The death of the wife of the Jewish High Priest prevents
him from officiating in the Temple on the Day of Atonement. See Mishnah
Yoma I. 1. The other particulars of the Dialis enumerated by Gellius ( X . 15)
were not shared by the Jewish High Priest.
« II Sam. 5:8. Comp. Ps. 24:3-4 and Spiegel, op. c. (above, n. 2, end), 126.
* Comp. also Targum to Cant. 6:6. The cleanliness from the defilement
of robbery mentioned there refers to the priests and Levites and not to the
sacrifices and tithes.
* 'Eduyoth V. 8 (according to the correct explanation of G. Allon, Tarbiz
I X , 1938, p. 278 ff.).
Comp. also Joseph. Ant. X I X . V I I . 4, 332; ibid. VIII. III. 9, 96 and
G. Allon ibid., p. 279, n. 10, and p. 283, n. 20. See also the interpolation in
contra Ap. II. X X V I , 205.
* Middoth II. 2. Comp. TP Sukkah, V. 8, 55d.
Comp. also Mishnah Zehabim VI. 3; TB ibid. 64b.
» The mourner was admitted to it after the second (or the third) day of
his mourning, but was barred from the Temple itself for five (or four) days
more; see above.
Jambl. de viU 'Pyth. 156: elaikvai bk els rd lepa. Kara TOVS de&ovs
TOTTOVS irapayy'ekei, e&kvai Kara, TOVS apwrepovs.
Comp, Ezek. 46:8-9.
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21

use of the left was standard in chthonian rites, which is in keep
ing with the behavior of the mourner and the excommunicated
person. The Jews paid no heed to the original meaning of the
custom. In the course of time it became merely a pattern of
behavior, and the Jews did not hesitate to follow it.
A Baraitha * reads: rrtpyn m a n D'DBn D'aiDrai "[The veil of
the Temple] was made by eighty-two young girls.'' A mediaeval
author explains that "the girls did not reach the age of puberty
{menses muliebres), and were consequently ritually pure/'
A. Buchler called attention to the Syriac Apocalypse of
Baruch (X.19) and to Pesikta Rabbathi where it is clearly
stated that the girls who were weaving the veil of the Temple
were virgins. S. Krauss correctly associated the reading of
our Mishnah with the story in Protevangelium Iacobi ( X . l ) .
It is related there that the council of the priests (avfJLpovkLOV
TCOV lepkuv) decided to make a veil for the Temple. And the
priest said: KaXeaare JJLOL 6/crco wap&tvovs &JM6LVTOVS iird
rrjs <pv\rjs AaviS KTX. "Call unto me eight undefiled virgins
22

2

2 4

25

20

27

28

20

30

2 1

See S. Eitrem, Opferritus und Voropfer d. Griechen und Romer, Kristiania
1915, p. 41 ff. R. 'Akiba alluded to this chthonian rite in his reference to the
Minim {Tosefta Yoma III. 2, 185il TB ibid. 40a; see onmo »pnpi a. 1.). It is
obvious (see TB ibid.) that the question necessarily involved the moving of
the Scape-goat to the left. Comp. also Mishnah Parah III. 3 and Tosefta
ibid. 63137 and see below n. 33.
See the excellent review article by A. D. Nock, "Sarcophagi and
Symbolism" in the American Journal of Archaeology vol. L, 1946, p. 150, n. 4.
Interpolated in the Mishnah, Shekalim VIII. 5. See J. N. Epstein
m»on nonh NIUD, p. 952.
This is the correct reading, see Epstein ibid.
The commentary on Tamid (29b) ascribed to RABAD.
JQR X V I , 1904, p. 20, n. 1.
7 X X V I , ed. Friedmann, 131a.
Festschrift in honor of A. Harkavy, German part, p. 177 (addenda and
corrigenda to p. 62, n. 5). Comp. Tarbiz X I , 25, n. 3; ibid., p. 223.
Some mss. read &rrd, seven; some omit the number, but from the
continuation of the story it is clear that there were eight virgins.
Here wap&kvoi aplavTOi most probably mean O ' D T V minna, virgins who
never menstruated (comp. Mishnah Niddah I. 4). See Protev. ibid. VI. 1: rds
dvyarkpas rccv *EfipaLov rds aiiibvTOVS, where it means small girls who did
not yet reach the age of puberty. This sense is particularly obvious in VIII. 2,
where it is stated that when Mary became twelve years old (i. e. the age of
2 2

2 4

2 5
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of the tribe of David etc." The author who maintained that
when called to participate in the work of the veil Mary was
twelve years old probably wished to emphasize that she was
morally undefiled. But in the light of the rabbinic sources it is
obvious that the information about the icapdivoi aixiavroi (in
its technical sense) was probably taken from a well informed
Jewish source. As suggested above, icap&ivoi a/j,lavTot, in the
strict sense of the word means "virgins who have not yet men
struated" regardless of their age. But in our case it means
virgins who have not reached the age of puberty, a very natu
ral precaution when working on an object of the sanctuary.
The virgins were below the age of twelve, the normal age of
puberty.
T o sum up. A college of eighty-two noble virgins below
the age of puberty participated in the weaving of the veil of
the Temple; they drew their salaries from the treasury of the
Temple. The veils on which there were embroidered lions and
eagles were exhibited to the public before they were used in
the Temple.
This, of course, reminds us of the girls who wove the Peplos
31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

puberty), the priests decided to remove her from the Temple, because "she
may pollute the sanctuary of the Lord", (MTCOS fuavy rd ayiaafia Kvplov.
Cod. C: fXTjTTcos eirek&fl avrxi ra yvvaiK&v Kal jjuavy /cr\.).
X . 1: afxlavTOS rjv TO}
See Tosefta Kelitn, Baba Bathra I. 2, 59021 (and parallels).
A similar procedure was adopted in the preparation of the water of
purification. Small boys of seven or eight acted as the water carriers (Tosefta
Parah III. 2,63132, according to the correct reading of the mediaeval authorities;
see Lieberman, Tosefeth Rishonim III, p. 215). Comp. Th. Hopfner, GriechischAegyptischer Offenbarungszauber I, p. 236 No. 846. See above, n. 21.
It is a round number; comp. TP Berakhoth II. 5, 4d, bot. The remark
of Samuel (TP Shekalim VIII. 4, 51b; TB Tamid 29a) about the exaggerated
numbers refers to the end of our Mishnah, and not to the number of the girls,
which is an interpolation in our Mishnah; see above n. 23 and comp. the
commentary of Rabbi Judah b. Barsilai of Barcelona on m'2P I S D , p. 27 ff.
* Two veils were prepared every year; see Mishnah ibid. Comp. Tosefta
ibid. III. 15, p. 17827.
Tosefta ibid. II. 6 and parallels.
7 TP ibid. 51b. Comp. Joseph, bel iud. V. 5. 4, 212.
Mishnah ibid. 4.
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of Athene. They all were of noble birth, and some of them were
between seven and eleven years old. The number of the workers
(kpyaarlvac)
on the robe sometimes grew to one hundred or
one hundred and twenty. When finished, the robe of Athene
was carried in procession at the Panathenaic festival.
The similarity between the Jewish way of weaving the veil
of the Temple and the Athenian manner of preparing the Peplos
is quite striking. However, we have no sound grounds to estab
lish any connection between the two. It is quite natural that
weaving and embroidery are done by women, and it is alto
gether normal for sacred objects to be guarded from possible
contamination. Since girls are subject to periodic uncleanliness
it is certainly in the nature of things that young virgins who
did not reach the age of puberty be chosen for handling the
sacred objects. It is again a pattern naturally common to
human sanctuaries.
It is well known that much of the external architecture of
the Temple of Herod was in Greek style. It is obvious from
the Hellenistic sources that the Temple served as a depository
for private citizens. The Mishnah states: "Hillel the Elder
ordained that he could deposit his money in the [Temple]
chamber." It is safe to assume that this money was deposited
in the Treasury Chamber of the Temple.
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Etytn. magn. 149.19: rkaaapes 51 walSes kx^porovovvro KCLT
ykveiav hppt\<pbpoi and er&p irra pkxpis tvbtKa. See A. Mommsen,
Heortologie, p. 184 ff.; Frazer, Pausanias II, 574 ff.; ibid. Ill, 592 ff.; L.
Deubner, Attische Feste, Berlin 1932, p. 11 ff. and Plate I. 1 ibid.
See Frazer ibid. II, p. 575, n. 6.
See Deubner ibid., p. 29 ff.
See Schurer, Geschichte etc. II , p. 64 ff.
43 II Mace. III. 10; Jos. bell iud. VI. 5. 2, 282; See Schurer Geschichte
etc. II , p. 325 ff.; E. Bickerman, Annuaire de VInstitut de Philol. et d'Hist.
Orientates et Slaves VII (1939-44), p. 14 ff.
Arakhin I X . 4.
«* I. e. the seller of a house who wishes to protect his right to redeem it.
t&^in, literally: to cast in.
The money was probably put in a vessel together with a note containing
the name of the man to whose credit the money was deposited. See Bickerman,
ibid., p. 18.
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In addition to the regular yearly payment to the Temple
there were, of course, special contributions in gold made by
Jews. These often included ex voto offerings in gold. A rich
woman, for instance, once made a vow that if her daughter
recovered from her illness she would give the equivalent of her
weight in gold [to the Temple]. A special chest in the Temple
was designated for those who wanted to contribute gold rnSD^
which perhaps means ' T o r redemption." This gold was used
to make golden plates for the Holy of Holies only, and appar
ently could not be spent on Temple repairs (ivan p"Q) in
general.
Gold was also contributed in the form of leaves, berries and
clusters which were hung on the golden vine standing over the
entrance to the Sanctuary. The golden chain dedicated by
king Agrippa to the Temple was probably also a votive offering
as an expression of gratitude. All this gold was not stored in
one chamber. There is also no evidence of the existence of a
special chamber exclusively for the Shekalim.
It appears that the same rooms contained not only coins but
gold-dust as well. If we are right in our assumption we shall
the better understand the precautions taken against the man
who entered the Treasury Chamber for the purpose of taking
part of the Terumah. * He was not allowed to wear a tunic with
48
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For contributions of gentiles, see Schurer ibid. p. 360 ff.
Tosefta 'Arakhin III. 1, 54526. Comp. Mishnah ibid. V. 1.
s° Mishnah Shekalim VI. 5-6 and TP ibid.
s 1 , e. ex voto offerings; see commentaries and nvbv njvbn a. 1.*, Aruch
Completum s. v. "ISD, p. 305a.
See Tosefta ibid. III. 6, 1787 and variants ibid.
« Mishnah Middoth III. 8. On the golden vine see Jos., antiq. X V . 11. 3,
395; bel. iud. V. 5. 4, 210. Comp. the numerous parallels quoted by A. B. Cook,
Zeus II, p. 281, n. 4.
54 Joseph, antiq. X I X . 6. 1, 294.
ss Herodot. relates (I. 90) that'Croesus sent his shackles to Delphi as a
reproach to the gods.
s See Mishnah Shekalim V. 6.
57 See Exod. 30:13.
* On the access to the Treasury Chamber, see Tosefta ibid. II. 15, 1776
and TP ibid. V. 3, 49a. Comp. Tosefeth Rishonim I, p. 182.
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folds or to wear shoes or sandals. He was compelled to talk all
during his stay in the Chamber, in order not to be suspected of
putting money in his mouth. In addition, his body, including
his hair, was inspected upon his leaving the Chamber. A
man with long curly hair was altogether barred from taking
of the Terumah, lest he be suspected of hiding gold in his
hair.
All these precautions remind us of the anecdote told by
Herodotus about Alcmeon whom Croesus permitted to take
out of his treasury as much gold as he could carry on his person.
The former put on a wide tunic leaving a deep fold in it and
shod himself with the most spacious buskins that he could find.
He then packed the fold of his tunic and his buskins with golddust; in addition, he strewed dust in the hair of his head and
01

02

03

64

05

66

67

s9 nisn n n s , Tcapay oobris. The spelling irapaycodrjs is found several times
in one ms. of Ioannes Lydus' de magist. pop. rom. (see the variants in ed.
Wuensch, pp. 21, n. 20; 58, n. 22; 69, n. 7). The word nisn is explained by
Arukh (s. v. nsn) to mean "with sleeves". According to Lydus (ibid. I. 17):
irapayavdcu
(or: 7rapa7co5at), x ^ s . . . Tepixcpidas exovres. "The
paragaudae. . . are tunics with sleeves". However ps.-Rashi to Bereshith
Rabba L X X V . 5 and a marginal note in cod. Oxf. a. 1. (see Theodor-Albeck
ibid., p. 883, n. 5) explain nsn as synonymous with p»n, KOXTTOS, sinus, bosom.
Comp. also Aruch Completum III, p. 468. I therefore prefer to render i m s
msn — like irapaycjdns KOXTTOJTOS — a "bosomed" tunic, a tunic with folds.
Comp. the x^ ^
KO\T&T6S
(usually worn by women) mentioned by Plut.,
reg. et imp. apophth. 173c.
Mishnah Shekalim III. 2. Comp. TB Yebamoth 102b.
Tosefta Shekalim II. 1, 1759; TP ibid. III. 2, 47c.
TP ibid.
pnp. Maimonides trying to rationalize the tradition explained the word
to mean a poor man who is sick and tired of life, and who might be suspected
of stealing in a fit of despair. All the other commentaries rejected this inter
pretation of the word and took pip in its usual meaning. See, for instance,
Me'iri a. 1., p. 74.
«< TP ibid.
* This injunction may have been only purely theoretical, but it is reported
in the name of R. Ishmael who in his youth must have attended the Herodian
Temple. As the son of a high priest (see Tosefta Halla I. 10, 9810) he most
probably knew the nature of the gold deposited in the Treasury Chamber.
VI. 125.
«7 kvdvs Ki&&va nkyav KOI K.6\TCOV fla&vv KaTa\iirbp.evos TOV KL&OJVOS.
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took more of it in his mouth. The injunction on a man with
long curly hair not to enter the Treasury Chamber (despite the
usual search) could make sense only if the Chamber contained
gold-dust.
We do not know the exact location of the Treasury Cham
bers, but we have good reason to assume that they were
behind the innermost recesses of the Temple. We read in the
Sifre:
m i r o »DIIT D'p-ra o w n D n e n rrn m n « rrn Dips "There
was a place behind the Holy of Holies where the priestly gene
alogy was investigated." However, according to the Mishnah
and the Tosefta they investigated the priestly pedigree in the
Lishkath Haggazith which was situated in the North end (or the
South end) of the Temple. Nevertheless there is no divergence
of opinion between the sources. It is obvious from the Mishnah
and the Tosefta (ibid.) that the final investigation of the priestly
lineage took place in the Lishkath Haggazith, and there the deci
sion of the High Court was rendered. The chamber behind
the Holy of Holies was used for the preliminary examination of
the pertinent documents which were deposited in this chamber.
This is the regular 6Tna&68ojj,os, the back chamber, common
to the gentile temples.
Thus the Treasury Chambers were dincr&bdofAOi which, like
in all other temples of the time, contained among other items —
such as the votive offerings and the private deposits — the
priestly archives as well.
Let us now turn our attention to the summit of the Temple
69
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74

75

76

77

ks rds rptxas TTJS Ke<pa\rjs 8t,aw6Lcras TOV ^ y / z a r o s KCLI aXXo Xaff&v
ks TO OTOjUa.
* See A. Schwarz, MGWJ L X I I I , 1919, p. 246 ff.
7° See Joseph, bel. iud. V. 5. 2, 200.
7 I, 116, ed. Horovitz, p. 13312.
? So Yalkut and cod. Vat. Comp. Tosefta Temurah IV. 8, 5562; ibid.
Zebdkim VII. 1, 48918; TB Yoma 21a; Zebafyim 55b; Temurah 30b passim.
73 Middoth, end.
74 Hagigah II. 9, 23517 and parallels.
7s Middoth V. 4 and variants ibid. Comp. Schurer, Geschichte etc. II ,
p. 264.
7 For in this place its regular sessions were held,
77 See Van Buren in P W RE X V I I I , p. 686 ff. s. v. Opisthodomos.
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building in Jerusalem. The Mishnah states that on its roof
the Temple had a "raven-scarer" (miy n^D) one cubit high.
The form of the scarecrow is not described in the early rabbinic
sources. Rabbenu Shemaiah a. 1. explains that it was spikes
fixed in the roof. This opinion agrees with the description of
Josephus who stated: "From its top protruded sharp golden
spikes to prevent birds from setting upon and polluting the
roof." Eupolemus, * in his portrayal of Solomon's Temple, re
lated: "He made also two brazen rings of chain work, and set
them upon machinery rising twenty cubits in height above the
Temple, and they cast a shadow over the whole Temple; and
to each net-work he hung four hundred brass bells of a talent
in weight, and the net-works he made solid that the bells might
sound and frighten away the birds, that they might not settle
upon the Temple nor nest upon the panels of the gates and
porches, and defile the Temple with their dung. This descrip
tion by Eupolemus has no historic value, for it is based on the
translation of the Septuagint. The translators probably ascribed
79
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7» Middoth IV. 6.
79 See the various commentaries quoted and referred to by Kohut, Aruch
Completum IV, p. 226, s. v. *?D.
Bel. iud. V. 5. 6, 224: Kara Kopv<pi)v 8e xP * s
6/3e\ovs avelx&>
re&riyfxevovs, &s M TIVI irpoaKa&etonevoi JJLOXVVOLTO TCOV opveoiv.
According to TB Shabbath 90a and Menafyoth 107a the "raven scarer"
was of iron.
According to Euseb., praep. ev. 451, ed. Gifford I, p. 562; Freudenthal,
Hellenistische Studien II, p. 298. Prof. E. Bickerman kindly referred me to the
description of Eupolemus.
* iroirjcrai 81 Kal 8aKTv\lovs
8vo XUXKOVS dXwidcorofc, Kal arijaai
avTOvs ewl
fflxwr)paroiv
virepexovTW TO) bpei TOV vabv 7rr)X€ts K, Kal
crKid^eiv kwavb) icavrds TOV lepov' Kal TrpocrKpeixavai IKLGTIO 8IKTV'1 KO)8o:vas
XCLXKOVS rahavTtahovs
rerpaKoalovs' Kal irorjaat, o\as rds 8tKTvas irpbs
rd xf/Oipelv TOVS K<b8a)vas Kal avoaofielv rd bpvea, 8TUS fxif Ka&l£y eirl TOV
lepovj fxrj8e voaaevg kirl TOIS <paTv6)fxa<n TCOV TTVX&V Kal aTO&v, Kal fwXvvy
TOIS airoiraTr)ij,avi, T6 lepbv.
* Heracles in one of his labors chased away the birds of the Stymphalian
lake by a bronze rattle which made a terrible noise. See Diod. Sic. IV.
13. 2.
s The translation is of Gifford ibid. Ill, p. 479.
* II Chr. 4:12-13. See Gifford ibid. IV, p. 371.
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to the Temple of Solomon the existence of a mechanism used in
the Egyptian temples of their time.
The very opposite is maintained by Rabbenu Hananel who
contended that the Temple of Solomon had no raven-scarer at
all. He drew his conclusion from II Aboth deR. Nathan which,
among the miracles wrought in the Temple, counts: nsdii fcrin
87
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found in the slaughterhouse [of the T e m p l e ] , . . . and no bird
passed over the Sanctuary." From this statement the Rabbi in
ferred that there was no need for a raven-scarer in the Temple
of Solomon. However nobody will doubt the evidence given by
the Mishnah and Josephus that the Herodian Temple did have
a raven-scarer on its top.
Furthermore, it is recorded in the Baraitha di-Mlekheth
ha-Mishkan that the altar of the Tabernacle was provided with
a raven-scarer. All this will be properly understood in the light
of sanctuary buildings of the time.
It is a well established fact that the ancient statues very
often had discs or spikes on top to protect them from pollu
tion by birds. In particular similar measures had to be taken
in temples. Pausanias counts among the wonders of the altar
at Olympia that "the kites molest none of the people who
sacrifice at Olympia." Plinius likewise tells that the kites never
92
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See below.
TB Shabbath 57b.
» See Tosafoth 'Arakhin 6a, s. v. ]MD.
*> X X X I X , ed. Schechter, p. 105.
See Mishnah Aboth V. 5.
According to the opinion of R. Jose b. Bun (in TP Yoma I. 4, 39a) the
miracles took place in Solomon's Temple only. But see below.
X I , ed. M . Friedmann, p. 71. It is a Tannaitic source; see Friedmann
ibid. p. 7. The date of the final compilation is unknown.
M The reading is attested by the mss. and quotations from mediaeval
authors; see ibid., p. 73; its authenticity is beyond question.
Schol. to Aristoph. aves 1114. See H. Lechat, Mrjpivicos, in Bulletin
de Correspondance Hellenique X I V , 1890, p. 337 ff.
See the figures reproduced in Daremberg et Saglio Dictionnaire etc. I l l ,
pp. 1718-19.
97 See E. Petersen, Athen. Mittheil. X I V , 1889, p. 233 ff.
» V. 1 4 . 1 : 01 yap Urlves . . . ahiKovaiv ovblv kv 'QXv/jLwia TOVS dbovras.
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snatch any edible from the altar at Olympia." Lucretius main
tains that crows (cornices) never approached the temple of
Pallas Tritonia on the Acropolis of Athens even "when the
altars were smoking with offerings." Petersen
cleverly re
marked that these miracles were based on facts. Effective
precautions were taken to make it impossible for big birds of
prey to nest or even to rest in the temples and their vicinity.
Sharp spikes were planted on the flat surfaces which prevented
the big birds from resting on them. And then the miracle
happened; those feathered creatures got out of the habit of
dwelling near the temples and consequently did not annoy the
sacrificers too much.
The same situation existed in Jerusalem. The flesh of the
sacrifices was salted on the Ramps ( P M ) of the altar. Many
victims were burnt on the altar which stood in an open place,
and the odor certainly attracted the big birds of prey. Kites
and ravens abound in Palestine. The audacity of the kites is
well known. Aristotle relates: "They say that [in Elis] there
are kites which snatch the meat from persons carrying it through
the market-place, but do not touch the flesh offered in sacri
fice." Similarly it is told in TP:
" A man was carrying meat
101
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loS

99 Nat. hist. X . 12. 28 (referred to by Frazer, III, p. 558): Milvi. . . nihil
esculenti rapere numquam . . . Olyrapiae ex ara.
De rerum nat. V I , 750.
Non cum fumant altaria donis. Comp. also below, n. 107.
Ibid, (see above n. 97), p. 235.
* The stone which was in the Holy of Holies in the Jerusalem Sanctuary
(the Eben Shetiyyah) was considered by the Jews as the navel of the world.
It was the Jewish neadfupaXos, yrjs 6fi<pa\os, like the Navel-stone of the
Greeks. See Frazer, Pausanias, vol. V, pp. 318-319; Eisler, Philologus L X V I I I ,
p. 117 ff.; Feuchtwang MGWJ LIV, 1910, p. 719 ff.; ibid. LV, 1911, p. 43 ff.;
Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews, V, p. 15 ff.
< Tosefta Menaboth V I . 3, 5 1926; TB ibid., 21b.
See the commentary of Rabbi Simeon Duran on Aboth V. 5, s. v.
133 tib).
The L X X translates the Hebrew nn (Deut. 14:13) LKTIVOS.
°7 Mirab. 123, 842a: elvai 5k <pa<n, Tap' avrols /cat IKTIVOVS, ot wapa
fiev TCOP 5ia TTjs ayopas ra Kpka (pepdvroov ap7rafou<u, TWV 5k UpodvTcov
ovx aTTOvrai.
Shekalim VII. 5, 50c; Abod. Zar. II. 9,41d. Comp. TB Baba Mezi'a 24b.
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in the market place; a kite appeared and snatched it from
him."
In order to keep the birds away from the Temple area,
"raven-scarers" were probably planted not only on the roof of
the Temple but also near the altar (see above), on the stoas and
columns.
All these precautions helped the miracle, and indeed
no bird flew over the Temple.
Pausanias, after recounting the wonderful behavior of the
kites in regard to the altar of Olympia, adds that the Eleans
are said to sacrifice to Zeus the Averter of Flies ('AirbjuLVLOs)
when they are about to drive the flies out of Olympia. We
have seen" that the rabbinic source also connects the same two
miracles, that no fly was found in the slaughterhouse of the
Temple and that no bird flew over the Sanctuary.
The birds were averted with the aid of "raven-scarers,"
but the Jews had neither an 'ATS/JLVCOS (Fly-averter) nor a
Mviaypos (Fly-catcher). They had no need of them. The
dry Jerusalem climate and the draughty air on the Temple
Mount offered sufficient help to the miracle, and no flies were
seen in the slaughterhouse. Some of the ancient Rabbis ex
plicitly expressed their opinion to this effect. Very strict meas
ures were taken to prevent the High Priest from a pollutio
nocturna on the Day of Atonement, although according to the
miracles of the Temple such a thing would never happen to
110

111

112

113

4

115

110

117

1 0 9

Somewhere in Babylonia.
rpro rrnsttm N I V H «n« i£»p j'yo Kpwa i^no mn m 12 in.
I have not been able to find a parallel to Eupolemus' "raven scarer"
in the form of bells. This was probably one of the many inventions of the
Alexandrian mechanics who by some device placed the bells high above the
temple. The bells perhaps operated by force of the wind.
V. 14. 2.
Frazer a. 1. I l l , p. 558, adduces a series of parallels from Greek and
Latin authors who assert that the flies disappear (or perish) immediately
after the sacrifice is offered.
"4 Above, p. 174.
s Some special ingredients were probably included in the sacrifices to
these gods, the smell of which either exterminated or drove away the flies.
See Mishnah Yoma I. 4; TP ibid. 39a; TB ibid. 18a
" 7 Mishnah Aboth V. 5 and parallels.
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the High Priest on that day. R. Abun remarked" that those
precautions had to be taken because it is written (Deut. 6:16):
" Ye shall not try the Lord your God"
A miracle is well deserved
only when all the proper natural actions have been performed
to create the miracle.
Usually the ancients did not deny the miraculous "facts"
which happened in the temples. Although the Jews tried to
rationalize some wonders performed in heathen temples they
did not deny the stories themselves. Measures were taken all
over the ancient world to make miracles possible in the temples,
and the resulting wonders were accepted everywhere in the
same spirit.
We shall now conclude with the later mechanical improve
ments introduced into the Temple of Jerusalem. The Mishnah
relates: "Ben Katin
made twelve stop-cocks for the laver
( T P J , L X X : XOVTTJP) which before had but two. He also made
a device (jJLrjxcLvrj ) for the laver that its water should not be
rendered unfit by remaining overnight." The nature of this
fjLTjxavTi is not clear. We know from the Mishnah
that it was
made of wood, and that, according to a Rabbi of the fourth
century, it had a wheel by which the huge mass of the laver
119

120

121

122

123

124

125

120

118

TP ibid.
A more forceful remark about another miracle in the Temple is available
in TP Shekalim V I . 4, 50a. Comp. also TB Pesafrim 64b.
As a matter of fact Josephus relates (Ant. X V I I , 6. 4, 166) that a
pollutio nocturna once did happen to the High Priest, a fact also corroborated
by I Aboth deR. Nathan ( X X X V , ed. Schechter, p. 105) and by TP (Yoma
I. 1, 38d top and parallels; see Ratner D ^ P I T I jrx rarw a. 1. p. 8). See Schurer,
Geschichte etc. II , p. 270, n. 7. But exceptions do not invalidate a miracle
(comp. also the Baraitha quoted in TB Pesafrim 64b); it is simply a bad
portent. See Pausanias V. X I V . 1.
See Debarim Rabba ed. Lieberman, p. 75 and n. 7 ibid.
Yoma III. 10.
"3 See Ratner (o'^»nn }V* nan« on TP Yoma, p. 60) who tries to identify
him with Ben Gamala mentioned in the preceding Mishnah. On the latter see
Schurer, Geschichte etc. II , p. 273 and n. 21 ibid.
*
or ' 3 3 » D ; see Der MiSna-Traktat Tamid, ed. A, Brody, p. 48, n. 44;
ibid. 62, n. 22; H. L. Ginsberg, MGWJ L X X V I I , 1933, p. 423, n. 3.
* Tamid I. 4; III. 8.
TB Yoma 37a.
1 2 0
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full of water was moved." According to some tradition, a
ix7}x h was also employed to lift the Red Heifer on the pile of
wood, where it was to be slaughtered."
The sources do not state whether the juiyxtt^ai were pre
pared in Palestine or imported from the outside. From the
Tosefta
we know that the bronze gates of Nicanor were im
ported from Alexandria. When some vessels of the Jerusalem
Sanctuary got out of order, the authorities resorted to artisans
from Alexandria. Specialists from that city were brought to
Jerusalem for the purpose of baking the Show-bread and pre
paring the incense, but they failed in their mission. Thus we
see that the Temple authorities frequently utilized the skill of
the Alexandrian professionals.
Now Hero Alexandrinus relates that at the entrance of the
Egyptian temples the vessel containing lustral water {irepippavTrjpiov **) was supplied with a bronze wheel, and when the
wheel was turned the water for sprinkling flowed from the
vessel. The wheel in the laver at the Herodian Temple seems
to have had a different function (see above). The devices of
the Egyptian priests went so far as to introduce an automaton
for selling holy water; after dropping one coin of five drachmae
the lustral water automatically flowed out. The mechanism of
this automaton was very simple, and its production would be
av>

8

129

130

131

132

133

1

135

130

137

" 7 Comp. however, Maimonides' commentary a. I.
" Tosefta Parah III. 9, 62324. Comp. Tosefeth Rishonim III, p. 218.
"» Yoma II. 4, 18322; TB ibid. 18a.
3° See Schurer Geschichte etc. II , p. 64, n. 165.
« Tosefta 'Arakhin II. 3-4, 54420 ff. and parallels.
*** Tosefta Yoma II. 5-6, 183 ff. and parallels.
33 Pneumatica X X X I I , ed. Schmidt, p. 148.
*4 See P. Stengel, Die griechischen Kultusaltertiimer*, p. 22, n. 6; E. Bicker
man, Syria X X V , 1946-48, p. 71, n. 1.
3s eTTLarpacpevTos TOV rpoxov vdoop c£ avrov ewipp'eew els rd ireppippalvea&cu.
** Hero ibid. X X I : eh frta arovbel*
wevTa8paxi*ov vop,lap,aTOS
kuPXrj&evTos, tf&op airoppeei els rd ireppLppalvecrdaL. Comp. the editor's
note on p. I l l , n. 1. See also H. Diels, Antike Technik, Leipzig und Berlin
1924, p. 68 and n. 3 ibid.
*7 See the description of Hero and fig. 22 ibid. Comp. also Diels ibid.,
p. 69.
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very inexpensive. The /xrixwfl of the laver in the Jerusalem
Temple was probably not automatic, but it was a new device
which was possibly constructed by the Alexandrian mechanics
who invented the various contrivances for the
irepLppavrrjpLa
of the Egyptian temples.
Again we see that the many ways of behavior in the Temple
of Jerusalem, many features in its structure and furniture were
common to all the sanctuaries of the time. This, of course,
detracts nothing of the exclusive holiness of the place; it only
increases its many attractions by appealing to human nature
and feeling.
138

8

** An automatic device which was counted among the wonders of the
world existed in Jerusalem, according to Pausanias VIII. 16. 4. Comp. Th.
Reinach, Textes d'Auteurs Grecs et Romains Relatives au Juda'isme, p. 172.

T H E N A T U R A L S C I E N C E OF T H E R A B B I S
The problem of how well the Rabbis of the first four cen
turies were informed regarding the natural sciences can certainly
not be solved in one chapter. Even a superficial perusal of the
four volumes of I. Low, or the work of Lewysohn, J. Preuss
and others will convince the reader that many parallels exist
between the rabbinic natural science and that of the Greeks
and the Romans of that time. For our purpose it will be suffi
cient to discuss in this chapter some details which will tend to
demonstrate the necessity of a thorough and methodical exami
nation of the rabbinic material bearing on this field. For no
definite opinion can be pronounced until all that the Rabbis
said about it is collected. Correct texts and exact information
as far as possible regarding time and place of the particular
scholar mentioned there must be established.
1

2

3

4

It would be of special interest to investigate the scientific
definitions of the Rabbis, their general principles and their
classification of natural facts and phenomena. For instance, the
Rabbis offer the following definition: vby K'non
bbDn
nr
I ?'** nr n n np'yo v*?y N W D i a w bji pT yn nr n n np'yo "This is
the general rule: Any plant that sheds forth its leaves from its
roots is a species of herb, and any plant that does not shed forth
its leaves from its roots is a species of tree." TP elaborates:
"That which grows [branches] from its stem is a species of tree,
from its roots is a species of herb. An objection was raised
5

1

6

1

Die Flora der Juden, Wien, 1926-1934.
Die Zoologie des Talmuds, Frankf. a. M., 1858.
3 Biblisch-talmudische Medizin; see below, n. 62.
See Strack, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash, p. 193 ff.
Tosefta KiVaim III. 15, 785 and parallels; see Lieberman, Tosefeth Rishonim I, p. 91 ff.
Ibid, V, end, 30a: nn flavin .pT ]»D VBHIWD
yn ijmo nbiy Kin» n«
psDa )ND »K-na jto .ijmo niny Kin nn anan.
9

4

5

6
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[against this definition]: Why, the cabbage branches from its
stem [yet it is considered an herb]? [The reply]: The latter is
a sure case, and the former [applies to the] uncertain." The
Rabbis sought to give an exact definition of tree and herb. But
by the example of the cabbage plant they demonstrated that
their delimitation holds true only in doubtful cases; there are
exceptions to the general rule.
Theophrastus classifies all plants in four groups: trees,
shrubs, under-shrubs and herbs. " A tree," he says, "is a thing
which grows from the root with one stem having many
branches" and knots, and it cannot be easily uprooted . . . An
herb is a thing which sends forth its leaves from the root, has
no [main] stem, and the seed is borne in the stalk." However,
immediately after this definition Theophrastus points out that
the latter can be applied only generally and on the whole, for
in some instances this definition overlaps. He further develops
the idea that an exact classification of plants is impossible,
and in some cases he suggests classification by other principles,
such as size, comparative robustness or length of life. The
cabbage, he says, has the character of a tree since it grows only
one stem (and consequently branches from it), although it is
certainly not a tree. For this reason, he asserts, some call the
cabbage a tree-herb
(8^vbpo\kx^ov).
7

8

9

10

12

13

14

The Greeks and the Rabbis describe and reason in a similar
way, with the difference that for the Rabbis it was not a matter
7

1 , e. there is a tradition that cabbage is considered an herb, and therefore
we disregard the definition.
I. e. the definition is applied only to uncertain cases where there is no
clear tradition whether the given plant is a tree or an herb.
» Hist. pi. I. 3. 1.
The Rabbis do not single out shrubs and under-shrubs as special classes;
see Otzar Hageonim, Berakhoth I, p. 91.
I. e. the branches grow from the stem and not from the roots, like the
definition in TP.
bkvbpov nlv odv han rd and friths ixovoaTtXex** iroXvicXabop bfarbv
OVK evawbXvrov . . . irda be rb aird /Mfr/s <pvXXo<pbpov trpoibv acrrkXexes,
ov 6 KavXds <nrepixo<pbpo$.
** Ibid. 4.
See ibid. V I . 1. 2.
8

10

11

12
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of logical classification, but an issue of practical value. For the
purpose of certain rituals the Jew had to know whether the
particular plant is an herb or a tree. The Rabbis did not have
to consult special treatises on botany for their needs. The
Jewish peasant was fully acquainted with the products of the
earth in his vicinity. Even abstract generalizations about plant
species may have been based on observation dictated by the
duty of fulfilling the laws of the Torah. It was practical life
itself which gave birth to the different classifications of herbs
into groups such as, pT mcrp n«un, cereals, pulse (literally:
"small vegetable") and greens. In order to avoid the sowing
of KiVaim, the Rabbis arranged many plants into families and
species.
The same religious motives prompted them to give a series
of general rules regarding animals and their nature. At least
part of their information was based on personal observation;
15

16

17

18

19

20

21

15

Such as 'Orlah, KiVaim and benedictions to be pronounced before
partaking of the food.
Sifra Kedoshim I. 7, ed. Weiss 87b and parallels.
Theophrastus (ibid. VII. 1. 1) divides the herbs into pot-herbs and
cereals.
It seems to be the same vegetable which in Egypt and Palestine was
called XewToXaxavov. See vita Porphyrii by Marcus the Deacon 102, and
the long note in the edition of H. Gregoire and M . A. Kugener, p. 144. It was
usually eaten raw (see ibid, and comp. Sifre II, 105 ed. Finkelstein, p. 1653.
See the editor's note ibid., p. 16412). The Egyptian sources (Apophthegmata
Patrum, PG L X V , 152c and pap. Oxyrh. 1656) mention both beans and
XewroXaxava together. The reason is that the Egyptian beans were con
sidered a species of greens (and not kitnith) when they were fresh (Mishnah
Nedarim VII. 1) and a kind of cereal when they were dry (Tosefta ibid. IV. 3,
27917; TP ibid. 55b).
Mishnah, Tosefta and TP KiVaim.
Comp. also Tosefta Nedarim III. 6-IV. 3, p. 2794-17.
See Lewysohn, Zoologie des Talmuds, p. 6 ff. He seems to have over
looked the fact (p. 14) that the rule laid down by the Mishnah (Niddah
VI. 9: D ' S ^ Q lib vr o»np )b
hi): "All animals that have horns have cloven
hoofs" is recorded by Aristotle, de anim. hist. II. 2. 9, 499b 16. Similarly the
rule given by the Baraitha (TB Hullin 59a, see Lewysohn ibid.): Any animal
that has no teeth in the upper jaw is certain to be ruminating and cloven
footed (except the camel) is also reported by Aristotle, de part. anim. III. 14,
674a23ff.; de anim. hist. II. 17. 5, 507a34 ff.
16
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there were Rabbis who themselves examined the anatomy of
the human body; some performed experiments on animals and
others deduced their conclusions by simply watching the phe
nomena of life. For example, we read in TB: * "It was in
quired: Does the hair grow from its roots or at its tips . . .
[Judge from the fact that] when old men dye their beards,
these grow white again at the roots. From this we can infer
that hair grows from the roots. This proves it." Aristotle
simply remarks: "If a hair be cut, it does not grow at the
point of section; but it gets longer by growing upward from
below."
22

23

2

25

26

However, some passages in rabbinic literature concerning
natural science suggest that they are not the result of observa
tion, but are borrowed from literary sources or oral infor
mation. The Rabbis wished to be guided by the Halakha even
in regard of legendary beings. They discuss whether or not the
dead "Field-men" and the dead sirens impart impurity like
human beings.
27

28

29

30

The Mishnah rules: "If a man touches the flesh of a mouse
which is half flesh and half earth he becomes unclean; but if
he touches the earth he remains clean." The existence of such
a mouse was taken for granted by many ancient authors.

31

22

TB Bekhoroth 45a.
* TB Hullin 57b and Vayyikra Rabba X X . 4; ibid. X I X . 1.
< Nazir 39a: \\rapn
I'yax ID . . . Ivy^n IN van nnn^D two '«n inb »ya»«
D ' P »m nnnbo o'v JIHD'J 'ap'j? jmin.
* It corresponds to the Greek technical term fTyrctrat, it is asked; see
above, p. 48, n. 12.
De anim. hist. III. 11. 10, 518b: om av^averac di &pi£ dirorfxri^elaa,
ctXXd Karco&ev ava<pvop,kvq yiverai neifav.
7Comp. Tosefta Bekhoroth I. 10-11, 53437ff.; TB ibid. 7b hot. and see
Lewysohn, ibid., p. 9.
rn»n »n«. Mishnah KiVaim VIII. 5; Sifra, ed. Weiss, 5Id. See Lewy
sohn ibid., pp. 64 and 356; Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews, vol. V, p. 50, n. 148;
Lieberman, Tarbiz, VIII, p. 367.
Sifra, ed. Weiss, 49d.
3° Hullin I X . 6: -una nzrma KDB - I P M y:mn noiN vxm naa l'xrw "nay. Comp.
TB ibid. 127a and Sifra 52b.
3 See Ovid. met. I. 423 seq.; Pomponius Mela, Chorogr. I, 9. 3, 52.
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2
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Plinius cites it as a "fact" which could confirm the credibility
of other wonderful creatures. He reports: "But the inundation
of the Nile gives credit to all these things by a marvel that
surpasses them all. For when it subsides little mice are found
with the work of generative water and earth uncompleted: in
one part of their body they are already alive, while the most
recently formed part of their structure is still of earth." It is
exactly the mouse described by the Rabbis. It appears from
the account of Plinius that the parts of earth in the mouse
subsequently turn into flesh; this is also the belief of the
Rabbis. Maimonides in his commentary maintains that many
people have claimed to have seen such a mouse. The informa
tion about that kind of mouse the Rabbis probably got from
Egyptian sources. When the alledged existence of the miracu
lous creature was brought to their attention they commented
on its would-be Halakhic status.
It is therefore evident that the rabbinic sources can some
times be understood only in the light of the natural "science"
of the time. We shall quote a few examples. The Tosefta rules:
nao yhwn ) w D":np:i crnsu y«\ noron n« T D - I D D I I ' M - H M D
D'Dn "jinn "It is forbidden to whip or to scratch cattle [for the
purpose of giving it an appearance of fatness] or to inflate the
33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

" Nat. hist. I X . 84, 179.
33 Verum omnibus his fidem Nili inundatio adfert omnia excedente miraculo; quippe detegente eo musculi reperiuntur inchoato opere genitalis aquae
terraemque, iam parte corporis viventes novissima effigie etiamnum terrena.
34 See TB Sanhedrin 91a.
3s Hullin I X . 6.
Comp. also rjna in Mishnah ed. Romm. The book referred to by the
author is inaccessible to me.
37 See Lieberman, Studies in Memory of Moses Schorr (Hebrew), New
York 1944, p. 184 ff.
3 Baba Mezi'a III, end, 3792.
So ed. prin. Cod. Vienna: nonan na yuioD yx. Zuckermandel does not
record the variant J ' D I D S from the editions and cod. Vienna.
4° And thereby deceive the purchaser. TB (ibid. 60b) explains the word
in a different way. But from TP Shabbath VII. 2, 10c, it is evident
that I'ttmtPD in regard to nana means to whip the animal with a rod. It will be
demonstrated below that this was the Palestinian explanation of the Tosefta.
Comp. the second explanation of the latter in TB ibid.
3 6

8

3 9
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entrails, or to soak meat in water." The commentaries explain
the prohibition of inflating the entrails to refer to entrails dis
played in a shop. One is not allowed to inflate them and to
give them an appearance of a larger size for the purpose of deceit.
However TP* discusses the question of whipping (tturpo^)
cattle, or inflating it ( m o r o ^ ) during the mid-festival days.
It is therefore obvious that the inflation of the entrails has to
do with living cattle and not with those displayed in the butcher
shop. It is likewise evident that the practice of whipping and
inflating the cattle was performed by the husbandmen for some
other reason and not only with the intention of cheating; for the
question is only whether one is allowed to do these things during
the mid-festivals, but it is taken for granted that one may do
it in the week days.
It appears that the whipping of the cattle was practiced in
order to affect the color of the skins. The reason for inflating
the cattle is disclosed by Aristotle. He maintains that the
older cattle will fatten if they be fed after an incision has been
made into their hide and air blown thereinto.
Similarly,
Plinius asserts that the oxen and cows fatten by making an
incision in the hide and blowing air into the entrails with a
reed. Now the meaning of the operation is quite clear. The
peasants believed that by blowing air into the entrails of the
animal it would absorb more water and actually fatten. But
2

43

44

45

40

47

48

49

1

4 To make it look fat, for the purpose of deceiving the purchaser.
4* Betza III. 7, 62b.
43 See Rabbenu Hananel on TB ibid. 28a and Ratner D ' ^ l T l ]TX nana
a. 1., p. 30. Z. W . Rabinovitz
p « min H $ W , p. 285) correctly associated
the text in TP with our Tosefta.
44 See TP Shabbath referred to above n. 40.
4s De anim. hist. VIII. 7 (9). 1, 595b.
4 edv TIS TO bkpjxa evrefxcov (pvarjvy.
47 Nat. hist. VIII. 70, 178: si quis incisa cute spiritum harundine in viscera
adigat.
4 Perhaps we should read in the Tosefta ibid, (see above n. 39): yQiiWD ]»«
•'aipa j'nsiai yniDD
nonan rot, "One is not allowed to whip cattle, nor to
make an incision and blow air into the entrails".
49 Just as they used to fatten sheep by mixing salt with their food. See
Aristotle ibid. VIII. 10 (12). 1, 596a.
6
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fattening by the inflation of the entrails was only an illusion; it
had to be subsequently fed in order actually to increase its fat
content. The prohibition against inflating the cattle was directed
against the process of making it look fat without feeding it in
order to cheat the purchaser.
Again we read in the Mishnah: nxnzb J W D I i^ay ybipn
r u y i D NHJW -iy morn ]» »
i v D vrro iy ]m« ybim
" A man
may undertake the care of calves and foals in return for half
the profits and rear them until they have reached the third of
their growth; and of a she-ass until it can bear a burden."
It is evident from the rule pertaining to asses that the rearing
is to be continued until the animal becomes fully able to work.
In case of oxen the custom was to break them when they were
three years old. Plinius states: "Oxen should be broken when
three years old; after that is too late and before that too early."
This supports the reading ] w b V which can mean only
three years old. The calves are to be reared until they reach
the age of three years. They are not yoked before that age and
consequently are useless to the husbandman.
In TP we read: . n y a o nwon a n *Dip a w mn w na mn an
nnya-i» » y a turn nb'D r r y a « w mayo vn»n rvb 'm .p i r o rvb
pxn vhi "iy " R . Hiyya b. Ashi was sitting before Rab who
noticed that the former was worried. When he asked him:
What is the matter? he replied: M y ass is gestating and she is
about to cast, and I want to copulate her before she cools off."
50

51

52

1

5 3

54

55

56

s° Baba Mezi'a V. 4.
* This is the explanation of \*vbwD by Rashi and his followers. Comp.
also his commentary on Genesis 15:9 and Ibn Ezra ibid.
* Nat. hist. VIII. 70, 180: domitura bourn in trimatu, postea sera, ante
praematura.
53 Ed. Naples, W . H. Lowe, Kauffman (the latter reads yvibv and is cor
rected by a later hand to nwhwo) and TP. Comp. also nob* roN^D a. 1. See
•nolo »pnpi on TB ibid. 68a, p. 192, n. « and Tosafoth Yom Tob a. 1.
54 As correctly explained by Alfasi in an Arabic responsum (cited in
nsaipo n»ip a. 1.) and by Maimonides ibid, nobp roK^o refers to Mishnah
Parah I. 1 where it is explicitly stated that rwbv means three years old.
ss Yebamoth IV. 11, 6a and Niddah I. 4, 49b.
« This is the meaning of ]3* in our context. See Tosefta Mo ed Katan
II. 11, 2317; TP Pesafcm IV. 8, 31b. Bereshith Rabba ( X X . 6, 189e) reads:
mom
]XV\ NOP, "Lest she catch cold and die". This is an obvious scribal
x
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It is evident from the anecdote that the Rabbi was eager to
mate his ass immediately after her delivery lest she cool off
afterwards. His anxiety may be understood only in the light of
the beliefs of his time.
Aristotle maintains: Seven days after parturition the sheass submits to the male, and it is best impregnated if put to
the male on this particular day, but she will also receive it
afterwards. Plinius merely asserts: It has been observed that
she-asses are best coupled on the seventh day after parturition.
He further declares: equas autem post tertium diem aut post
unum ab enixu utiliter admitti putant; coguntque invitas. "It
is thought advisable to have the mare covered after three days,
and even after one day of her foaling. When they are unwilling
compulsion is used." Apparently it was the custom to mate the
mare immediately after her parturition. The passage in TP
indicates that it was customary in Babylonia and Palestine to
cover the asses on the same day that they cast their foals.
The field of medicine is widely represented in rabbinic
literature. Dr. Julius Preuss in his voluminous book treats
57

58

59

00

61

63

error (or a lapsus from p. 1337 ibid.). The commentaries on TP misunderstood
the passage completely. Jastrow, Dictionary, p. 1445, s. v.
II, translated
nymo »ya KMO "And I want to assist at her lying down (for delivery) before
she cools off".
De anim. hist. VI. 23. 2, 577a: TeKovaa 8k jfojSdfercu ^56/^77 fokpa,
Kal judAurra 8kxerai
rd T\rj<rp,a raflrfl fiifiacr&eZaa rfi i^ikpa. Xa/x/Sam
8k Kal varepov.
Nat. hist. VIII. 69, 172: feminas a partu op time septimo die impleri
observatum.
» Ibid. X . 83. 179.
This is the reading of all the mss. in ed. Sillig. Only /3 (see praefatio
ibid., p. V) has: annum.
The story itself took place in Babylonia, but since it is reported in
Palestinian sources with no comments it seems to have been taken for granted
in that country. This suggests that both countries followed the same practices
in our case.
Biblisch-Talmudische Medizin, Berlin 1911, and reproduced ibid. 1921.
It is still the standard book on the subject. It is a matter of regret that Jewish
scholars do not make more frequent use of this valuable book. Prof. H.
Torczyner published (Louis Ginzberg Jubilee Volume, Hebrew part, p. 217 ff.)
a learned article on the story of R. Meir who pretended that he felt pain in
his eye and asked a woman to spit in it. (The woman's tyrannical husband
57
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this subject with great erudition. The field of popular medicine
is also not devoid of interest. Notwithstanding their knowledge
of the actual effectiveness of cures in certain diseases, the
Rabbis did not entirely discourage the popular remedies. For
instance, they stated categorically: "Let nobody tell you that
he was bitten by a mad dog and survived," but this did not
prevent them from recording remedies against rabies which were
accepted by the ancient physicians. We shall discuss some
instances which escaped the notice of Preuss.
In Shir Hashirim Zuta it is stated: wibJ? i ^ D J D ' y a n m
63

64
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had ordered her to spit in the face of the famous Rabbi). Emending the text,
Torczyner claimed that the woman did not actually spit in the eye of the
Rabbi but used an incantation accompanied by the customary expectoration
in front of the latter. But both rabbinic and non-Jewish sources inform us
explicitly that saliva is a proved remedy against various eye diseases, as
correctly recorded by Preuss ibid., p. 321 ff. As a matter of fact Plinius
(nat. hist. X X V I I I . 22, 76) says expressly that a woman's fasting spittle
(Mulieris quoque salivam ieiunam. Saliva ieiuna = rabbinic ^sn pn) is con
sidered a powerful remedy against bloodshot eyes. The assertion that the
woman actually spat in the eye of the Rabbi is also confirmed by an otherwise
unknown rabbinic source quoted by Rabbi David Hanagid in his commentary
on Aboth I. 12, 8a. A similar rabbinic anecdote is preserved in the commen
tary to the same Mishnah, published in Machzor Vitry, p. 473 (Comp. ps.-Rashi
ibid.) which states: v r y a b nppni T I N I S T -|!?& pm, "And thy spittle is my
remedy, and she spits in his eyes".
Incidentally, the whole thesis of Dr. Torczyner is based on the misprint
of a single letter in our editions of Debarim Rabba V. 15. posno is to be read
pDyno, fidgeting (see DDK DIN a. 1.). A Genizah fragment of this Midrash
published in V*n»» r\DDnb n s i s n X I I I , p. 113, reads: Kin i^«a loxy T K D "I rwy
w y a wmr\, "R. Meir pretended that he felt pain in his eye". The source quoted
by Rabbi David Hanagid (see above) read: "R. Meir began to tie his eyes".
All this corresponds to the reading in TP (Sotah I. 4, 16d), which Torczyner
discredited.
TP Berakhoth VIII. 6, 12b; Yoma VIII. 5, 45b.
< See Preuss ibid., pp. 224, n. 7 and 225, n. 1.
V I . 6, ed. Buber, p. 36; Aggadath Shir Hashirim, ed. Schechter, p. 40,
1. 1192. I copy from the quotation in Yalkut Hamakhiri on Is. 56:10, p. 216.
The n was split into ai and hence was read laiDO^, and subsequently
corrected to lanob. Ed. Schechter reads onob; in his manuscript the u was
combined into a a.
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DTH ] W DU^DD I^WM "p!?. The passage

makes no sense. We must therefore preface some remarks before
translating it. The Midrash comments on the verse (Is. 56:10):
"They are all dumb dogs, they cannot bark." TP gives the symp
toms of a mad dog. "These are the signs (arjfxeia) of a mad
dog: His mouth is open, the saliva is dripping, his ears flap,
his tail is hanging between his thighs, he walks along the edges
[of the road] and dogs bark at him; some say: He also barks
but his voice is not heard." Philostratus, telling the miracu
lous cure of a mad dog, adds: "He began to bark, a thing
which mad dogs rarely do, and folding back his ears he wagged
his tail."
It is therefore most plausible to assume that the Rabbis
refer here to a mad dog which cannot bark; they want to
demonstrate that no benefit can be drawn from the body of
such a dog. Among the remedies against the bite of a mad
dog Plinius counts the insertion into the wound of some burnt
hairs from the tail of the dog which inflicted the bite. Now
our passage becomes comprehensible. It says: "And the wicked
ones are likened to dogs from [whose body] no benefit can be
derived, as it is said (Is. 56:10): 'They are all dumb dogs, they
cannot bark . [They are] like this [kind of] dog which [bites]
the man, yet will allow no one to procure a hair from him for
the wound. Therefore they are compared to dogs, because
they have neither good deed nor charity [to their credit]."
67

68

69

70

71

1

72

73

6

? Yoma VIII. 5, 45b; TB ibid. 83b.
All these signs are, of course, correct, and they are based on sound
observation. Their formulation and arrangement give the impression of a
passage from a standard medical treatise. Comp. the signs of a mad dog
(KVVOS XvacrcbvTOS arjfiela) enumerated by Philumenus (de venenatis animalibus I. 1. 1 ff.), Paulus Aegineta (V. 3, ed. Heiberg in CMG I X , p. 8) and
Theophanes Nonnus (epitome de curatione morborum 271, ed. Bernard, 1795,
p. 324, see notes ibid.).
Vita A poll. VI. 43: (fwvrjv re aprjKev, oirep rJKiara Tepl TOVS A I > T T&VTCLS TCOV KVVCOV Zvufialvei,, Kal TCI wra avaKkaaas
eaeLae TTJV ovpdv KT\.
7° Contrary to sheep which supply us with wool etc., see the Midrash ibid.
7i Nat. hist. X X I X . 32, 98: intus ipsius caudae pilos combustos inseruere
volneri.
? I. e. the wicked ones.
For jmo, hvToXrj, charity, see Lieberman, JBL L X V , 1946, p. 69 ff.
6 8
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1

Again we read in TB?* »rnno wbn worn *6K K*D
a?
) 3D DDI wrP3^3 IT ? "Let him not drink water save out of a tube,
lest he see his dog, and be endangered." The Rabbis attributed
hydrophobia to the horror evoked by the image of the mad dog
which the bitten man would supposedly see in the water.
Naljmanides and Rabbenu Bafrya in their commentaries on
Num. 21:9 refer to our text in TB and remark that this is also
recorded in the "medical books." I was not able to find any
reference to it in the early Greek and Latin medical works.
The first physician who mentions it is Paulus Aegineta who
informs us that "it is thought that the bitten man sees in the
water the image of the dog who inflicted the bite." From
Paulus it was taken over in later medical literature. However,
Paulus Silentiarius already refers to this belief in an amatory
epigram: "They say that a man bitten by a mad dog sees the
brute's image in the water." The rabbinic text which credits
Abaye with the advice to a man bitten by a mad dog that he
drink water from a tube in order to avoid the image of the dog
seems to be the earliest instance on record of the previously
cited belief.
Many of the popular remedies mentioned in rabbinic litera
ture (and especially in the Babylonian Talmud) probably have
their origin in the Orient where they were acquired by the
Rabbis through direct contact with the eastern peoples. How
ever, the Greek and the Roman records are important for the
1

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

M Yoma 84a.
7s This is the reading of the mss. and mediaeval authorities; see »pnpi
D H B I D a.
6

1., p.

281

nn.

D and

].

7 1 , e. the man bitten by a mad dog.
771, e. the image of the mad dog reflected in the water.
7 Flourished in the beginning of the seventh century.
79 V. 3, ed. Heiberg, p. 820: oUa&ai rdv baubvTa. Kvva kv roZs tf$a<Hz>
e'ucovLteo'&ai.
See Theophanes Nonnus ibid, (see above n. 68).
Flourished in the sixth century; see I. Merian-Genast, de Paulo Silentiario Byzantino, Lipsiae 1889, p. 2 ff.
Anthol. Palat. V, epigr. amat. 266 (265): 'Avkpa
XvaarjTrjpi Kvvds
pePoXrjixkvov 1$ OSacrt drjpeLrjv eU6va <pacrl fiXkwew.
*s Flourished in the first half of the fourth century C. E. in Babylonia.
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understanding of the rabbinic sources dealing with popular
medicine and similar subjects. They sometimes help us to
establish definitively the correct reading in the rabbinic text.
We find, for instance, in the Tosefta-}* if? yim . . . Bra lDBtttP
]*BP-D S "If one was bitten by a snake . . . leek from the ground
may be cut for him [on the Sabbath]." But one mediaeval
authority reads in the Tosefta prp-D . I. Loew prefers the
reading ]npn3, leeks, because this reading is also quoted by
Rabbenu Hananel. Of course, this evidence is not decisive.
Only if we can establish the vegetable popularly used in the
treatment of the bite of a serpent will we succeed in finally
determining the correct reading. Indeed, Plinius claims that
leek {porrum) with vinegar is employed against the bites of
wild beasts as well as of serpents and other venomous creatures.
The reading ywiD is therefore assured.
Furthermore, even Jewish figurative expressions can be
properly understood in the light of the accepted popular notions
regarding animal life. For example, the Jews called yin ])&b
(slander, calumny, denunciation) wbv []wb] or 'wrbn nwb,
the third tongue. Sirach also uses the same expression:
y\a>aaa
rplrr) woWobs
ecraXevaev . . . yXcbcaa
rpirrj
yvvalKas Lvbpdas k&fiahev. "The third tongue hath shaken
many . . . the third tongue hath cast out brave women." The
8

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

8

94

< Shabbath X V . 14, 1347 and TB Yoma 83b.
* Allium Porrum, wpaaiov, leek.
See Lieberman, Tosefeth Rishonim I, p. 145. This reading is corroborated
by cod. Oxford of TB ibid.
? Vicia, 5poPos, vetch.
Flora der Juden II, p. 134.
•» Nat. hist. X X . 21. 45.
»° Bestiarum morsus ex aceto, item serpentium aliorumque venenatorum.
See Sillig's note in his edition vol. I l l , p. 301.
* TP Pe'ah I. 1, 16a; Vayyikra Rabba X X V . 2; Pesikta deR. Kahana
IV, 32a; Bemidbar Rabba X I X . 2; Debarim Rabba V. 10; Tanbuma IV, ed.
Buber, 54a; Midrash Tehilim C X X . 4, ed. Buber, p. 504.
» TB 'Arakhin 15b; Midrash Tehilim X I I , 2, ed. Buber, p. 106, and see
n. 22 ibid.
» The Aramaic •«n Vn may also be translated the threefold, the triple;
see TB Shabbath 88a and see below, n. 100.
M X X V I I I . 14-15.
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Rabbis remarked: " W h y do they call it (i. e. calumny) 'the
third tongue', because it kills three: the slanderer, him who
accepts the slander and the slandered person." M . Friedmann
understood that the interpretation of the Rabbis is only homiletical, and he explained 'NirWi, why to mean strong, vehement,
a rough tongue.
However, the only correct explanation of the expression is
given by Bochart who properly understood that ' N i T ^ n HW ?
originally meant the three-forked, the triple tongue, viz. the
snake. He quotes many classic authors who mentioned the threeforked tongue of the serpent both literally and figuratively. The
nearest parallel to the Jewish personification of the delator by
the snake is presented by the remark of Seneca: "Here a
savage serpent drags its huge body along, darts out its forked
tongue and seeks against whom it is to come death dealing.''
It is therefore clear that 'NTPWI NW ? originally meant the triple
tongued, the serpent whose quick vibrations of the tongue
gives the observer the impression that it is three-forked.
It is likely that the expression diyX&aoros, double-tongued,
is nothing but another appellation for the snake. Bochart,
describing serpents, cites many instances of lingua duplex of the
snake. Plautus expresses himself: "He's like a snake with
that two-forked villainous tongue of his." h'D") (Lev. 19:16) is
rendered 'WV^n NW ? (threefold tongue) by the Palestinian
96

97

1

98

99

1

100

101

102

103

104

1

w See above n. 91.
Beth Talmud, ed. Weiss, V, p. 200, n. 12.
97 Hierozoicon, part I, I, ch. 4, p. 25 ff.
Although Bochart was referred to by Schleusner (Lexicon in LXX etc.
s. w . yX&aaa and rpiros. See also M . Griinbaum, Neue Beitrdge z. Semitischen Sagenkunde, p. 288) none of the modern editors of Sirach paid attention
to it. For a similar neglect by the editors of Ben Sira, see Lieberman REJ
X C V I I , 1934, p. 54.
Medea 686: Hie saeva serpens corpus immensum trahit trisidamque
linguam exertat et quaerit quibus mortifera veniat.
See above, n. 93.
See Bochart ibid.
Septuagint Prov. 11:13; Sirach V, 9, 14; VI. 1; X X V I I I . 13.
* Ibid., p. 24.
4 Persa 299: tamquam proserpens bestiast bilinguis et scelestus.
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Targumim a. 1., and the same Hebrew word in Proverbs (11:13)
is rendered diyXaxraos by the Septuagint ibid. Hence, yX&aaa
Tpirr) and dlyXaxrcros refer to the same creature.
Similarly
xf/Ldvpov Kal dlyXooaaov (the whisperer and double-tongued)
mentioned by Sirach are probably synonymous. The \f/l$vpos,
the whisperer, is the rabbinic designation for the delatorserpent; he is identical with 8ly\oocraos, the double-tongued.
It was stated above that the Rabbis interpreted the ex
pression "the three-forked tongue" to signify that it kills three
persons. The Midrash
preserved another exposition which
corresponds to the expression double-tongued. It states: ]wbn
i ^ a p o m nJDiKn
m n nrn "This [vicious] tongue kills two:
the slanderer and him who accepts the slander." Both terms —
the three-forked tongue and the double-tongued — can be cor
rectly understood only in the light of the designation of the
snake's tongue by the ancients.
We have sought to demonstrate in the several chapters of
this book the great similarities between the methods, behavior,
practices and notions prevalent among Jews and gentiles alike.
Although some of them may have been the heritage left by a
more distant and simpler age, many of the others were never
theless probably the result of direct contact and close relations
among the various peoples in the Hellenistic Mediterranean
world.
105

106

107

X X V I I I . 13.
See Shemoth Rabba I X . 3 and the parallel in Tanfyuma ibid. For wrb,
whisper, as the hiss of a snake, see Mishnah Aboth II. 10 and comp. Tosefta
Menaboth X I I I . 21, 53335, TB Pesafrim 57a.
7 The Mishnah of R. Eliezer, ed. Enelow, p. 176.
1 0 6
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A P P E N D I X I (To p. 78, n. 249)
Bath Kol

wnnmn o'lraj

1

We read in the Tosefta:
1

^ip nan in ? p y w o v n p

b 1p n a

*B

^ D ^ D I nn:>r 'an n o v o

^ T R P D s m p n n n npoa "When

the latter prophets, Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi died the
Holy Spirit departed from Israel; nevertheless they were in
formed [of the unknown] by means of a Bath Kol. Rabbi Meir
Abulafia remarks that the Palestinian Talmud explains Bath
Kol, bip m , to mean *np m a n , a reverberating sound, an echo.
Rab Sa'adiah Gaon compares it to an echo rebounding from
the mountains.
From the earlier sources it is obvious that Bath Kol very
often means simply vox, verbum, a voice or a word heard
without seeing the person who uttered it, or a word heard from
a person who was not conscious of the import of his saying,
i. e. the Bath Kol is nothing but tpi\\ir\ or /cXrjSck*'. TP and
TB read in the above-mentioned Tosefta: ] » & D n 0 D v n
19

3

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Sotah X I I I . 2, 3 1822.
In his run T to Sanhedrin 11a.
3 This explanation is not extant in our editions of TP but is found in
codd. Leiden and Rome of TP Sotah, See Lieberman I B I P S D ' D V P I T H (Jerusalem
1934), Introduction, p. n'3. The quotation in Tarbiz X V I I I , 1947, p. 24, n. 9,
is not exact. Comp. Shir Rabba I. 2, ed. Rom 6 .
Quoted in Machzor Vitri, p. 556; see Introduction ibid., p. 196.
s The Syriac translation of Sap. Solom. (anm «nDDn X V I I . 18) reads:
K I I B nra p *6p m m «Vp i«, "or a sound of an echo (bath Kol) from between
the mountains".
Mishnah Yebamoth X V I . 6 and parallels; see E. A. Urbach in Tarbiz
X V I I I , 1947, p. 23 ff.
7 See Payne Smith Thesaurus Syriacus, p. 596, s. v. «bp nil.
See P. Stengel, Die griechischen Kultusaltertiimer*, p. 55 and below
n. 17.
».Stoafc I X . 14, 24b.
Ibid. 48b.
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11

h p m n "They were wont to make use of the Bath Kol."
The
expression h p m a wvrwrb or BHipn i m a 0Dn»n^ is awkward in
Hebrew. It looks like a literal translation of the Greek
xPW^
(with the Dative) which means both to make use and to con
sult a god or an oracle. The Hebrew phrases should accordingly
be rendered: to consult a Bath Kol, to consult the Holy Spirit.
The manner of consulting the Bath Kol is reported many
times in rabbinic literature. TB * relates: nDN rPBEW "1
"innKD nan rayowi i^mi 'na» h p nan prantwop
pnv ' i
" R . Shefatiah said in the name of R. Johanan: Whence do we
know that we may consult a Bath Kol? Because it is said (Isa.
30:21): 'And thine ears shall hear a word * behind thee saying
etc." R. Johanan himself followed it. We are told that
R. Johanan and Resh Lakish desired to see Samuel personally.
Before undertaking the journey to Babylonia, they decided to
follow the "hearing" ? of a Bath Kol ( h p na nynv im - | h ) .
They passed the synagogue where they heard a school-boy
reciting the verse: And Samuel died." They concluded that
Mar Samuel of Babylonia is no longer alive, and they conse
quently abandoned their project.
This procedure of consulting the verses casually uttered by
children in the synagogue was the most frequent among the
Rabbis. Such verses answered the questions of the consultants.
aL

12

X

1

1

15

16

1

11

11

19

20

11

This expression also occurs in TB Megillah 32a. In Bereshith Rabba
( X X X V I I . 7, 3496) we read: ampn nna yvonvo vrw, "They were wont to
make use of the Holy Spirit".
" See Liddell and Scott s. v. XP&<*> A. I l l and C. II.
* Megillah 32a.
* Verbum=Bath Kol
* Comp. the similar version in the name of R. Eleazar in TP Shabbath
VI. 9, 8c.
* TP ibid.
^Perhaps nynv^nyinv,
k\tj8(j0V, which means tidings, repute (comp.
myall? ' W D and myow ]T£>0 in TB Megillah 25b, which correspond to KXrjS&v
alaxpa and k\tj8o)V kclXtj) and an omen contained in a chance uttering.
The latter is indeed the real substance of the Bath Kol see below.
1 Sam. 28:3.
*» Comp. TB HuUin 95b.
TB Hagigah 15a ff. (Koheleth Zuta VII. 8, ed. Buber, pp. 110-111;
Midrash Mishle VI. 20, 29a); ibid. Gittin 68a; Esther Rabba (to Esth. 3:9),
ed. Romm 13a.
In TB Gittin 56a this means of divination is ascribed to Nero! It is further
x

l

x

t
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The Egyptians had a similar way o f divination. According
to Plutarch's explicit statement the Egyptians think that small
children possess the power of prophecy, particularly "when
they are playing in temples and happen to say things." This
is also confirmed by Pausanias who, in describing the oracle of
Hermes in Pharae, reports: "He who wants to inquire from
the god whispers his question in the ear of the god. Then he
stops his own ears and leaves the market place. When he is
gone a little way outside, he takes his hands from his ears and
whatever words he hears he regards as an oracle." Pausanias
22

23

24

25

26

related there that the emperor shot an arrow towards the East, but it altered
its course and fell [towards] Jerusalem. He then shot one towards the West
and then towards the other directions of the wind and achieved the same result.
It is hard to decide whether the Rabbis described a practice which was cus
tomary in their time or had in mind the mantic devices of the king of Babylonia
(see Ezek. 21:26). The Palestinian Midrashim (Ekha Rabba Proem. 23, ed.
Buber 10a; Koheleth Rabba and Zuta to Eccl. 12:7) which comment in detail
on the performance of the king provide no particulars about the means of
divination by arrows. Jerome (to Ezek. ibid., PL X X V , 206c) contents him
self with the observation: hanc autem GraecifieXofxavTlavsive pafidofjiavrlav
nominant. It seems that fteko/JiavTeia was in use in the time of Jerome.
In Midrash Tehilim ( L X X I X . 2, ed, Buber 180a) the PeXonavrela of the
king of Babylonia is described in the following way: He shot an arrow meant
for (nvb) Antiochia, one meant for Tyre and one meant for Laodicea. These
arrows broke. But when he shot an arrow meant for Jerusalem it did not
break. This indicated to him that Jerusalem was to be destroyed by him.
Here again we cannot be positively sure that the Rabbis described the heathen
practices of their time. Their account may have been guesswork. Comp.
Th. Noldeke, Archiv f. Religionswissenschaft X V I , 1913, p. 308 ff.
See Bouche-Leclerq, Histoire de la divination III, p. 387 and n. 3 ibid.
He refers to Dio Chrys., Orat. X X X I I I . 13, to Ael., hist. anim. X I . 10 and
Pausanias VII. 22. 4.
Is. et Osir. 14, 356e, overlooked by Bouche-Leclercq.
* Comp. TB Baba Bathra 12b.
4 wat,£6vTQ)v kv iepols Kal (p&eyyonkvcov 6 n av TLXUVL.
From the
description of Xenophon of Ephesus (Ephesiaca V. 4. 11) one does not gain
the impression that the children playing in the temple area of Apis uttered
their prophecies by chance. Comp. also Plinius, nat. hist. VIII, 71, 185.
* VII. 22. 3.
Kal rjcmvos av kiraKovcrji <pa)vrjs, p,avTevp.a riyelrai. In TP Shabbath
(VI. 9, 8c) it is related (I translate according to the correct text of the Yerushalmi Fragments from the Genizah. ed. L. Ginzberg, p. 28, and in the quotation
2 1
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adds: "The Egyptians have a similar way of divination at the
temple of Apis." Thus it is evident that in Egypt the method
of divination was to learn from what children who are in the
temple or its premises happened to say. It is worthy of note
that many of the Greek writers stress the special veracity of
this omen. The Jews adopted the same course, substituting the
school or the synagogue for the heathen temple. This was not
considered forbidden divination but a arjjjieiov ( m « ) from
Heaven, a kind of prophecy.
The Christians also believed in the efficacy of this mode of
divination, and did not disapprove of it. Antony decided to
become a monk when he heard Matt. 19:21 read in the church
as he entered it. It appeared to him that the passage was read
for his sake.
Augustine recounts: audio vocem de divina* domo cum
cantu dicentis et crebro repetentis quasi pueri an puellae,
nescio: tolle lege, tolle lege. "I heard the voice of a boy or a
girl coming from the divine house which repeatedly uttered in
a sing-song manner: take up and read, take up and read."
27

28

29

30

1

32

33

of apy yyb aman to TB Megillah towards the end): "R. Jonah and R. Jose
were going to visit R. Aba who happened to be sick. They said: Let us follow
the 'hearing of a Bath Kol' (see above n. 17). They heard a woman asking
her friend: Has the lamp gone out? It has not, she said. And [indeed] the
lamp of Israel was not extinguished'' (i. e. R. Afra was not dead). In this
case we have an omen which is similar to that practiced in Greece.
? See TP Shabbath VI, 9, 8c and TB Hullin 95b. Comp. the interpretation
of Rabbi Aaron of Lunel in his D"n m m « II, p. 619; the stories told in the
above sources argue against his interpretation.
Athanasius, vita S. Antonii 2, PG X X V I , 841c.
cos 8L' avrov yevofikvov TOV avayv&a IMLTOS.
3" Confess. VIII. 12. 29.
s This is the reading of cod. Sessorianus, the oldest (seventh or eighth
century) and best manuscript. All other manuscripts read: vicina, which was
adopted in all later editions. However, Knoll (CSEL 33, p. 19413) correctly
followed the best text (See praefatio ibid., p. V and p. VII).
Comp. the vision of Porphyrius (Mark le Diacre, vie de Porphyre 45,
ed. Gregoire et Kugener, p. 38) where the empress Eudoxia told him: X&jfo
avayvco&L. The editors (p. 119) surmise that the expression is taken from our
passage in the Confessions.
I. e. the church.
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Following the example of Antony who became converted by
such an oracle {tali oraculo), he took the book of the Apostle,
opened it and read in silence from the first chapter that his
eyes fell upon. This represents a double divination. Augustine
was directed to read the Epistle of Paul (Rom. X I I I . 13 ff.)
by the utterance of children. The passage on which his glance
fell accidentally contained the portent.
The belief in an omen indicated by the chance reading of a
passage from a sacred book was quite current among the Jews.
The Rabbis had also a tradition that King Josiah hid the Holy
Ark because he happened to read in the Torah (Deut. 28:36):
"The Lord shall carry thee, and thy king whom thou shalt set
over thee, unto a nation that thou hast not known etc." Fearing
that the Holy Ark would be removed to a foreign country
he decided to conceal it. The mediaeval rabbinic authorities
knew a passage in the Palestinian Talmud (not extant in our
editions) that when the Scroll was unfolded before the king
it happened to open at the above mentioned verse. He con
sequently concluded that the verse contains a prophetic reference
to himself. This was a variant of a Bath Kol, and it was also
considered to be a arjfxelov from Heaven, a true prophecy.
An examination of the Bath Kol prophecies reveals that
almost all of them were explicitly expressed and needed no
special interpretation. As a matter of fact, the Rabbis em
phasized this characteristic; the prophecies of the Jews were
phrased clearly and specifically. They remarked:
[It is
written]: That they should be ready against that day (Esth. 3:14).
34

35

36

37

38

39

41

34 Et legi in silentio capitulum, quo primum coniecti sunt oculi mei.
See TB Hullin 95b, Tanfyuma, ed. Buber Jetro 7. Comp. Maimonides
Responsa, ed. Freimann 374, p. 344, and n. 2 ibid.; Birkei Josef on Yoreh
De'ah 179, 6. Prof. Morton Smith calls my attention to I Mace. III. 48.
Comp. also Lucas IV. 17 and the International Crit. Comment, a. I.
3<s TP Shekalim VI. 1, 49c; TB Yoma 52b.
37 See Ratner in O ^ B H T I ]rx rorm a. 1. p. 36. Comp. also Lekab Tob to
Ex. 16:32, 57a, bot.
3» Comp. also TP Sukkah V. 1, 55b.
39 Esther Rabba to Esth. 3:14, ed. Romm 13c: Dn«l33 oViyn moiN
YN
QHiirn ni'nb rumso ]n«U3 ^ K I P * bzt<... annb am nrrb QH j'jni' p w noino
orpanKD apinb nrn or!? D'Tny.
3 5
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R. Levi said: The prophecy of the nations of the world is am
biguous, so that they do not know whether [they are to prepare]
to be killed or to kill . . . But the prophecy of Israel is clear:
That the Jews should be ready against that day to avenge themselves
on their enemies" (Esth. 8:13). M . Sachs correctly surmised
that the Rabbis were ridiculing the heathen ambiguous oracles
like those given to Croesus and Pyrrhus.
The Rabbis stressed this fact again: " W h y is [the Jewish
oracle] called Urim and Tumim? Urim, because they make
their words clear. Tumim, because they fulfill their words.
If you should ask why they did not fulfill their words in Gibeath
Benjamin, [the answer is] that [the fault lay with the people]:
they did not ascertain whether they would triumph or be
defeated. But later when they did ascertain, they cooperated,
as it is said (Judg. 20:28) etc. And the Lord said: go up, for
tomorrow I will deliver him into thy hand"*
Hence, the Rabbis made it a special point to stress that the
Jewish oracles were not equivocal and ambiguous. No special
devices were needed to interpret them.
40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

9

4° Beitraege z. Sprach- und AUerthumsforschung I, p. 42.
4 See Cicero, de divin. II 56, 115-116. Comp. ibid. I, 24. 50.
* Sifre Zuta, ed. Horovitz, p. 32123; TB Yotna 73b. Comp. also 'pnpi
•nsiD on Berakhoth, p. 8, n. o. I copy from the version in TB: pv *npa nob
nynazi iD«n DKI onnm n« po'^ww o'ow .onnm n« ] ' T » D » o m « coini onia
ID'DDH urrap nannNai nsjnb ON nxib OK N I T : , nbv on .i»^pn t& no *JBB ]'D'.u
I T S lana ino o lty 'n
'rai
« Urim means lights in Hebrew.
44 Tameim, to fulfil, see TB Sanhedrin 39b.
4s The Septuagint likewise translates coini o m « drjXcacns Kal &A?7#€ia.
Comp. however I. Heinemann, The Methods of the Aggadah (Hebrew), Jeru
salem 1949, p. 170.
4<5 See Jud. 20:23-25.
47 Comp. TB Shebu'oth 35b.
4 1 , e. the Urim and Tumim.
49 Comp. also TP Yoma V I I . 3, 44c.
J
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A P P E N D I X II (to p. 86)
THE

PUBLICATION OF THE T O R A H

T o avoid possible forgery the Torah, according to the
Rabbis, was "published" by means of deposition in the ark.
The Jewish sages also discuss the publication of the Torah
from another point of view. We read in the Midrash :
YN
bnt<2 nnb rwwnw iy n ^ y b^-wr itwyj xb won rrnnn nana» '"ay**
*w rvby u " n m « h rano!? HDJD31 n D m n o i r a i r o wnw nnmvnb .-jyio
nana m i n r w ''syN - p , n n o [bw ITDIDH]:. Drrt> rrcnsnap -?y nanon
-ryiD ^n«n on ? r r a n D i w i y m^y waya N ? ^ro i r a " R . Eleazar
said: Although the Torah was revealed on Mount Sinai Israel
was not punished for its transgression until it was promulgated
to them in the Tent of Meeting. It was like a biarayixa (edict)
which had been written and sealed and brought to the city, but
in respect whereof the inhabitants of the city are not bound
until it has been promulgated to them in the public place of
X

2

1

1

3

4

5

6

1

Shir Hashirim Rabba to Cant. 2:3. Comp. Vayyikra Rabba I. 10.
The bracketed words are extant in Vayyikra Rabba ibid.
Flourished in the third quarter of the third century.
4 See below, n. 5.
s The word Ens, D I S , to display, to stretch out, was a technical term for
the promulgation of an edict. See Aruch Completum s. v. NDacn and K D n n s ;
Prof. Finkelstein's additional instances in JQR X X X I I (1942) p. 387, n. 1
and add: Midrash Tehilim C X I X . 46, ed. Buber, p. 499. The Semitic ens
( D I S ) most likely translated the Latin [edictum] proponere, TcpoTU&ea&ai
(Eusebius, Hist. eccl. VIII. 5. Comp. also Sophocles, Greek Lexicon, p. 953).
Eusebius frequently uses the expression airXovv /SaciXwcd ypafifxara, fiaaiXuca.
5tard7juara etc. (Ibid. VIII. 2. 4; 17. 2; I X beginning; X . 9. 8; De mart.
Pal., beginning) which is literally the equivalent of M M B I H ens. Indeed, the
Syriac translation of Eusebius (published by Wright and Maclean from a
dated manuscript of 462, see Preface ibid., p. V) renders the verb awXovv D I S
(See ibid. pp. 324, 353-354 and 357. Brockelman, Lexicon Syriacum , 600b
quotes only one instance from the late Julian Romance of the use of this verb
in the sense of promulgation).
3

3

2

6

The text has n'Diona,

8rjnoala.
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the city. In the same way, although the Torah was revealed on
Mount Sinai Israel was not punishable for its transgression
until it was promulgated to them in the Tent of Meeting."
The Rabbi argued according to the legal practice of the Roman
government. An edict had to be displayed Sij/zoaip, in a public
place; until then the people were not punishable for its
transgression.
Similarly, some Rabbis maintained, the gentiles were not
punishable for the transgression of the Torah until it was in
scribed on the stones by Joshua. It is by virtue of the publica
tion of the Torah on those O T ^ X C U , that the Gentiles received
their death sentence (aTr6<pacris nrrD by) for its transgression.
For, according to the Rabbis, the nations of the world sent
their notarii to copy for them the Torah which was inscribed
on the stones in seventy languages." Apparently the Rabbis
conceived that the notarii in their turn inscribed it on arrj\ai
which they then deposited in their sanctuaries or archives."
They maintain that some of those nations whom the Torah
had forbidden Israel to attack subsequently produced their
(rrifXaL as evidence against David when he planned to con
quer them.
It is noteworthy that according to a Rabbi of the second
century neither the whole Torah nor Deuteronomy was in7

8

9

10

13

i See F. F. von Schwind, Zur Frage der Publikation im romischen Recht,
Munchen 1940, pp. 84, 86.
See ibid., p. 92.
9 See Deut. 27:4-8; Josh. 8:32.
» TP Sotah VII, 21d; comp. Tosefta ibid. VIII. 6, 3112 ff.
" Tosefta and TP ibid, and parallels.
" See von Schwind ibid., p. 47.
* Bereshith Rabba L X X I V . 15, 8724 ff. The editions and some mss. read
there nvVi&D's (kmo*To\ai letters) instead of nri>»DN (onJXat, blocks of stone).
But the latter reading is attested by the majority of, and the best codd. The
reading ^ I B D ' S N in Yelamdenu to Deut. 4:7 recorded in 'Arukh (s. v. ^ I B D N )
in the name of some books is likewise erroneous. The correct reading is the
first one mentioned there: ^ I B D N , o~Trj\rj. Comp. the parallel passage in TP
'Abodah Zarah I. 1, 39b, where it is stated: imm p ^
aroi "And [Jeroboam]
inscribed on their hearts (i. e. of the golden calves. It is more likely that p'V
is a scribal error for pan, stones, i. e. he inscribed on or^Xai): 'And they will
kill thee* " (Comp I Kings 12:27 'Jinm, And they will kill me).
8

t
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scribed on the stones but only those portions in which the
nations of the world would be interested, such as "When thou
drawest nigh unto a city to fight against it then proclaim peace
against it etc." (Deut. 20:10 ff.) or "When thou shalt besiege a
city a long time etc." (ibid. 19).
In the opinion of this Rabbi it is portions of international
law that were published by Joshua on the GTrfkai (blocks of
stone) which he set up.
14

x

4 Mekhilta to Deut. published by Schechter in Festschrift zu Israel Lewy's
etc., Hebrew part, p. 189: mpn
jus j ' x n abiyn moi«» no N ^ N jrpby u r o t6
'121 D'm D ' B ' T y by m n ' J .'131 -pyn mb» QK ,aib»b rrby naipi rrby Dnbnb T y b«
Comp. Tosefta Sotah VIII, 311 3 ff.

A P P E N D I X III (to p. 87, nn. 30, 31)
JEWISH AND CHRISTIAN CODICES

The Greek word Dp3£>, iriva^ writing-tablet, is very common
in rabbinic literature. From the second century rabbinic sources
it is obvious that the Tivat; often consisted of more than one
tablet. We are told in TP that a Samaritan once dreamed
that he was dressed in a pinax of twelve tablets. The dream
may reflect the reality of the time. The pinaces were made not
only of tablets but also of some softer material. The Mishnah
explicitly mentions a pinax of papyrus. Another bit of relevant
information dates from a somewhat later period. On Gen. 28:13
(The land whereon thou liest to thee will I give it and to thy seed)
Bar Kappara remarks: "[The Lord] folded the earth like a
pinax and put it under his (i. e. Jacob's) head." The com1

2

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

x

See Krauss LW, p. 466, s. v. opjs; L. Blau, Studien zum althebrdischen
Buchwesen (Budapest 1902), p. 17 ff.; S. Krauss, Talmudische Archdologie III,
p. 306 ff.
Mishnah Shabbath X I I . 5; Tosefta Sotah X V . 1, 3216 and parallel in
TP ibid.
3 Ma'aser Sheni IV. 9, 55b.
4 It is an incident of the second half of the second century, as we learn
from the report (ibid.) that the Samaritan turned to R. Ishmael b. R. Jose
for the interpretation.
s Midrash Ekha Rabba I, ed. Buber 26b, reads: he was carrying a pinax
of 24 tablets.
A pinax of nine tablets is reproduced by W . Schubart, Das Buck bei d.
Griechen und Rbmern , p. 24. This seems to be the largest number of tablets
known to have been bound in one pinax.
i Kelim X X I V . 7. The passage is not later than the middle of the second
century.
Flourished at the end of the second and the beginning of the third
century.
» BR L X I X . 4, 7938. Comp. TB Nidda 30b.
2

6

2
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parison apparently refers to the folding of papyrus (or parch
ment) so as to make a codex.
10

Thus Dp3B, 7TtJ>a£, in rabbinic literature is sometimes identical
with codex.
In ancient Jewish sources, the D'DpJD, wivcuces, codices are
usually synonymous with records. T o examine one's pinax
merely signified to examine one's records." The pinax also con
tained the record of a business man." In the case of R. Ishmael
it served him as a record of his private memoranda; he noted
there a mishap that occurred to him on the Sabbath.
It is
evident that rabbinic literature mirrors the general practice of
the time. The codex in antiquity was used for all the purposes
cited above.
13

14

15

We have pointed out above (p. 84 ff.) that an ancient in
junction prohibited the publication in writing of the Oral Law.
However, rabbinic sayings and decisions were written down in
epistles, in private rolls and, above all, on irlvanes,
codices
(or single tablets which could subsequently be bound in a
codex). Most of the Rabbis who are reported to have put
down the Halakhoth of their masters on codices flourished in
the first half of the third century. But the practice itself is
undoubtedly much older. The employment of the note-book
16

17

18

1 0

See F. G. Kenyon, Books and Readers in Ancient Greece and Rome,
Oxford 1932, p. 101; C. C. McCown, Harvard Theological Review X X X I V ,
1941, p. 232.
BR L X X X I . 1, 968 and parallels referred to in the notes a. 1.; ibid.
9724; 10152; Esther Rabba I. 6, ed. Romm 3c; Tanbuma D ' B D 0 D 5, end; Targum
ps.-Jonathan, Gen. 39:11. Comp. also Mishnah Aboth III. 16, and TP Rosh
Hashanah I. 3, 57a.
Mishnah Shebu'oth VII. 5 and parallels.
* Flourished in the second half of the first century.
* Tosefta Shabbath I. 13, 11027, and parallels in TP and TB ibid.
* See Schubart, op. c. (above n. 6), p. 175; McCown, op. c. (above n. 10),
p. 249; H. A. Sanders, Michigan Alumnus Quarterly Review X L I V , 1938,
pp. 101a, 102b and 109b.
J. N. Epstein, ?WDn nouV mao, p. 699 ff.
* See above, p. 87 n. 29.
TP KU'aim I. 1, 27a; Ma'asroth II. 4, 49d; TB Shabbath 156a (three
times) and Menaboth 70a.
11

12

x

x

x

16

x

x8
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was the most suitable way of indicating that they were writing
the Oral Law for private, or unofficial use, and not for
publication.
Now the Jewish disciples of Jesus, in accordance with the
general rabbinic practice, wrote the sayings which their master
pronounced not in form of a book to be published, but as notes
in their pinaces, codices, in their note-books (or in private
small rolls). They did this because otherwise they would have
transgressed the law. In line with the foregoing we would
naturally expect the logia of Jesus to be originally copied in
codices.
Archaeological evidence, as is well known, fully corroborates
this assumption. Among the early Christians both the Gospels
and the Septuagint prevailed in a codex form. Prof. C H.
Robert, with his usual sagacity, rightly questions the general
theory that the Christian predilection for the codex was dictated
by economic reasons. We have seen that the first Jewish
Christians, such as Matthew and Mark, would follow the
accepted Jewish practice and put down their iiro/jLPrjfjLaTa
in
codices.
19

20

21

22

According to Jewish law the Scroll of the Law was to be
written only on a parchment roll. However, these and many
other restrictions may have been imposed only on the roll which
was to be publicly read in the places of worship. For private
liturgical purposes, the Jews wrote certain portions of the Torah
23

1 9

24

See Schubart, op. c. p. 119 ff.; Kenyon, op. c. (above n. 10), p. 95 ff.
H. A. Sanders, op. c. p. 107b; McCown, op. c, pp. 224 ff., 237 ff.
The Journal of Theological Studies L, 1949, p. 162.
See Eusebius, hist. eccl. II. 15.
See Robert ibid. 161 ff.; ibid. X L , 1939, p. 253. Luke, the Gentile,
could naturally act differently. He probably wrote his account in book form,
with the intention of publishing it.
The reasons for the codex form of the L X X will be given below.
« And not on paper or tonsn, 5i<p&epa, which TB (Megillah 19a top and
parallel) defines as a skin prepared with salt and flour but without gall-nut.
Comp. the following note and Mishnah Megillah II. 2.
* See the minor tract Soferim I. 1-6, ed. Higger, pp. 96-99 and the
parallels referred to in the notes ibid.
t

f

2 0

31
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25

on 8i<p$epai
or papyrus as well as on parchment, as is well
illustrated by the famous Nash papyrus. The Jewish children
began their education with the study of written tablets, and
from them they went on to the roll. We do not know the exact
contents of these tablets, but it is likely that they included not
only the letters of the alphabet, but also verses of the Bible.
Books of Aggada were in existence among the Jews, notwith
standing the violent opposition of some Rabbis. Unfortunately
the rabbinic sources mostly refer to them as 1SD, book, which
can mean both roll and codex.
We conclude with an interesting Midrash bearing on our
26

27

28

29

30

2

31

* See Soferitn III. 6, p. 125. According to Aristeas (Epistle 176, Appendix
to Swete's Introduction to the 0. T. in Greek, 1902, p. 549) the scrolls sent from
Jerusalem to Alexandria were bupftepai on which the Law was inscribed in
golden characters. See Soferim I. 8, pp. 105-106 and comp. Blau, op. c. (above
n. 1), pp. 157 ff., p. 162. Xpva6ypa<poi were also in vogue among the Persians;
see B. Geiger in Krauss' Additamenta ad librum Aruch Completum, p. 331b,
s. v. NnDS II.
On its date see W . F. Albright, JBL LVI, 1937, p. 145 ff. Comp. also
Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research C X V (October 1949),
pp. 20-22.
Tanfyuma quoted in Or Zaru'a I, 4b, top.
See TB Gittin 60a, and comp. M . Friedmann, Mekhilta, Introduction,
pp. X X X I V - X X X V .
See Strack, Introduction to the Talmud and Midrash, Philadelphia 1931,
pp. 13 ff., 243 ff.
Also called D I D I B , rdfxos, tomus. W e are told that word came to R.
Ishmael (see above n. 13) that a man had written a D I D I B , tomus, of prayers.
When he went to check the report the owner threw the tomus into a pail of
water (Tosefta Shabbath X I I I ( X I V ) . 4, 12831 ff.). The form of that tomus
can be determined. Instead of tomus TP (ibid. X V I . 1, 15c) employs yun,
roll. Another case of the alternation of these two words occurs in the phrase
nnQi? bv DIDIB (Tosefta Baba Kamma IX. 31, 3668), a tomus of documents, and
nntap bv -p-pn (Mishnah Baba Mezi'a I. 8), a roll of documents. This estab
lishes the presumption that the two terms are synonymous. Now the form
of the yun is described in TB Baba MezVa, 20b, where we are told that it
was made of sheets placed end to end [and then rolled together]. W e can
therefore conclude that the tomus consisted of sheets pasted end to end and
then rolled in the form of a scroll. This was the usual procedure in the Mediter
ranean countries; see Schubart op. c. (above n. 6), pp. 172 and 180.
Comp. Sifre I, 103, ed. Horovitz, p. 102. See L. Blau, op. c. (above
n. 1), p. 167, and Krauss, op. c. (ibid.), p. 307, n. 89.
26
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subject. We read in Tanhuma-P 'pn nmvD ubv na rrnrr "l TDK
rTan n s x p ^s^i ,anaa rowan Knnp HIPD ppa -j ? ana HPD ?
,^*n»»
D ' T D I K o m m v na ]'*nip nvn^i nmnn na ann ? I'-pny
DTKW D ' T D W ana maia ? n'apn on ? I D « .vnyD D ^ m o n v r a y nyi
1

D^iyn m o i w

M

1

1

1

miw

m » o n IT ir »KI

1

an i!?2c»

I * T » D D » *D

,jnv

* r « ,*aa

ns *?y "R. Judah b. Shalom" said: When the Holy One told
Moses 'write down* (Ex. 34:27), the latter wanted the Mishnah
also to be in writing. However, the Holy One blessed is He
foresaw that a time would come when the nations of the world
would translate the Torah and read it in Greek and then say:
W e are Israel', and now the scales are balanced! The Holy
One blessed is He will then say to the nations: you contend that
you are my children. That may be, but only those who possess
my mysteries are my children, i. e. [those who have] the
Mishnah which is given orally.''
TP states to this effect: nr ioa vb 'nmn 'an ^b 'nana
.innDD jwriD bx\ p n s D J W E I D i ^ a ,mDi*A p*a HD upra
]nnns-r J W S I D bw\ ]nnn£n ] w n o "If I wrote down the greater
part of my Law would they (i. e. the Jews) not be accounted as
strangers? (Hos. 8:12). What would then be the difference
between them and the nations? These produce their books and
their bup&epai and the others produce their books and their
35

36

27

3*NPn ' 3 34. Comp. ibid, K T I 5; ed. Buber 6, 44b; Pesikta Rabbathi V,
ed. Friedmann, 14b. I copy from Tanfyuma ed. prin.
33 The modern editions of Tanfruma N T I erroneously read: btnw b v,
but in ed. prin. ibid, the word bv is not extant.
34 Flourished in the middle of the fourth century.
3s Ed. Buber K T I , 44b, reads: bxiw m *j N, we are also Israel. This is a
correction of a learned scribe. The Christians did not assert that they are also
Israel, but they maintained that they are the a\r}&Lvds 'laparjX (const. Apost.
VII. 36. 2), the true Israel. The Jews were, of course, (as was our learned
scribe) surprised at that claim. Tryphon the Jew is portrayed (Just. Mart.
Dial. C X X I I I . 7) to have reacted in the same way. Tt ovv; <prjalv 6 Tpv<pa)v.
vpeis 'laparjX kcrre; " 'What then', says Trypho, 'are you Israel' "?
3 I. e. the Jews and the Gentiles have seemingly come with equal claims.
37 Pe'ah II. 6, 17a; Hagigah I. 8, 76d.
3 For the rabbinic definition of bup&epa. see above, n. 23. Here the word
seems to be synonymous with book; see Herodot. V. 58. The Aggada is often
6

8
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In this homily the Christians are portrayed as producing the
Septuagint in the form of books and bupftkpai (and not specifi
cally in the form of pinaces, codices) because, according to the
Rabbis, they wished to stress that in regard to the Torah they
were on a par with the Jews. They have the same books in
the same form as the Jews have. In reply the Rabbis empha
sized that the Christians have no oral law. By the fourth
century the Christian Bible had already long since been pub
lished; it was accessible and open to anyone who could read.
The Jewish oral law remained recorded in secret (private) rolls
and in private codices. It constituted the mysteries of the
Lord which were published orally only for Israel. Its circulation
in the form of private codices made it something like the secret
hermetic logos concerning the regeneration and the rule of
silence, which was not to be published.
It is natural that the prestige of the Gospels among the
Christians engendered the desire to have them and the Septu
agint in the same form. Both were subsequently published in
the form of codices.
39

40

41

42

43

not very particular about the exactness of its terminology. Comp., however,
Blau, op. c. (above n. 1), p. 93, n. 0.
Tischendorf stated that the vellum on which the Vatican and Sinaitic
codd. (See Swete, op. c. [above n. 25), pp. 126 ff., 129 ff.) are written came from
antelopes. F. G. Kenyon, op. c. (above, n. 10), p. 86, remarks that, to his
knowledge, this statement has never been verified. The Jews preferred to
have the Torah written on parchment prepared from the skins of deer. See
my note in Tosefeth Rishonim II, p. 139.
4° See above, p. 87, n. 29.
4 See the passage from the Tanfruma quoted above.
4* Corpus Hermeticum X I I I , ed. Nock-Festugiere, p. 200; see n. 1 ibid.
43 See A. J. Festugiere, Le "logos" Hermetique d'enseignement, Revue des
Studes Grecques LV, 1942, p. 90. See ibid. p. 93 ff.
1

ADDITIONS A N D CORRECTIONS
P. 6, n. 13. It is more plausible to assume that the statement
of R. Isaac is independent of the difficulty raised in the other
Midrashim. The Rabbi simply made a remark about the interest
ing connection between the name Laban and its bearer. The later
Midrashim utilized this comment for their own problems.
P. 50, n. 34. W . Riedel cited most of the pertinent material
bearing on the word riDS. His article came to my attention when
this book was already set in pages. The reference to Riedel would
otherwise have been included in the text and not in a note.
P. 142. Prof. Elias Bickerman kindly informs me that
R. P. Roland De Vaux explained the "Awakeners" in a similar
way. His article was published in the Bulletin du MusSe de
Beyrouth which appeared, according to Dr. Bickerman, sometime
after World War II. This Bulletin has been inaccessible to me.
P. 178. See also J. Brand in rrnrp^ nrao (Jubilee Volume in
honor of Rabbi J. L. Slotnik), p. 12 ff.
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ADDITIONS A N D CORRECTIONS TO
GREEK IN JEWISH
PALESTINE
This volume was warmly received by the prominent spe
cialists in the subject. The author took notice of the reviews
by A. D . Nock, Ralph Marcus, G. Allon, Johanan (Hans)
Lewy and Henri Gregoire. He is very grateful to the eminent
scholars who took the trouble to analyze the book and to pre
sent it to the general reader. Their useful suggestions were
always accepted with thanks, and some of them will appear in
the following corrections.
A few words are in place about the review of my lamented
friend Mr. G. Allon. H. Lewy noted that Allon had attributed
to Lieberman "a thesis" which he never proposed and that he
had omitted Lieberman's many qualifying words, so that his
"perhaps" was converted by Mr. Allon into a "certainty". We
shall add here two more examples in support of H. Lewy's
charge. Allon ascribes to me the assertion that even in the
midland centers of Palestine the prayers for rain were uttered
in Greek only. This absurdity was correctly refuted. What
happened was that one word was altered in the quotation from
my book. Whereas I stated: "The people sometimes said their
special prayers in Greek," I was quoted as writing: "The
people always said their prayers in Greek" ( m v N^N Mm vh).
Again, he reported in my name that R. Eleazar took the
sentence Tapa jSacuAecos 6 v6p,os aypa<pos
from a juridic source
1

2

4

3

5

6

7

8

9

10

1

Anglican Theological Review, X X V , April 1943, p. 223 ff.
Historia Judaica V, 1943, p. 73 ff.
3 Kirjath Sepher X X , 1943, p. 76 ff.
*Zion X , 1945, p. 197 ff.: mrrn •rr'vnn ipna nip-in O O T T .
s Renaissance, vol. II-III, New York 1945, p. 470 ff.; Byzantion X V I I ,
1944-1945, p. 384 ff.
The figures mentioned below in connection with these scholars refer to
the pages of their respective reviews.
7 P. 198, n. 3.
P. 76b.
9 P. 30.
P. 84b.
3

6

8

1 0
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( ^ t t f l P D mpco)." Allon contended that the phrase was a current
proverb. However, I stated clearly: " R . Eleazar . . . began his
explanation with a Greek proverb: irapa jSacrtXecos e t c "
In short, Allon would often be right in his arguments if his
starting point were correct. Instead he combats a fiction,
attributing to me statements which I never made, and some
times even said just the opposite. We fully subscribe to Prof.
Lewy's request: "I beg the reader to compare Lieberman's
actual words with the 'thesis' that Mr. Allon has ascribed to
him."
We cannot help adding the following observation. He who
knows the conditions under which the late Mr. Allon labored
will not be too harsh with him for his errors. Furthermore, he
was not familiar with the English language, and, in some cases,
he may have relied on a wrong translation. Indeed, his pre
mature death is a great loss to Jewish scholarship. "|nn n a r TP.
We can now proceed.
P. 1 (and p. 20). There were a thousand young men in my
father's house etc. See above p. 104 ff.
P. 9. On Trp&ToyafJua see now Lieberman, Rays from the
East, Melanges Gr6goire, p. 411.
P. 22 and n. 47. See above p. 76 n. 240.
P. 29. On the passage from Cleomedes, see now Johanan
(Hans) Lewy in n u n ISD, p. 104 ff. Comp. p. 106, n. 3 ibid.
P. 40. Prof. R. Marcus observed: "Lieberman seems to
suggest that the nominative verb ptPD is etymologically related
to the root -]ra etc." I never derived ]Dwn from - p o etymo
logically. It was simply maintained that
is identical with
12

1 3

14

15

Ib

17

l8

19

" The quotation marks are Mr. Alton's.
» P. 37.
« The source of the proverb was recorded on p. 38, n. 51.
He occasionally ventured an argument on Halakhic grounds. This was
tacitly dismissed in Tarbiz X X , 1950, p. 109 and n. 28 ibid., p. 116 ff.
« P. 198, n. 3.
Annuaire de V Instil de Philol et d'Hist. Orientates et Slaves I X , 1949.
* P. 75.
This is the opinion of S. D. Luzzatto in his Epistles VI, p. 997.
A similar mistake was made by Allon, p. 85, who thought that I pre
ferred the reading ppo to -\vn. Comp. also n. 26 ibid.
16

18

19
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ptPD signifying "to seize by order of the court." I was not aware
that this meaning of
is not listed in any dictionary.
However the point can be proved from many sources.
is
the literal equivalent of 2XAC€«> and trahere. The latter was a
technical term for coercive summons to court. From the
rabbinic sources it is obvious that this verb signified general
seizure by order of the authorities. We read in Midrash Mishle :
*pv bw IDTDO worn xbx mibo 'ann mpy i D P D 3 tub "The Ten
Martyrs were seized only for the sin of the sale of Joseph."
Similarly, it is stated in the Midrash: T n y 1 » D I P D n»m
ODD ^wnb "How many prisoners will he (i. e. Edom, Rome)
seize from among you!" Again we read in Sifra: 13BHD bw
and the parallel passage formulates it: KSH i n 3 » D * vbv.
Thus, 1»D can safely be identified with ]DWD, to seize, to arrest,
to imprison.
P. 50. See Prof. Gr6goire's elucidating comments in Byzantion
X V I I , p. 387.
P. 72. On imp, kvTohi), and <pi\kvTo\os, see now Lieberman,
JBL L X V , 1946, p. 69 ff.
P. 102, n. 51. Mediaeval rabbinic authorities assert that
20

21

22

23

24

25

20

27

28

2 0

See Le Blant, Les actes des martyrs, p. 144. Comp. also James 11.6,
and Liddell and Scott s. v. IXKO> II. 3.
I, ed. Buber, 23a. This is also the reading of Midrash Haggadol, Gen.,
p. 565, ed. Margulies, p. 637, bot.
Debarim Rabba, ed. Lieberman, p. 20.
« Comp. Sifre II, 24, ed. Finkelstein, p. 34, where |»aw (capture, im
prison) seems to be the equivalent of joano in our source. Similarly, Midrash
Tehilim X X I I , 16, ed. Buber, p. 188, reads: in« nb'b njn©
n»a p 3 v
instead of in« vb'b nyiB novov;
see GJP, p. 40.
•4-ina I X . 2, 110b.
« TB Baba Kamma 113b, top, according to two mss. See onsiD »pnpi
ibid., 139a, bot., n. 5.
Comp. also D'onwip ed. H. Yalon II, p. 80.
?This identification will perhaps illuminate an obscure expression in
Koheleth Rabba IV.14, where onion jva is rendered K I T J n»a. The latter is
perhaps Aramaic for rp'tfo n»a, prison.
Naljmanides in his commentary to Lev. 18:19; Rabbi Joshua Ibn
Shu'ib in his Derashoth ibid., 50d; Rabbi Simeon Duran in his nun po on
Aboth II. 11; Rabbi Abraham Saba in his -non "ins to Deuteronomy, ed.
Venice 1546, 130a, and others.
2 1

22

2

2 6

2

2 8
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when a woman looks in the mirror at the beginning of her
menses she sees guttae sanguineae. Naljmanides quotes it in
the name of Aristotle. Rabbi Simeon Duran is more specific;
he cites it from the book rnrpn n r p , i. e. de somno et vigila.
The passage can be found in Aristotle's De somniis II, 459b.
The Rabbi probably had an Arabic translation which included
both books together.
P. 121, n. 39. The reference to Pesikta deR. Kahana, 104a,
n. 81, has nothing to do with the subject treated. I was misled
by Jastrow, Dictionary s. v. *p'^N. The correct interpretation
was already given by de Lara, (see LW II, p . 50, s. v. 'p'N^N).
The word 'p'N is also extant in Palestinian Syriac, and 'p'^K or
'p'vbx is certainly 'p>N ^ y , i. e. pD
in vain.
P. 123. The oath -pi -p occurs also in II Aboth deR. Nathan
X I X , p. 40.
P. 126, n. 91. On monuments to dogs in antiquity, see
F. Cumont, Recherches sur le Symbolisme Funiraire des Romains,
p. 509."
P. 133. "For fcnD'N is the exact translation of npibs — ram",
Prof. Marcus remarked (p. 75): " N I D ' N is rendered 'ram* and
equated with Kpibs; but the latter regularly translates ^ « in
the L X X , whereas NlD'tt usually means 'lamb'." On the whole
the observation is correct. One may say with TB: m i n m m
H^ITD « 1 3 H 3
K T D ' K "Torah, Torah! You have con
fused the lamb with the ram." However, there is no doubt that
in Palestine fcn»'K signified both lamb and ram. In our case
I followed the opinions of Resh Lakish, Bar Kappara and
R. IJiyya, all of whom explained fcriD'N in our Mishnah to
29

30

31

32

33

3S

36

29

no'Dn 'n rrnn, Vienna a'V-in, p. 26.
3° In his philosophic work ma« po, 41b. Comp, ibid. 65b.
* Steinschneider, Die hebraeische Uebersetzungen, p. 153, n. 338, remarked
that it is not extant in Averroes.
3* Col. II. 18, cod. Damascus, ed. F. Schulthess, Berlin 1905, p. 75.
33 See n. 1 ibid. It is to be found in the mnVw ed. Rabbi N. Z. Berlin,
III, p. 212.
34 Additions to pp. 405, n. 4 and 439, n. 6.
3s Zebabim 77a.
3 See TP Nedarim a. 1. 37a; Bereshith Rabba LVI.9, 602 ff.
x

fi
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mean ram. N I D ' N is also translated ram ( ^ « ) in TP 'Abodah
Zarah* Comp. also TP Berakhoth IX.2, 13c, and TB Rosh
Hashana 26a.
P. 137. The example of a Jew swearing by the sun is very
striking etc. Prof. Nock remarked (p. 223): "The references to
an oath 'by heaven and by earth* and the denial by Maimonides
of the validity of swearing 'by heaven, by earth, by the sun and
by similar objects' should now be brought into connection with
the oath 'under Zeus, earth, the sun* in a society which must be
deemed to be of Jewish origin in south Russia." As to Prof.
Goodenough's objection (JQR X L V I I , 1957, p. 223, n. 9) comp.
R. Taubenschlag, The Law of Graeco-Roman Egypt etc., New
York 1944, p. 73, n. 150. Indeed among the documents recently
discovered by Prof. Y . Yadin in the Judean desert (so far the
most important discovery for Jewish history and literature of the
tannaitic period) there is a Greek document which states that
Babtha (a Jewess) swore by the TVXV of the emperor, a for
bidden oath, see Scholia III, Jerusalem 1959, p. 81, n. 42.
The words of Maimonides, who probably drew from a now
lost rabbinic source, clearly indicate that the Jews swore by
the sun. In his m ^ » n i S D
Maimonides rules that it is for
bidden to swear by the stars, but that it is legitimate to do so
if one has their Creator in mind; it is like swearing by the sun
and thinking of the Lord of the sun etc. If we combine both
statements of Maimonides we derive the rule that the Jew was
permitted to swear by the sun when he had its Creator in mind,
but even then the oath was not legally binding. Some crooked
Jews employed an oath which was considered binding by the
Gentiles, but had no force in Jewish law.
38

39

3 9 a

40

37 III. 2. 42d, top.
3 J. B. Frey, Corpus Inscr. Iudaic. I, No. 690; Nock, Conversion, p. 63.
39 Even in a Jewish center in Palestine, in Beth She'arim, a Greek epi
gram (probably of the third century) on a tombstone of a Jew reads: « r < € > i
ij&e\e Molpa Kparairj. "For such was the wish of the powerful Moira."
The interesting epigram was published by Prof. M . Schwabe in the Bulletin
of the Jewish Palestine Exploration Society, VI, 1939, p. 107.
39» Positive commandments 7, ed. Dr. Ch. Heller, 1946, 37a.
1 , e. of the npmn T and the mson iso.
8
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This circumstance may shed light on an obscure passage
hitherto totally misunderstood. A responsum by Rab Hai b .
Nahshon Gaon* records:
*D n y u r a i T M p nwyh rr?^m on
-pry
p i rrro ra^n m m ipr Torn Dsn BPN i r ^ a am .Kin hia
i « - m y nn« cam .nyut? IT rrrn n«i , n . nr tPDPn n « rrtm nD'DPn
.nmDD r a w n
rfrna rawn -p-in ,nrrm T D ,DHD nm aw ^y o n y o
n m y ? ir anon « m n n » D nn«i - p o nopn ^ma a w n DWD NDya »KD
1

42

1

]na«n n u » o

"m uvn ud2 W T y n n n n a :rra

p

^yi rrpm BOWI

"Heaven forbid that one should do so (i. e. to circumvent the
law) in vows or oaths, for that is a serious matter. There came
to us a pious, learned old man and taught in the School: It is
written (Deut. 4:19), 'And lest thou lift up thine eyes unto heaven
and behold the sun — that means to make a vow by it — 'and
the moon' — that means to swear by it.
If you transgress or
circumvent either of them, then, 'thou hast gone astray (ibid.)
and are required to do the most severe penance. For the Lord
will wreak vengeance upon you, and you will on this account
be considered on a par with those who worship the sun and the
moon. That is why it says further on (ibid. 26): I call heaven
and earth to witness against you this day that ye shall utterly
perish'"
The thundering language of the old Rabbi indicates that
some ignorant and crooked Jews abused the oath by the
luminaries. It was accepted by their neighbors as if it were
legally binding. The same situation probably existed at all
1

44

45

40

47

1

l

48

4 1

Flourished in the ninth century in Sura, Babylonia.
< Geonic responsa nawn ny» No 143.
« Read min»D.
44 Comp. Mishnah Sanhedrin VI1.6.
4s Const. Apost. V.12, derives from the same verse the injunction against
swearing by the luminaries.
4 According to our explanation there is nothing mysterious in the teach
ing of the old man. See Hazan's note a. 1., 54b, and Dr. B. M . Lewin, i n a
•'Jifcon Nedarim, p. 23, n. 12.
471, e. either the vow or the oath.
For such an oath is invalid only when it concerns the swearer him
self, e. g. a self imposed oath not to eat or drink etc. The case is different
in human relations when the intention of the adjurer must be taken into
account. The great sin of uvn biV'n, profanation of His name, is involved
here.
2

6

4 8
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times and in all places. Some eight hundred years before the
time of our old man, Martial declared.
49

ecce negas iurasque mihi per templa Tonantis
non credo: iura, verpe, per Anchialum.
There! You deny it, and swear to me by the Thunderer's
Temple
I don't believe you: swear circumcised one, by Anchialus.

50

Martial requires that the Jew swear an oath more iudaico.
P. 140. &7[d7r]i7J' ^ecov. This reading is correct. See C. H.
Roberts, Journ. of Egypt. Arch. 39, 1953, p. 114 (Prof. Nock).
P. 152. On the Oriental proverbs used by Petronius and
their rabbinic parallels, see M . Hadas, American Journal of
Philology L, 1929, p. 378 ff. (Nock, p. 224, n. 3).
P. 158. eldes rbv <pi\ov <70u, eldes rbv debv GOV. "When
you have seen your friends, you have seen your Lord." The
proverb is probably taken from Tertullian: vidisti, inquit,
fratrem, vidisti dominum tuum. "When you have seen a brother,
says [Scripture], you have seen your Lord." This corroborates
my conjecture (ibid., n. 95) that the reference is to Gen. 33:10.
P. 165. On the expression - m n vby psp "The davar jumped
upon him" see now Lieberman JBL L X V , 1946, p. 67 ff.
Pp. 175-176. DV p in the sense of "immediately," "instantly"
occurs also in Tosefta: * MDV p on npyj "He becomes a Tarn
(harmless) immediately." It is also extant many times in Sifra,
in Bereshith Rabba and in Midrash Yelamdenu.
Ibid. The phrase rrnyp "n in the sense of "instantly" is also
51

52

5

S4

55

56

«• Epigr. X I . 49.
1 , e. by K ^ D M , by the Temple of Jerusalem, as correctly explained by
H. Seyrig, Annuaire de VInst. de Philol. et d'Hist. Orientates et Slaves VII
(1939-1944), p. 283. See ibid., p. 287, n. 21 and my note ibid., p. 288.
The correction in the first edition of this book is void.
* De oratione 26.
« Baba Kamma 11.2, 347* .
«'nipira I, HOd.
s*X. 4, 77 .
« See Q'Bip^, Grunhut V, apy, 126a.
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57

found in Midrash Job: rwy , . . n n y t p n a rreny p a n nivrw
T D . . , n n y » n i Hence it is clear that nnyp nn means T D ,
instantly. The expression was still in vogue in Palestine during
the Geonic period: 1 n y 0 ] a l^DK U Dmb ^
t r « ''He can
not change his mind even immediately."
Both terms have a very early origin. A Ugaritic tablet
reads: 4 m y nan nna. D> p-ina on»K "I shall make [it], O Kothar,
immediately. O Kothar, instantly."
P. 188. See the excellent article of Prof. Henri Gr6goire,
Revue de VUniversity de Bruxelles X X X V I , 1931, p. 257 ff. and
n. 1, p. 258 ibid.
58

59

60

61

62

6

63

" As quoted in Yalkut Hantakhiri Is., p. 252.
Comp. also TP Pesabim VI11.8, 36b top: rrnyea napm "And he was
buried immediately."
^Responsa geonica ed. S. Assaf, Mekize Nirdamim, Jerusalem, 1942,
p. 123.
1 , e., after the transaction took place.
I I AB, col. VII, 1. 15 ff.
According to the correct explanation of A. D. Singer, Bulletin of the
Jewish Palestine Exploration Society X I , May 1944, p. 22. Prof. H. L. Gins
berg has kindly drawn my attention to it.
5 8
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BK
BR

CGL
CII
CIL
CMG
CSEL
Daremberg et Saglio
Dornseif, F.
FHRA
Ginsburg C. D .

GJP
HUCA
Jastrow, M .

JBL
JQR
Liddell and Scott

Homer, the Origins and the Transmission,
Oxford, 1924.
ben (the son).
Baba Kamma.
Bereshith Rabba, quoted by chapter and
page, ed. Theodor and Albeck, Berlin
1903-1929.
Corpus Glossariorum Latinorum, ed. G.
Loewe, G. Goetz et F. Schoell.
Corpus Inscriptionum Iudaicarum, ed.
P. J. B. Frey, 1936.
Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum.
Corpus Medicorum Graecorum.
Corpus Scriptorum Ecclesiasticorum La
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Greek in Jewish Palestine, New York
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Midrashic Literature.
Journal of Biblical Literature.
Jewish Quarterly Review.
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LW

LW I
MGWJ
OLZ
PG
PL
PWRE
R.
REJ
Schubart W .
Schiirer E.

Syl.

8

TB
TP
Terminologie I

Terminologie II

ZAW
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Griechische und lateinische Lehnworter
im Talmud, Midrasch und Targum, von
S. Krauss, Teil II, 1899.
Idem I, 1898.
Monatsschrift ftir Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judentums.
Orientalistische Litteratur-Zeitung.
Patrologia Graeca.
Patrologia Latina.
Pauly-Wissowa Real-Encyclopadie der
classischen Altertumswissenschaft.
Rabbi
Revue des Etudes juives.
Das Buch bei den Griechen und R6mern,
Berlin-Leipzig, 1921.
Geschichte des judischen Volkes im Zeitalter Jesu e t c , Vierte Auflage, Leipzig
1901-1909.
Sylloge Inscriptionum Graecarum, ed.
W . Dittenberger, Leipzig 1915-24.
Talmud Babylonicum.
Talmud Palaestinense.
Die alteste Terminologie der jtidischen
Schriftauslegung, ein W6rterbuch der
bibelexegetischen Kunstsprache der Tannaiten, von W . Bacher, Leipzig 1899.
Die exegetische Terminologie der judi
schen Traditionsliteratur, idem, Leipzig
1905.
Zeitschrift fur die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft.
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Hebrew and Aramaic Words
man
annm n a a
«nnsi o'nN
*6K . . .

I'nB'^H

10961
1359
1359
49, 51
213
213 ff.
14 ff.

NDDDDN

63, 64

'P^H
K1DK

y32tt*3 n i N i n b ,y3SK

maw*

15 ff.

Q'HBII ma^n

Dii»on

97, 97i06

"3*3
K 1 T 3 n»3

82271
21227
11
11
13

HOW 1133

]W 1133
n« P
nbs« p

Tin p
13
PITHD p

Vj>3
1'ns 1 3
13

.TJ1JW 13
top n3

843

106
s e e n»Hin

•ITI

[ton] nr

16

illlDT

3337

noan
mVin
Kn"3no noin
msn, nsn

3313

nw n i T 3
H'lDD'a

'apin
bip n i 3 n

»nn ,n"iin
li'irr

185
72
9593
17159

myaM

95

D1D1B

20630

DCJ»13 OHO

133

13
216

n3?D -]V 'fiV

1146

1259

it*'

12

12030
1259
12
216 ff.
194 ff.

D'T'ISBI

90
0*033

131 1 3

19114
18-19
57, 58, 61, 79
69173

97
194

140n
10962
220

1458

213

3 i i y rAa

173

H31 13D3

82274

n31»l 3 W 3
0*131 3313

nmy

89 ff.
833

See Ashgarah, Index V

, i 3 i m ,]na

'H^3p

niisn^ D33n
ruAn

33^
D'aiaV
nDi3*pi!?

86

12025
119
17

vvb
»«n'^n Kwb

193106
191 ff.

•'mo mV»ao
K^BID

87
66153

HDDD'D

81 ff.
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nn^DD
on-njm
byn
aina I N X D
mx©
1»D
posno
T33IVK ,133
H'^yo miro
np'Dis
m m o |i3 .naiDn p3
o'Bpu
]VBD'3
3'anpa nn»D3

78-79
140 ff.
49
2In
18973,212
211 ff.
18862
13 ff.
1143
81 ff.
39 ff.
140 ff.
133
185

mo
nv3D»o
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D-ID , o n o
inarm I H D I D
11010

90
38 ff,
82274
66153
66
81271

mi"y
ano^y
ipy

115
1687
15839

«ne
r'yi? Dos
an!?B ,nbis
nos
pDD
1131B
D1D3H1B
01B ,D1B

1359
14922
139s
50ff.,209
see pDsno
17159
6
2004
18656

nDU'p
pip
mtt'p
lK'i ]iVp
lain v^y ysp

see nDiirpiV
17163
18218
10
216

yvbv
»13'B> ,n3P
jmyp
11B0 .llfl't?
nsw

82271
186
49 ff.
39i2
3912
39

-p3n
lpn

20630
90
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Latin and Greek Words
Anchialum
arbiter
domus divina
elogium
Lingua duplex
referre
trahere
1

216
8I271
197
58
192
85
212

dXo7la
&X070S
iiLvakanfi&vo),
6.ve\i)tp&riv
bvaaTpoprj
6.vri(nyixa
&w\ovv (di&Tayixa)
dirort^at
&7Tpe7T€S
*Pe\ofjLavTeLa}

66
65, 66, 98
14 ff., 1580
65 ff., 67
40
2005
85
37
19620

The words marked with an asterisk are omitted by Liddell and Scott
(in the last edition) and Sophocles.
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yX&aaa Tpirri
8aKrv\o5€L^la
8Ly\axr<ros
8iop&ovv
8LT\TJ

191 ff.
17 ff.
192
90
40

5i.<p&kpa

HtkkTTJ
M€(Ttr?7S

10962
81271

vofwcds
*No7apwc6*>
Nu/jtpcuoj'

81 ff.
69179
133 ff.

20523,20738

rdv &e6v <rov
eiacpepeiv

216
85,90
87
evarcLTUcoi
65
*«ToXi7 (charity)
18973, 212
Qayopebuv
140n
*€ijT7TaorjLi^a
97
*^|i7T57<rts
48
kpyaaiai Kai hmx^p^aTa
55 ff.
evpopev yeypap.kvov
2In
f = c x r d , rj=OKT<j)

77

flKpifiwiikva

97

oma^oSofiOL
tfpos
oi>5& aXXo . . . ff
oSros keu>os
Tapay6)8rfs
7rapa7a)5i7S JcoXxcords
xapddo£os
irapWeats
vap&kvoi LpiavToi
TepLpavTTjpta
TrpOCKitVTjaiS
wpwToy&jMa
*TP(JJT6TOKOS

/caXi7 <rou *card$i;<r«
KOXOVJ

dies!

icaXdi> 5ue
navkv, KCLV6V€S
Kapbu>v\dd
Kardpx€(r#ai
Kavdcov
K\TJ86)V

69,72
11

crrijhai
<rrd icaXd
abyicpuns
obyKpuris Tpos taov

XeTTToX&xw*
*X070fcX€7TT77S
XVTIKOI

ne&ivTiiixi
*p.e\erav (to derive)

12

19620
201
1146
59 ff.
59ff.,62, 79

10

11
79, 833
119, 11924
15136
13458
194,19517

rd/xos
wos

TOO <TK6TOVS

vwonvrjftaTa
vaTepov irpdrepov
^IX&TOXOS

Xd/Se avayvu&i

17159
17159
6
60 ff.
167 ff.
178
934
211

TOV <JQ.7Q.VQ.

fiaPSofiavTeia

iafyricpa

172
833
4919
16

19732
18218
18
65

5027
10962

^ws bya&bv
XiXidju/fy
XPWU

XPTJO'tfai
Xpva6ypa<poL
ty&vpos

20630
12

87,91, 93, 205
67
212

1143
14611
52

195
20625
193
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Bible, Targum, LXX, Apocrypha and Rabbinics
BIBLE
Gen. 24:29
Lev. 13:52
Deut. 19:14
Joel 3:5
Mai. 3:6
Prov. 24:21
Lam. 3:51
Eccl. 5:2

6
135g
833
7
5026
5027
104
70
TARGUM

II Sam. 5:8

166

Cant. 6:6

166M

I Chron. 21:15

16276

SEPTUAGINT
Ex. 12:3, 23, 27
Lam. 3:51

50
10431

APOCRYPHA A N D
PSEUDEPIGRAPHA
Baruch (Syriac) X . 19
II Mace. III. 10
Sap. Sol. X I I I . 6
Sap. Sol. (Syriac) X V I I . 18
Sirach X X V I I I . 13
Sirach X X V I I I . 14-15
Ascensio Mos. I. 14, III. 12
Ascensio Is.
Testament of Job X L I I I

167
16943
1308
1945
193
191
81271
14
12

RABBINICS
MISHNAH
Ma'aser Sheni V. 15

140 ff.

Bikkurim III. 2-3

144 ff.

2

Shabbath V. 4
Shabbath V I . 2
Yoma V I . 4
Shekalim III. 2
Shekalim VIII. 5
Sukkah IV. 5
Sotah end
Baba Mezi'a V. 4
Sanhedrin V I I . 6
'Eduyoth V. 8
'Abodah Zarah II. 3
Aboth II. 7
Menaboth VIII. 7
tfullin II. 9
Bullin I X . 6
Bekhoroth VII. 11
'Arakhin I X . 4
Temurah VI. 1
Tamid III. 4
Tamid IV. 1
Middoth II. 2
Middoth III. 8
Middoth IV. 6
Kinnim III. 6
Parah III. 6
Niddah V I . 9
Yadaim IV. 6

153
139 ff.
160
17160
167 23
11 46
100
186
138
16615
119
13787
154
134 ff.
183
155 ff.
169
15242
150
187 ff.
166
17053
173
10748
159
18219
106 ff.

TOSEFTA3
Kil'aim 785
Shabbath 1347
Yoma 185n
Sotah 31822
Sotah 3202
Sotah 3226
Baba Mezi'a 3792
Baba Mezi'a 38421
Sanhedrin 42 74

180
191
16721
194
141
102
184
15521
53 ff.

Only passages explained or paralleled are listed in this Index.
* Pages and line in ed. Zuckermandel.
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INDICES

'Abodah Zarah 46129
'Abodah Zarah 4663
'Abodah Zarah 4687
'Abodah Zarah 4696
Menaboth 52535
Zabim 67633

101
161
136
147
15414
91, 92

BARAITHA DI-MLEKHETH
HA-MISHKAN
XI

174
MEKHILTA*

Pisba VII, 24
5029
Amalek, end, 202
3912
MishpatimX, 332
111-112
M E K H I L T A DERASHBI,* 2 116u
Mekhilta Derashbi, 105
131
BARAITHA
DER. I S H M A E L
SIFRA, rjoba X I , 25c

54 ff,
6

49

SIFRE 17
68, p.
69,
84,
116,
131,

63
65
80
133
171

66
45
38
172
131
SIFRE I I

43, p. 97
188,
227
306,
330
345,
402
356,
423

8

115
833
502
75
21

SIFRE Z U T A '
Nasso, p. 233
Beha'alothkha 257
Beha'alothkha 277
M E K H I L T A TO D E U T .

6

7

8

9

202

PALESTINIAN T A L M U D
Berakhoth II, 5d
15
Berakhoth I X , 13b
6
Pe'ah I, 15c
101
Pe'ah II, 17a
207
Pe'ah VII, 20a
153
Kil'aim V, 30a
180
Shebi'ith VIII, 38b
132
Ma'aser Sheni IV, 55b
71192
Ma'aser Sheni V, 55d
97i07
Bikkurim III, 65c
285, 14613
Shabbath VI, 8a
140
Shabbath VI, 8c
195, 19626
Shabbath X I V , 14c
72
Pesabim I X , 37a
15734
Yoma VIII, 45b
189
Shekalim III, 47c
171
Shekalim V, 48d
91
Shekalim VI, 50a
177119
Shekalim VII, 50c
175108
Bezah III, 62b
185
Ta'anith IV, 68a
21
Mo'ed Katan III, 83b
16
Yebamoth I, 3a
11
Yebamoth IV, 6a
186
Sotah V, 20b
161
Sotah VII, 21d
201
Sanhedrin I, 18c
66153
Sanhedrin X , 28a
108 ff.
Sanhedrin X , 28d
131
Sanhedrin X I , 30b
17

* Chapters and pages in ed. Horovitz.
Pages in ed. Hoffmann.
Folios in ed. Weiss.
Section and pages in ed. Horovitz.
Section and pages in ed. Finkelstein.
Parasha and pages in ed. Horovitz.

5

50
60
32
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INDICES
'Abodah Zarah I, 39b
'Abodah Zarah I, 39c

20113
10

BABYLONIAN TALMUD
Berakhoth 28b
Berakhoth 55-57
Berakhoth 57a
Shabbath 105a
Shabbath 115b
Pesafcim 49b
Pesabim 50
Yoma 40a
Yoma 73b
Yoma 83b
Yoma 84a
Rosh Hashanah 17b
Megillah 32a
Mo'ed Katan 14b
Yebamoth 16a
Yebamoth 79a
Nazir 39a
Baba Kamma 83a
Baba Mezi'a 60b
Sanhedrin 17a
Sanhedrin 21b
Sanhedrin 43b
Sanhedrin 63b
Sanhedrin 91a
'Abodah Zarah 43a
'Abodah Zarah 54a
Zebabim 31a
Zebabim 62a
Menaboth 99b
tfullin 59a
tJullin 60b
Temurah 28b
Temurah 29a
Tamid 31b

103
71192
75234
81
38
75233
13
16721
199
191
190
4339
195
16512
11
35
183
104
18440
63, 63129
10860
4447
11283
18434
136
14815, 151
3439
162
100
18219
110
14922
147 ff.
158

MINOR TRACTS
I Aboth deR. Nathan
I, p. 6 13686
I Aboth deR. Nathan X V I I I , 67 95
10

I Aboth deR. Nathan X X V I , 82 161
I Aboth deR. Nathan
X X X I V , 99
38
I Aboth deR. Nathan
X X X I V , 100
43
I Aboth deR. Nathan
X X X I V , 104
1458
II Aboth deR. Nathan
X X X I , 67
10326
II Aboth deR. Nathan
X X X I I , 69
1268
II Aboth deR. Nathan
X X X I X , 105
174
II Aboth deR. Nathan
X L V I , 129
21
Semaboth VI
165
Soferim III
4237
Soferim VI
39
Sefarim
43
10

GEONIC LITERATURE
Geonic responsa Sha'arei
Teshubah 143
Geonic responsa ed. Assaf,
1942, p. 123
Rab Zemab Gaon

215
215
11

AGGADIC MIDRASHIM
Bereshith Rabba" VIII, 62
123
Bereshith Rabba X I V , 127
77
Bereshith Rabba X L I I , 402
830
Bereshith Rabba X X X I X , 505
283
Bereshith Rabba L X , 647
6
Bereshith Rabba L X X I V , 872
201
Bereshith Rabba X C V , 1233
16
Shemoth Rabba X I I I
28
Shemoth Rabba X V
4, 124 ff.
Shemoth Rabba X X X I
133
Vayyikra Rabba III
14111, 146n
Vayyikra Rabba III
15947
Vayyikra Rabba X I
7-8
Debarim Rabba I X
86

1 0

Chapter and pages in ed. Schechter.

11

Chapter and pages in ed. Theodor-Albeck
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INDICES

Debarim Rabba (ed.
Lieberman 56)
Esther Rabba, proem.
Esther Rabba III
Shir Rabba II
Ruth Rabba III
Ruth Rabba VII
Koheleth Rabba I X
Shir Zuta II
Shir Zuta V I
Tanljuma Beshalab
Tanbuma Ki Thissa
Tanljuma Mass'ei
Yelamdenu

116
7-8
198
20
13-14
12443
114
1446
188 ff.
29 ff.
207
159
18, 89

Midrash Samuel I
613
Midrash Tehilim I
110
Midrash Tehilim X X I I
158-159
Midrash Mishle X X V I
4126
Midrash Job
217
Pesikta Rabbathi X X I
81
Midrash (anonymous)
11499
Midrash Haggadol Gen.
70
Pirkei R. Eliezer X I X
1796
Pirkei R. Eliezer X X X I
162
Pirkei Rabbenu Hakkadosh
13
Mishnah of R. Eliezer VI
18
Mishnah of R, Eliezer I X
193
Mishnah of R. Eliezer X
15

INDEX
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Ancient and Mediaeval non-Rabbinic Sources
APOLLONII
12340
Acta Sanctorum
934, 1036
Aegineta, Paulus
18968, 190
Aelianus
19621
Anecdotum Venetum
4669, 60
Aphtonius (rhetor)
59
Apollonius Rhodius
14118
ApoIIonius Sophista
67163
Apophthegmata Patrum
18218
Apuleius
14327
Aristarchus (grammaticus)
67
Aristides Quintilianus
202
Aristonicus (grammaticus)
41
Aristophanes
3337, 1458, 14920
Aristotle 59, 1502, 175107, 18219, 183
185, 18549, 187, 213
Arnobius
14327
Artemidorus Daldianus 71, 71197, 72
74, 75231
Athanasius
19728
Athenaeus (grammaticus)
3759,
64141, 65, 79
Athenagoras
1157
Augustinus
197 ff.
ACTA

f

f

BARNABA

(epistle VII. 8)

CASSIUS

16057
see

Dio

Cicero
67i60, 79, 8944
Clemens Alexandrinus 115, 117, 119,
1308
Cleomedes
211
Constitutiones Apostolorum
11179,
20735
I Corinth. II. 13
60104
Chrysostomus, Dio
19621
Chrysostomus, Ioannes
829
Dio

CASSIUS

7

Diodorus Siculus
Diogenes Laertius

17384
4659, 64138, 12030

Eupolemus
Euripides
Eusebius (hist, eccl.)

16939
173
13573
5l0, 9, 1254,
20521

Eusebius (praep. ev.)

5249, 5781, 173

ETYMOLOGICUM

FIRMICUS

M A G N U M

M A T E R N U S

13787, 13899

INDICES
GALENUS
Gellius, Aulus
Geoponica

77244, 8836
77240, 79257, 16512
154 ff.

HADASSI, JUDAH

55 ff.

Hephaestio (grammaticus)
4238
Hermogenes
55, 59
Hero Alexandrinus
178, 178136
Herodotus 934, 122 ff., 13133, 13677,
14919, 20, 153, 171-172
Hesiod
13686, 155
Hieronymus
see Jerome
Hippocrates
77240
HOMER
11. I . 260
3652
II. III. 273
15135
11. I I I . 424
3654
11. VIII. 555
67
11. X . 292
157
11. X . 294
1459
11. X I . 636
65
11. X I X . 254
15135
11. X X . 227
114
Od. III. 382
157
Od. I I I . 384
1459
Od. I I I . 437
1459
Od. I I I . 445
15135
Od. X I V . 425
14118
Horace
89,121

IAMBLICHUS
16620
Ignatius
8514
Ioannes
see Sardianus
Ioseph
see Rhacenditus
Iosephus, bel. iud.
16837, 16943,
17053, 17054, 17270, 173
Iosephus, vita
2323
Iosephus, ant.
2212, 12556, 16616,
177126
Irenaeus
1254, 10962
Iulianus Imperator
58, 10850, 1308
Iustinus Martyr
1308, 20735

JEROME

1474, 52, 5250, 89, 19620

LACTANTIUS

227
59, 831,

1309

Livius
Lucianus

see Titus
16, 11816, 119, 12030,
13787, 1444, 1458, 14920
Lucretius
175
Lydus, Ioannes
17159
MACROBIUS
11447, 14612, 15733
Marcus Diaconus
18218, 19732
Marqah Samaritanus
74219, 81 ff.
Martialis
216
Martini R.
297
Maximus Planudes
56
Mela, Pomponius
18331
Melito
see Sardianus
OPPIANUS

114

Oribasius
Origenes
Ovidius

77244
45
15158, 18331

PAPPUS ALEXANDRINUS

11499

Paulinus Nolanus
13787
Paulus see Aegineta and Silentiarius
Pausanias (Periegeta)
13677, 162,
17498, 179138, 196
Persius
16
Philo Iudaeus
126 (see 12340),
145, 149
Philostratus (Sophista)
934, 1036,
10747, 189
Philumenus (Medicus)
18968
Planudes
see Maximus
Plautus
192
Plinius (maior)
10328, 10747, 48,
155, 17599, 184, 185, 186, 187, 189,
191, 19624
Plinius Medicus
76
Plutarchus
75231, 10328, 10748,
10830, 13787, 14011, 14922, 149-150,
15239, 164, 17159, 196
Polybius
61
Poly car pus
1234
Porphirii Gazensis vita see Marcus
Diaconus
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INDICES

Porphyrius Tyrius
142, 14510, 163
Protevangelium Iacobi
76240, 167
Prudentius
1459
QUINTILIANUS

8735

RHACENDITUS IOSEPH

5676, 68168

59, 5992

SARDIANUS IOANNES

Sardianus Melito
Scholia to Aristophanes

13787
4238, 11713
17495
Scholia to Hermogenes
5673
Scholia to Homer
3653, 3755, 57, 42,
4452
Scholia to Sophocles
13244
Seneca
2752, 192
Servius (grammaticus)
15239
Silentiarius Paulus
190
Silius Italicus
15138
Simplicius (philosophus)
11499
Sosibius
65,79
Strabo
13677
Suetonius
17, 63132
Suidas
13787
Synaxarium Constantinopolitanum
1036
TACITUS

Tertullianus

Thaumaturgus Gregorius
10536
Theodoretus
117ll
Theon (rhetor)
67
Theophanes Nonnus
18968, 19080
Theophrastes
145 ff., 181 ff.
Titus Livius
16172, 16512

8516

17, 111, 112, 13787,
13890
14920, 216
F

VARRO

Virgilius

11

5250, 114, 1459, 15138,
15240, 15736

X E N O P H O N EPHESIUS

19624

ZENODOTUS

INSCRIPTIONS

36

AND

Acta fratrum Arvalium

PAPYRI
1795, 14612

Beth She'arim Inscriptions

11389,
21439
The Black Stone of Esarhaddon
76
Dittenberger, Sylloge^
13677, 14011,
1644
CII
21439
North-Semitic Inscriptions 1687, 1395
Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics
etc.
1642
Ugaritic tablets
217
Pap. Louvre (Magic)
1147
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V

General
ACCLAMATIONS

16 ff.

acrostic
acrostic in Homer
acrostics in rabbinic literature
adoratio of the edict, not
introduced by Diocletian
'A<ppo8lTri Ovpavia
Aggada, thirty-six rules of

79 ff.
79 ff.
80263
934
132
68168

Alcmeon, the anecdote about
Alexandrian grammarians
"Alexandromania"
&\r)&wds 'laparjX
Altar, built of victims' ashes
Altar, raven-scarer of
Altar, worshipped
anagram

171
27
7
20735
162
174
163
74

INDICES
Anaxagoras
64
animals, classification of
18221
Archimedes
11499
Aristarchus
27
Aristophanes of Byzantium
27
Ashgarah
12554, 13893
Asses, flutes made of their
bones
107
Astral bodies, worship by the
heathen
1308
Athbash
69,73
'ATTLKKLVO,

automata in temples
Awakeners

25

178 ff.
142,209

Dots, superposita
Dots, in the Torah
Dura Europos Synagogue

229
4451
43 ff.
1583, 1458

EDICTS OF THE KING, kissing

of
8, 934, 35
Edicts of the king, read with
fear
8
Edicts of the king, tearing
of
8,9
Eldad and Medad, lost
apocryphon of
4128
Euphemisms
3439
FIELD-MEN

BEYROUTH, Law School of
10536
Bible, see letters, arjfxela
npiTiKOLy verses, vulgata
Bible, division in 24 books
2752
Books
see Jerusalem
Books of Assi
25
Books of R. Meir
24 ff.
CALIGULA

17

Caracalla
7
Cassiani and Proculiani
96103
Cato the Elder
10328
Children, born after eight
months of pregnancy
77
Christians, persecution of
5
Chthonian rites
167, 16721
Codices, Jewish and Christian 203 ff.
Confession of sin, formula
of
140-14111
DlAGORAS

117

Diocletian
see adoratio
Diocletian compels his wife
and daughter to offer a
sacrifice
5
Divination by the chance
opening of a book
198
Dogs, mad, remedies against
the bite of
189 ff.
Dogs, monuments to
213
Donation of years
16 ff.

Finger, pointing with
Flamen Dialis

183

15 ff.
16512

GEMATRIA, Greek origin of
7321
Gold-dust in the treasury of
the Temple
172
Greek, studied by the House
of the Patriarch
104, 10534
Greek, to study superficially
but not thoroughly
10328
Greek wisdom, ban on
100 ff.
Halakha, origin of the word
833
Heathen customs, Christian
ized
16062
Heathen customs, Judaized
160
Herodes Atticus
1038
Homer, critics and defenders
of
65 ff.
Homer, division into twenty-four
books
2752
Homer, the Greek Bible
108, 10850
Homer, known to the
Palestinian Jews
113,11389
Horns, gilded, of victims
144 ff.
IDOLATRY, rabbinic attacks on 116 ff.
Idols, demonic spirits behind 12133
Idols — symbols
126
JERUSALEM, books of

Jesus' logia, the recording of

23

205

230

INDICES

Jesus' order regarding eight
months infants
Johanan the High Priest,
abrogations of

PANDORA

76240
1 3 9 ff.

Ka\av8cu
Kemosh, hair offered to
Kites, snatching meat from
persons

10
131
175

LATIN words not used by
the Rabbis
Law, international, published
on stones
Letters, in the Pentateuch,
number of
Letters inverted
MAIOUMA

17
202
474
76
120

Maximus Tyrius
126
Mary in the Temple
16730, 1 6 8
R . Meir, books of
24
Menignus (martyr)
1030
MrjviaKos
174
Mice, formed of earth
1 8 3 ff.
Midrash, not extant in our
editions
4138
Miracles, not denied by the
ancients
177
Mishnah, interpreted by the
same methods as Scripture
13787
Mishnah, publication of
8 3 ff.
Moses, attributes of
8 1 ff.
Mountains, heathen worship
of
1309
Mourners, barred from the
Temple Mount
165
Mysteries, heathen
1 1 9 ff.
Mysteries, Jewish
207-208
Mythology, heathen, not
attacked by the Rabbis
1 2 6 ff
NAPHTALI, swiftness of
Notaricon

11493
6 9 , 7 3 ff,

Opisthodomoi in the Temple
172
Oracles, Jewish
1 9 4 ff., 1 9 9

13686

Peplos of Athene
Pinax, number of tablets in
Plagiarism
Plants, classification of
Probation of victims
Upoyvuvaanara
Prophets, born after seven
months of pregnancy
Publication in antiquity
QUIETUS

RAVEN-SCARER
SACRIFICES, human

168-169
2036
1 8 ff.
1 8 0 ff.
1 4 8 ff.
94
7624
8 5 ff.
101

see altar, temple
131-132

Sacrifices, human, buried
under the altar
163
Saliva, woman's remedy
against eye diseases
18862
Sarapis, interpretation of the
word
1 3 7 , 13889
Sarapis » Joseph
1 3 6 ff.
Severus, Synagogue of
23
fjrjfiela KPITLKO,
3 8 ff.
Sirens
183
Soferim, meaning of
4 7 ff.
Soferim, emendations of
2 0 ff.
Stichometry
2431
Sun, Jews swearing by
2 1 4 ff.
t9, an inauspicious sign
74219
Tables, Second written by
Moses
8 0 ff.
Tail, short, a blemish
156
Tanna of the college
8 8 ff., 9 0
Temple Court, books found in 2 2 ff.
Temple, human skull found in 1 6 1
Temple, miracles in
1 7 4 ff.
Temple, Raven-scarer
176
Temple, treasure chambers
1 6 9 ff.
Temple, veil exhibition of
168
Temple, veil weaving of
1 6 7 ff.
Torah, publication of
2 0 0 ff.
Tp€ts xdptr€$„ Bath of
133

Tbxi of Rome

134

INDICES
VERSES of the Torah, division
of

Vulgata of the Hebrew Bible

231
2 5 ff.

4237

Verses of the Torah, number of
24
Verses in the mouth of a
child
1 9 5 ff.
victims, stunning of
1 4 1 ff.
Virgil, allegedly quoted by a
Palestinian Jew of the
fourth century
5250

W E A S E L , bad portent
Worship of objects
Yalkut Hamakhiri, Spanish
manuscripts used by
ZENODOTUS

72
1 3 0 ff.

30
27,36

